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SEEN

I have seen you there and recognized your place

I have believed in you yet never had I seen your face,

You were always there and never far

You were the face that came to me from the stars.

No place on Earth could ever be so familiar as this,

So I give my love with the utmost tenderness

For there is another of me and that is you

A vision of light reaching me after the sun has died,

A facade of limitation when love is always my guide.

The Hotel San Raefael, Punta del Este, Uruguay, 2004

The evening was resplendent. Arching over the hotel roof hues 

of orange and crimson splayed like fi ngers whose grip on the day 

were loosening by the second. Twilight was rolling in, its slow tide 

thickening as the moments passed.

Teal lifted his sunglasses off his face, pushing them up till his 

fringe was anchored fi rmly beneath his lens, his eyes quickly adjust-

ing to the encroaching eve.
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“I could get used to this,” he whispered to himself.

The deckchairs that were spaced out all around the pool, thank-

fully a meter apart so he could lounge freely (a large consortium 

of obese Americans had come down poolside earlier in the day, 

bringing with them their bodacious demeanours and pungent bod-

ily odours that almost drove Teal to his hotel room balcony). His 

fl opped limbs were limp, his breathing deep, his mind furling into 

the recesses of the arriving night.

His attention was drawn into his body like some kind of sacrosanct 

poultice of presence. So many thoughts, so many emotions had 

accompanied him at the beginning of this journey.

Teal closed his eyes, his skin fl ushed by the sun that had borne 

down on him for most of the afternoon. He had moved around the 

pool when the Americans had gone to dine, and when they had 

returned, catching as much of the daystar’s light that his hide could 

withstand without blistering.

As he exhaled his spirit propelled upward till the pool and the 

hotel were part of the myriad of hotels hugging the peninsula 

beneath. Azure ocean vanished beneath the clouds whose frothing 

wisp was a mirror refl ection of the sea far below. A shrill cry crossed 

the vast distance between the Andes and the Atlantic, instantane-

ously taking him to where it had originated.

Thousands of feet below a waterfall cascaded into a deep gorge. 

Mists clung to the edges of the chasm creating an impenetrable fog 

not even light could pierce.
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The Apurímac would course down from its beating heart till it 

became the Amazon River, delivering its life- giving waters to all 

across the fl oodplain thousands of feet below. The beady eye of 

the condor whose call Teal had heeded perused his ghostly self, 

then with a single beat of its enormous wings, traversed the maw 

beneath and was gone.

Teal drew another breath and an instant later was back on the 

chair peering across the pool. His escapade cut short by a commo-

tion that had broken out in the restaurant.

“I said I wanted MAY- O- NAISSE with my fries!” One of the 

Americans was going to great lengths to get her condiments, her 

drawn- out pronunciation of what she relished, however, was lost 

in translation.

The waitress lent forward, a pained look on her face as she 

repeated the word: “Ma- yo- naize.”

The American woman huffed with impatience and grabbed her 

equally bloated husband by his forearm causing him to drop the 

rib hidden by his bulbous head onto the table.

“GODDAM’IT CHARLENE! MUST YOU!” His long, slow- 

vowelled drawl accompanied by his lower lip rolling up from his 

chin to his nose. Teal could see chunks of meat wedged inside of 

his mouth as he fi nished his sentence.

“Fuck me . . .” Teal said getting up from his chair. His equilibrium 

had been upset once too often. He threw his t- shirt over his sun-

glasses, the cotton trapping the warm resonance of his skin between 

the two surfaces. Slipping into his sandals he moved away from the 
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pool. Two lights fl icked on as he walked away, their beams swathing 

through the still murk of the pool.

“I just want some mayonnaise with my fries, Henry, that’s all!”

Teal didn’t bother to look as he shuffl ed into the lobby and nod-

ded politely at the receptionist who was peering around the corner 

of the desk into the restaurant. He strolled towards the elevators, 

the din of the argument growing louder as the waitress repeated 

the word again . . . and again.

The escalating fervour emanating from the restaurant was inter-

rupted by the sound of one of the elevator cars arriving on the 

ground fl oor. Teal moved into it hastily as the doors opened and 

pressed the doors closed button as quickly as possible.

“YOU IGNORANT SWINE! ALL I’M AS–”

The door closed as impatience got the better of the woman and 

she made the incident into a scene. Teal looked at the ceiling of 

the elevator momentarily before closing his eyes once again, the 

tension in his body now dissipating as the carriage shot through 

fl oors. The arrival chime signaled; he had reached his destination. 

The doors slid open and he strolled out into the corridor and down 

towards his room. He ran his fi ngers along the smooth wall, letting 

his fi ngers hit the architrave of every doorway till he reached 

his own.

He was inside a heartbeat later crossing the fl oor to the balcony, 

stopping to pick up a bottle of water from the minibar. He opened 

it taking a hearty gulp as he brushed aside the thin veil that sepa-

rated his room from the outside world. As far as he could see to 
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the north and south were buildings almost identical to the one he 

stood in now.

“So much for originality,” he chuckled to himself. Teal picked 

up the packet of Marlboros that lay beside the ashtray on the small 

table pressed up against the glass barrier and lit a cigarette. He 

pulled a chair out and sat, slumping into it till his body was cradled 

in its frame.

Four weeks ago he had sat in this very same spot, tired, bored 

and contemptuous of the lifestyle he had created for himself. 

Growing up in the isolation of the Mackenzie Basin in the lower 

South Island of New Zealand had fashioned in him a sense of won-

der about the world outside of his mountainous, tussock- ridden, 

glacier- fed lake dominion. He had climbed the peaks nearby the 

station where his parents had settled after making a fortune from 

the burgeoning dot- com market in the early nineties. In his teens  

he had often wondered what his friends left behind in Auckland 

were doing. He often remembered going to the Coromandel in 

the weekends to go swimming, boozing or perhaps engaging in 

awkward nights of hapless sexual experience. The inescapable 

beauty of the terrain all around him was lost to his eyes at fi rst. He 

would stay up there till his mother would call to him, dinner being 

the usual premise for his attention. He’d stay up there as long as 

possible, unhappy that he had left that life behind for this isolated 

one. She would come out of the house several times, requesting his 

attendance till her tone was no longer welcoming.

As he grew older he retreated further away into the hills. The 
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time he spent in this ethereal world pervaded his being till the 

silence became a part of him. The secrets divulged by the land 

awakened a connection that transpired into a dream- like condi-

tion where he could read the land around him as though it was a 

phonetic language. Scenes began to play out before his eyes in this 

state. The barren terrain below him transformed as muehlenbeckia, 

matagouri, coprosmas and olearias sprouted up like vegetative 

springs in the valley below. In the proximity of rivers, kowhai and 

kanuka furrowed through the soil at breakneck speeds snaking 

their way towards the orb in the sky. Around him celery pine, bog 

pine and mountain totara rose to block out the ever weakening 

sun retreating behind the Alps. Above and beyond silver beech 

and celery pine climbed into the snow line. The miasma of scents 

given off by the trees and fl owers intoxicated Teal, the land extol-

ling the boy’s ability to perceive its mysteries and allowing him to 

participate further in its enigmatic past.

From where he sat he could see campfi res that often blazed next 

to the rivers in small clearings. Haunting music caressed saddening 

songs that held the beings present captive. Gigantic dark- skinned 

men, their bare limbs ribbed with lean muscles sat crossed legged, 

mesmerized by the fl ames. Their sooty eyes darting away from the 

fi re on occasion, capturing the movements of fauna startled by the 

presence of humans. Dispersed amongst them were stout Asiatic 

fellows, their robust bodies shrouded in sealskins. At the head 

of the circle sat two white- skinned men. Both had long fl owing 

blond braided locks that graced their backs. Poncho- like blankets 
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swathed their bodies, their heads tilted skyward, their eyes cease-

lessly following the movements of the stars and planets above. It 

was from their lips that evocative tones escaped.

“They are singing directions for the Asiatic men to follow in 

order to fi nd the greenstone,” said a voice that Teal had heard 

now a dozen times. It fl uctuated between feminine and masculine 

in tone, but its rendition had always been serene. “The others will 

wait for them here and some will ferry the stone to other settle-

ments around the main islands and to the ones your people call the 

Chatham’s.” He listened intently to every syllable, doting on the ren-

ditions and the way they illuminated the land he had come to love.

Teal learnt to allow his heart to soar in these intrepid voyages. 

His sense of escapism riddled by the intrigue of what lay beyond 

the Basin’s reaches. He developed and honed the skill of his acute 

imagination, fi nding a penchant for literary description in what 

he had seen, desiring to further his skills in the higher institu-

tions of learning. He moved to Wellington and enrolled and was 

accepted into the International Institute of Modern Letters at 

Victoria University. Although with this shift his ability to connect 

with the land was lost. The distractions of city living dulled the 

senses and he quickly lost the desire to fi nd them again. All the 

wonderment of the cosmopolitan life in Wellington – theatre, 

cinema, restaurants, live music and bars – all took their toll on his 

fi nely tuned connection with the land.

He got into the habit of submitting faux travel articles (he had 

never left New Zealand) to various travel magazines around the 
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world. His venture paid off for he was picked up by Vagabond, a 

travel publication based in Vancouver and to the astonishment of 

his family, within months he had moved there. But their bewilder-

ment was minimal compared with that of the Vagabond’s editor, 

who couldn’t believe what Teal told him when he said  Vancouver 

was the fi rst place he had been outside of the country of his birth.

“I like your initiative.” The editor peered across his desk at Teal 

swinging his chair around to take in the view of English Bay from 

his offi ce. “That’s why I’m sending you to Rapa Nui next Thursday.” 

Teal’s grin lit his eyes up. “That’ll give you a week to fi nd an apart-

ment and set yourself up here. I’ll see to everything else.”

That had been over seven years ago. Teal had found an apart-

ment in West Vancouver, in an area fringing the edge of the 

harbour. He had stayed there all of three nights before the life of 

a travel writer had swept him away and he had returned there only 

on a handful of occasions. His new life saw him living in hamlets 

in some of the most remote locations on the planet, camping in 

extreme wildernesses where few others had trod, then treated to 

the luxury of hotels where he could seek to fathom his experiences 

before consigning them to his editor.

After years of patiently waiting for the opportune time to ask, 

Teal one day convinced the editor to send him on the same voyage 

that Dennison Berwick had made: from the start of the Amazon 

River along its 4,000- mile long length to the Atlantic Ocean.*

* Dennison Berwick, Amazon, London: Century Hutchinson, 1990.
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“As long as you can do it within three weeks,” had been the reply 

from the offi ce in Vancouver.

Teal had been with the Dogon in Mali for over a month –

something his editor had not expected – enamoured of their 

understanding of the universe. The Dogon prepared Teal for 

initiations into ceremonies where knowledge that few non- Dogon 

are privy to would be passed to him from those within the tribe. It 

was also a means to an end – this way he would get stories for the 

fall issue about living with the Dogon and about the epic odyssey 

Berwick had taken.

It was hard to believe he had been 16,700 feet above sea level 

standing above a large cairn marking the “apacheta” –  the sacred 

spot at the top of a mountain where the Amazon River begins as a 

stream of melting snow weeks before.

This experience seemed to belong within the confi nes of the 

book that had inspired the journey in the fi rst place. He lifted 

the cigarette to his lips and took a long draw on it, watching 

the end of it glow red beneath the ash clinging precariously to 

its tip.

What had happened up there had changed the course of the 

rest of the trip, and his life.
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Tigre Hotel, Yauri, Peruvian Andes, 2004

The room was unheated and Teal was freezing. Even all his thermal 

underwear and merino garments, and his goosedown sleeping bag 

could not keep the cold at bay. He had been enamoured by the 

memories of Cuzco and its vibrancy, and now he pined for the 

music that masqueraded as the heartbeat of that colourful city. 

The temperatures up here were less forgiving; at any moment he 

felt as though he might slip off into an eternal sleep and with this 

his mission would be over.

Through the small window above the door he watched as snow 

fell like rain outside. Every fl ake silently soaring on a breeze that 

called to him, stirring a long suppressed aching for connection.

“I must be fucken’ mad.” He slipped his feet off the edge of the 

bed, the sleeping bag falling to his knees as he stood. Jolting in the 

crispness he stood over the bag, reaching back down to throw it 

back onto the fl imsy frame and mattress.

He stuffed his notebook and some cheese, cocoa leaves and 

alkaline ash into his backpack, then put a plastic sheet over his head 

to cover his clothes from the snow. He opened the door and the 

cold air effortlessly worked its way into the room, invisibly slither-

ing across the fl oor.
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“I’m defi nitely nuts.” Teal closed the door behind him and made 

his way over the snow away from Yauri. Angelo, his guide, was 

asleep in his room and Teal thought the better of it than to wake 

him. Venturing through the falling snow was harder work than he 

had remembered. Coming from a semi- desert landscape, and not 

being in the snow for a number of years now, he’d quickly forgot-

ten just how laborious it was. Every step was an effort and the thin 

air didn’t make it any easier. Even though it was far from time to 

be getting dark, visibility was becoming an issue and the same hills 

Berwick must have seen, worn smooth by ancient glaciers rising 

up through the mists, were lost to a heavy continuous movement 

of ashen.

Teal was about to turn back when the veil began to lift consid-

erably. He looked around almost gleeful, laughing to himself as it 

did. Lifting off the plastic sheet he folded it and placed it into his 

backpack. The gradient of the trail dipped sharply downward and 

Teal considered his options. Alpaca and sheep grazed on sprigs 

of yellow grass protruding from the snow, watched by women in 

blankets and pairs of children in sweaters.

To the right of the track a milky- white river appeared. This was 

the Apurímac, the “Great Speaker”, its name referring to the 1,300- 

foot gorge 145 miles downstream.

Teal reached into his pack and pulled out a wad of cocoa leaves. 

Shoving them into his mouth he began to chew ever so slightly till 

saliva poured into his maw.

“Fortune favours the brave,” Teal stated indignantly and boldly 
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as he took a tentative step down along the track. When he was 

assured of his footing he nibbled a small amount of ash and allowed 

it to dissolve. Numbness ensued shortly thereafter and he was given 

the burst of energy he needed to make lighter work of the higher 

altitudes.

The track meandered down and then leveled out as it crossed 

the valley. Rising again till it dropped into a shallow basin rejoining 

the river beside abandoned terraces and roofl ess houses. The light 

had begun to slip away, like sand pouring through the fi ngers of a 

fanned palm. Teal’s adventure was almost over. He walked around 

the houses looking into the windows, scaring a bunch of sheep in 

the process, before deciding to make his way back to the hotel and 

hopefully a hot meal with Angelo.

When he climbed up along the trail, the alpacas, the sheep and 

their owners had dispersed, giving Teal an iota of panic. Had he 

come the wrong way? Gotten lost? But his overly stimulated mind 

was put to rest when he saw Angelo ahead waving at him.
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RENDEZVOUS

A match is lit

Taken to a wick

Of a candle of thought

That has no name.

The meal Teal had eaten the night before was through him before 

the sun got up and he spent most of the dawn camped on the toilet, 

his arse erupting with a violence he had become accustomed to; 

his choice of destination saw him eat many things that his body 

found hard to digest.

Angelo was outside Teal’s room waiting patiently for him when 

he finally found himself able to leave the bathroom’s vicinity. 

“Have you replenished yourself with water, senor?” he asked with 

concern, but his face had a look on it somewhere between sarcasm 

and seriousness.

“Shall we venture on?” Teal assured him with a wave of his hand, 

then slapped him on his back. “Have to watch those beans, Angelo.”

After six miles the craggy road climbed up a side valley with high 
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sides falling into a gushing stream of clear water. In an opening in 

the valley wall a snow- capped peak appeared far away. Teal closed 

his eyes and envisaged there was his destination, the source of the 

Amazon River, his childhood forays into the realms of connection 

with nature awakening from their deep slumber.

Ahead the river narrowed and fl owed through a gorge to the 

right of the track that continued straight up the hillside over huge 

fl at rocks.

Angelo climbed steadily, but Teal breathed heavily in the thin 

air, his mouth wide open. “You OK?” Angelo stopped and came 

back to see Teal moving slowly up the hill.

“I need to rest and perhaps eat shortly,” he said between breaths.

“Not far ahead there is a settlement.” Angelo reached into his 

bag and pulled out some cocoa leaves. “Here.” He proffered the 

leaves to Teal. “Take some.” Teal grabbed Angelo’s arm, huffi ng as 

he came to a halt.

“I have . . . some . . . in my rucksack,” he forced out.

“OK.”

It wasn’t long before Teal had leaves in his mouth and was chew-

ing manically. “Shall we keep moving?” he said a few moments later.

Angelo nodded and they moved up along the trail. A few min-

utes on, Teal looked back making out a breathtaking bowl several 

miles wide, its hillsides were yellow with grass. Dots of white, black 

and brown – alpacas, llamas and sheep – sporadically meandered 

around its walls. Reaching the top not long after, he looked over 

into the next valley below. A group of grass- thatched huts and a 
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long building with a shining tin roof stood in a cluster surrounded 

by walled animal pens. The track led them down to the settlement.

Angelo went ahead to organize some food and possible lodgings 

for the night leaving Teal to make his way down the hillside. As he 

walked towards the entrance in the village wall, he was surprised 

to see a young woman sitting there, a blanket wrapped around her, 

her head covered by a chullo. She seemed strangely familiar to Teal 

as he made his way towards her.

“Hello, Teal” she said as he smiled at her.

The penny dropped almost immediately. “Brody Hobbs?”

He started laughing, catching his breath as he did. “Excuse me.” 

Teal pulled the cocoa leaves out of his mouth. “What brings you 

to . . .?”

“Here?” she said pointing to the ground beneath her feet.

Teal had met Brody via a friend in Vancouver the night before he 

left on his fi rst assignment. It had been love at fi rst sight, but fearing 

rejection he had allowed his feelings to dissolve into his work and 

his passion for her soon subsided.

“I’m afraid its beans and a little stewed meat,” Angelo said walk-

ing towards the gate where Brody sat. “Can you stomach that?”

“Angelo. This is Brody Hobbs,” Teal politely instructed.

“Angelo and I have met,” Brody said getting up. Angelo smiled 

at Brody then returned his gaze to Teal.

“Yes, I can eat that,” he said tossing the leaves aside. “Would you 

care to join us?” Teal asked Brody.
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She moved to the side of the gate allowing Teal passage. “I’ve 

eaten, but will join you.” She walked beside Teal and Angelo and 

then looked at Teal. Out of the blue and without breaking her 

stride she said, “I am surprised you came so soon, but I knew that 

you would be coming up here.”

Teal looked at Angelo who had obviously not heard her com-

ment. He went through the narrow door that led into the dining 

room where the food was being prepared, then turned back to 

Brody. “Were you talking to me?” he queried.

“Yes. Of course.”

Teal lent away from her looking at her face. Her eyes had the 

same familiar glow about them, but there was something ethereal 

that beckoned beyond the glow that she kept stored within her 

stare, something limpid, a sense of knowing that she was now 

exercising.

“You knew I was coming?” Teal quipped.

“We’ll talk later. Let’s eat.”
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AMNESIA

Have you forgotten

Who you are to be?

Heralded in the silence

Comes a revealing truth

Whose poignancy is yours to see.

The three of them ate heartily, then Angelo asked if Teal wanted 

to push on.

“Perhaps tomorrow,” Teal replied. Angelo had headed off to 

make plans for their accommodation that night, when Teal ran after 

him. “Oh, and take the day off.”

Angelo smiled then turned away. “Angelo!” Teal shouted getting 

his attention. “With a full days pay, of course.”

“Thank you.” Angelo nodded before going to make the neces-

sary arrangements.

Brody was waiting for Teal when he came back to the dining 

room. “So what’s brought you to this place?” Teal said when within 

earshot of her.

“Shall we walk a little? Will do wonders for your digestion,” Brody 
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said, ushering Teal out the door and into the early afternoon sun.

“Yes.”

“I was teaching English in Paysandú, then, because tourism was 

being directed into the region by the Peruvian Government, I was 

asked to come up into the Andes to teach English to Quechua, 

Incan and Spanish- speaking peoples of the region.” They had 

crossed the courtyard and were at the gate where they had met. 

Brody walked through fi rst. “Fourteen months later there were 

sixty- nine children enrolled at the school between the ages of six 

to fi fteen. Eleven of these children didn’t come to school because 

they had to attend fl ocks of alpacas, llamas and sheep. As some 

children had to walk up to fi ve miles, and needed to do so in the 

daylight, school started at 10.00 am and fi nished at 1.30 p.m.”

Teal listened intently.

“I’ve learnt the Quechua language since arriving here and 

feel . . .” Her words trailed off, the same look Teal had seen earlier 

crossing her face. “. . . like I know so much more about myself.”

“You don’t miss Vancouver? Your friends?” Teal asked sincerely, 

dismissing the peculiar expression on her face. He had grown to 

envy those who had lifelong friends. He had none of his own, just 

acquaintances who he would see ever so often, and those who he 

shared his time with, albeit briefl y, on his expeditions.

“They’ve never left me, Teal, nor I them,” she said matter- of- 

factly. She stopped walking and then seemed to be composing 

herself in order to say something.

“What’s up?”
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“I was going to do this later tonight, but I feel now’s as good time 

as any,” she said. Brody placed her hand gently on Teal’s arm. “Do 

you have a fl ashlight?”

“I do. Shall I grab it?”

“Would you mind?”

“Not at all.” Teal went back through the gate and towards the 

room where Angelo had gone after they had eaten. He returned 

shortly with a fl ashlight.

“Excellent Teal.” She caressed his hand and led him away from 

the complex and down a path into a bowl- like valley. It was eerily 

still. The only noises were their footsteps over the craggy path and 

the ever- present fl ow of streams and rivers in the distance.

Brody’s sentience of the track made Teal feel as though she was 

guided by some magnetic epiphany she desired to share. She’d 

obviously walked the track numerous times before, her footfalls 

were quick and light, her sense of purpose gathering haste.

Ahead the path began to narrow and Teal noticed that she was 

leading them into a steep crevice. Looming dark shadows cowered 

above as they made their way into the chasm.

“Can I borrow your fl ashlight please?” Brody asked Teal.

He handed it to her and she scoured the ground around them. 

The beam fell onto a stick perched against the side of the ravine 

wall. “Thank you, Teal,” she said, handing back the fl ashlight. She 

picked up the stick, reaching into her pockets at the same time. 

Out of her pocket she pulled a lighter and she ignited the end of 

the switch. It burst into fl ame and gave off the smell of kerosene.
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“You’ve obviously been here quite a bit then?” Teal remarked 

turning off his fl ashlight.

Brody smiled lifting the torch above her head. It popped and 

spat, the sounds echoing off a rock wall dead ahead. Their shadows 

wavered across the path under the wavering torchlight, a mad 

dance refl ecting their voyage into the gorge. Brody moved quickly 

along a narrow path to the left of the trail, holding Teal’s hand more 

fi rmly and pulling him gently behind her. Her hurried demeanour 

both frightened and excited Teal. Stopping abruptly she turned to 

him, lifting the torch up to show an elaborately carved entrance 

into what at fi rst seemed like a cave.

There were hieroglyphs sporadically covering the expanse of 

its entrance that pulsed under the light. Teal reached out to touch 

them, but Brody pulled his hand away. Trying to speak, Brody put 

her fi nger against his lips silencing him.

Moving further down the path, spiders’ webs were smeared 

across the passage – evidence of the massive arachnids there, hid-

den from the light and poised to launch themselves at their prey.

Brody pushed the torch into the webbing, which produced 

an acrid smell as it burnt and shrivelled in the heat. As the web 

disappeared it revealed friezes of what looked to be stars, joined 

together with intersecting lines. The constellations of both Big and 

Little Dippers stood out as Teal perused the wall.

Brody turned to face Teal and he almost screamed. Her blue 

irises had swelled covering the whites of her eyes as though well-

ing up a source in her head. Her pupils had vanished completely.
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Teal assured himself that there would be an explanation for 

this, one that Brody would impart soon enough. As they continued 

along the trail her appearance divulged further. Her form seemed 

to change in the fl ickering light that danced across the walls. Her 

skin seemed to glisten like oceanic phosphorescence following 

the wake of a stroking hand through the night water, and soon her 

entire skin became a light green. Her hair lengthened and crept 

out from beneath her chullo till it was down to the middle of her 

back. It had gone from brown to a glossy black. Tattoos crept over 

her fl esh like animated vines, coiling and restricting against the 

parts of her tegument that were exposed.

Teal watched as a tattoo crawled down her arm from beneath 

her poncho resembling a tendril of some living organism moving 

beneath her cuticle.

As they left the confi nes of the narrow corridor, Brody stopped, 

dropping the torch, the light slowly fading as the fl ame dissipated 

on the cold damp ground. Before Teal could reach down and pick 

up it up it was out. He fumbled for his fl ashlight in the cool enclos-

ing dankness.

Fear got the better of him and he broke the silence. “Brody, 

wha–?” She placed her hand over his mouth, her eyes glowing 

in the darkness, like binary stars seen through a telescope. There 

was a faint glow that ruminated around the murkiness like the fi rst 

moments of dawn.

“Look up,” she whispered.

“WHAT THE–?” Teal mouthed the words against Brody’s palm.
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A miniature Milky Way hovered some twenty feet above.

“Where are you from, Teal?” Brody lent forward and whispered 

in his ear, her voice becoming fainter as she fi nished the sentence. 

It was as if she was walking away from him whilst speaking. “Those 

who come here are not from this planet,” she said as Teal felt a cold 

shiver run over his body like a bone chilling wind had isolated him 

out in the cavern. “They have incarnated here for a great trans-

formation. One that will see a shift in the planet’s consciousness. 

Taking human form lifetime after lifetime. Waiting for this epoch 

to end and a new one to begin.”

The light of the Sun above showered him in its fi ery yellow 

blaze. Occasionally licking tongues of solar wind lashed out from 

the glowing orb. The planets refl ected the light in their own hues, 

creating an interstellar collage that fi lled the vacuum of space. “It’s 

so beautiful.” Teal reached up towards a star that hung no more 

than two feet above his head, its luminescence illuminating the skin 

on his fi ngers as he got within its radiance.

“When I fi rst arrived up here, I dreamt about this place. Night 

after night, like a fever that would only break after my choice to 

acknowledge its presence. In these dreams I followed the trail 

through the valley to the entrance of the cave. Here I would 

look over the glyphs on the walls. As I became more lucid in my 

dreaming I felt the urge to reach out and touch them. As I did an 

impulse came over me to continue upon the path, going deeper 

and deeper into the ravine. The desire burned at me, feeding me. 

So I waited patiently for the time to come when I would have the 
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strength to embark upon this endeavour in a waking state.” Teal felt 

that if he stepped a foot either side of where he was he would be 

plunged into obscurity.

“One night I heard a faint whispering that at fi rst left me feel-

ing cautious, frightened. It was so mesmerizing though, and so I 

followed it till I was at the mouth of the arroyo. I stood there at 

the entrance for the longest time. Unsure of why I had come here, 

albeit to face my fears and discover where this trail led too.” Brody 

had moved to the edge of the solar system, she too reaching up to 

caress a star as she spoke. With her touch it burned brighter and 

lit her grinning face. “I decided to listen to my heart, which sung 

as I ventured deeper and further along the trail. Eventually I found 

this place.”

Teal admired her sense of purpose, her sense of escapade. They 

were cut from the same cloth.

“I have learnt so much by continually coming back here. I am 

from a planet called Targus in the Sirian star system. When I search 

my feelings, my eyes change to the colour I had when I was Targian 

incarnate. Sometimes my body goes through metamorphosis and I 

resume my Targian form. Like now.” In the dim light of the infi nity 

above them Teal looked upon her; she was indeed no longer human.

In the Mackenzie Country he had been granted a glimpse into 

a world so few now related to in the West. He had walked away 

from this connection and lost his way. His attempt to affi rm it 

had become sloughed down by modern life. The written word 

replaced the phonetic language of the land that Teal had learned 
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to decipher. That skill lay dormant within him waiting once again 

to be activated. The fi rst tremors of that reactivation had arisen 

the day before.

“So you believe that I am not of this Earth?” Teal dropped his 

gaze to encompass Brody who was moving along the damp rocky 

earth towards the twin binary star system of Sirius.

“I have faith to believe that you’re not.” She shot him a glance 

across the expanse.

Teal lifted his head upward, ahead a myriad of stars clustered 

around it. “Connect with where I am,” he said with a quiet deter-

mination. He spread his fi ngers till they fanned below his hip and 

bowed his head. Concentrating on his breath, the chatter in his 

head began to dissolve like salt in water, each exhalation scattering 

the words like pooling liquid. Shortly after there was only stillness. 

“Become one with the Earth.”

Brody had stopped beneath Sirius her head cocked. She 

watched a tiny green planet orbiting a star equivalent in size to 

our sun poised at a distance similar to that of Earth and our fi ery 

star. Then dropped her head to watch Teal intently.

Slivers of light began to unfurl from Teal’s palms making their 

way towards the rocks underfoot. As they seethed into the gaps 

between the stones, his body jolted upright, enlivened by the root-

ing. In his mind’s eye he saw the cavern in all its illustrious glory, 

Brody off in the distance, her long black hair moving on an invis-

ible tide across her shoulders, the room expanding and contracting 

with every breath.
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A swill zephyr passed through the cave, upon it was a tongue not 

spoken since the conception of this marvelous effi gy. Elucidating 

key harmonics hidden in the language causing Teal’s pineal gland 

to rattle till his psychic vision went beyond the dank grotto and 

its mysteries. The wind coiled around him pressing the clothing 

against his skin as it moved around his torso. The hair at his nape 

lifted as it swirled around his throat coming to rest in front of his 

third eye. Motionless it hovered there like a cobra preparing to 

strike.

Teal felt a drawing sensation between his brows. His immediate 

reaction was to fi ght it, pulling back against its force.

“Let go.”

The male voice he heard was one he had not expected to hear, 

but its reassurance was one that bestowed upon him the strength 

to do as it asked. Years ago, this same voice had explicated what he 

was seeing as he sat at the foothills of the Southern Alps. All efforts 

to the contrary movement of the wisp disappeared and Teal sur-

rendered. Instantly the hovering wisp struck. It passed through his 

skull and swamped his jingling pineal. A fi ssure opened between 

his brows, shards of light hurtling through the cosmos overhead 

passing between planets and stars at breakneck speed in every 

direction. For Teal it was all a blur, but sensation fi lled his body. 

Gravitational fi elds pulled on the beams, elongating the cells on 

one side of his body, the stretch forming in muscle. Blinding orange 

luminosity fi lling his head bewildered him as he passed Aldebaran, 

the giant orange star, and then all movement halted instantly. As 
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his sight slowly returned he saw an open cluster of blue stars shim-

mering in the silence. He drew a short raspy breath, then moved 

again with such force his entire body lifted momentarily off the 

ground, cementing itself back down again as the motion was over.

“Caleano is the name humans have given this star in ages past.”

Another haunting articulation resonated around Teal, this time 

a feminine presence. Teal moved again, but this time at a gentle 

dip as though he was in the palm of this giant, and she was lowering 

him down to see beyond the star’s atmospheric shell. “Do you see?” 

Teal took his eyes off the star, looking ahead into the realm beyond 

its twinkling effervescence. It was hard to make out at fi rst, but his 

heart leapt against his ribcage the instant he did.

“I do.”

There was no movement now; he was orbiting the planet as 

quickly as he had replied to the question. Bands of white clouds 

encircled the equator. Where there was none, azure oceans could 

be seen.

“This is Aternatia. Do you wish see more?” the voice requested.

“Yes . . . yes I do,” Teal stuttered.

Before he could draw another breath he was travelling over 

massive mountains whose snow- covered peaks gave way to dense 

forests smothering the vales and plains in verdant green. Mists lifted 

from the canopy into the sky around him, buoyantly lifting him up 

occasionally then allowing him to plateau as he dispersed them. 

Crystal clear rivers scythed through the landscape, their fl ows 

drawing back to the mountains behind Teal.
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“Not unlike the Earth at the time of your fi rst incarnation there, 

in the time of Lemuria. This is your galactic home.”

“Home.” Teal mouthed the word.

The forest receded away leaving a course of canals ferrying 

huge sailboats. Triple masts held enormous sails that billowed in 

swift breezes, the bows cutting through the crystal water as either 

side of the ships pink dolphins bobbed and swam ahead.

“They are emissaries.”

“The dolphins?”

“Yes. A collective shared intelligence between all sentient life 

forms on this planet allows for a peaceful existence. They are wel-

coming the Altornas from Friggia. A race of beings to which your 

DNA has strong genetic links.”

“Can I see what they look like?” Teal requested.

He began to move down towards the ship coursing along the 

canal, fl ying equidistant from them and the forest hugging the 

water’s edge. On board humanoid beings went about their busi-

ness, checking the rigging of the vessel, peering over the side of 

the craft, pointing at the dolphins. Their hair thick and jet- black, 

their skin was of the same deep dazzling blue as lapis lazuli and 

their eyes a hue short of purple. They were lean and muscular, the 

males had their hair braided, and the females’ hair fl owed across 

their wide shoulders.

The Altornas dressed to cover their sex, the females wearing 

a garment that shimmered with a lively sparkle that sent droplets 

of light down their stomachs when the water spray touched it and 
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produced from them ample amounts of laughter and revealed rows 

of jagged teeth as their mouths opened.

“This is all for now.”

As soon as the words echoed in Teal’s head he retracted away 

from the scene. The rate of speed at which he travelled back to his 

body was overwhelming, and as his third eye closed he dropped 

to his knees, vomiting heavily under the duress. The grasp of the 

roots into the Earth began to loosen, and he was able to get to his 

feet soon after.

Brody was there at his side. Her blue eyes locked onto his. 

She placed a grand hand to his cheek, stroking it tenderly. The 

feeling of nausea swiftly left him and he could feel his energy 

coursing through his limbs, his attentiveness returning to where 

he was.

“Come on, it’s time to leave here,” Brody quietly said.

As they moved under the solar system Teal took another quick 

look above; he would never look at the constellation of Taurus the 

same way again.

Brody led them out into the valley. By the time they had got 

back out of the gorge her body had changed back to how she was 

before she had entered the ravine.

The sun was beginning to set behind the Andes as they traversed 

the path. Teal’s mind was astonishingly clear, the surrealism of the 

experience swept away by what his heart challenged him to say.

“I’d like it if you slept with me,” he said to Brody as they got to 

the outskirts of the village.
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“Just sleep?” she inquired.

“Yes, just sleep.”

“I feel like holding you. I have wanted to cuddle you for years 

now,” Teal said sincerely. “Especially after what just happened.”

She laughed and fl ashed a smile at him.

Teal then pulled on her arm enough to stop her footfalls. “You 

said that you knew that I was coming to the village. How?”

The puzzled expression on his face must have been priceless 

for she was giggling uncontrollably. “Once I went to the cave and 

I was told that a Pleiadian was coming to embrace me.” She turned 

around to face him her laughter ceasing. “You’ve travelled a long 

way, friend.” She gently placed her arms around Teal’s back, pulling 

him towards her till he was nestled against her body. She lent into 

his chest, as Teal's arms wrapped around her. “You must be tired.”





Salvation
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SALVATION

I am another of yourself

Here there can be no doubt

I have ventured across time

And space to fi nd you at this place,

Where the beauty that is creation

resonates in your face.

The myths of ages will

Once again fi nd their song

And you and I will live in freedom . . .

letting love guide us home.

Lhasa, Tibet, May 2012

“Move quickly.” The monk ushered Teal ahead. “We’ve already 

aroused suspicion.”

“Can you tell me where we’re going?” Teal prompted, turning 

to look back towards Lhasa. Several Chinese military trucks were 

making their way towards the outskirts of the city where Teal and 

the monk had abandoned their Lada.
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“It matters not.”

Making haste over the rocky terrain was diffi cult, even more so 

in the late afternoon sun. Though they were gaining altitude, the 

air was still lacquered with heat.

“There.” The monk pointed across the ravine towards a glisten-

ing sparkle that blinded Teal as he looked at it. “Keep moving.”

The sense of urgency the monk exuded was now unsettling Teal.

“OK, man.” He stopped turning to completely face the monk. 

“But where the fuck are we going?”

The monk slid past Teal shaking his head. “No time. No time.” He 

had scaled the side of the valley making his way towards a solitary 

fi gure that was the origin of the dazzling light ahead. It was another 

monk, who in his hand held a small mirror that he wielded expertly, 

catching the sun’s light, bouncing it down towards the ascending 

fi gures as the sky began to dim.

“PLEASE COME. COME QUICKLY!” The monk’s voice carried 

down the chasm between him and Teal, the emotive tone of fear 

slithering like a cold lahar down the valley.

Teal turned on his heel. Sucking his breath in heaves, he ran up 

the hillside, negotiating the terrain just ahead of the incremental 

movement of the sun moving behind the mountains. In his periph-

eral vision he could see the looming penumbra of gloom smother 

the mountains and dales, like a gauche tsunami, stealing what life 

the desert once had.

From the river valley beneath came the slamming of vehicle doors. 
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The Chinese garrison had surrounded the car left deserted by Teal 

and his accomplice, ransacking it and fi nding Albe’s body in the 

backseat. Teal could hear their voices becoming more animated 

even over his own laboured inhalations. It wouldn’t be long before 

they would look up the valley, see them scaling it and take action. 

What that action would be, he dared not consider.

Teal, Albe and the monk had fl ed the city at breakneck speed. 

Those who had seen Teal labouring under the weight of the dying 

man in his arms had alerted the garrison who had raced over to 

their vehicles, tossing away their cigarettes and clambering into the 

trucks excitedly jabbering amongst themselves. They sped across 

Beijing Road in pursuit.

The fl urry of Chinese billboards and neon signs that now littered 

Lhasa’s inner city was a blur as Teal and his companions fl ed. The 

military convoy ducked and swooned around other traffi c, running 

the gauntlet of several intersections. However local knowledge 

prevailed and the monk lost the convoy, albeit momentarily, by 

heading down dingy alleys where Chinese prostitutes clung to the 

doorways of decrepit karaoke bars and pool halls.

How it had come to this Teal wasn’t sure. He’d come to Tibet on 

the request of Albe Svarksen, a wildlife photographer he had met 

on the shores of Lake Baikal. The mystifying email he had received 

had drawn on his sense of wonder, its three written lines imbibing 

Teal with its allure.
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When the daystar becomes night, so shall the worthy take fl ight and 

know new roads to salvation. Potala Palace will be a beacon from 

where a signal is given.

Come to Lhasa a day before the annular eclipse, 20 May 2012

Albe

There was a paradox in those words; the annular eclipse wasn’t vis-

ible from Tibet. From the Gulf of Tonkin, thousands of miles away 

to the south- east, yes, Teal would have been able to see it there. 

But not from the foothills of the heavens.

Albe had left a trail of crumbs for Teal when he arrived in Lhasa, 

each persuading him to act surreptitiously and move around the 

city in full awareness of his friend’s passion for geometry. Albe 

was fond of perusing maps of large cities, fi nding tetrahedrons, 

pentagrams and hexagons bisecting and dissecting the streets. He 

believed it was a coded language esteemed by Freemasons, only 

apparent to initiated masters, its secrets only divulged to the worthy.

Lassitude began to thwart Teal’s excitement as he scoured the 

city. Very little of the Tibetan world was left in Lhasa. Ancient 

buildings had been torn down and replaced by dull boxes, and 

the adornments of a world that the Han Chinese had become 

accustomed to in the metropolises that lay away to the south- east, 

soothing the homesickness of those who migrated to this barren 

outpost. But the sights began to wear thin on Teal and he began to 

more thoroughly search the areas where Albe had left the morsels 

for him to see if this prank was being played out at his expense.
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He’d expected to see a number of friends gourmandising them-

selves in the restaurant at the Jardin Secret Hotel as he went in to 

fulfi ll the instructions on the note Albe had left him:

Take the table next to Lord Shiva. For here all will be revealed.

Anything left of Teal’s raffi sh mood quickly vanished as he pulled 

out another note wedged beneath the demon under the destroyer 

god’s foot. He hadn’t yet been served, making him feel as though 

the game was up and that Albe would appear in a waiter’s uniform 

to take his order, his complaints in this caper revealing themselves 

shortly thereafter.

“I wouldn’t put it past you, Albe,” Teal muttered to himself. 

Standing up he walked down the aisle turning around as he did to 

let his view encompass the expanse of the dining room. Over the 

restaurant stereo Chopin’s Piano Sonata No. 2 in B- fl at minor, ran 

on repeat, Teal’s only company as he perused the empty space.

“Albe . . . come on out,” he requested, his patience teetering on 

a precipice where behind him lay curiosity and below deepening 

frustration leading to anger. The restaurant remained empty. No 

one appeared to appease his rising fury.

“FUCK THIS,” Teal spat. He passed through the foyer of the 

hotel and out onto the street. His eyes darted along the road as cars 

pulled up outside the entrance. Peering into the vehicles for any 

sign of the Swede, jumping over the row of shrubs that separated 

the hotel from the street he scoured the foot traffi c moving along 
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the parade, expecting at any moment to see Albe bent over laugh-

ing somewhere nearby.

Teal looked down at his hand. The note lay unopened in his 

tightening fi st. He wrenched it open.

Meet me at Potala Palace 5 p.m.

He looked at his wristwatch, screwing up the note in the same 

movement. 4.44 p.m. A surge of expectancy replaced his anger; 

he scoured the road for a taxi. Pulling out of the Hongyun Hotel 

was a blue and white taxi, its back seat empty. Teal ran towards it 

as it pulled out heading the opposite direction. The driver leaned 

out the window, cigarette in his mouth as Teal bellowed for his 

attention. The words the driver uttered in response were incom-

prehensible and his actions denoted he had no desire to take Teal’s 

fare.

Teal let out a grunt then turned on his heel and began jogging 

along Jinzhu Road towards Potala Palace. He glanced down at his 

watch, 4.48 p.m. He would be lucky to get to the palace square by 

5 p.m. He had quite a distance to cover in the next twelve minutes.
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SCYTHE

Through the endless rigmarole

In order to discover how silence

Holds so many secrets unresolved.

In a bated breath a whisper

Will reveal no evil can steal

The keys to paradise unfolding.

It was 5.16 p.m. as Teal passed Rengong lake and slowed to a walk as 

he crossed the street into the palace square. He bent over, placing 

his hands on his knees, his nape cooling with the sweat pouring out 

from beneath his locks. The mammoth square was all but deserted. 

Solitary fi gures strolled across it making their way to and from the 

monument to a peaceful liberation of Tibet and from the palace 

itself towards the trees lining its fringe.

“Teal.” The voice was steady but soft, emanating from the trees 

surrounding the lake.

Teal stood and walked towards a fi gure leaning against a tree. 

It was Albe. He was clutching his side, his legs barely holding him 
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upright. As Teal got within feet of his friend he could see a crimson 

tide oozing over his spread hand and trickling onto the ground 

beneath.

“What the f– ?” Teal covered the last few steps between them 

hurriedly and threw Albe’s arm over his shoulder. Below Albe’s 

fl ank a darkened pool splashed its content over Teal’s trousers as 

he took his weight. “What happened?” Teal probed, looking around 

for an assailant.

Albe shook his head with what little strength he had left. “Vril.”

“Come on buddy.” Teal half carried, half dragged Albe towards 

the street attempting to hail a cab whilst scouting for a possible 

assassin; his heart thudding against his chest, adrenaline peaking 

his senses. Watchfully he took in every place where a sniper could 

have hidden, any shadow where a villain may lurk, blade in hand. 

“This cannot be happening,” Teal ridiculously reassured himself as 

onlookers pointed, their voices becoming more vocal as they saw 

the black smear trailing behind the men.

“Ultima Thule.” Albe lifted his head up, his eyes spilling their life 

out with every second. “Do you understand Teal?”

Teal shook his head. “I have no idea what you’re saying old 

friend. But we’ll get you to a hospital.” Teal took a step onto the 

road, making Albe groan under the movement. “Hang on.”

Albe’s bearded face had lost its colour beneath his red facial 

hair when a Lada driving down the opposite side of the road did 

a U- turn and pulled up beside Teal.

The passenger door fl ung open clipping him. Teal stumbled back 
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landing on his tailbone, pulling Albe onto his body to prevent him 

from further injury. A pair of hands was on him a moment later 

lifting him to his feet as Albe groaned softly.

“I am sorry for that. But we must move hastily.” The Tibetan 

monk who had been driving the car lifted Albe off Teal, dragging 

him into the backseat.

“What the fuck is going on?!” Teal demanded as he got to his 

feet helping the monk push Albe’s legs into the car before closing 

the door.

The monk ignored Teal, racing around to the driver’s side and 

clambering in. Teal just managed to get into the car as it sped away, 

his attention drawn to the soldiers pointing in their direction.

“They’re coming after us,” he said leaning over the backseat 

applying Albe’s hand over the wound. If he had been pale before, 

he was white now, his body cooling quickly.

“I’m sorry about your friend.” The monk said dropping gears as 

he sped along the road.

“Can you tell me what this is all about?”

The monk drove on, looking askance at Teal then back at the 

road again. “All I know is that I was to meet Mr Albe at Potala Palace 

at 5.30 this afternoon and then take him and his guest to the gate.”

“The gate? What gate?”

“It’s better if I concentrate on driving. Please. All will be revealed.” 

He stole a glance in the rear vision mirror, his brow furrowing. “I 

think we have lost them.” He shot Teal a concerned glance. “But not 

for long, and they will have alerted other soldiers to our presence.”
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Teal stared back at the monk, his mind reeling. His breathing was 

still heavy, laden with the exertion of the last few minutes. What he 

had perceived as a game had now taken a sickening turn.

“Teal . . .” It was barely audible, but Albe’s utterance shook Teal 

out of his introspection. He lent back over the seat, twisting over 

to clutch at Albe’s outstretched hand. “Plant a tree for me.” The 

Swede broke into a grimace, his teeth stained with a claret sheen.

“Hang in there, buddy.” Teal looked at the monk. “We’ll get you 

to a hospital.”

The driver didn’t give any indication that he would obey Teal’s 

wishes, his eyes doggedly fi xed on the road ahead.

Albe’s hand went limp in Teal’s, the other falling from the wound 

revealing its gore. Teal brought Albe’s hand to rest on the fl oor of 

the car, letting go gently. The life had drained out of the man, his 

cadaver lolling with the motions of the road.

Teal looked at the gash; a knife had made the lesion, its length 

serrated from multiple stabbings. He felt numb as he turned to face 

the road. Looking at his hands, they appeared swollen, coated in 

the drying fi lm of his friend’s blood, like sponges soaking up the last 

verve from the corpse in the backseat.
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METHUSELAH

You have lived longer

Than most, old man

Seen time wage its war

In the battle for the

Human soul.

What is it you hope to see?

Now that a stroke of destiny

Is enveloping the very world

We once believed would never

Cease to be.

The surreal nature of what Teal was experiencing gave him the 

sense of reality one has even in the most lucid of dreams. As the 

Chinese soldiers began to open fi re he began to laugh. How could 

this be happening? About an hour ago he had been on an enigmatic 

treasure hunt that seemed to have him as the butt of its tantalising 

folly. He hadn’t for a moment believed that it was anything other 

than a caper stitched up by friends who had planned a reunion 
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dinner in Tibet’s capital city. And now Albe was dead, he was fol-

lowing a monk up the side of a rock- strewn valley and gunmen 

were pursuing them.

A bullet whistled past his shoulder, chipping a boulder ahead 

of him, the dust spraying up into the air. His incredulous laughter 

vaporised; this was no dream. Teal hunched over, using his arms to 

lever himself through the maze of rocks ahead, his brow and back 

cold with sweat, his eyes scouring the landscape for shelter from 

the barrage below.

He had no idea where the monk had got to, and he dared not 

lift his head to see where he was was going. Thigh and hamstring 

coiled and he sprung upward under duress. His forearms aching as 

he lurched ahead. Muffl ed barks of Mandarin traversed the hillside, 

accompanied by the zipping ping of steel on rock, fi lling Teal’s head 

in a gathering panic.

The incline abruptly vanished a moment later, causing Teal to 

lose his balance and topple forward as another bullet scythed over 

his back.

“Jesus- fuck- me- Christ,” he panted reorienting himself.

The monk was just ahead standing at the maw of the cave, 

its slope making him visible from the waist up only. His face was 

serene, almost detached from what was happening down the hill-

side. Teal pushed himself, launching towards the cave, shooting a 

quick glance over his shoulder. The soldiers were halfway up the 

hill, spreading out over the terrain, insuring that neither Teal nor 

anyone else could retreat back to the abandoned vehicles below.
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The monk caught Teal as he surged down into the cave’s 

entrance, leading him into its cool dank interior. As they made 

their way in, a group of monks emerged from the murkiness, passing 

Teal in a slow procession. At their head was a towering silver haired 

giant cloaked in an orange robe that swathed him from his neck to 

his feet. Teal caught only a glimpse of his face as they passed each 

other. Their eyes had met only for a nanosecond but Teal had the 

man’s face etched into his mind, the man’s imprint seemingly forged 

into his psyche.

The giant stood two feet taller than the monks who fanned out 

behind him creating a line at the entrance of the cave. The white 

skin of his face was the colour of pearl, gleaming even in the low 

light of the creeping twilight, but ravines spread from the corners 

of his eyes and from the bridge of his nose so deep that dust had 

caked there, creating black tattoos that gouged his face. His aqui-

line nose hovered over thin gossamer lips so delicate that they 

could never have parted in fear of exposing a cleft palate within. 

These features stopped Teal from turning and watching what the 

procession did next, his eyes never leaving the white behemoth. 

The giant’s glacial blue eyes had stolen his dread the moment they 

had met Teal’s; all that remained was a spacious tranquility that 

fi lled the void where sheer terror had once been.

The monk, who still had hold of Teal’s arm, let go, allowing Teal to 

face the cave entrance proper. Rambling shouts in Mandarin, each 

one more animated than the previous, echoed up the valley, but 

Teal was unable to react in any way other than quiet observance. 
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The giant raised his arms, in accordance with a deeply resound-

ing guttural tone that rumbled across the earth, its emanations 

originating from the vocal chords of the goliath bracing ahead. 

Teal felt undulations around his ankles, invisible tremors coursing 

up his legs, prying the atoms between his feet and the rocks below 

apart till he was suspended in the air. It was an uneasy feeling, his 

sense of balance lost in the motion of the gentle upheaval. He felt 

as though he could fall back onto the rocks. He lodged his weight 

on his heels initially, steadying himself as he quickly grew accus-

tomed to hovering.

One by one the other monks voiced the same tone, the sound 

merging to become a transparent fl ux that was clearly visible across 

the entire expanse of the cave fl oor and beyond. The volume 

of the tone increased, its force lifting the gigantic boulders grac-

ing the hillsides opposing the cave’s fl anks. The giant moved his 

hands closer together; a conductor for the orchestral manoeuvres 

replicated in the movement of the boulders perched above terra 

fi rma. What light was making its way into the cave vanished as the 

huge rocks nestled their way into the opening of the grotto.

The Chinese soldiers scampered over the top of the hillock just 

in time to see the spectacle reach its climatic end. Several of the 

soldiers dropped their weapons, aghast at the sight of the booming 

hulk magnetically drawing in the rocks into the fi ssure. The others 

in their shock opened fi re. Bullets bounced off the stones, wound-

ing two soldiers and killing three others.

Teal forced out a scream as the two boulders rummaged into 
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place, sealing them off from the world beyond, a triangle of pinkish 

orange light now resplendent over the horizon the last mote of the 

surface world he was to see for ten years.
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FUGUE

In order to survive

One must forgo life

Enticed by this

Burning question.

Shall I walk away

From all I have

Known so I can

Awaken my history?

Tiwanaku, Lake Titicaca, Bolivia, South America, May 2012

Brody walked in a lucid state of dream- like awe. She closed her 

eyes, breathing in the salty air that fl oated over the edge of the 

Kalasasaya wall from the former lake foreshore. Huge hulking ships 

that had brought beings from all continents, including the inner 

Earth had harboured here once. Sacred spices and plants had been 

traded in the markets of Keloss behind the Akapana pyramid in the 

ages before Tiwanku had fallen into ruin.

“Brody look at this!” The voice of the tour guide sounded like 
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someone calling from far away, distant and soft.

Memories fl ooded Brody’s being, awakening her like a recover-

ing amnesiac from the very dream she had been born into.

It was if she had stood beneath Angel Falls again, her clothes 

soaked and her screams of joy heard only by the nymphs and spirits 

that frolicked there.

Walking through the Gateway of the Sun, she turned towards 

its eastern face where an image of what archaeologists believed 

was the Sun God Virococha, standing upon a plinth in the form of 

a step- pyramid. Beneath the plinth was a subterranean chamber. 

The chamber contained eight entrance corridors that supposedly 

led to a central chamber where some strange, coiled animal lay 

in situ. Looking at the frieze she instinctively recognised its place 

and power.

The tour guide was beguiled by Brody’s assuredness around 

the site but she found it unnerving. She walked past the tour guide 

who stood in the middle of the Kalasasaya courtyard and began 

to make her way towards the semi- subterranean temple. As she 

walked through the Gateway of Tiwanaku at the western end of 

the Kalasasaya she turned towards the Akapana pyramid.

“Where are you going?” The plea of the tour guide fell on deaf 

ears. The other members of the party, now curious to see the rea-

son for the guide’s apprehension, swarmed to see what was taking 

place in the temple.

Brody had purpose in her stride that refl ected the eons between 

dances labelled lifetimes, and their inevitable full- circle conclusion.
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Walking up to the plinth of the step- pyramid she looked down. 

There was a trapdoor partially buried in the sand and dirt. The 

moment she saw it the memories came fl ooding back to her. Its 

position and function were as fresh to her memory now as they 

had been at the time of the last cataclysmic upheaval.

Once a coastline of an inland sea connecting it to the Atlantic, 

Tiwanaku became a lakefront ruin when the land heaved upwards 

creating the lake now called Titicaca. Walls of stone had risen up 

thousands of feet as two tectonic plates battled for supremacy, 

pushing relentlessly against one another.

This was one door of eight, all in this pyramid’s structure. They 

had offered salvation to those who knew of their existence before 

the sky fell. The temple was a door to another world deep within 

the Earth. All eight corridors met beneath the plinth. Here a tunnel 

had been created that bridged the core worlds with the surface. 

The greatest engineers to have ever lived upon the planet, the 

Lemurians, had built this tunnel thousands of years before the 

Pharaohs reigned in Egypt.

As if guided by the hand of the spirits that watched on voyeuris-

tically, Brody swept the dust from the edges of the door, her hand 

cradling the cracks. She cleared away what the Earth had hidden 

from prying eyes for thousands of years, her hand running over an 

elaborate sundial handle that she caressed gently.

She turned it a full measure clockwise and then a half measure 

counter- clockwise, then another half measure clockwise, then a 

quarter counter- clockwise. Then lifted effortlessly.
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“How did you know how to do that?”

Brody didn’t reply nor did she acknowledge the tour guide 

who was calling to her as she descended a staircase that led into 

a chamber below. The tour guide seemed to be a distraction from 

the whispering voices that she could hear coming from the dark-

ness beneath.

The air was rancid; it had been almost 13,000 years since the light 

of the sun had entered this room. As her feet touched the stairs, 

she remembered they were made of black obsidian mined from 

present- day Guatemala.

Stepping down onto the dusty fl oor she picked up a torch that 

lay on the red sandstone fl oor of the chamber. She pulled a lighter 

out of her pocket and then lit its musty wick. The fl ame encapsu-

lated the room as the mummifi ed tinder reveled in the blaze. The 

sound of the crackling gave a haunting resonance that made the 

hair on the back of her nape stand on end.

The walls were decorated with friezes of star constellations, a 

map of the planet showing an Antarctica free of ice and massive 

continents in the Pacifi c and the Atlantic oceans spanned one 

whole side of the chamber. Glyphs of animals that had become 

extinct supposedly some 15,000 years ago were depicted walking 

amongst humanoid fi gures.

“Brody . . . Brody!” The insistent voice of the tour guide grew 

quieter and quieter as she walked on.

Suddenly the shouting stopped as the trapdoor shut; the sundial 

lock spinning at a puzzling speed empowered by some magical 
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force unseen. Just as quickly as it had begun revolving it promptly 

stopped.

Outside, people huddled around the door doing their best to lift 

and pry it open. Archaeologists who had been working excavating 

down near the former shoreline of the lake came running over, 

their eagerness and desire to see the discovery becoming a tragic 

sense of loss when they heard that someone was trapped inside the 

chamber beneath. Their efforts, too, to open the door were in vain. 

The door was sealed once again.

Vibrationally adjusted to the frequency emitted from the 

Katchinosa royalty that had lived here for many thousands of 

years, the door had shut automatically after the princess had passed 

through its harmonically attuned gate.

When the ocean had risen so dramatically with the upheavals 

of the Earth’s crust as it buckled and strained, this once ancient 

seaport had been destroyed by a massive tsunami. Leaving behind 

just the few ruins that made up Tiwanaku. The water eventually 

receded covering the eight doors with eroded silt from the moun-

taintops. Erosion from wind and rain had moved the silt and earth 

away from the ruins in preparation for the return of the one who 

would remember the layout of the complex, and who adhered to 

its secrets.

Many thousands of years before she had promised herself that 

she would fi nd the gateway. Then she had been the last through 

the gate, now she was the only one to go through.

Walking along the short corridor she came to the central 
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chamber where the eight corridors met. There in the middle of 

the fl oor was a tunnel that plummeted straight down into an abyss 

of pitch. Kneeling down she lent over it, passing the torch fl ame 

over the hole. Ghostly winds spiralled up pushing her hair away 

from her face and fanning the fl ame to spit and crackle. The tunnel 

interior gleamed and shone like the interior of an abalone shell. 

She reached out to touch its cool, smooth surface. As she did, a 

collage of memories fl ooded her being like she had woken from a 

dream recounting them.

She was watching the construction of the tunnel, a spectre in 

the confi nes of the chamber. She could smell the acrid odour of 

melting rock, hear the garbled tongue of the drone- like Slaivians 

who clambered around the tunnel’s entrance marvelling over their 

feat as the light from the laser drill dazzled her, cutting through 

solid rock at breathtaking speed.

These beings from Alatinus, a small moon orbiting the gaseous 

giant Flavin near Vega, were short in stature but not in strength. 

Their thick orange hide was impervious to great heat and they 

marvelled in their abilities to create whatever was asked of them. 

The Katchinosa, from the planet Targus in the Sirian star system 

had once ruled peacefully over Lemuria. Seeing the need to con-

nect with all civilizations existing on and within the planet, they 

had built a tunnel network that allowed for travel to and from the 

surface into the interior of the planet. The tunnels’ smooth shiny 

surfaces generated no heat when passed over at great velocity, 

a non- stick coating excreted by the Slaivians’ varuios slugs that 
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had been sent down fi rst made sure of that. These were the very 

creatures that archaeologists thought of as dragons or serpents. 

Depicted in the central chamber below the being they had called 

Viracocha the Inca Sun God on the Gateway of the Tiwanaku, was 

a varuios slug. Their image here a testimony of gratitude the crea-

tors of the tunnel had for the creatures that had made it possible 

for the interior and exterior worlds to meet.

The vehicles that were used to propel beings deep into the 

Earth’s core were no longer amongst the surface dwellers. They 

lay covered in dust in their inner Earth destinations, some 800 

kilometres inside the planet.

Beneath all the ancient monumental architecture on the planet 

lay tunnels that had once been highways for traffi c between the 

surface and interior. On the eve of the last great cataclysmic event 

on the surface of the planet, the last of the exterior to interior 

world vessels had brought many surface dwellers into the sanctu-

ary of the inner worlds. Then they were left abandoned, unused 

for millennia. Like some testimony to leaving behind the world 

they had known.

Brody dropped the torch on the ground. Its fl ame quelled till 

there was only the listless whispering of the draught that invisibly 

rose from beneath her. She took a deep breath then stepped into 

the void.

As she fell the feeling of helplessness gave over to surrender. 

Precisely the second she let go she landed on a curve in the tunnel, 

her speed relentless as she slid hundreds of kilometres in minutes. 
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A calming sensation crept over her as the tunnel began to level 

out, its descent becoming a gradual plateau. Her speed decreased 

rapidly as a pinprick of light appeared in the distance ahead. She 

smiled and attempted to sit up. As she did she slid out of the tunnel 

and landed on a hard stone surface sending dust up into the air, 

clouding her vision momentarily. An eerie light emanated from a 

doorway to her right, illuminating ochre walls. The sound of roll-

ing thunder continuously berated her ears, and a fi ne mist crept in 

through the doorway. To her left there was a huge cylindrical craft 

that lay half exposed in the light. Its surface was engraved with 

writing that seemed to move like it had consciousness, a serpent 

whose rainbow scales refracted the light that pierced the dust as 

it fi ltered down. She was intrigued, but the emanating light’s mag-

netic pull was stronger.

She paused just to the left of the doorway, reaching out with 

her feelings to see what lay beyond. The vastness she felt at fi rst 

concerned her, but her urge to follow her instincts was stronger. 

She walked on. Passing through the door she burst into laughter; 

the scene around her was mesmerizing.

Enormous fl ora fl ourished like nothing she had seen on the exte-

rior of the planet. Ferns towered above her, their fronds splayed 

around the cavern. The doorway was set into a foothill that was 

overshadowed by an enormous mountain that had clouds cling-

ing to its peak. She could feel the immensity of this solitary peak 

rising above her. Around the base of the mountain colossal trees 

that would tower over the tallest Californian redwoods stretched 
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up towards a smoky sun that hovered high above. A star trapped 

inside our hollow planet. The tree trunks were an ornate orange 

whose vibrancy was as stimulating as their height was daunting. 

Their canopy was an evergreen fi eld that spread on as far as she 

could see. Rivers fl owed cascading over the sides of a chasm that 

adjoined the mountain, creating a dense mist that engulfed the 

ravine, enshrouding it with a mystical beauty unlike anything she 

had ever seen on the surface. Huge blue- winged reptiles that 

looked like pterodactyls soared across the vast space between the 

sides of the valley, disappearing into the mist occasionally then 

swooping up again, displacing the air around them and ingeniously 

clearing their view ahead.

From where she stood Brody could see steps leading down 

into the ravine. Lush green foliage clung to the side of the chasm. 

Purple lichens several feet high climbed up out of the haze, nest-

ling at the foliage’s edge. She stepped off the ledge into the myriad 

of beauty beneath. A salient lamentation began forming in her 

heart the moment her feet touched the path. As it evoked her 

attention she began to realize that she had heard it before.
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DEIGN

How fortunate the man with none.

He holds no binds to the mortal coil

Negated to him by the sum of his actions.

How fortunate the man with none.

Yet I have come to save thee

When there are those who see you die.

How fortunate the man with none.

I have not forsaken you

For I believe you can triumph.

It was cold; bitterly cold the instant the light vanished. The air in 

the cavern was heavy with dankness, the pressing pitch consuming. 

Teal couldn’t see his hand lifted in front of his face, nor the monk 

clinging still to his arm. Teal hadn’t noticed that he was back on the 

ground, the levitating tenor no longer audible.

The muffled voices of the Chinese soldiers, pandemonium 

wringing out of their voices, was the only sound Teal could make 
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out. The giant and the monks had ceased their tones, and were 

somewhere ahead of Teal hidden in the darkness.

“What’s . . . going . . . on?” The words fell haphazardly out of 

Teal’s mouth, as though he was a puppet controlled by the monk 

at his side.

“Please . . . wait,” the monk assured, gently squeezing his arm.

The sound of moving stones, rolling under the weight of feet 

fi lled Teal’s ears. He turned his head several times to make out 

where the monks were going, but the echo was everywhere and 

didn’t give his senses any reprieve. Questions brimmed in his mind, 

his inner dialogue asking one, only for another to follow at the 

conjunction of the last word and the silence falling after the last 

syllable: Ultima Thule and Vril. Were they responsible for Albe’s 

murder? Who or what were these? Why the cloak- and- dagger 

treasure hunt around Lhasa? Who is the orange- robed giant? How 

did he effect the blocking of the cave mouth?

Teal shrieked as a fanned mitt that encompassed his entire skull 

fastened over his head. All questions ceased, all words slunk away, 

and all that was left was a tranquil emptiness.

“All these questions shall be answered.” The voice accompany-

ing the words resonated in Teal’s head, a soothing rendition in 

another language he could hear in garbled whispers being trans-

lated into English.

A fl uctuation of dancing shadows crept up the boulder again, 

casting its light on the giant standing ahead of Teal and the monk 

beside him. The colossal fi gure lifted his hand off Teal’s cranium as 
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some of the monks that had been at the entrance returned with lit 

torches, then moved silently away to where it was they had come 

from.

“Come please.” The monk at Teal’s side urged him ahead. If there 

was any resistance in Teal’s body before the giant placed his hand 

on his head, it was absent now. His legs carried him away from the 

cave mouth and under the penumbra of the torches’ light extended 

overhead by the monks.

The passage narrowed for a few hundred metres. Black sooty 

wisps of smoke crept out of the top of the gnarled logs held over-

head by the monks, taking on a life of their own as zephyrs whisked 

along the corridor. Teal began to feel a semblance of himself, his 

quiet mind more alert to his surroundings, processing the fact that 

they were walking in a gentle downwards gradient. His inquisitive 

nature was bubbling under his temporarily quelled mind when he 

stepped out into a monumental grotto.

Stalagmites several stories high rose up to met stalactites that 

dwarfed the procession. Through the forest of calcium carbonate 

meandered a well- worn path that spiralled down into the obscu-

rity far below. A soft blue light emanated from an arch just visible 

from where he stood. A vast blur passed through the arch, its bulk 

recognizable even from this vast distance.

“Is that–?”

“Yes. He has forged ahead to set up camp for us,” the monk 

answered Teal’s query as he moved past and made his way down 

the path.
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“Camp?”

“Yes. We have a good week of descending to do till we get to 

where we are going.”

Teal felt a shiver roll up his spine, goosefl esh lifting the hair on 

his nape. “DESCENDING?” His lurching comment sped across the 

vast expanse bouncing off the walls as it plunged into the murki-

ness beneath.

No monk stopped to catch the look on Teal’s face. They contin-

ued on their way, robotically moving along the trail as Teal stood 

in the encroaching darkness, the light waning as the entourage 

of the giant passed behind the hulking towers spread through-

out the cavern. Teal willed his legs to move; being stranded here in 

the pitch was not a welcoming feeling. He quickly caught up with 

the last torchbearer who moved aside to allow Teal to pass ahead. 

He took a fl eeting look at the monk’s stony face as he passed him. 

Emotionless.

It appeared to Teal that leaving the world above had not trou-

bled this man. If it had, he kept his feelings bundled up in a place 

where no prying eye could locate them. What had he left behind 

in order to make this journey? Teal’s head was starting to swim 

again with questions. He needed answers before he went beyond 

the point of no return.
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TRANSFORMATION

With the heeding

Comes a farewell

To a life I had

Indeed chosen.

In its stead

Billows a refl ection

Of what my heart

Has concealed.

Nancita Volvius Forest, The continent of Muaba, across the Farian 

Ocean some distance from the continent of Arehata

With each step Brody took, a transformation occurred and pro-

gressed. At fi rst she felt pinpricks along the surface of her skin. 

Ripples carried on an energetic tide washed over her in ever- 

quickening ebbs and fl ows, their source a small sphere on top of her 

scalp. She placed her hand on top of her skull, running her fi ngers 

over the place where the emanations originated. Her cranial case 

was bulging, pressing against her hand, its movements unnerving 
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her resolve as she continued along the narrow trail. Her heart 

increased its mechanised output, forcing her capillaries to expand 

under the duress, snatching the breath from her lungs. The lamen-

tation was lost to her ears as the aching grew in intensity.

The sereneness she had felt up until this moment was lost in the 

bewildering sensations she was feeling now. She had lost control 

of her body. Another force was at work here; one she could not 

distinguish and it prompted her to panic. Brody sucked in a breath, 

the heave wrenching her diaphragm against her ribs painfully. It 

bent her over, forcing her to stop and crouch. She felt the bulge 

in the top of her head expand further till it covered the dome of 

her cranium, bone cracked and she was nauseated. Brody retched, 

sending up her morning’s breakfast out of her mouth in a projec-

tile vomit that sprayed the base of the ferns along the path. Her 

back arched hard, spine cracking violently as air was snapped out 

between vertebrae. She screwed up her face wringing out the 

pain coursing through her traumatised body, giving out a whimper 

directed at whatever force it was that had brought her here.

“He . . . lp . . . me.”

Her ears filled with the sounds of her body’s metamorpho-

sis, bones expanding, contracting, organs shrivelling, shifting, her 

molecular composition dynamically rearranging itself.

She screamed violently, but her cry was swallowed in the crash-

ing crescendo of the cascading waterfall, and her eyes fi lled with 

tears. Brody crawled off the path and amongst the undergrowth. 

Orange moss shivered at her touch, roiling away from her sickened 
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hands and knees as best it could as she slunk along it. A vile jolt 

went through her from toes to head, throwing her forward in its 

passage out of her skull.

She managed to turn herself over, her eyes barely able to make 

out the scene around her as they rolled beneath her fl icking lids. 

Shadows passed over her like beating wings, and for a moment she 

thought the blue- winged reptiles were swooping down to fi nish her 

off. She threw an arm hastily in their direction, feebly attempting 

to protect herself from harm. But she feared it was too late; an 

enormous frame blocked out the smoky sun whose shards of warm 

light had fanned through the boughs of the ferns above.

“Take the pain away,” she begged the hulking silhouette.

“It will soon be over,” the contoured shape spoke, its dulcet tone 

bringing a smile to Brody’s face at fi rst, followed by rousing appre-

hension a heartbeat later. She willed herself to lurch her head up, 

straining her neck, pushing her eyelids back into her head in order 

to take in the sight of her executioner.

She gazed at the creature long enough to register what it was 

tumbling back onto the turbulent moss cradling her body. The 

image of an ivory wolf the size of a horse sitting obediently at her 

feet inched into her conscious mind as she slipped into darkness.
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BEGET

Asking why you are here

Will never devise an answer.

Your brio only defi es

The rationale you cling to.

Letting go reveals a horror

You need never have spoken.

The path of Haloxia, almost a kilometre beneath Lhasa

Teal had done his best to catch the swiftly moving goliath but to no 

avail. The path had forked on two occasions and had it not been for 

the sound of the crackling torches fi lling the catacombs he would 

have feared himself spent and destined to die alone in the dark. 

The monks had caught up with him, stonewalling his requests to 

know how the giant had managed to trek so far ahead, continuing 

on robotically along the trail, without the aid of light.

Teal yielded the torch he had taken from one of the monks and 

allowed them to lead the way. With each step he formulated the 

questions he needed to ask, then resolutely reformatted them in his 
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mind after his internal dialogue answered each one. The process 

continued as the path narrowed once again, the walls closing in 

on them, the ceiling of the caverns imperceptible, hidden in the 

gloomy heights above. The decline of the route began to hasten, 

stirring Teal from his maddening internal revolutions.

“Is it just me, or is there heat permeating from these rocks?” 

he asked no one in particular, his hands running over their warm 

surface. Silence fi lled the stale air as they continued on. “Are there 

lava tubes around us?”

“The planet’s lifeblood fl ows all around us.”

To hear the sound of a voice other than his own spooked Teal. 

He jolted, spinning around to acknowledge the monk who had 

replied to his question.

“Don’t you fi nd that unsettling?”

The monk lifted his eyes to take in Teal, dropping them back to 

the ground an instant later. “This is a highway that has been used 

for eons.”

Teal turned back momentarily, continuing onwards as he spoke. 

“By whom?” The words he had got out of the monk were the most 

he had heard since leaving the surface grotto. His question lingered 

unanswered as they pressed on. “Does anyone know what time it 

is?” he asked, frustration creeping into his demeanour. “How long 

we have been walking for?”

“All your queries shall be answered.” The voice of the last monk 

in the procession echoed along the chamber walls.

“WHEN?” Teal snapped.
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“Now.”

The narrow corridor opened ahead. Shadows danced across 

the wall, cast from an obscured light source. One of the silhouettes 

was that of the giant, the other a creature consigned to the realms 

of imagination. At fi rst Teal wondered if the fl ames were giving 

life to an optical illusion. But as he entered the small dome- shaped 

area the sight of the confi guration of atoms beside the giant stole 

his breath from his lungs.

Teal’s fi rst reaction was to fall away towards the warm grotto 

wall at the sight of the humanoid lioness at the giant’s side. The 

creature stood a foot taller than Teal, a couple of feet shorter than 

the giant. Its head was submissively bowed down, its ochre eyes 

darting a glance at Teal then back to the cave fl oor. The beast 

appeared to be trembling.

Teal took his eyes off the being only to peer at the sphere in the 

middle of the cave hovering inches above the craggy rocks. It was 

the size of a beach ball, its outer surface as clear as glass but robust 

enough to contain molten lava inside that swirled around within 

its confi nes. The heat coming off the sphere had already induced 

a mild sweat from Teal as he moved along the wall.

The monks fi led past Teal, one by one extinguishing their torches 

between the rocks scattered around the grotto. Each of the monks 

walked over to the creature slowly, arcing forward, hands clasped 

together, bowing slightly. The lioness nodded at each monk, its 

huge neck muscles rippling beneath its coat as it did so.

The monk who had spoken to Teal as he made his way to the 
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cavern waited for the others to sit around the globe before address-

ing him. “Do you not remember Volnox Minus?”

Teal shot a glance at the monk then back at the cowering feline. 

“No.” He shook his head. “I have no idea who or what that is.” He 

lifted his chin in the direction of the lioness, whose eyes were 

darting between the monk and Teal. “Am I supposed to?” he asked 

bemusedly.

The monk spun his head in the direction of the giant who until 

this moment had been a spectator at this introduction. He tilted his 

cranium as though listening to a dialogue inaudible to Teal, relayed 

from the closed lips of the Nordic who was moving his head ever 

so slightly.

“You will come to know her.” The monk motioned for Teal to sit 

near the orbiting lava orb. “Now is a time for answers.”

Teal’s eyes never left the lioness’ face as he made his way cau-

tiously towards the space left for him by the monks. “Why is she 

shaking like that?” Teal said. His eyes passing over the circle then 

back to Volnox Minus.

“She’s afraid of you,” the monk said softly.

“She’s afraid of me?” The surprise of the comment broke Teal’s 

deadlock gaze with the lioness. He turned to the monk, his face 

riddled with conjecture. “I’m the one who’s scared!” he shot back.

The monk slowly turned towards the giant, his eyes locked on 

the pearl- white face of the behemoth as he spoke again. His words 

were laboured when they came, as though the giant had occupied 

the monk’s body and was coming to terms with its vocal nuances. “In 
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order for you to understand why you and she are here, you must 

know why your friend Albe brought you to Lhasa.”

Teal felt his stomach tighten. “Albe,” he whispered, looking at 

his hands and clothes. The caked blood of the dead photographer 

stained them both.

“In a past incarnation your actions saved your friend’s life, but 

you perished.”

The fear that had swallowed up Teal’s bemusement was replaced 

with a hollow feeling of helplessness as he listened to the monk, 

whose eyes were steadfastly held by the giant’s glacial blue oculi.

“It was perhaps your saving grace in that life, for your actions up 

until this moment were far from benevolent.” The monk’s voice had 

lost its awkward stumbling fl ow, and was now a channelled fl uidity 

in which the words were sewn together seamlessly. “In the last few 

years of his life Albe began to piece together all the shards of his 

human experiences from all those he had lived, and in the process 

discovered a tumultuous change was about to take place during 

his lifetime. One that would mirror another great time of change 

when the continent of Atlantis was destroyed.”

Teal’s skin prickled with goosefl esh. His ever- tightening stomach 

knotted making him wince in pain. Accompanying the shooting dis-

comfort was a vision that swelled up against the insides of his fl esh 

as a tsunami of memory that he couldn’t escape from washed over 

his conscious mind. Its spume fi lled his mouth and nostrils choking 

him. The waves rolled into his mind’s eye, their overwhelming 

power engulfi ng him till he was present in its unfolding.
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Albe stood in front of him, his bearded face drawn, its colour 

ghostly white fringed by long brown fl owing locks. Around his 

skull was a gold headband crowned with a ruby between his eye-

brows. Cream robes hung loosely on his body concealing his feet. 

Only his hands, neck and head were visible as Teal ushered him 

through a trapdoor at the base of a gleaming amethyst ziggurat. 

“What have you done?” Albe asked, tears rolling down his cheeks 

into his reddish- brown beard, his voice cracking. “What have you 

done?”

Teal could feel stinging tears cascading down his face as he 

pushed Albe down into the hole, slammed the cylindrical lid 

closed then locked it by twisting three huge dials surrounded by 

encrypted hieroglyphic text. His head felt heavy, occupied by 

the burdening thoughts of a monstrosity that cackled hideously 

inside his skull. Teal could feel the force inside, its control over his 

body not unlike that of a puppeteer over a puppet. He lurched 

up, screaming as he wracked his body upright, fi ghting against the 

horror within. A sound like rolling thunder fi lled his ears drowning 

out his cries, and then a wall of fl uid so powerful it dismembered 

his body stopped the vision, bringing Teal back to the cave gasping 

for air, his head cradled in his hands.

There was no relief from the experience; the monk stated what 

had become obvious to Teal: “You were partly responsible for the 

destruction of Atlantis.” Albe’s haunting face had been burned into 

Teal’s mind. He wanted to reach into his head and rip the charred 

remains of his horrifi ed stare away from the walls of his cranium 
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but as he dug his fi ngers into the fl esh on his face he relinquished 

his efforts as his nails met bone.

“As the consciousness reincarnates into a physical human body 

it retains some degree of memory of the lifetimes prior to the one 

it is experiencing.”

Teal’s weak effort to banish the image of Albe’s face was lost to 

his efforts to listen intently to the monk’s voice. He hoped that ref-

uge was about to be delivered in the words that followed, creating 

a sanctuary where this ghastly event could forever be forgotten. 

“The trauma your body felt in these fi nal moments subjugated itself 

in a unique way, one only experienced when a soul is freed from 

the body in such a –”

“– horrifi c way,” Teal interjected. Tears were welling in the cor-

ners of his eyes as he spoke. “How could I have assisted in creating 

such a catastrophe?”

His question met an eerie silence. The monk turned to stare at 

the revolving orange- red hued ball in front of them. Its heat was dis-

sipating, but the room was now full of nurturing womb- like warmth.

Teal sobbed to himself, rubbing his caked hands over his face. 

His body shook as Albe’s frozen glare dissolved in his mind’s eye. 

He covered his eyes for only an instant, moving his hands to the 

sides of his face a heartbeat later, fi nding the circle of monks gone. 

Only the translating monk, the lioness and the Nordic sat around 

the globe. Teal spun around expecting to see the other monks lying 

down to sleep, but they had all vanished. “Where did the others 

go?” His reeling mind had been diverted.
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The monk looked up from the orb at Teal somnolently. “They 

were a mental projection. Holograms if you will. Convincing 

enough to seem real.” Teal noticed the Nordic giant’s eyelids were 

drooping. “Even I am a creation manifest for your benefi t.”

“Another hologram?” Teal reached out and grabbed the monk’s 

forearm. It was solid. “You’re real,” he fl oundered.

“Your brain registers me as being real, but I am but a construct 

created in order for you to feel at ease with your journey. I am 

here to offer a sense of familiarity as you venture into lands where 

there will be none for you.” The monk’s body grew hazy, shimmer-

ing momentarily. “I am but a psychic limb, giving voice to one who 

cannot receive telepathic communications.”

“You’re doing this?” Teal replied to the Nordic who simply nod-

ded. “How do I receive telepathy?” Teal asked passing his glance 

around the orb, directing it at no one in particular. “Is she REAL?” 

he enquired, pointing at the lioness.

“Very much so,” the monk replied. “In the Atlantean life you 

created her to be your servant and bodyguard.”

Teal’s heart leapt against his ribs and missed a beat. With the 

words came a collage of recollections, unfolding like scenes of a 

movie playing at three times their perceptible speed. A vast cir-

cular sunken laboratory with predators caged in thick glass crates 

surrounded him. He wore the same robes he had seen when he 

had ushered Albe into safety, his reddish- brown beard cropped 

closely to his face.

A sabre- toothed tiger; a cave bear, its enormous bulk confi ned 
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to a crate that barely allowed it to fi ll its broad chest with air to 

breathe; a white wolf; and a lioness were all caged around him. 

He turned and walked up a staircase set in the fl oor between the 

lioness and the wolf, pausing to look into the eyes of the feline. A 

fi endish grin grew on his face as he walked over towards a plat-

form, which he pushed next to the lionesses’ cage. Lifting a lance 

attached to the platform, its barbed point glistening in the light, he 

climbed the stairs to the top overlooking the beast below. The lion-

ess butted her head against the lid of the enclosure several times, 

letting out a guttural roar that made the other animals thrash wildly 

in their pens. Her eyes locked onto the fi gure above. She pinned 

her ears back, the muscles on her back tensing. A tirade spilled out 

from Teal’s lips, in a tongue he no longer understood, and then he 

fl ung the javelin towards the creature’s head. The big cat lurched 

upwards in a rage as the spear slid through the lid as though it was 

piercing water and found its mark.

The beast slumped onto the cage fl oor, a crimson pool spilling 

around its front paws, the blood oozing through tiny holes beneath 

its still warm body and collecting in a tray that siphoned the gore 

into a container below. The other animals went berserk, the cave 

bear almost knocking its cage off its perch. Teal scrambled down 

from the platform and quickly made his way to a terminal laden 

with hieroglyphic symbols not unlike the ones he had seen on the 

trapdoor he had pushed Albe through. He passed his hands over 

the symbols, some of which lit up, then turned to watch his actions 

bring the demise of his captives. Gas began to fl ood the chambers, 
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a fi ne mist that quickly enveloped the animals within. The wolf fell 

to its knees hacking then keeled over. The sabretooth fell to one 

side, his bulky head slamming against cage wall and chipping the 

interior with a tooth. The cave bear continued to thrash, its fur bris-

tling against the thick glass. Teal walked down the stairs to where 

its head would have been if the gas had not concealed it, sicken-

ing sniggers accompanying his every step. The animal’s fi ne- tuned 

hearing must have picked up Teal’s movements; though blinded 

by the smothering cloud, it heaved its full bodyweight forward in 

one last death rattle, shifting the fastened corral an inch towards 

the stairs, then slumped unnaturally, lifeless.

Teal continued down the stairs and towards the collecting life-

blood, still fi nding mirth in his cruelty. He pushed a lever across 

the base of the cages’ foundation, cutting off the scarlet fl ow and 

reached into the cavity where the urn sat. As he reached for the 

canister a ripple fl owed over his body elucidating a nightmarish 

creature that stood in his place. Its lime green hairless skull had 

layers of folded scaly fl esh bunched around the back of its neck, 

pink- red eyes with yellow pupils dilating as it reached towards the 

jar. The skin on its hand looked like it was decomposing, mottled, 

fl aky and rancid, quivering as it reached beneath the crate. The 

scene halted in Teal’s mind, the impression replacing Albe’s haunt-

ing face.

Teal turned away from the lava orb quickly and got to his feet. 

His chest had tightened, his breathing heavily laboured.

“Hidden in the frequency of my words is a code. One that 
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will allocate your cells to unlock memories that will allow you to 

come to terms with your history and prepare you to understand 

your soul’s purpose now.” The monk watched Teal wander into 

the fringes of the orb’s light. “Your biological mother on Atlantis 

mated with a faction of beings from the Pleiades that came to the 

island civilization with malevolent intent. Swapping technological 

advances for the creation of a slave race.”

Teal moved back into the warm hue of the swishing lava sphere, 

his skin instantly warmed by the fl ushing heat. “My Galactic family 

is from Aternatia. They seem so benevolent,” he protested.

“Aternatians are indeed evolved and benevolent beings, and what 

you saw was certainly not a member of your Galactic family.” Teal 

turned his head slowly towards the lioness as the monk continued. 

“Your fi rst sentient experience was as an Aternatian, capable of 

existing within physical form for thousands of your Earth years.” 

The realization of the lioness’ place in his Atlantean lifetime was 

more apparent to Teal as he listened. “You left your Galactic fam-

ily under the knowledge of being part of all that is, you wished to 

experience more.”

“In that incarnation I was a hybrid. Holding human codes by 

drinking mammalian blood.” The revelation continued as the sight 

of a black haired woman, her sweaty olive skin glistening in the 

moonlight pouring through a window above her bed fi lled Teal’s 

mind’s eye. From her side her lover, fresh from coupling with 

her, wandered towards a basin where he dipped his hands into a 

spring- fed tub. He lifted his cupped hands to his face, fl ushing the 
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water over his skin in the dim light, then rose to look at his face 

in a mirrored wall. The next scene sent a shudder through Teal’s 

body that caused him to slip off his perch in the cave. A shimmering 

wave passed over his features in the mirror, and with its fl ow came 

a stuttering tremble as the human facial appearance surrendered 

to a nightmarish ghoul, its mouth open in a muted screech. Its 

lipless mouth quivered in the silent howl, its crimson eyes lolling 

over its maw.

“What the fuck!” Teal gasped as he lifted himself off the cavern 

fl oor.

“This creature killed your biological father and assumed his 

identity,” the monk said. “This renegade Pleiadian force bandied 

together in a pact with the Ultima Thule.” It was the very name Teal 

had heard in Albe’s dying tirade. “They are shape- shifters capable 

of assuming identities of whomsoever they please. With access to 

knowledge far beyond that of the Atlanteans whom they dealt with 

overtly and covertly too.”

“Did my mother know?” Teal whispered. “Did . . . she . . . know 

what happened?”

“She did not. Nor did she live to see what would become of your 

life,” the monk relented. “One of the horrors of mating with such a 

creature were infectious parasites that ate away at her womb after 

your birth, eventually devouring her from the inside out.”

The sense of suffering Teal felt multiplied in that instant. His 

mind colluded in an intense throb that pushed through every fi bre 

of his being. He tried to howl but the air was sucked from his lungs, 
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his cry crushed into a whimpering sob.

No more had this sound passed over Teal’s bottom lip than he 

was transported back to the laboratory in his mind. Gone was the 

hideous creature, if only for an instant, as Teal lifted the red fl uid 

that once coursed through the lioness’ veins to his lips and drank 

heartily. As he drank it seemed as though he was wrestling with his 

own arm, attempting both to take the blood away from his maw and 

maintain its fl ow in the same movement. Back and forth his body 

morphed from the rogue Pleiadian to human. A muted cry later, 

the urn was smashed into shards across the laboratory fl oor, Teal’s 

body bent over wracked in pain. Shuddering waves passed over his 

body as he went down on all fours. His eyes bulged, searching the 

room wildly, his throat retching up a silent scream that he mouthed. 

He arched his neck as his form switched back to the monstrosity, 

its jaws gaping. Its spine bulged unnaturally, its neck swiveling, then 

it vanished and was replaced by the gasping human fi gure of Teal. 

He got to his feet, staggering towards the pooling blood under the 

lioness’ crate. He ran his hand through the viscous liquid and then 

moved up the steps, blood leaving a trail of small splatters behind 

him. When he reached the upper level he strode off towards 

another platform where a pasty young woman was fastened to a 

slab beneath various instruments, some needle- like, others dishes 

with shards of crystals refi ned into multi- faceted shapes. She looked 

gaunt, dark patches beneath her eyes and her mouth was chapped, 

her lips cracked.

Teal smeared the blood all over her naked body, covering 
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her completely from head to toe. She gave a feeble groan that 

caught Teal’s attention. He ran a hand over her brow, stroking her 

auburn hair away from her temple tenderly, lost in the affection 

he bestowed. Teal choked on a wracking jolt that shot up from 

his stomach causing his face to wince, his body to contort. He 

fell backwards, his arm moving not under his own will towards a 

console where his fi ngers crawled over symbols which in turn set 

two of the dishes spinning back and forth over the woman’s body.

She moved her head painstakingly slowly as though she had only 

the strength to glance at Teal and no more. She whispered some-

thing from her parched lips that made Teal scream in agony, tears 

fl ooding his beard. She opened her eyes as widely as she possibly 

could, the strain causing her brow to furrow, repeating the same 

words over and over again.

The laboratory vanished in a blaze of jaundiced fl uttering pink 

and purple light, leaving Teal’s stare to encompass the lioness sitting 

in front of him. The words she had been screaming rang in his head, 

the words translating as he moved closer to the lioness who looked 

up at him then momentarily averted her gaze to the monk. “Father 

. . . father . . . please!” Teal mumbled. The last few feet between 

himself and the lioness Teal crawled sobbing till he was clutching 

her feet weeping into the crevices between them.
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DELPHINUS RISING

Stars collide, others form

Their gifting light carries on.

Shining from a heart

Whose loyalty lives on.

Nancita Volvius Forest

The first sense that Brody utilised was her hearing when she 

regained consciousness. She heard the low grumbling emanating 

from the back of her throat getting louder and louder as her eyes 

fl ickered open. Shards of the light from the smoky sun pierced 

the lofty mists that interspersed through the foliage above her. Its 

warmth on her skin felt like magic.

“Are you thirsty, Machusa?”

Brody blinked wildly in the direction of the voice, her eyes 

adjusting to the sight of a white wolf sitting at her feet. She lifted her 

head up, leaning on her elbows to gain a better view of the crea-

ture. The gigantic canid bowed its head and spoke again, its tone 

reverential. “Muaba has long waited for your return, Raephaesia 
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Julunusia, Last of the Royal Family of Targus.” The wolf lifted its 

head and grinned lifting the skin off its snout, baring its dagger- 

like canines.

“My name is –” Brody stopped mid- sentence as she felt her hair 

crawl across her neck. She looked down at her forearms. Tattoos 

washed over her green skin attuned to the once invisible rhythm 

of the life that surrounded her. Invisible it once had been, but to 

the being she had become the vibrancy of the land was remark-

ably apparent. Electromagnetic fi elds resonated off everything. 

Colours burst off plants in hues of resplendent purples and violets 

that refracted into oranges and yellows. Rainbows cascaded across 

the valley swept up on the voluminous pressure coming from the 

waterfall further up the valley. The white wolf ’s electromagnetic 

cape shone like a halo of gold- white that made it barely possible 

to perceive it against the smoky sun’s rays.

“You will come to terms with your abilities again, Machusa.” 

The wolf turned its massive head towards the river. “Now you must 

drink. The transformation will have left you dehydrated.” The wolf 

rose from where it sat. Easily larger than a horse, it bristled its fur, 

arching its shoulders forward and sniffi ng the air.

“Caronivus Knox?” Raephaesia whispered, getting to her feet. 

She looked over her skin, the vine- like tattoos rolling down her 

wrist and across her fi ngers as she fl exed them.

“Yes, my lady,” the wolf turned around, its massive head inches 

from Raephaesia’s face. “Your loyal bodyguard and –”

“– teacher.” Raephaesia lifted her hand and ran it behind the 
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gigantic wolf ’s ear. “How long have you waited for me down here?” 

she asked, walking past Caronivus Knox and down the path towards 

the sluicing cerulean river hidden amongst the dense forest.

The wolf ’s verdant eyes cast a wide berth over the valley ahead 

before following her down the trail. “Since you sent me away, my 

lady.” Caronivus Knox darted past Raephaesia at a canter, his fur 

brushing her hair, which lifted off her head and interlocked with 

the wolf ’s coat. The tattoos beneath her skin hoisted her arms and 

legs upward and she mounted the creature in a bound.

Caronivus Knox continued on, Raephaesia’s actions barely reg-

istering, but her mind reeled as the black creeping vine beneath 

her skin reeled out the ends of her fi ngers and burrowed into the 

wolf ’s fl esh.

“We are once again as one,” the wolf ’s voice echoed in her 

skull. With the wolf ’s words a memory formed in her mind’s eye, 

then projected out all around her. The forest glade was gone, and 

with it the burgeoning hues given off by the foliage. In their stead 

was the basin of a waterfall. Dense forest clung to the sides of the 

chasm hiding a procession of beings who quickly moved along 

a ledge some distance above the seething water below. One by 

one the fi gures vanished behind the deafening cascading torrent 

into a hole in the rock wall. Torches were lit and spread through 

the group as they entered the dark orifi ce. Raephaesia stood at the 

edge of the waterfall watching as the horde disappeared into the 

tunnel. Crackling fl ames cast dancing contorted shadows across 

the craggy walls as they vanished deeper into the corridor. The 
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wolf stood statuesque watching them, torn between what he was 

about to leave behind and his duty binding him. Raephaesia walked 

up beside him, hooking her arms around his mammoth neck, her 

hair twisting around his fur. A single milky tear grew in the corner 

of her eye and spilt into his coat staining it instantaneously, its 

discoloration a darkening cream against the ivory. She weakened 

her embrace and gently pushed the canid away. Caronivus Knox 

didn’t look back as he trotted off into the gloom and Raephaesia 

turned back towards the ever- darkening sky beyond the waterfall 

and took a step in its direction.

“Drink, my lady.” With a jolt Raephaesia was transported back 

to the lush world of Muaba. With her return came the dazzling 

auras emanating from every direction, this time accompanied by 

gentle reverberations of sorrow curtailing from the memory she 

had witnessed. These dissolved as the wolf knelt down allowing 

her to dismount.

Raephaesia climbed off Caronivus’ back, the tattoos receding 

back under her nails as she motioned towards the forest fl oor. As 

she passed Caronivus’ head she stopped to see the creamy halo set 

against the wolf ’s fur, brushing it with her hand. The wolf glanced 

at her as she did, his calm eyes fi lled with emotion. Overwhelmed, 

Raephaesia lurched forward and embraced him. Caronivus lifted a 

paw, gently swatting it in her direction. “For many who came with 

me, their belief that you abandoned us outweighed the truth,” he 

said ever so quietly.

“I never abandoned any of my people,” Raephaesia assured. “I 
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chose to assist those who would be left behind after the fall.”

“This I knew and this I taught your subjects.”

“I chose a mortal life and lived it as best I could amongst those 

who were left to pick up the pieces.” She loosened her grip around 

the wolf ’s neck and made her way towards the running water. With 

every step towards it the river eddied towards her, pooling at her 

feet when she stopped beside the bank. Raephaesia knelt down, 

cupping her hands as shimmering fl uorescence darted over the 

liquid’s surface. Upward the stream boosted till her hands were 

full. She nodded in silent thanks and drank.

“Your compassion is what made you a fair and just ruler,” 

Caronivus said, moving alongside her to drink, another spout lift-

ing to meet his tongue.

“It was the right thing to do,” Raephaesia said, rivulets running 

along her chin, pausing then curving around to go back into her 

mouth. “The schism needs to be healed.”

She got to her feet moving towards a tree whose orange pods 

were scattered amongst the undergrowth. She picked two up 

whispering, “Thank you”, as she bit into the rind.

Caronivus lifted his head, his ears pricking up. He scanned the 

landscape, his eyes following the contour of the banks on either 

side. “Indeed it was.” He moved close enough to Raephaesia so 

that she could climb upon his back once again. “Come. We have 

far to travel.”

She moved swiftly this time. Her locks intertwining, her fi ngers 

locking into Caronivus fur, the creeping ink passing over bone and 
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into the hide of the wolf. He turned and bounded off along the 

riverbank as Raephaesia cast away the husk of the fruit, the other 

lodged between her razor sharp teeth.
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SATED

Tears swell and divulge

A sense of surrendering

Divulged by a plea

For earnest forgiveness.

Teal wept. His mind’s eye revised events as they took place despite 

his anguished prayers for absolution. His rational mind told him that 

though she was indeed the child of a previous lifetime (the Earth 

had revolved around the sun 15,000 times since this unspeakable 

act had taken place), he could not take responsibility for his actions 

now. It was simply ludicrous; but he felt the emotions as he watched 

his daughter wrack in insurmountable pain, as her DNA and that of 

the lioness congealed. She contorted from her weak state to leap 

up from the slab against her restraints, her eyes clouded by tears as 

he fought against the dominant force coercing through his blood, 

her screams muted only by the sound her bones made elongating, 

hardening, her muscles ripping apart, then repairing moments later, 

denser and heavier set.

Teal cowered back away from the lioness’ feet as he bore witness 
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to her face restructuring itself. He let out a horrendous bellow as 

he watched his daughter’s eyes staring at him, her terror burning. 

In the laboratory he lashed out, knocking beakers and vials over, 

smashing equipment. The Pleiadian monstrosity appearing once 

more as he raised his hands to his head, howling as the disks stopped 

spinning, their blazing penumbra weakening to reveal the uncon-

scious hybrid hyperventilating on the surgical table.

Teal pushed himself off the rocks. His clothing was soaked with 

sweat. Filth clung to where he had slid over the ground towards 

the lioness’ feet. He felt numb. His emotions bled dry by the scenes 

he had watched unfold. “I’m sorry.” He choked. “So . . . so . . . sorry.”

The lioness flicked her ears back and slowly stood up. The 

muscles in her legs fl exed beneath her hide as she moved towards 

Teal, her padded feet making her movements hardly perceptible 

to his ears. She knelt down and effortlessly scooped Teal up into 

her arms holding his quivering body against her coat.

She looked over at the Nordic blinking slowly.

The monk spoke, causing Teal to break with his torment. “She 

says that your life now has more precedence over the one you 

lived then.” He paused as she began to stroke Teal’s head. He in 

turn looked up from her lap into her huge calm eyes. “It is a marvel 

to behold that you share the exact same features as you did in that 

lifetime in Atlantis and also a curse. For those who expect your 

arrival will not appreciate the face you shall show them.”

Teal shot a frightened glance across at the monk then back to 

the lioness. “Those who are waiting for me?” Despite her soothing 
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touch Teal hoisted himself out of the lioness’ lap, gently stroking 

her arm as he stood. “Am I to stand trial for actions committed 

thousands of years ago by – ” He stopped searching for the words 

to describe the concept. A lifetime lived by the consciousness that 

existed in his physical body, shedding skin throughout the annals of 

time, like an actor casting off roles in search of the next.

“– no. No one will hold this over you.” The monk had turned 

towards the Nordic who had locked eyes with his hologram. 

“However, the knowledge you are able to access from that lifetime 

is why you must be taken to a place of sanctuary from the forces 

that wish to utilise it for their own malevolent desires.”

“Ultima Thule?”

“Yes. This is a faction of the cabal who are searching for you.”

The more Teal learned the less he knew. What other horrors lay 

in store? He considered. He looked at the lioness, extending a hand 

towards her. “Come, Volnox, there is much I need to know.” The 

lioness put her massive hand in his. Teal and Volnox Minus sat down 

next to the monk. “Now.” Teal looked at each of his companions 

slowly and deliberately, composing himself as he spoke. “I need to 

know everything.”
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REVELATION

Lochs fl ow and ebb

With a merging force

Which piques my interest

Revealing my course.

Defying the life I left

In order for me to understand

What has gone before me

And what it is to come.

Caronivus Knox was not slowed down by lack of water nor food, 

nor the weight of his passenger. He travelled inexhaustible for such 

a long duration that Raephaesia lowered herself onto his broad 

neck and allowed her locks to entwine more completely with the 

wolf ’s fur. Her eyes had perused the deepest recesses of the forest. 

The ferns gave way to mammoth purple trunks that blotted out the 

smoky sun high above. Around these vast pillars mushrooms and 

toadstools the colour of sunsets, red- orange, fl anked them as they 

darted onward. The auras surrounding the fungi morphed into the 
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shape of wispy sprites watching Caronivus and Raephaesia pass by.

When the forest had thinned out on a bluff Raephaesia took in 

the river delta fanning out below them, its alluvial tendrils branch-

ing between mountains covered in trees whose canopies refl ected 

the colours of autumn in north- eastern North America. Yellows, 

ochres and reds were effervescent beneath the small star pulsat-

ing high above, and fed into a lake as big as an inland ocean, its 

expanse swallowing the horizon. At the water’s edge brachiosaurus 

and duck- billed dinosaurs grazed alongside bison the size of lorries.

Caronivus Knox had moved down the bluff and across the lush 

green plain at speed, scouring the long grass, his ears swivelling. 

“Danger lurks in these grasses.” Raephaesia heard his words in 

her skull. “Predators stalk their prey both here and at the lake’s 

edge.” No sooner had he fi nished than a group of velociraptors 

brushed through the grass ahead bringing down a bison in a fl urry 

of snorting and fur. The wolf altered his course. “Hold tight my 

lady.” Raephaesia pinned her legs around Caronivus, squeezing as 

he increased his pace. The grass had become a luxuriant wave of 

green, washing over them as a cacophony of chortles and grunts 

surrounded their movements. Then Caronivus burst through the 

grass and across the open valley at the foothills of the lake, lily- 

white tundra taking the long grass’ place. Ahead, mammoths moved 

slowly along in procession, infants between adults, mischievously 

twisting their trunks around the back legs of the adults who pro-

tested with bellows.
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It was here that Raephaesia succumbed to sleep, and with her 

slumber came answers to questions that she had not asked, nor 

considered. It was as though her genes were unravelling their 

secrets into her unconscious mind before she had even formulated 

the idea of inquiring. It wasn’t just her genes that offered up their 

revelations – her hair had found its way to Caronivus Knox’s skin, 

burrowed into the wolf ’s epidermis and was accessing his genetic 

memories as well.

A myriad of dreams unifi ed from their torrential confl uence 

into a slow fl owing trickle that became a single depiction in her 

mind. Raephaesia stood in a ruin on a cliff above the sea. Sand and 

dust scoured around her, whipping itself up as it sped towards the 

ledge. An updraft caught the zephyr, overpowering it and scatter-

ing the particles into the air above. Her eyes were fi xed upon a 

staircase leading up to a toppled wall where four thrones sat. They 

had been semi- demolished by the wall whose mortar lay scattered 

around her feet.

“My lady.” Caronivus Knox strolled up slowly behind her. “We 

must leave.” He turned and looked back at a large group of human-

oid creatures and entities lost to the annals of human mythology, 

their faces and body language carrying the fractured horror that 

Raephaesia was unable to show on her stolid face.

“It’s not safe to be here anymore. If we are to fi nd refuge, now 

is the time.”

“Give me a moment, Caronivus.” She raised her hand and stroked 

the wolf ’s snout. “Alone.” The ivory giant turned and made his way 
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towards the shuffl ing crowd, who were anticipating leaving. “I’ll join 

you soon enough.” Raephaesia said over her shoulder.

“So be it,” Caronivus said, his tone revealing his discomfort at 

the idea of leaving her alone.

Raephaesia stepped down into the chamber, her eyes taking 

in the sight not of the ruin but of her slaughtered family strewn 

across the stairs. Their black blood had oozed down the stairs and 

pooled on the fl oor where she stood. Their lifeless bodies were 

frozen in unnatural positions showing how they had been violated: 

her mother’s eyes plucked out, her legs snapped back towards 

her shoulders in a cruel gesture of sexual violation. Her father’s 

neck was twisted sharply to the right, cracked by a being with 

monumental strength, his arms dangling towards his stricken wife. 

Raephaesia felt a chill course over her body, cooling her blood for 

an instant. She saw her brother disembowelled by his own teeth, 

which lay strewn around his fl anks. She dropped the lance she was 

carrying, the heavy bronze shaft clanking when it hit the fl oor of 

the ruin, alerting Caronivus who ushered the mass onwards and 

rushed back to the cliff.

The violet spiral of silk covering Raephaesia’s body began to 

absorb milky tears that darkened its shade as she fell to her knees 

sobbing.

Caronivus was at her side a heartbeat later. “You do not need me 

to tell you that you are Last of the Royal Family of Targus, Princess,” 

he said towering above her. “Nor do you need me to tell you that 

I shall protect you even if it means that I shall not survive.” He lent 
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his head down and gently nudged her. “Your father was a wise and 

evolved being. He taught forgiveness to his subjects, even to those 

who saw this as a sign of weakness.”

Raephaesia put her hand around the shaft of the lance at her 

side and in a single movement leapt forward and brandished the 

weapon with deadly force at imaginary adversaries. One by one 

she slaughtered them all. Then stopped, catching her breath. “We 

were once a warrior race,” she snapped. “This –” she pointed at 

the empty thrones, the dilapidated building – “would only have 

brought a vengeful wrath upon those who committed such a deed!”

Caronivus stared at her long and hard before answering. “Your 

father recognised the schism that has created this division through-

out all of creation and believed that it could be healed.”

Raephaesia contorted her face as she listened; her father’s 

legacy had shifted the whole dynamic of their relationship with 

enemies they had warred with for eons, assisting the rift’s repair.

“He believed in it so much that he chose to die for it.”

She shuddered and more tears followed. “I miss my family.” She 

dropped the javelin and ran towards the wolf embracing him as 

she wept. “I . . . miss them . . . so much.”

“As do I,” whispered Caronivus Knox.
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PROGENITOR

Illuminate for me

If you will now

How it came to pass.

Torrents congealing

Across the sands of time

In order to fathom

This question I ask

How could this be?

Teal gripped Volnox’s hand fi rmly, turning towards her as he did. 

“You have forgiven me,” he started, “now I need your strength to 

assist me.” He searched her eyes for her understanding of what he 

was saying. She nodded slowly, comprehending as he spoke. “I am 

afraid. Afraid of what lies within me.” Teal looked at his compan-

ions. “If I am capable of such destruction, perhaps coming to terms 

with these abilities could trigger a repeat episode.”

“There is much for you to understand.”

Teal scrutinised the Nordic as he relayed his telepathic message, 
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beads of sweat clung to his hairline; in the lava’s hues it looked silver 

against his pearl white skin.

“However, we are aware of the nature of your genetic past and 

as you come to terms with it you will realise that such an event is 

highly unlikely,” the monk said.

“Where do we start?” Teal ventured.

The Nordic broke his locked gaze with the monk, his glacial 

blue eyes burrowing into Teal’s temple. Teal could feel the giant’s 

psychic tendrils scurrying under his skull, each then delving into 

his brain, attaching themselves to his emotional response centres, 

bridging his left and right hemispheres and cocooning his Reptilian 

brain. The sensation was nauseating at fi rst; Teal dry heaved, his 

diaphragm slamming against his ribcage, his lungs expelling the 

warm damp air. Teal attempted to formulate the question “what are 

you doing?” but a series of groans spilled over his lips.

“Surrender to the sound of my voice and the visions that will 

come freely,” the monk said. Volnox put her other hand over 

Teal’s. The fur on the inside of her palm soothed his reeling mind, 

he turned to look at her, but found in her place an undulating 

waveform. He lent back, catching a glimpse of the monk who had 

become a pixelated image, each pixel containing a miniaturised 

version of the whole. Teal’s head felt heavy on his neck, its weight 

drawing him forward. He caught it in his hands, his mind’s eye 

parting with the movement of his palms to his temples. A burst 

of light erupted behind his eyes. As it subsided he saw himself in 

his Atlantean robes, beneath a solitary descending beam, while 
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around him in the gloom stood a group of contorted silhouettes. 

Some were human (though their skin twitched and bubbled, scales 

rippling where fl esh had once been), others lingered deeper in the 

shadows, not giving away their appearance. Choking gurgles ended 

in sickening coughs and large hunks of ochre phlegm propelled 

from the void and landed inches from where Teal stood.

“Can he be trusted to do what is necessary?” The voice that 

spoke was frighteningly absent of warmth. Its cool infl ection made 

Teal buckle at the knees under the illuminating light. Volnox darted 

from out of the gloom to assist him, but a voracious hiss that blew 

the hair back of Teal’s face sent her stumbling back in submission.

“We may return to Ultima Thule. Yes.” The frigid voice asserted. 

“He is not of himself.”

The Atlantean Teal stooped down then wracked back up at 

frightfully unnatural speed and a beat later the horrendous crea-

ture Teal had seen in the laboratory stood in the Atlantean’s place. 

The beast’s maw opened releasing a blood- curdling screech. The 

air around the shaft of light reverberated with staggering sonic 

waves that struck the ceiling concealed by the darkness; a shower 

of dust and marble followed the crackling sound of rolling thunder.

“ENOUGH!” someone bellowed from the murkiness, “It shall 

be done.” The room faded as the creature vanished leaving the 

Atlantean Teal who dropped to his knees.
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APUS

Beneath my feet lie

Memories enchanted

By histories untold

To the ears and eyes

Of a world now lost.

Yet in me there lies

A concealed task

One that shall reunite

A paradigm broken.

Raephaesia awoke just as Caronivus slowed to a canter, his broad 

strides shortening as he stopped on a bluff overlooking a valley at 

the lake’s end. The sunlight had weakened, its corona closer to its 

surface, the rays cast through the mists surrounding it dimmed.

“Here is where we will rest.” The wolf turned his head towards 

a ruin beneath them. The hills surrounding the valley had formed 

a shadow over the desolate scene below creating a false night. 

Caronivus made his way down the hill, Raephaesia still clutching to 
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his fur, but her hair relinquishing its embedded grasp on the wolf ’s 

skin. She never mentioned what she had seen; she assumed that 

he already knew and this was enough to buoy his curiosity away. 

Caronivus slowed down as he approached the derelict ruins, prick-

ing up his ears and smelling the thick cool air. Raephaesia’s heart 

blossomed with love for the canid as she recalled his presence in 

the sunken room of her family’s court. She nestled as closely as she 

could against his back as he carried her amongst toppled pillars and 

along crumbling walls, down into an antechamber that connected 

to a hall where part of the ceiling had broken away, its remnants 

scattered across the dusty fl oor. He made his way around toppled 

blocks of marble covered in soot from fi res lit by beings, who, like 

themselves, had used this place to rest.“If you would be so kind as 

to disembark here my lady,” Caronivus said softly, kneeling down.

Raephaesia pressed her lips against his fur, kissing him affection-

ately, her ink retracting along with her hair from its entwinement 

with the wolf ’s, then slid off his back. “Thank you old friend,” she 

whispered, stroking the hair from her face.

“There is enough wood there,” the wolf motioned towards the 

far wall from where they stood, “for you to ignite and keep a fi re 

burning long enough for me to fi nd nourishment and to bring back 

more wood to burn through our resting time.”

He turned back towards the antechamber staring into its gloomy 

depths. “You will be safe here.”

“Is there anything I need to be wary of, Caronivus?” Raephaesia 

ventured.
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“Not in this place.” What little light there was coming through 

the hole in the ceiling bounced off the marble fl oor, casting onto 

the wall opposite where they stood. Caronivus looked at it for the 

longest time before continuing. “This was home to the Delphinus 

conglomeration who travelled to this planet with the Targian 

envoys, eons before the schism reached into this galaxy.”

Raephaesia’s glacial blue eyes perused the walls and made out 

the pictorial history of the events leading up to the abandonment 

of the complex that was inscribed there. The fi gures, the sequences 

were barely visible, but the shape of the white wolf drawn along 

the fl anks of the room caught her eye.

“Everything you will need to ignite the fi re you will fi nd with 

the pile ready to burn,” Caronivus said. His voice was soft, tinges 

of sadness scarcely hidden in his soothing tone.

The wolf had turned away and begun making his way out of the 

room when Raephaesia stopped him. “Wait.” Caronivus halted, whirl-

ing his immense head around. “What is bothering you, old friend?”

The wolf looked around the room, taking in with his nocturnal 

eyes the various scenes that Raephaesia’s eyes could not; depictions 

of the arrival of his family and the various beings who had come 

with them, the fl ourishing of their civilization and the ghastly events 

that had seen the demise and the eventual retreat of the colonists 

to another part of the galaxy. Caronivus followed the contours of 

the room till he was staring at Raephaesia once again. “I am the last 

of my kind,” he lamented and then darted off through the doorway 

into the antechamber before she could pass a word over her lips.
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WELKIN

In the stead of this

Is a formulate direness

Whose force steals

The very breath I conceal.

Its actions denote

A horror unlike any I have borne witness to

But this one was

Made by my own hands.

In the chamber around the swishing lava ball Teal screamed. The 

scene he had just witnessed was gone and had been replaced by 

a vision of him standing on top of a monumental stepped ziggurat 

made of gold. In the sunlight its lustrous surface was stained with 

smears of blood from dying beings that were attempting to get to 

the lone fi gure standing on the fi nal apex of the pyramid. As the 

beings dragged themselves upwards towards Teal, achingly slowly, 

Teal’s head lay almost against his chest, a deep gargle resonating 

from his abdomen. The sound began to grow in intensity as he 
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lifted his head, waves forming from his body that ripped the air 

around him, impacting the bodies strewn around his feet. Those 

alive howled in excruciating pain as their organs were obliterated 

into pulp, dying in agony. The bearing of the reverberation quickly 

spread over the citadel; the island city’s residents dropped to their 

knees, their fate the same as those atop the pyramid. The tone com-

ing from Teal’s mouth shifted to a higher octave, crumbling spires 

and buildings all around the ziggurat, crushing those unfortunate 

enough to be in their vicinity. The causeway leading to the gold 

edifi ce was torn asunder, swallowing many more of those who had 

left their dwellings. Fire broke out as the upsurge crossed over 

the city’s landscape, crossing canals where the water instantly 

evaporated, and ships were set ablaze, their hulks toppling down 

all around the distraught and terrifi ed who jostled about below.

Once again the sound shifted octave, this time with horrifi c 

consequences. The crack in the cause expanded, its chasm wid-

ening into a bottomless abyss where water and stone vanished. A 

vociferous bellow overlapped the sonic bombardment. Teal’s eye-

balls rolled back into his skull; the whites of his eyes were replaced 

by curtains of black that fi lled his oculi. The fi ssure spread across 

the island, encircling the pyramid, pulling land away from its base 

making it an atoll above air and dust. A violent shriek erupted from 

Teal’s mouth, its savageness construed by the battle his humanness 

was fi ghting against his dominant genetic coding. The black eyes 

lolled back into his skull, Teal’s scaly hands tore at his hair, a beat 

later at fl esh and bone. The effort left him spent and he collapsed. 
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He closed his eyes, heaving for breath as the air around him swirled 

upward into a conical draught that was forming into a tornado. 

Black menacing thunderheads fi lled the sky accompanied by the 

sound of thunder so loud he reeled over onto his back as it clashed 

high above.

His eyelids felt heavy, his body weakened by the effort to con-

front the beast within. He lifted his head to see a fi gure bounding its 

way up the ziggurat steps towards him. Teal’s eyelids fl ickered as he 

watched the lioness leap over the carcasses about him. A moment 

later his limp frame was in her arms. She hoisted him over her 

shoulder and swiftly moved down the now- swaying island ziggurat.

Chaos had ensued beyond imagination. The ziggurat smashed 

into the side of what was left of the surrounding landscape, a jigsaw 

of escarpments wedged precariously together. Volnox coiled her 

huge leg muscles and leapt over the spanning divide between the 

tilting platform of land they were on and the jutting landmass they 

were approaching. She sailed silently over the void. Teal looked 

over her shoulder as the spire of land they had been on snapped at 

its weakest point and succumbed to gravity. Volnox hit the ground 

running, darting between the dying and the deceased, making her 

way from the crevices towards what solid ground was left.

The scene dissolved and was replaced by vast verdant forests where 

hovering and fl ying triangular ships harnessed the air around them 

generating lasers that were focused on a single pearly white spire 

of crystal set amongst the canopy. The structure blew up, instantly 
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creating a swirling mass of cloud to darken the skies above.

Simultaneously, huge spaceships had an enormous asteroid in 

a tractor beam, which was moved over a fl ourishing continent 

hidden beneath a thick mass of clouds. Teal’s mind reeled as he 

watched several beams of light bombard the space rock, creating 

a huge meteor shower that punched holes in the clouds, sending 

electrical discharges through their mass that reached out into 

space to strike the ships.

A beat later Teal was in a garden, being gently laid down by Volnox 

as volcanic eruptions far away across the planet sent shockwaves 

that coursed through the ground as though someone were shak-

ing a mat. The earth swelled, a ripple tossing Teal at the feet of a 

dismayed Albe who reached down and grabbed Teal’s cloak, lifting 

him up to his bloodied face. Albe’s eyes were fi lled with tears, and 

swelling rage.

“WHY?!” he screamed, “WHY?!”

Volnox placed her paw on Albe’s shoulder distracting him and 

dissipating his anger. Albe looked at the lioness then back at Teal 

who waited to be set free of the madman’s grip.

Albe dropped Teal as another tremor made the garden buckle 

and sway; another wave cast on a storm that was yet to reach its 

crescendo. Teal made his way slowly to his feet, his face ashen, his 

wits returning to him. “Come with me,” he half- said, half- motioned, 

as he moved through the garden.

“I’ll do nothing of the sort!” protested Albe.
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Teal bounded up beside him, his eyes fi lling with tears. “Please 

come with me,” he begged, looking at Albe and Volnox.

Another explosion across the city sent them all hurtling into 

the foliage around them. Teal was up quickly. He found Volnox 

and Albe and helped them to their feet. “We haven’t much time,” 

he said, darting through a doorway out onto a causeway leading 

towards the last ziggurat standing. The air was a thick soup of soot 

and smoke as they made their way to the base of the amethyst 

edifi ce. Albe fell twice, Volnox helping him to his feet promptly. 

Teal was at the base of the pyramid working on a circular lid as ash 

rained down on them. He had it open and was ushering Volnox 

down into the darkened interior an instant later. Albe stared at Teal 

briefl y then followed. Teal staggered as his human coding struggled 

to fi ght off the superior genes of rogue Pleiadian within. He pushed 

Albe’s protesting head down into the hole.

The all- too- familiar words echoed above the tumultuous heave 

of tsunami headed towards Atlantis. “What have you done?!” Teal 

slammed the cover down, Volnox roaring as he did so, and the 

wave obliterated the island city to rubble.
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GLIMPSE

Into a world unformed

Not to understand

Only to observe

What is to come.

A swollen river

Flows into a tributary

Then out eventually

Into a sea of possibility.

Raephaesia stared at where Caronivus had stood moments before. 

The words he had spoken reminding her that she too was the last 

of her lineage. Her fi rst impulse had been to run after the wolf, 

but that would have been pointless. He would have been out of 

earshot by the time she had navigated her way out of the ruin. 

And Caronivus was tired and hungry, and disturbed by this place, 

its walls a haunting reminder of his fate. However he knew that 

memories were all that were left here, perhaps a few ghosts – but 

none of those cruel or malicious.
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Caronivus must have come here on his way to where he had 

found Raephaesia (then Brody), stacking enough fi rewood for her 

to start a fi re that would last long enough so he could fi nd suste-

nance and then return. He’d known of her arrival, planned all he 

needed to do in order to bring her safely across Muaba.

She composed herself and reached out with her mind, attempt-

ing to touch his, but her efforts were in vain. The wolf didn’t reply. 

Crossing the fl oor she gathered the smallest pieces of wood arrang-

ing them in a teepee structure over dried orange lichen. Beside the 

sticks she found two fl ints, which she struck over and over again 

till a spark leapt off and burst the dried tinder alight. In the hues 

she began to make out what Caronivus had seen. She gathered 

more wood and continued to build on the conical base that was 

now engulfed in fl ames. The tendrils of orange and yellow lifted 

towards the open hole above, their light revealing the friezes that 

had grabbed the wolf ’s attention.

Raephaesia grabbed a burning branch from the pile and hoisted 

it above her head. It crackled and spat as it set fi re to the dust in 

the room. She crossed the fl oor over to the opposite wall which 

depicted the arrival of the Delphinus conglomeration. From a 

bursting circle of light came two white wolves ahead of red- 

skinned humanoid creatures, their clothes ornately covered in 

sloping rows of gemstones. Each had a gold staff with a blossoming 

fl ower carved upon its end. The male had his jet- black hair bound 

into a topknot; the female’s plaited in elaborate criss- cross fashion, 

bound around her skull. The landscape they strode was the very 
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place where Raephaesia knelt now. Ahead of the conglomeration 

were the lake, valley and sloping hills. Raephaesia continued along 

the wall, following the frieze. The few who had arrived had begun 

construction of a settlement, recreating the world they had left 

behind in their infrastructure, proximity to water and resources. 

She halted at the sight of two green- skinned heavily tattooed 

beings that were assisting in the creation of the lakeside dwelling.

“Mother . . .” she whispered. “Father . . .” She ran her fi ngers over 

their pigmented skin, coursing them along their black ink. Their 

painted backs were to the onlooker, but Raephaesia could see their 

faces in her mind’s eye. Her father’s brow was laden with sweat, 

his azure eyes staring at his wife who was calibrating the distance 

between the boardwalk that led down to the water’s edge and the 

water itself with an instrument hidden from sight.

The wall ended and a new frieze began on the surface perpen-

dicular to the previous. In this fresco her mother and father were 

leaving the city, a horde of Targians followed, the red- skinned 

beings watched amongst a myriad of other beings, some humanoid 

and others not. Raephaesia made out two white bundles attached 

to the backs of her parents’ chests and breasts. A mop of black hair 

sprung from each bundle. “Alogothian,” she murmured touching 

her twin brother’s hair. The torch fi re crackled and popped dis-

tracting her momentarily, and when she returned to the painting 

her welling sadness was replaced with bemusement. Ahead of her 

parents in the distance was a lone creature its head lifted to an 

imaginary breeze. “Caronivus Knox?” she sniffl ed. The wolf would 
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have been no more than a pup. Raephaesia scanned the painting 

for his parents, fi nding them sentinel at the top of the opposite hill 

from where the young Caronivus was. He had left his own family 

behind in order to be in service of the Katchinosan royal family. 

Her despair rekindled, as she continued along the wall.

Funeral pyres burnt pox- marked bodies, the fi re starters – them-

selves covered in pustules – watching on. On one of the pyres 

she saw the bodies of Caronivus Knox’s parents. The overwhelm-

ing sense of helplessness she had felt when she had been in the 

temple where her entire family had been slaughtered rose like an 

unquenchable thirst in her parched throat. She pushed along the 

wall till it came to the antechamber door. Those beings that had 

survived the infestation were leaving the city, moving towards the 

mountains as the funeral pyres continued to burn at the lake’s edge.

It had gotten chillier as she had moved away from the heat of 

the fi re, which was at the other end of the chamber, so Raephaesia 

made her way back towards the fl ames. Her feet felt leaden as 

she walked, her despair crippling her curiosity. She didn’t take 

any notice of the worn away fresco on the wall beside her till 

she caught sight of a sallow landscape, devoid of all life except 

a solitary fi gure clad in heavy winter clothing – reminiscent of 

that worn on the planet’s surface by Arctic explorers – hiking up 

a glacial wall towards mountains above. Taking a closer look she 

noticed that the rest of the painting had been damaged by previous 

fi res. What paint was left had bubbled, making it almost impossible 

to decipher what it was she was looking at. The other side of the 
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wall was chipped away, leaving only fragments cast across the wall, 

and droplets of paint offered no reprise for her renewed sense of 

wonder.

She went back to the solitary fi gure in the snow, looking for 

more detail in the image. There was none. As barren as the land-

scape the fi gure was crossing, the image gave up no further clues 

to what came before or went next.

The torch in her hand was burning down to her wrist, its heat 

making her living ink fl ush and pulse under her skin. She strode 

across to the fi re and threw it into the blaze. Quickly engulfed, it 

threw its fuelled radiance over the wall, highlighting the lonely 

fi gure.
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INTERCESSION

Ignominious before you

Exposing integrity lost

In accord with a life

Where evil resided.

Is a place where

Heartache resided

Leaving me powerless

In this life’s stead.

Teal’s head lolled on his neck, the forcible impact of the massive 

wave fi lling his mind, colluding with the last image he glimpsed. 

Volnox’s roar was replaced by the sound of stone being pulverised, 

crystals and minerals shattering and thunder fi lling the spaces 

in between. A pitch descended upon him, just as quickly as the 

destruction taking place had begun. It was consuming darkness that 

Teal welcomed, its void a welcome relief from the horrors he had 

been made to witness. But his peace was short lived as the cavern 

came back into focus.
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His fi rst impulse was to heave, to expel what little rested in his 

gut. It was as though his mind had sent the memories to his stomach 

to be digested. Teal stood, moving over the rock where he had been 

sitting and made quickly for the cavern wall leaving his companions 

startled at his speed. His abdomen lifted into his diaphragm, pushing 

bile up his oesophagus, over his tongue and out his open maw. In 

the dim light cast by the lava the pale yellow retch covering the 

craggy walls could have passed for crawling lichen as it made its 

way towards Teal’s feet.

Volnox made a soft plea in his direction, getting to her feet. Teal 

stuck out a hand halting her. “It’s OK,” he gurgled, wiping his chin. 

He sucked in air, its taste sickly- sour combined with his own bile. 

“Is there much more I need to see?”

“There is,” the monk said softly.

Teal moved along the wall and around the small cluster of 

boulders to where the others sat. He took his place again between 

the monk and Volnox; staring at the Nordic he nodded. The same 

psychic tendrils that had attached to his brain unfurled along his 

skull and seethed into his brain, accompanied by the awful sensation 

that left him wanting to puke again. He closed his eyes taking a huge 

breath, casting out the sensation as he did. The darkness began to 

slip away as though being sucked down a sinkhole, and in its place 

was a room made lush by billowing drapes of pink and salmon caught 

in a gentle zephyr. In a doorway stood a naked beauty, her long 

black fl owing locks caressing the small of her back. She looked down 

at a fl ight of steps leading down to an ebbing tide, which lapped at 
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the bottom steps. Teal passed her, heading out of the door and into 

the morning light. To the east the sun had crept over the horizon, 

its aching hues of orange and crimson fanning across the skies, cast-

ing little light on the murky depths below. Teal looked back at the 

woman, instinctively drawn to her. Her eyes were sooty black, her 

skin a soft brown. She whispered something softly, as though offer-

ing a beckoning prayer to the waters below. The ocean began to 

froth a few feet from the steps. A form moved beneath its surface, 

a shimmering wave crossing its form as it hauled itself up from the 

depths. Teal was transfi xed as with a single powerful movement of 

its fl uked tail the creature burst through the water’s surface and 

propped itself on one of the submerged steps. From its head to its 

lower abdomen it was humanoid: verdant skin covered its entire 

form, black hair like seaweed clung to his skull, its eyes swirling azure 

orbs. From its abdomen down it had the body of a fi sh. Before Teal’s 

eyes the creature lifted itself out of the water using the strength of 

its muscular upper body, its tail transforming into stout legs which 

it used to walk up the stairs. Its sex hung at fi rst limply between 

its legs; that of a human man’s slightly aroused by the sight of the 

naked woman atop the stairwell. The woman reached out towards 

the creature as it ascended, her whispers hastening into a serenade. 

Water dripped off the being as it stood a step lower than her and 

reached up slowly, deliberately, and embraced the waiting woman. 

Her skin rose in goosefl esh, her black eyes staring lovingly at the 

creature in her arms. A sound that resembled a chortling gurgle 

stuttered out of the green man as he ran his fi ngers down her spine.
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“This was how the spell was broken that you were subjected to 

in Atlantis.” The sound of the monk’s voice in Teal’s head was an 

intrusion, making him look away towards the new day blossoming 

out over the gulf. “Ahead of you is what is called the Persian Gulf. 

Beneath its surface lie the remnants of a satellite civilization of 

Atlantis lost to this great cataclysm.”

Teal thought, “Is this creature one of the doomed whom adapted 

to this fl ooded world?”

The monk answered immediately, “No. This is a Nommo. They 

were a race of beings that lived amongst humans for millions of 

years before the sinking of Atlantis. They were hunted by forces 

of deception and slaughtered. Some left Earth to head back to 

various colonies, and others returned to their dying planet. This 

particular Nommo, Alfona Nius, is one of a group of Nommo who 

decided to stay and assist the survivors of the fl ood when the time 

came for humans to return to the lowlands from their mountain-

top hideouts.” As the monk continued his rendition, Alfona Nius 

scooped up the woman and moved through the doorway into the 

chamber beyond. “They were benevolent beings, great teachers of 

civilization, who put themselves at immense risk in order to restore 

a semblance what had been before amongst those that they had 

taught.”

“Which was?”

“Compassion, integrity, connection to the planet between living 

organisms, intelligence based on these principles, and, most of all, 

awakening the love that humans were capable of feeling.”
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“So how was this my saving grace?”

“You had a sister in your Atlantean lifetime. With the help of 

Alfona Nius she escaped the destruction by fi nding a sliver where 

the space–time continuum was severed, allowing them to move 

thousands of years into a future time where they settled in the same 

area they had lived before the cataclysm.”

Teal instinctively passed through the doorway into the room 

where the Nommo and his sibling were embraced upon the bed 

in their gentle coupling.

“It was in their child’s body that your consciousness was drawn 

after it left your destroyed form.”

Alfona Nius entered the woman on the bed, her groan of pleas-

ure sending Teal from the room and out onto the steps outside.

“Was this a conscious decision made by my spirit?” Teal enquired.

“No. Your consciousness was held in a web derived from the 

forces that held the planet’s consciousness captive. One which 

all humans’ consciousness has been incarnating from since it was 

hijacked by the Ultima Thule millennia ago.” The sun was creating 

an illuminated walkway that bridged the last step along the ocean’s 

surface out to where it hung in the sky. “It was Alfona Nius’ idea to 

free you from this prison so that you could be free of the continual 

incarnations into ignorance.”

“What became of my sister?”

A silence ensued with the question. When the monk continued 

his words were slow and deliberate. “Alfona and your sister were 

discovered by the Ultima Thule. Where they had settled was far 
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enough away from the new Sumer civilization that they could be 

safe for a while. They did not fathom that they would be discov-

ered as quickly as they were. Your sister was heavily pregnant when 

they were found.”

Teal darted back into the room. The coupling was over; the 

couple lay on the bed sleeping. He looked down upon her; her 

glistening body nestled still against the body of the Nommo. “They 

fl ed at great haste. Your sister died from heavy bleeding during 

childbirth.”

Teal was down at the bed’s edge, his eyes etching the image of 

his sister’s peaceful face in his mind. No emotions ran through his 

body, the knowledge that he had a sister overbearing his sense 

of bewilderment at her unfortunate demise. “What happened to 

Alfona Nius?”

“He took you somewhere where he knew you would be safe 

from the Ultima Thule.”

Teal felt a jolt; it took him from the room and across the ocean 

outside. Night fell, a full moon rose, then the sky dawned anew, 

and in the distance a landmass appeared. Heavily forested fi ords 

where waterfalls toppled over chasms into tranquil waters beneath. 

A sense of familiarity came over Teal, the landmass’ resonance fi ll-

ing his awareness with a warm glow.

At the head of the sounds there was a fl ash of light behind a 

large rock. The sound of a crying baby echoed off the sheer cliff 

faces, drowning out all birdsong. “Alfona brought you to this place 

when you were a child. He and your sister had made it to the sliver 
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in the space–time continuum and crossed it when she had given 

birth. In the confusion they had leapt thousands of years ahead into 

the future and found themselves on a foreign land.” The feeling 

of recognition was overwhelming; there was no doubt where this 

was to Teal. “Your sister died here at your birth. Alfona saw people 

walking along a trail and did what he believed was in your best 

interests given the circumstances.”

The Nommo severed the umbilical cord with his teeth and gen-

tly placed the baby Teal down on the grass. He stroked the babe’s 

forehead and then lifted the woman’s cadaver up and darted off 

to the water’s edge and submerged himself with the corpse, watch-

ing the approaching humans. Teal watched as those whom he had 

believed were his mother and father moved quickly down to the 

rock. Teal’s father looked around for the babe’s real parents, while 

his mother took off her backpack, reaching in to grab a polar- fl eece 

jacket in which she then wrapped around the crying child.

The man that Teal had known as his father climbed onto the 

rock which had sheltered the infant, continuing his search as the 

woman he knew as his mother lifted the infant Teal to her breast.
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PRESAGE

Restful slumber induces

A visage formed in events

Not thought of or that have transpired.

Formed in the vestiges

Of friezes decorating

Long- deserted halls.

Raephaesia nestled down next to the fi re, her eyes fi xating on 

the image gracing the decaying wall. In the dancing light of the 

fl ames the fi gure appeared to move, legs propelling it forward, 

the sled behind carving grooves into the snow. A sensation arose 

in Raephaesia’s body other than that of tiredness. Though she had 

slept after Caronivus Knox had safely navigated through the tall 

grasses, her transformation had taken much of her strength and 

left her dozy. Her eyelids dropped over her eyes for long restful 

moments, only for her to lift them, continually intrigued by the sight 

of the frieze. The heat from the blaze comforted her, aiding her 

slip into slumber. The ink beneath her skin fl ushed in accordance 
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with her slow beating heart, unfurling over her extremities in tidal 

swells, then retracting as the blood moved around her body. Her 

head swayed to the right, her eyes taking in the wall once more 

before she slipped into sleep.

The initial pitch scattered as she began to dream, falling away 

till she was fl ying over deep blue ocean, swathes of white sea 

foam lifting on ocean tides that met each other in bombarding 

collisions that sent spray up into the air. She was kneeling on the 

back of a creature that glided on winds that rushed over the cur-

rents below. Its massive blue hulk blotted out the water beneath, 

its wings spread, buoyed by the winds that allowed it to glide 

effortlessly ahead at great speed. Its head had a bony protrusion 

that Raephaesia had to move beneath as it adjusted to the various 

undulations present in its fl ight, its long beak acting like a rud-

der that allowed the creature to divert its path over the spume 

underneath. The creature lifted its wings ever so slightly and they 

ascended at rapid speed over a gradient of unforgiving rocks that 

gave way quickly to a blue- white landscape punctuated by craggy 

spires surrounded by clouds in the distance ahead.

For the fi rst time Raephaesia felt the air temperature, its frosti-

ness causing the inky tendrils beneath her skin to recede from 

her extremities. Her hair, splayed by the wind coming off the ice 

exposed her neck, making her hunch her shoulders. Her unease 

was short- lived; in two vast beats of the creature’s wings they were 

at the foothills of the mountains, passing over ravines where gla-

ciers bled into rivers. Upwards they climbed, over the peaks and 
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into the range. The beast instinctively tilted its head to the left 

following Raephaesia’s glance down to a steaming pool located 

between several mountaintops. With a folding of its enormous 

wings the creature slowed almost to a halt and came to land near 

the lake, lifting its head giving a shrill cry as it did so. Raephaesia 

disembarked, stroked the neck of the beast and turned her atten-

tion to a cave perched above the lake.

Her dream was cut short as Caronivus Knox softly padded his 

way back into the room.

“I am sorry to have woken you,” he whispered.

Raephaesia pulled her legs up towards her torso. She wrapped 

her arms around her shins, smiling as she felt the warmth exuding 

from her bones. “You need not worry old friend,” she said softly. 

“Have you eaten?”

The white wolf nodded, looked over his shoulder at the door 

he had come through, then towards the hole from which smoke 

was venturing upward. “Have you rested?”

“A little.”

“Would it be of any trouble to you if I rested, my lady?”

“Caronivus.” Raephaesia smiled. “I would expect you to do so 

after all you have done since fi nding me.”

The huge wolf moved nearer to the fi re, deliberately putting 

himself closer to both the door and the hole from where the smoke 

lifted. “Thank you, my lady.” He dropped his head down onto his 

paws, his verdant eyes disappearing beneath his lids as he relaxed 

into slumber.
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Raephaesia looked up to the hole, peering through the smoke. In 

the twilight she could make out no stars, only the ever- present misty 

clouds that motionlessly hung high above the valley. Caronivus 

gave a huffi ng sigh as he relaxed further into sleep making the 

dancing fl ames surge. She smiled as she got to her feet and placed 

more branches on the fi re, then watched as their light cast over 

the wall once again.
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EFFLUX

From the recesses

Of a life lived without

Knowing what it was

To know an elemental truth.

One which now offers

More questions than answers

Making me a victim of the aloof.

“My parents never told me about this.” Teal watched as his adop-

tive father called out again, scouring the countryside for any signs 

of human life. He felt torn between lamenting the loss of his sister 

and anger at Alfona Nius for leaving him, and his adoptive parents 

for not telling him this truth. The swelling emotions distorted the 

image, elongating it till the fi gures and the surrounding landscape 

became a palette of colours smeared into a line.

“Given the unusual circumstances of this event it was natural 

for them to not mention it.” The monk’s comment only made Teal 

feel more resentment.
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“I discover I have a sister who sacrifi ces her life so that I may be 

set free from a cycle of torment, and then come to know that those 

who raised me as their own were not honest with me.” Teal felt a 

resonance inside his skull, its pervasiveness spread quickly through 

his body, easing the growing tension that was coursing adrenaline 

into his veins. The Nordic was forming an image in his head. Teal 

attempted to resist, but the pain was excruciating.

“Please. Allow this to happen,” the monk relayed.

Teal surrendered as asked. Outwards the colours spread, form-

ing the visage of Teal’s adoptive parents making their way up the 

track away from the rock, his mother beaming at the babe, her 

eyes fi lled with wonder as she held him lovingly in her arms. Her 

husband came to her side and ran his fi ngers over Teal’s cheek 

whispering softly.

“These two humans were walking along a branch of the Milford 

Track, in the area designated as a national park on this island. This 

place is of great energetic signifi cance and it was by no chance 

that Alfona Nius arrived here. You were brought here by forces 

that wished for you to be protected from those who would utilise 

your genetic heritage to further their own agenda.”

“Am I helpless? Shall I resign to my fate? As a pawn in some 

cosmic game?”

The questions went unanswered for a moment. The sound of 

Teal’s own voice lingering in his head as he watched Alfona come 

out of the dark water holding the cadaver of his lover in his arms. 

He gently placed her on the stony shore running his palm over 
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her temple, stroking his fi ngers over her cold cheek. A single milky 

white tear sluiced down his face and splattered on her brown skin. 

A low resonant garble dribbled over his lips as he rested his head 

on her stomach. Suddenly Teal felt unashamedly selfi sh.

“All Nommo have the ability of foresight, but it is limited. He saw 

what infl uence you would have on a world thousands of years into 

the future if the Ultima Thule utilised your consciousness in human 

form again and he hijacked it with your sister’s aid.”

“How was this done?” Teal responded as he watched Alfona’s 

body shudder, his mourning cries sending ripples through the 

water.

“Intentions coupled with incantation and love can yield to free 

any droplet from its ocean of ignorance. You can bring in a new 

paradigm for this planet, one with a foundation of compassion, 

integrity and love.”

Teal felt the sensation the Nordic had implemented in his body 

begin to burst out his pores, fi lling the space millimetres from his 

body with warmth. “Alfona knew the risks involved; if you were 

caught the chances are their plan would have been foiled.”

“Albe. He knew too?” Teal asked, but the question was moot; he 

must have.

“The Ultima Thule learned of your presence, and did every-

thing in their power to fi nd you. They pursued you via those who 

had known you and Albe was unfortunately one of those people.”

“Did he know about our connection in Atlantis?” Teal squeezed 

Volnox’s hand, the lioness making a husky purr.
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“He was made to remember.” The emphasis caused Teal to begin 

to conjure up gruesome images that thankfully never formed. “He 

escaped, however.”

“Why did he come to Tibet? Asking me to come there too?”

“The Ultima Thule used him as bait to lure you to Tibet. He 

managed to escape with our help but they managed to fi nd him 

and almost you, too.”

Teal had seen enough of the mourning Alfona. He slowly opened 

his eyes, forcing the image from his mind, and stared at the tower-

ing Nordic. “And who are you then?” he said aloud.

The Nordic stared at Teal, his mouth twitching, his lips curling. “I 

am the one who taught you everything you knew in your lifetime 

on Atlantis,” he said softly.
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CODDLE

Though there is a time

To endeavour to strive

To uphold a promise

To be kept alive.

One sworn on an allegiance

That is not bound by fl esh and bone

But is heralded by

The passing of word.

Raephaesia slept dreamlessly. She had watched the fl ames danc-

ing across the chamber as the great wolf rested and eventually 

she joined him in slumber. When she awoke she found Caronivus 

unmoved, his belly expanding and contracting in rhythmical fash-

ion in his slumber. As she got to her feet to address the dying fi re, 

she noticed that his ears twitched occasionally, picking up any 

noises, no matter how subtle.

The myriad of colours and hues her eyes had seen with her 

transformation had vanished since she had entered the room; even 
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though she felt that this lifeless room was dulling her senses, she 

was curious to see what they would offer if she stepped outside.

Caronivus didn’t fl inch as she walked along the side of the wall 

and out into the gloom of the vestibule at the front of the temple. 

Through the toppled pillars she walked down the stairs leading up 

towards the derelict building. All that remained around her were 

crumbling walls and piles of strewn marble and stone. The stillness 

was eerie, no wind, no sound. Her eyes picked up no living colour, 

only stark grey; Caronivus was right, there was nothing to fear here, 

it was devoid of soul, as well as life.

Then her jet black locks began to lift off her skull, pulling her 

head back on her neck, the ink beneath her skin twisted to her 

left, her muscles following in turn. She turned her head slowly in 

the direction her senses were taking her but saw nothing. Almost 

involuntarily her feet moved ahead of her, to her left, then her 

right, till she was walking at pace between a standing wall and 

the chamber where the great wolf still slept. Raephaesia became 

conscious of her blood coursing through her veins, her heart beat-

ing like thunder as she rounded the toppled wall and the end of 

the temple and saw a narrow stairwell leading to a rotunda, where 

vegetation – the only she had seen in this ruin – blossomed across 

its walls and roof. Several pillars lay within the edifi ce and between 

them blank walls with a dull lustre were illuminated by a hole in 

the domed roof that allowed a single beam of murky light into the 

chamber. Her eyes picked up sparks of brilliant white light that 

shone out from the vines like icicles but none of their glimmer 
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found its way into the interior of the building.

Raephaesia’s feet urged her legs to take the stairs, and she scaled 

them in two resounding thuds of her heart against her ribs. Standing 

on the edge of the top platform, she looked askew, catching the 

blinding periphery of the vines, forcing her to stare ahead until 

she moved into the chamber. Her skin bristled, the ink beneath 

swelling till it was almost black, her ears fi lled by the noise of her 

resounding heartbeat.

From out of the walls came a warm gust, each single compart-

ment pushing its own singular squall. Her hair lifted off her head, 

her body swayed in the short burst. The gentlest of trickles of air 

continued from each panel as Raephaesia regained her composure. 

A pinprick of light appeared in each of the panels, growing in size 

till the entire area between each of the pillars was covered with the 

radiance. Within each panel the same scene began to appear, and 

as it took shape it lifted off the wall becoming three–dimensional.

Three fi gures sat around a glowing sphere in a chamber, their 

backs all to her. One, in an orange robe, towered above the oth-

ers, his aquiline features distinguishable in his profi le. Next to him 

was a man, his profi le unclear, his head tilted towards the towering 

fi gure, and beside him was a behemoth creature, with the head of 

a lioness. Raephaesia caught her breath as the image sucked back 

into the wall, another arising in its place.

The man she had seen in the chamber knelt down in front of a 

row of beings, some humanoid, others not, in a sunken room with 

a quartz fl oor. He was clothed in a black robe that splayed around 
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him and hid his body from sight. In the centre of the group before 

him an orange- skinned humanoid extended a hand towards the 

fi gure who then looked up.

The same resounding effect of the disappearing image took 

Raephaesia’s breath away, another visage forming as she found her 

composure again. The hooded man was atop a stepped ziggurat. 

His arms extended into the air, they shook as the air around him 

swirled, his skin fl ushed from light brown to dark blue in waves 

till his hide remained that colour. Beneath him tumult ensued as a 

huge crevice appeared in the air in the shape of a birthing canal. 

Everything was being sucked into it, scattering non- human entities, 

buildings, fl ying craft and the very edifi ce he stood on. Raephaesia 

covered her eyes as the yoni swallowed the entire scene and then 

closed in upon itself.

Her heart lurched up into her throat choking her momentarily; 

she dropped to one knee, heaving. The brilliance of the destruc-

tion was gone when she looked up. In its place was a coastline 

where towering blue- barked broadleaved trees with green foliage 

hovered above white sands. An azure tide washed up against deep 

blue coloured feet that pushed out from beneath a black robe. She 

saw the being’s face a moment later: humanoid, with purple eyes 

and braided hair. It smiled looking directly at her. Raephaesia’s 

heart recognised the fi gure, even if her mind did not. The cleft 

of his jaw, the fullness of his cheeks, the smoothness of his brow, 

all put her at ease. But then her thoughts were doubly broken by 

the sight of her own hand extending towards the fi gure in the 
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impression and Caronivus bounding down the small alley towards 

the rotunda calling her name. By the time he was at her side the 

image had been swallowed back and her arm was reaching out 

towards the blank wall.
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PURPOSE

Aligned in a way

To see the truth

As it unfolds

All around me.

Coming to terms

With why I am here

Has surreal

Connotations and profundity.

Teal’s mind went blank. The glacial blue eyes of the Nordic giant 

burrowed into Teal’s eyes and into his brain, reaching back into 

his skull with laser precision till they found his pineal gland. The 

sensation was as if his neural network was fl ooded with dimeth-

yltriptamine, the warmth spreading across his hemispheres from 

within his brain. The rising trickle of electrical impulses consumed 

Teal’s attention. Before, the giant had instilled images into Teal’s 

mind, offering him a chance to see memories he had been unable 

to ascertain. Now he unlocked those Teal could not access.
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“In order for you to understand your abilities, and just how 

powerful you are, I must awaken the faculties dormant in your 

DNA.” Teal watched the giant speaking, his lips moving, but he 

didn’t understand what it was the Nordic was saying. “I can only 

show you so much.”

In plain sight, the cavern appeared slowly to dissolve. The 

Nordic remained where he was, but everything else moved like 

there was no solidity to it. The walls contracted and expanded at 

nauseating speed, the monk and Volnox crumbled into the visage 

forming around Teal and the Nordic. Light began to fi ll the room, 

pouring in from every direction. Foliage of verdant green, accom-

panied by blossoming red, violet and crimson fl owers the size of 

umbrellas loomed above them, replacing the dank domed ceiling 

of the grotto. A waterfall sluiced down one of the walls, fl owing 

freely into a pool at its base. From the pool, canals shot out into 

the garden in which they now sat, huge rainbow- coloured carps 

swimming along the channels’ widths, to and from the pool. Soft 

light permeated the entire scene, its subtle heat accentuated by the 

humidity created by the mists fi lling the air around them.

The Nordic began to answer the questions Teal’s mind could 

not formulate. “This is the garden of Botoniux in the inner citadel 

where I imparted the art of harmonics to you. Instructing you how 

it was possible to utilise the human body, vocal chords and nasal 

cavities, along with the subtle energy centres, to accomplish feats 

deemed impossible in the world you have now left behind.”

Teal dragged his eyes away from the Nordic’s and looked around 
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the garden as best he could. A slender trail joined the two marble 

seats where he and the giant sat. Through the fl ora he could make 

out a jigsaw puzzle of triangular windowpanes that created a dome 

from ceiling to fl oor.

“You felt at ease in this garden, found my teachings easier to 

understand and memorise here. And it is you who has brought us 

here now in order for you to understand your role in the paradigm 

shift about to take place across all of creation.”

Teal trained his eyes back onto the orange robes of his teacher 

before him, lifting them towards the giant’s face.

“Opening of dimensional portals, levitation, medicinal practices, 

healing on levels from subtle to physical – these were but a few of 

the skills you exercised in this lifetime.”

To Teal, the cavern was gone. Before he knew that he was being 

made subject to visions, ones that even as they appeared real, he 

knew he could break with effort. This garden, on the other hand, 

was real. The pungent odours of the fl owers around him fi lled 

his nostrils, the mist spruced his face. He brought his intention 

to his lips, making a stuttering sound before fi nding the ability to 

formulate words. “Capable of such goodness . . . then using that 

knowledge to create a horrible ending.” A single tear swelled in his 

right eye, cascaded over his cheek and then dropped off his jaw 

into the stream below. The clear water became discoloured with a 

slick of ebony that spread out along the channel’s length.

“One that you could have little control over,” the Nordic replied.

Teal shook his head, the effort sending a ripple through the 
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scene around them. “You must have known about my curse. My 

affl iction,” he revoked.

The Nordic broke his gaze with Teal, reaching up to draw a 

fl ower to his nostrils. Against its pearl white skin, the violet trumpet- 

like blossom looked radiant. “I never knew,” he said, continuing to 

examine the stamens protruding from the receptacle, their slender 

stalks numbering in the dozen.

“Why didn’t you stop me from doing what I did?” Teal snapped. 

He was gaining strength with every moment that he became more 

accustomed to the dream- like state he found himself in. “You could 

have killed me. Saved the lives of millions who need not have died.”

The Nordic gently let the fl ower go, his slender arm resting 

at his side a moment later. “I taught many humans, but you were 

my fi nest student. Excelling in ways that I had never seen before. 

Accomplishing tasks that were far beyond the skills I had intro-

duced you to.” The giant turned his eyes to Teal, blinking slowly 

– slowly, purposefully, as he weighed up the words he wanted to 

say. “The Ultima Thule moved in the shadows, its plans cast over 

thousands of years. Infi ltrating the very fabric of this epoch as a vast 

and sinister web that not even I could foresee.”

Teal closed his eyes and was swamped with sensations. He could 

feel the optimism of those tending the garden, hidden from sight by 

the very plants they sat amongst. Relishing the splendour of their 

devotion, its legacy fi lling the entire glasshouse from roof to earth. 

Beyond he could feel the pride the beings felt at being part of the 

island city. What it meant to them to live here, what opportunities 
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they and their families had on this paradise isle. It was an intel-

lectual hub where intelligentsia from across the cosmos came to 

further their knowledge and offer their own to those willing to 

listen. From the land rose the culmination of their understanding 

of the specifi c types of geometry needed to enhance the energies 

present in the planet’s magnetic veins. The buildings resounded 

with a magnifi cation of what intentions were laid within their 

walls. The feeling of symbiotic harmony hit Teal in endless fl urries 

whichever way he reached out. His anger began to dissipate.

“With the Ultima Thule’s infi ltration came some great interven-

tions from masters of harmonics beyond the dimensions that those 

beings on Atlantis adhered to,” the Nordic continued, his tone 

lifting. “Knowledge far greater than that which I had been previ-

ously privy to was given to me by beings close to the source of all 

that is –.” The giant stumbled in his words, lifting his head before 

continuing. “I did not see you in that lifetime for what you were. 

The Ultima Thule hid your hybrid origins from me by creating a 

harmonic around your being that hid that physical truth from me.” 

He regained his composure quickly, Teal feeling his sense of help-

lessness, if only for a moment, as the giant remembered how it felt 

to be foiled all those eons ago. “These magnifi cent beings gave me 

the ability to expose the Ultima Thule by utilising the very force 

they had used to cloak their infi ltrators.”

In the swelling pride Teal felt resounding from the Nordic, there 

was also a sense of sadness at his inability to do what was right. “Did 

you strip me of my cloak?” Teal asked him softly.
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The Nordic nodded. “I did. However, it was too late.” He turned 

towards the monk who had been watching the conversation. The 

two locked eyes for a moment then the monk began to dissolve into 

the warm air, becoming a phantom outline that melded into the 

lava light and was then gone. “I vanquished many of my enemies, 

but you I could not bring myself to destroy.”

Teal looked at the lava ball for the longest time, the rolling 

waves coursed all around the sphere in a centrifugal spin. He eye-

balled the Nordic, composing himself as he asked his next question, 

“How do we defeat the Ultima Thule?”
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BELIEVE

For with this fact

Comes an appreciation

One that ignites

A dream in its unity.

Forgo the visions

You have witnessed

So that you may

Be at present.

“My lady!” Caronivus circled Raephaesia as she let her arm go limp 

at her side. “I awoke to fi nd you gone. Fearing the worst.”

“What was there here to harm me, Caronivus?” She spoke in a 

daze. The face she had seen was etched into her mind.

The great wolf walked back to the opening into the rotunda 

and scanned the ruins. “There is nothing here but sadness carried 

on the listless winds that blow through this valley.”

“There is life here.” Raephaesia moved towards the walls. “Envel-

oped within the marble gracing this chamber.” She ran her hands 
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over the rotunda’s smooth curved partitions.

Caronivus turned back to her. “How did it come that you made 

your way here?” he asked moving towards her, his paws padding 

the marble fl oor.

“The vines,” she whispered. “Their radiance in this lifeless place 

drew me down here . . . and inside.” Raephaesia turned towards the 

wolf. “What is this place?”

Caronivus sat on his haunches, splaying his tail out behind him. 

“It is a place of prophecy.” He swivelled his head to watch her move 

along the walls. “All that came to pass for this civilization was seen 

here before it came to pass.”

“If the beings that lived here knew of the coming plague why did 

they not leave?” Raephaesia halted, turning to face her companion.

“Knowing your place in this existence goes beyond a need to 

further it if you realise that your destiny is set.” Caronivus stooped 

his head. “Those who lived and perished here knew they were 

doomed. Accepting it, they lived with gratitude in their hearts for 

the lives they had left.” He looked up, peering through the hole 

in the dome above. “This edifi ce is their gift to those who cared 

to utilise it.”

Raephaesia recognised a slight undulation in the wolf ’s tone. 

“You used it, didn’t you?.”

Caronivus closed his eyes and stretched up towards the light. 

His towering hulk was bathed in the subtle beam. “I have been 

visiting this place since I found it. Searching for you. I came here 

in the desperate hope that I would be granted of a vision of the 
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world above and knowledge of your whereabouts.” His nostrils 

fl ared as he inhaled. “But I saw nothing of the world above, was 

granted no visions during many voyages across Muaba to here. 

Then saw a human, her movements, her appearance unmistak-

able to me even in different guise. Through a ruin not unlike this 

one I watched her move, unlocking a secret kept hidden since 

from the eyes of all for many an age, and ascertained where she 

would be when she embarked upon her journey to the inner 

world.”

Raephaesia moved in front of the wolf. Dwarfed, she tilted her 

head back and stared up. “Were you granted any other visions?” 

she asked. Ebbing away from the small inner star, unfurling tendrils 

of heated cloud crept across the sky above.

“I have seen nothing other than your imminent arrival, my 

lady,” he said dropping his head, blocking out the beam showering 

Raephaesia. “Were you granted visions?” he queried. But before she 

could answer he stopped her. “If you have, then they are yours to 

decipher, and my prying is not welcome.”

“What I saw had little to do with me personally, except the fi nal 

component,” she replied.

Caronivus sat up, acknowledging her statement with a nod of 

his immense head. “It is time to leave here now. We have a great 

deal further to go till we reach Posid.”

Raephaesia slipped her fi ngers into the wolf ’s fur and allowed 

her ink to sink into his skin then hoisted herself onto his back in 

a single movement. Caronivus strode out the door and rounded 
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the building and bounded up through the ruins and into the val-

ley. She looked back at the ruins as they quickly dissolved into the 

landscape below, the lake edge vanishing a moment later.
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CONTOUR

Revolving inside me

Lie the secrets

Of a force

Which held me captive.

Revelations will come

As my mind is unfurled

And we can come to grips

With the enemy within.

“The answer lies inside of you,” the Nordic said, his eyes fi xed 

on Teal. “Even though your genetic makeup is a hybridisation of 

Nommo and human, you will have carried knowledge from that 

lifetime with you into this one.”

“A soul memory?” Teal asked softly.

“A vibrational fi ngerprint that can be accessed and read much 

like a library.”

Teal sat upright. “Let’s get to it then. Probe my being and fi nd 

out how we can do it.” He looked at Volnox smiling at her then 
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turned back to the pearly skinned giant.

The Nordic’s face showed something akin to an emotional 

response at Teal’s request. He squinted his eyes then moved his 

jaw from left to right. “I unfortunately do not have the ability to 

do this,” he said. “There are others at our destination, the city of 

Shambhala, that do.”

“How long will it take us to get there?” Teal asked.

“It’s best if you rest for now,” the Nordic said, placing a huge paw 

of a hand on Teal’s shoulder. A warm exuberance emanated from 

it, fusing with his clavicle and making its way through his bones. 

Teal’s eyes lolled in his head and his skull felt heavy on his neck. 

The feeling was akin to the last stages of drunkenness, with sleep 

ensuing. The Nordic moved his hand to the back of Teal’s neck, the 

feeling becoming more powerful and deeper.

“I . . . I . . . feel . . .” Teal didn’t fi nish the sentence. He slipped 

forwards into the waiting arms of Volnox who had lunged down 

to catch his swooning body. In a swift movement she positioned 

Teal over her muscular shoulder and stood alongside the Nordic 

who was making his way to the slit in the cavern wall behind them.

As they left the chamber the lava ball cracked and its magma 

contents spilled onto the rocks beneath, sluicing through the cracks 

and engulfi ng the cooling rocks, still faintly warm from the bodies 

that had sat there seconds ago.
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DREAM

Of the days

Yet to come

Relish in them

As you move.

Across landscapes

What you see

Is a world awaiting

For you to arrive.

Caronivus moved out of the valley and then instructed Raephaesia 

to hang on. The ink beneath her skin forged its way under his hide, 

entwining itself around his bones. The wolf gave a whimpering 

howl as it did, his sinews pressing against the fi brous sooty stems 

as he rushed onwards. The air around her become cool as he 

gained altitude, the grey- brown landscape quickly giving way to 

snow. Raephaesia saw huge grazing creatures the size of elephants 

running away as Caronivus scampered through their herds at the 

snow’s fringe. After that she saw no signs of life at all.
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As the great wolf moved through the frozen landscape she 

clung to him, nestling as far down into his fur as possible as the cold 

air rushed over her. Occasionally the clouds above would part and 

searing heat would rake her fl esh in shards of blinding white- yellow 

light causing her to shriek in pain.

In her head she heard Caronivus explain that they were trav-

elling over mountains far higher than the ones on the surface of 

the planet, and the star that was the sun trapped above them was 

not thousands of miles away in space, but hidden behind a thick 

layer of cool cloud that hung over the peaks. As the piercing rays 

became less frequent Raephaesia began to doze. The rhythmical 

movements of the wolf ’s sprint melded into a single rocking motion. 

Her hair knotted itself around his fur anchoring her head against 

his shoulders, making her relax even further.

“Sleep, my lady, sleep,” Caronivus responded to her ever- 

deepening repose. “We have such a long way to travel, and the 

longer you rest the quicker we will arrive at our destination.”

With his words she crossed the bridge between conscious 

awareness and slumber and entered into the myriad world of 

dreams.

He greeted her with a smile across the beach – it was the being 

she had seen in the last episode in the rotunda. It was all the same. 

White sands glistened beneath her green feet. Inky tendrils lurched 

between her toes sinking into the sand, and her head now fi lled 

with visions of the creatures that had walked along the same beach 

as she, how the silt had been washed away by the ebb of tide and 
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swell and deposited by storms. All of this played out in her mind 

as he walked.

With every step he made towards her and she to him the visions 

she saw unfolding were accompanied by a spring of affection that 

unfurled in her heart and coursed its way through her form. Why 

did she feel this way? From beneath his black cloak he pushed a 

stout leg forwards, his skin the colour lapis lazuli, a scar from the 

inside of his ankle up to outside of his knee making a discolouration 

against the rest of his leg. She saw it and immediately was trans-

ported to the top of the stepped ziggurat she had seen him on, 

his cloak buffeted by gales, edifi ces crumbling under the strain of 

an almighty sound that seemed to crush the very air. Beneath him 

living nightmares leapt unfathomable distances up the pyramid, 

each endeavouring to attack the fi gure. One by one dissolving as 

the being tilted his head towards them. Their number increased 

tenfold, all scampering upwards, their scaly bodies writhing with 

sweat, their lipless mouths drawn back to expose fangs from which 

saliva was whisked off in the tempest. The being atop the structure 

moved towards them, his valour uncompromised. He vanquished 

them all but one, this one who lunged over his dying comrades and 

swung a talon towards the creature above. The searing of fl esh; his 

pain swamped Raephaesia, jolting her out of her dream sequence 

just as Caronivus slid to halt.

Her heart thumped in her chest, her breath a shallow gasp as 

she felt the concern rising from the great wolf. “We are in danger.” 

She heard his voice, trepidation echoing in his words. “Look up.”
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Raephaesia allowed her hair to disengage with the wolf ’s fur 

then slowly raised her eyes. They had stopped at the edge of a pass. 

Gone were the snow- capped peaks; they had begun to descend. 

Barren, inhospitable crags rose up all around and amongst these 

were several large sabre- toothed cats.

“I have never seen them hunt in packs before,” Caronivus said 

as he moved back a pace. “There is another force moving through 

these creatures.” The wolf fl ared his nostrils, sniffi ng the air. “They 

are solitary hunters, extremely territorial, they have a distinctive 

odour, one which I cannot smell now.”

“What do you smell?” Raephaesia asked softly, turning around 

to make sure that none of the felines was sneaking up behind them.

“The pungent stench of fear,” he growled. “These cats are the 

top predators in these mountains. They fear nothing.”

Caronivus had barely fi nished when two of the cats leapt down 

from their positions atop the pass, falling for what seemed an age 

before landing in front of Caronivus. “Impossible!” he snarled. “No 

creature could have fallen from such a height and not have caused 

itself great injury.” Another appeared atop the pass then another 

on the other side, both leaping through the air in freefall till they 

hit the ground sending clouds of dust up. Two of the cats quickly 

moved behind the wolf making Caronivus lurch around. Raephaesia 

looked over his shoulder as the other two blocked off the pass ahead.

All four began to encroach on Caronivus and Raephaesia, their 

heads bowed down, their bodies in attack stance, preparing to 

pounce.
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“I’m going to jump over them, cling tightly to me,” Caronivus 

said telepathically as he crouched down.

Raephaesia could feel his powerful muscles tighten beneath 

her, his heart pushing adrenaline. “Wait,” she answered back. Her 

next move was done as though she was observing herself doing it. 

The black ink recoiled back into her skin and she slid off the wolf ’s 

back.

“My lady,” Caronivus rasped through his bared teeth.

The huge cats gave a deep growl pushing the horrible stench of 

their last devoured kills ahead of their hunkering steps.

“I can see something else emanating from these creatures,” 

Raephaesia said. Tentacles of soot were spilling out of their deep-

ening grey auras.

They were so close now that in one single leap they would end 

this standoff in a fl urry of incisors and claws. Caronivus lurched 

forwards, snapping at the two cats creeping up behind them; they 

hardly fl inched at his mock attack, inching forwards relentlessly.

“Machusa, PLEASE. I implore you to jump on my back. The 

moment to move is upon us!” Raephaesia heard his plea but ignored 

it, bending down to touch the ground beneath her. The immediate 

sensation she felt as her ink vines buried themselves into the earth 

was so intense she threw her head back and gave a huge exhalation. 

“NO.” The word passed over her lips, but it was not hers.

The cats stopped. Their bodies contorted in spasms accompa-

nied by voracious growls as their bodies were wracked with pain.

“Go from here. NOW.” The sound of the voice booming from 
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Raephaesia made Caronivus spin around to look at her. Raephaesia’s 

eyes had gone from blue to red, her hair lifting off her skull on an 

invisible tide. Flushes of crimson shot up her arms and collided 

in her chest creating sporadic blasts that slammed into the sabre- 

toothed cats, knocking them back in wincing agony. “LEAVE THEM 

AT ONCE!” she boomed, scaring Caronivus who darted a few feet 

to her left.

What caught his attention next was a ghastly toil between the 

horror hiding within the giant cats’ bodies and the cats themselves. 

One by one the beasts rolled on the ground, wrestling with squid- 

like apparitions that pulled themselves free of their torsos. As black 

as soot, tentacles looped around feline limbs, the bulk of phantoms’ 

bodies still buried in the cats.

“NO MORE!” The assertiveness in the voice coming out of 

Raephaesia’s body shook the ground around them. Caronivus spun 

around hurriedly as he watched four beams of light explode from 

Raephaesia’s body, each one engulfi ng the tussling cats. The light 

shrunk around each of the grappling felines, its brightness blinding 

him. A sucking sound accompanied each beam as it enclosed in on 

the ebony spectres, retracting in size till they were pinpricks of red 

that fell in upon themselves.

One by one the sabre- toothed cats got to their feet, dazed; 

they shook themselves off and took in its surroundings before ven-

turing off into the wilderness, leaving Raephaesia and Caronivus 

alone. Raephaesia dropped her head, the red fl ush draining from 

her skin, her hair gently falling to her scalp, her inky extensions 
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recoiling back into her hands and feet. The intense power that 

had focused itself through her was gone, leaving her serene but 

exhausted.
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ODYSSEY

In the deepest

Parts of imagination

Nothing could allude

To what I will see.

A vast encounter

With worlds

So far beyond my

Mind’s fantastical reach.

Teal kept waking up and then dozing off again. Regaining con-

sciousness was unsettling; slung over the lioness’s shoulder he felt 

like he was quarry acquired and being brought back to feed a 

litter of cubs. He could hear Volnox’s breathing as she kept up the 

incredible pace set by the Nordic, her nostrils fl aring, the moisture 

in her exhalations becoming mist and spit that crept over her 

shoulder and fi lled the air that Teal breathed. If she noticed his 

moments of conscious awareness she didn’t acknowledge them. 

She continued to move at relentless speed, around cleft rock paths 
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that had precipices off to the left and right, a void of pitch below 

like a vacuum where no light could penetrate. Along meandering 

paths where crystal shards of quartz the size of redwood trees shot 

up towards stalactites that defi ed belief, growing in perfect unison 

so they would never touch.

He would succumb to her patterned movements, their monot-

ony a welcoming, nurturing feeling that would allow him to slip 

away again into slumber. There was no way of telling how long he 

slept, but when he would awaken he would always be confronted 

by the eerie glow that lit up the path ahead of them. Teal could not 

see its source, but its illumination was vast, casting its light around 

them in an aura that gave him the ability to see these wonderful 

sights on the path to Shambhala.

At one point the rapid pace began to slow, the descent losing 

its gradient till Volnox was walking level, her footsteps moving 

off rock and onto sand. The sound was unmistakable and Teal 

opened his eyes to see a soft green hue that surrounded them, 

their movements cutting through mist that soon fi lled after, the 

vapours melding back together like lovers yearning for each other’s 

embrace. Teal closed his eyes as Volnox knelt down and gently 

lifted him off her shoulder, placing him onto the sand. He felt her 

padded palm caress his face, heard a soft roar. He feigned sleep for 

another moment then stuttered his eyelids, opening them to take 

in where they were.

“We are halfway to our destination,” the Nordic said peering 

ahead across a vast underground fl uorescent green ocean.
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“My . . . God.” Teal sat up, watching the lioness move to the lap-

ping waters, bending down to slurp up the liquid. “What is this?”

“It is Lake Ahalan” The Nordic moved down to the water’s edge, 

dipping his hands into the water and lifting the luminous fl uid to his 

pursed lips. Teal saw what appeared to be seaweed glowing with 

phosphorescence spilling against the pearl- white skin of the giant, 

but it vanished into his mouth a moment later. He turned to Teal 

and motioned towards the water. “Drink. The weed you see has all 

the trace minerals you will need in order to remain in good health 

for the rest of our journey.”

Teal slowly got to his feet and looked upwards, his eyes encom-

passing the sight of the cavern that housed this underground lake. 

“It must be the size of Baikal,” he said as he took his place between 

his travelling companions.

“Twice the size,” the Nordic said looking across the water. “The 

weed gives off its own light, generated by consuming the quartz 

that falls into the lake from above.

Teal looked up, the luminous mists given off by the weed were 

rising from the lake and nestling against the cavern roof that tow-

ered far above. Occasionally a glistening of quartz would refract 

through the light, a sparkle of white in the verdant heavens.

“The mists dissolve the crystal and it falls into the lake in a fi ne 

dust, food for the weed,” the Nordic said, bending down to take 

another scoop from the lake.

Teal reached into the water, dipping his hands into it gingerly. 

It was cool to tepid, brimming with weed. Lifting his hands to his 
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lips he sucked the fl uid up into his mouth, the slimy fi lm of the 

weed making him gag at fi rst, then he swallowed. The feeling of 

nourishment was instantaneous. The moment it hit his stomach a 

warm rush spread outwards extending through his limbs. One by 

one his senses became heightened to the point where he could 

see white caps lifting on the current across the vast distance of the 

lake’s surface, hear the crackling of quartz high above and taste 

the saltiness from the water in his mouth. He reached down and 

scooped up another mouthful and then another.

Volnox and the Nordic stood from where they knelt, looking 

across the water. Volnox’s ears swivelled, the Nordic looked on 

stoically.

“We must push on,” the white- skinned giant pressed. “Come.” He 

placed a hand on Teal’s shoulder; the same sensation he had felt 

in the cavern spread across him and he fell forwards, precariously 

close to the water. As before, Volnox swept him up in her huge arms 

and hoisted him over her shoulder. She took one more look at the 

water then stepped away from the waves breaking around her feet.

A heartbeat later they were moving towards a path leading to a 

distant grotto. At the lakeside, a huge row of spikes broke through 

the lake’s surface only feet away from where they had been stand-

ing then sunk beneath the luminous wake.
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CONCEIVE

Of a time

When the planet

Aligns with a turning

Of the wheels of an epoch.

As one age dissolves

Another revolves

Around to recognise

Its commencement.

“What did you do?” Caronivus asked moving to Raephaesia’s side. 

She had lost her balance and was propping herself up with her right 

arm, all her weight against it.

She shook her head slowly. “I did nothing of my own accord 

except heed the calling.”

Caronivus looked around, sniffi ng the air nervously as though 

the cats would ambush them now with the Targian princess immo-

bile from exhaustion. “The calling?” he whispered.

“I heard a woman’s voice – not in my head but in my heart. It was 
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magnanimous, calling to me.” Raephaesia drew one leg up resting 

the sole of her foot on the ground, shifting her weight across onto 

her pelvis. “It seemed to come from everywhere. I could feel it 

like a spring inside me, yet I felt it entering my skin long before I 

knelt down.” She ran her hand over the dirt, barely touching it. “I 

watched myself connect with her; and was overcome with a power 

so great that I thought I would explode as it entered into me.” She 

touched her navel, rubbing it gently. The ink beneath her skin 

began to swirl there in a counter- clockwise direction. “I felt her in 

my womb, the intensity like searing heat that didn’t burn, it simply 

expanded till I was a part of it, then I saw them.” She lifted her 

head looking around. Caronivus spun around watching her point 

to the spaces where the cats had been. “Malignant tumours writh-

ing inside those poor creatures. Leeches that attached themselves 

to the nervous systems of their hosts, willing them to do what they 

desired.” She reached out and placed her hand on Caronivus’ back. 

“The schism must be healed,” she blurted, the voice coming out of 

her mouth not her own, but the voice that had accompanied the 

dissolution of the attack moments ago. Raephaesia choked, the air 

pushed out of her lungs, making her gasp for another breath. “We 

will assist you in this process,” she said after a deep inhalation, her 

tone soft, relaxed.

The air around them began to swirl, lifting over the pass and 

across the landscape, dislodging rocks that fell down to the bot-

tom of the cliffs, spooking Caronivus who gave an unsettled growl.

“There is nothing to fear, brave son.” The haunting reverie 
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coming out of Raephaesia’s mouth continued as the great wolf 

anxiously scoured the area. “We have travelled with you since you 

left our grand city and will do so until the task is complete.”

One by one slender silhouettes formed around Raephaesia and 

Caronivus. Tall, elegant and punctuated by the unmistakable forms 

of sitting canidae who sat at their sides.

“Can it be?” Caronivus exclaimed as the shadows took form. 

Members of the Delphinius Conglomeration along with Caronivus’ 

family who had perished from the pox stood in spirit around them.

“The time is almost upon the planet – time for enormous change, 

Caronivus Knox.” The great white wolf turned around, watching 

Raephaesia as she channelled the phantom delegates. “Her con-

sciousness has been subjugated for an age and now she will feel 

her restraints lifted.” He turned back to look upon his mother and 

father. Their eyes fi lled with pride as Raephaesia continued. “You 

will be instrumental in this shift. You will be guided, protected and 

will meet the necessary beings in order to achieve this.”

Caronivus took a step closer to his father who stood to the left of 

the fi rst Delphinian king to come to the inner worlds, then acknowl-

edged his mother to the left of the queen. “Many more beings who 

have left this realm will accompany you on your odyssey, each 

assisting in the change in order to be freed from the shackles of 

the Ultima Thule.” The slightest lifting of the skin on their snouts 

gave way to a bowing of their heads, which Caronivus copied. As 

he lifted his head they had all but vanished.

He ran towards them instinctively, but they were carried away 
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on the same breeze that had accompanied their arrival, leaving 

him searching the canyon for a sign of their whereabouts.

“Come, old friend.” Raephaesia beckoned to Caronivus. She 

blinked and beckoned again to the bemused wolf. She had recov-

ered the instant the ghosts had gone. Caronivus darted around the 

space where they had been, sniffi ng the ground, then slowly trod 

over to the princess’s side. She enveloped him as best she could, 

running her hands over his fur, stroking his ears. “Elucidation has 

not only given us strength, but added new resolve to what it is we 

are to do, Caronivus,” she whispered in his ear.

The wolf brushed up beside her, bending down to allow her 

to climb onto his back. He stood when she was nestled against his 

shoulders, took one last look at where the spectres had been, then 

darted away towards the pass.
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SURREAL

In the visages of shadow

Lurk sights I can only

Label as dreams

Caught in my mindfulness.

With every lurching step

I see them form and cease

To be as I awaken

Then return to my slumber.

Teal was united by two sensations as Volnox gathered pace along 

the path he glimpsed below her feet between his bouts of broken 

sleep. One was the smallest jolts as his body lifted off her shoulder, 

the other the pervading warmth coming from his stomach. The 

water and the weed he had drunk was metabolising, sending nutri-

ents into his bloodstream, giving him the most acute sensations he 

had ever felt. Rushes of the tiniest electric shocks ruminated from 

his abdomen and throughout his body in joyful waves of rising 

ecstasy. He couldn’t help but close his eyes as they coursed along 
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his highway of arteries and veins, feeding his organs, muscles and 

sinews, eliminating toxins as the nourishment was carried in his 

blood, as the temperature in the air grew stifl ingly hot.

On the odd occasion when he could lift his head high enough, 

and he wasn’t succumbing to the generous waves of bliss fl owing 

through his limbs, he saw crimson rivulets passing through solid 

rock making it almost transparent. Shimmering waves of fl uctuat-

ing heat fanned out horizontally towards them with every step 

they took. The Nordic’s emanating light coalesced with the glow, 

creating a perpetual sunrise that they waded through. The thought 

swam around in Teal’s head that perhaps they were at the base of a 

volcano, and at any moment he would see a lake of fi re to match the 

inland sea he had seen when the troupe had rested momentarily. 

If there was such a sight to behold, Teal never witnessed it as they 

continued along in the twilight hues of red and burgeoning orange.

How much time had passed since he had been drinking at the 

lake? It was an irrelevant question given the nature of the distance 

they were travelling and the speed they moved at. Without a sun 

in the sky, they were plunged into eternal night. As the radiant 

waves began to cease Teal dropped off into slumber, but was pulled 

from it as quickly as he had entered it as Volnox stopped and gave 

a low, deep growl making his abdominal cavity resonate with her 

reverberations. Teal could see her moving up next to the Nordic, 

his orange robe draping loosely around him in a billowing sphere. 

He could hear a whispering, its faint passing carried on a listless 

zephyr that sailed overhead.
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“We are so very close to our destination,” the Nordic crouched 

down so that Teal could see his face, “however, we must pass 

through the ruins of Almarta in order to reach Shambhala.” The 

Nordic shot Teal a glance, his glacial blue eyes offering the smallest 

amount of emotion, but it was enough for Teal to realise that he was 

concerned. “A great battle took place here in ages past, one that 

saw the defeat of a faction of the cabal that is the Ultima Thule. 

However, the devastation was so great that the occupants of the 

city had to fl ee further towards Agharta to become encompassed 

by the protective frequencies anchored by the beings living closer 

to the planet’s core.”

Volnox took a step back, alerted to something in front of them. 

The Nordic looked ahead, his eyes moving slowly from left to right, 

then right to left. Satisfi ed, he placed a long bony hand on Volnox’s 

elbow and continued his words to Teal. “This ruin is a portal. Still 

fully open. It allows inter- dimensional entities of lower vibrations, 

those who were once accustomed to being utilised by the Ultima 

Thule to carry out assaults on the inner- planetary beings that used 

to live here.” Teal twisted his head around in an effort to see the 

ruins, but the wide frame of Volnox blocked his view. “Though the 

Ultima Thule have long since gone, these entities remain nearby. 

If they recognise your vibrational energy they could attempt to 

pursue you and, in the worse case –” His words tapered off for a 

moment. “– scenario, alert their masters to your presence.”

“If we move quickly and silently we won’t bring any attention 

ourselves . . . surely?” Teal retorted hurriedly.
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The Nordic looked at Volnox who exhaled strongly then gave 

another low growl. “Humans once were able to perceive a larger 

frequency in the spectrum of visible light. A faction of the Ultima 

Thule, a Reptilian Race who were master geneticists reformulated 

your genetic coding to shut down your frequency range; it is a 

sliver of what it once was.” The giant lent closer to Teal and spoke 

in such a hushed whisper Teal had to watch the Nordic’s lips as he 

spoke to make the words out. “These entities see across the entire 

spectrum of visible light. Our heat signatures alone would be vis-

ible in infrared.”

Teal fl opped against Volnox, taking a breath as he lay on her 

shoulder. “Put me down, Volnox.” The words were barely over 

his lips before he felt the sensation of another force at work, 

orchestrating his intentions. The lioness did as she was asked. Teal 

observed himself placing a hand on her cheek, then reaching out 

to assist the crouching giant to his feet. “There is nothing to fear.” 

The double layering of his own voice with that of a woman’s took 

both Volnox and the Nordic by surprise. When Teal turned and 

walked towards the darkened husks strewn ahead their surprise 

turned to reaction. In a fl ash they were at his side.

“You cannot make this journey through the site alone,” the 

Nordic snapped. “There is ever present danger here.”

To look out through his own eyes as an observer, Teal noticed, 

was the most fascinating experience he had ever had. Within his 

body he felt a presence so vast and benevolent that his essence 

had shrunk to the size of a pinhead, the other manifestation within 
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ballooning against his tegument, funnelling out of his pores and 

pervading his magnetic cape. Despite this, he was fully aware of 

all that was coming to pass.

“Please. Do not fear. All will be well.” The delicate words slipped 

out of Teal’s mouth, easing the tension fi lling the air. The Nordic 

took a step back and reached out to bring Volnox back too.

Teal moved forward as a large stone pillar dropped onto its 

side a few metres to his left. To his right a half- collapsed building 

crumbled under the weight of an invisible apparition that landed 

on top of it. He walked down a stairwell, the gloom lifting and 

dispersing as he walked, and with its disappearance came the sight 

of creatures lodged in the darkest catacombs of nightmares. Multi- 

headed winged serpents hovered above, their tongues lashing 

out to taste the air and the scent rising up from the man walking 

towards them. An ogre covered in shag- pile- like grey hair, eyes of 

gleaming yellow the size of dinner plates and a mouth with rows 

of razor- sharp teeth peeked over a rooftop, saliva dripping onto 

the cold stone below. Leaping ahead in the distance were gigantic 

praying mantises, their bodies fl ushing red, their orange eyes swirl-

ing, spotting other winged creatures darting about then snatching 

them from the air, devouring their prey in gulping chomps. One 

by one they began to block Teal’s path.

But with every step he felt a swelling, its exuberance pushing 

further and further away from its source deep within his body. The 

entities that were watching made their assault on him in turn, and 

one by one they dissipated into dust. The multi- headed serpent 
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swooped down, its maws snapping hungrily at the lone fi gure that 

lifted a hand to halt its progress. Lifting the other hand it clapped 

them together. Pulling them apart a white light began to grow 

between them surrounding the beast. It buckled against the swamp-

ing luminosity but to no avail; a heartbeat later it too had vanished. 

The other creatures made their attacks and succumbed to the same 

fate. The ever- increasing radiance fi lled the cavern, a rippling tide 

that passed over stone and mortar that had long experienced noth-

ing but an absence of light, the rotting corpses embalmed by the 

dense lifeless air that had settled after the battle.

Teal walked on, his steps neither arrested nor quickened as he 

dealt with the adversaries to his progress. He walked in a straight 

line, across fallen dwellings, dead gardens, and desecrated temples. 

Climbing, jumping, walking till he reached the path leading to 

another chasm. In the distance a pinprick of light spilled inwards 

illuminating the path a fraction. Behind him the white glow had 

swallowed the entire landscape and was carving a path along the 

narrow passage they had come before entering the ruin.

“Stop.” Teal heard the voice resonate within and did as asked. 

He felt the muscles in his legs activate, his mind asking them to 

move. He took a step forward then turned around. His head lifted, 

his eyes focusing on an eddy suspended high above the ruins. It 

was a gaseous black swirling confl uence that the light did not per-

vade. Towards it fl ew one of the creatures fortunate to not have 

been prey for the mantises or vanquished by the brilliance fi lling 

the grotto. It cast a glance at Teal, and in his mind he heard again 
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the words of the Nordic, “. . . alert their masters to your presence.”

Teal became aware of his heartbeat, its slow deep thud behind 

his ribs and felt its expansiveness, occupying not only his body 

now, but far beyond the cavern walls, beyond the light coming 

from the crevice behind him, out onto the surface of the planet, 

through the oceans, across all topographies and landscapes and 

out to the fringes of space. “We will unify again.” The words were 

not heard so much as felt. Another resounding heartbeat and the 

light penetrated the portal high above just as the winged beast 

entered. It gave a foul shriek then fell silently towards the cavern 

fl oor, scattering as dust moments later.
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COALESCE

With the eyes

Of the beloved inside

Then see as one heart

Upon the world we know.

Acknowledge and believe

That our paths are drawn

To meet and entwine

As souls do across time.

Caronivus travelled with greater assertion now, his gait quicker, 

empowered by the visitation of his spectral kin. They tore down the 

valley, the white wolf leaping off rocks, airborne for long, drawn- 

out seconds, hitting the ground again, bounding away through the 

ever- changing terrain.

The mountains gave way to vales and tundra, then to deep 

forests that bustled with life which scattered as they moved along 

towards their destination. Raephaesia’s inky tendrils had fused with 

Caronivus’s nervous system, her hair coiled around his fur as she 
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slipped off into a welcoming slumber. As her mind relented to sleep 

and her subconscious blossomed she found herself walking down a 

darkened stone corridor. Behind her the smoky sunlight blazed, its 

shafts twining into a single radiant push a fair distance ahead. The 

way before them was dark, a starless night trapped between the sun 

behind her and the lurching tide that was sluicing towards her. She 

walked a distance towards the tsunami, the pitch cool against her 

skin. But the dampness was temporary as the warm wave washed 

over her and spilled out into the world beyond the opening. With 

the radiance came a rush akin to that of having one’s breath stolen 

from one’s lungs. As Raephaesia drew another breath her heart 

skipped a beat, merging with another beat a moment later. The 

fi rst rumination echoing from that pump made her close her eyes 

and gasp. Its power was unfathomable, vast and deep. Benevolence 

fi lled her being, running over her skin like a tingling rain that spilled 

onto the ground around her. Accompanying the sensation was a 

feeling of bewilderment, this sense of fascination originating from 

a moving object – a fi gure – where the passage opened up into an 

enormous cavern.

She watched the fi gure walk out of sight, disappearing into the 

distance, her feeling of bewilderment surrendering to a warm 

affection rooted in deepening realisation. Raephaesia then heard a 

voice complementary to the sensation, “I hear and feel you, Gaia.” 

Its familiarity fi lled the coffers of her memory, its infl ection, a tone 

that she had heard before in the life she had left behind on the 

surface of the planet. Whose voice was it? Where had she heard it?
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She took a step towards the cavern, then another, increasing 

her pace till she was running. “Machusa. We are about to reach our 

destination.” Caronivus’ voice resonated in her dream all around 

her, but she continued to run, her speed increasing with his pleas. 

“Please awaken from your slumber.” She traversed the distance at 

speeds only accomplished in dreams and was behind the fi gure 

as the white wolf slowed his bounding to a canter. “My lady. We 

are here.” His voice echoed around the grotto, making the fi gure 

in front of her turn his head around to see where the voice had 

come from. Raephaesia stopped, her jaw going slack as she spoke 

the man’s name. “Teal?”

He turned around, a quizzical look on his face just as a huge 

feline humanoid leapt through the air towards Raephaesia’s dream 

body, its teeth bared, claws swiping towards her.

“No, Volnox!” Teal screamed, but as she swatted at Raephaesia 

her dreaming body dispersed into the air and the Targian Princess 

awoke with a painful jolt on the back of Caronivus. She yanked her 

head up from the white wolf ’s shoulders, her hair still linked to his 

fur and her inky tendrils still interfaced with his nervous system. He 

gave a painful yelp, stopping momentarily as Raephaesia gathered 

her wits.
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ACKNOWLEDGE

Ties bind to join

Us all in our being

Invisible to the naked eye

And the mind’s deceiving.

In order to feel

Their presence we need

Only embrace the silence

Found in our soul’s love.

Volnox bounded away from Teal, her ears lifting and turning to 

pick up any sound that may give away the location of the spectres. 

She lifted her nose and smelt the warm air for any scent of the 

apparition, her muscles rippling under her fur.

Teal walked over to her, “Volnox.” He placed his hands on her 

broad shoulders. “I’m alright. I’m not in danger.” Her eyes darted 

behind him searching the landscape then came to rest on his face. 

Teal smiled, holding her gaze. “Thank you.” He moved closer to 

her and gently embraced her hulking frame. Volnox’s heart was 
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thumping beneath her chest as she wrapped her massive arms 

around Teal and despite her musculature gave Teal the tenderest 

embrace followed by a fl urry of husky growls.

“Astonishing.” The Nordic was at Teal’s side a moment later.

Teal released his embrace, his hand still on Volnox’s shoulder 

as he turned to the pearl white giant. “The planet’s consciousness 

moved through me.”

“And it continues to move outward from its source.” The Nordic 

looked back the way he had come. The ruins were lacquered by 

illumination that ventured now behind them towards its luminous 

equivalent at the end of the chasm.

“Gaia is throwing off the constraints she has been under,” Teal 

said, moving along the path as the wave of light from the cavern 

merged with light at the end of the tunnel in a brilliant engulfi ng 

fl ash.

Volnox grabbed Teal’s arm as he moved on, stopping him mid- 

stride. She turned her head and let out a short roar.

“She wants to know what happened a moment ago,” the Nordic 

interpreted. “Who was that? Why did you ask her to stop when she 

was protecting you from a possible adversary?”

Teal turned and Volnox let go of his arm. “Her name is Brody.” 

He looked at the Nordic and Volnox as he spoke, but the Nordic’s 

eyes narrowed as he continued. “I haven’t seen her for years. She 

metamorphosed into that being when we went into a grotto in 

the Andes Mountains, and I – ” He stopped as though grasping the 

meaning of his next sentence. “– was shown my galactic home.”
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“That is a strange name for a Targian Princess,  ‘Brody’,” the 

Nordic said. “If that is what she was. For they are all but gone. 

Destroyed by the very force that has been in power for epochs.”

“Princess?” Teal looked at the place where she had vanished. 

Her image was emblazoned in his head. Her hair caught in an invis-

ible zephyr, lifted off her muscular shoulders, beneath her green 

skin tendrils of ink scoured along her limbs as her glacial blue eyes 

blinked. She was a vision of incredible poise and beauty.

“The inky tendrils beneath her skin are the markings of 

Katchinosa Royalty, it allowed them to create a symbiotic link 

with the fl ora and fauna of the planets they visited and lived on.” 

The Nordic then looked ahead towards the end of the chasm. 

“However, I believed they were extinct.”

“No. I could feel Brody’s presence,” Teal said, moving directly 

over the spot where she had been. “She is alive.”

“Then what is her connection to you?” the Nordic whispered 

almost to himself.

“I have no idea,” Teal said, heading towards the chasm. He 

pushed the thought from his head, as he recalibrated with the 

feeling of being in his body. The expansiveness he had felt as Gaia 

had occupied his form was dissolving, allowing for the sensation of 

awkwardness that came with each step as he adjusted to the fullness 

of being within his own mortal coil once more.

Volnox moved quickly to his side, leaving the Nordic to ponder 

his question alone.
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EFFLUX

Come into being

Memories and tradition

In order to not

Distract me from the path.

Set out before me

Yet it will devotedly

Return me to your side

As I remember your place by mine.

Caronivus’ yelp had alerted all the occupants in their forest destina-

tion. The trees began to move, slow deliberate shuffl ing movements 

against the orange and mustard barks of fat trunks close to the 

canopy. Wide yellow eyes swivelled in heads that turned to look 

onto the forest fl oor below. Perfectly camoufl aged salamanders 

the size of horses moved around the trunks and further up into the 

foliage till they were no longer visible.

Then, one by one collages of leaves and branches descended 

down towards the ground on gossamer threads that resembled 
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spiders’ silk. As they got closer to the decaying matter scattered 

about the root systems and furrows, their forms took on aspects 

of the environment – a mustard arm against the bark of the giant 

trees, torsos became patchworks of the dim light under the cano-

py’s shade and the undergrowth about them. Only their red eyes 

gave away their presence as they moved towards the white wolf 

and Raephaesia, whose hair and tendrils were receding back into 

her skin.

Caronivus’ shock wore off quickly as the forest troupe sur-

rounded them. “Nuningus,” he began, “I have brought with me 

Raephaesia Julunusia. The last of the Targian Royalty.” The white 

wolf allowed Raephaesia to dismount as a fi gure strode forward, 

his face bearded with pink lichen, but his appearance otherwise 

no different from the others.

The being reached out towards Raephaesia, getting a hair’s 

breath away from her light green skin before the inky vines beneath 

her fl esh pierced the skin between her fi ngers and wavered near 

his own. He took a step back and shot a glance at Caronivus as the 

others moved closer to watch the spectacle.

“As I have told you, old friend,” Caronivus explained, “Targian 

Royalty have the ability to bond and meld with all sentient life.”

Nuningus tilted his head, his ruby eyes looking up from 

Raephaesia’s hand, across her body, eventually burrowing into 

her eyes. He looked at her for the longest moment; the engage-

ment occupying her mind, surpassing the thought of what she had 

witnessed in the cavern in her dream. He turned to the group 
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gathered around and made a whistling sound which sent them all 

back into the undergrowth and jostling up the silky vines back into 

the foliage high above.

“Welcome, Princess,” Nuningus said. His voice sounded like a 

scale, each note collaborating at the same time. He walked over 

to Caronivus and placed his hand on the wolf ’s shoulder, his hand 

and forearm immediately turning white, practically vanishing as 

he did so. “What made you cry out the way you did?” he asked 

inquisitively as he rubbed Caronivus’ fur and looked over the wolf ’s 

shoulder at Raephaesia.

“We were melded, she and I, and she was dreaming. She awoke 

suddenly and lifted herself from me quickly causing me great pain.”

Raephaesia moved to the wolf ’s side and embraced his fl ank. 

Nuningus watched as her hair and sooty tendrils wrapped around 

his fur and sank into his skin. “Remarkable,” he said, moving around 

to watch more closely. “How easily the living library will give up its 

secrets to you, Raephaesia,” he said moving back towards the forest. 

“Your lodgings are prepared with food and water.” Nuningus scaled 

the orange- barked trunk till he was halfway up its vast height, then 

crawled around the back of the tree and vanished.

“Who is this man – Teal?” Caronivus asked, looking at Raephaesia.

“You saw him?”

“I can see your dreams when we meld, child.”

“He is a man I once loved in another life.”

“On the world you left behind, Machusa?

Raephaesia didn’t answer the question. It was invoking a sense 
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of sadness that up until this moment she had not felt.

“Well . . . he is somewhere near the city of Shambhala, my lady,” 

Caronivus said, kneeling down allowing the Targian to leap onto his 

back. A moment later he was moving into the undergrowth while 

high above dozens of red eyes followed their progress.
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AUGURY

When the sun was

Hidden behind the moon

I witnessed a sight

No one else did comprehend.

In those minutes

I saw a future

To which my heart

Does support my surrender.

Kaitei iseki (underwater ruins) off the south coast of Dunan/Yonaguni 

Island, Ryukyu island chain, June 2012

Kobe pulled the mask up over his forehead, lifting the hair away 

from his brow. He took a moment as the other divers clambered 

aboard the boat, one by one exclaiming that the edifi ce below 

them carved out of solid rock was in no way a natural feature.

Though he had come to Dunan to see this structure, his mind 

had been toiling with something else entirely since the eclipse 

days before. The vessel rocked in the quick currents, lurching from 
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side to side as the last diver hauled himself up into the stern. Kobe 

looked over his shoulder at the azure waters below, the afternoon 

sun glistening on the bobbing waves lapping against the boat. Had 

the sun burned into his retinas as he watched the annular eclipse 

so intently that he had daydreamed, he wondered? As implausible 

as that sounded he liked the idea of dismissing what he had seen 

as his imagination.

“That’s no natural feature!” The harsh clipped accent of a 

middle- aged Australian man fi lled the air momentarily followed 

by a contingent of grunts and laughs from the other divers.

Kobe had taken no notice when he’d swum over the single plat-

form, dropped down the hallways and soared over the staircases. 

He had welcomed the distraction; the only sound that of his slow, 

deliberate breathing and the muffl ed cry in a respirator as someone 

saw the occasional hammerhead shark.

“It was made by ALIENS!” the same man chimed, laughing out 

loud.

Kobe popped his fi ns off and dropped the weight belt into the 

compartment where the others had placed theirs, allowing the 

diving guides to assist him with removing the breathing apparatus 

from his back. “Thank you,” he said, moving to the back of the boat. 

He plunged his hand into the warm waters, scooping up a handful 

with which he spruced his fl ushed face.

“There is a spread in the lower cabin if you would like to eat,” 

one of the dive instructors, a local, said in perfect English, moving 

up the ladder to the middle deck where everyone jostled about. 
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Without hesitation the horde moved below the deck, continuing 

to talk excitedly about what they had seen, its enormity and tran-

scendental element. If it was truly 8,000 years old, what language 

was the writing inscribed along it in?

“It was made by ALIENS!” fl oated up once again from below and 

Kobe stopped in his tracks.

Aliens. He took a step back and walked over to the side of 

the boat. He scanned the horizon, and then turned to look back 

towards the island, his head full of images, but one particular scene 

kept appearing through the montage: a wall of ice, and he stood 

before it, heavily bearded, dressed in clothing for the extreme 

cold, staring up at four green- skinned creatures, all frozen behind 

that ice sheet wall. He took a step forward, rubbing a gloved hand 

over the frosted surface and capturing a glimpse of their scaly skin, 

not unlike that of fi shes. Yet they were humanoid, albeit slightly 

larger than the largest man.

He had watched the annular eclipse on 20 May from a hired 

craft with the same troupe he was diving the Yonaguni monument 

with now. This was, he was told, the best way to gauge the event 

and its spectacle. He hadn’t looked up till the eclipse was at its 

fullest, and when he did he had become unable to remove his 

eyes from the annulus and then the visions began to bombard him. 

They played out at incredible speed over the black circle of the 

moon, each episode following the next in a rapid procession till the 

moon moved off centre and the sunlight made looking skyward an 

impossibility.
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He searched the faces of the others on the boat for any sign 

that they had witnessed what he had seen, but their joviality and 

musings offered him no evidence that they had. He considered 

pulling someone aside and asking them directly if they had seen 

anything odd; but he held his tongue, and barely his nerve. When 

the boat returned to the island he locked himself away in the 

hotel and sampled the infamous hanazake till he slumped onto 

his bed and slept a dull and dreamless sleep. In the morning he 

awoke dehydrated, but his head was renewed with the images. 

Now they played themselves out in natural time as though he was 

living them. Every time he would fi nish with the same scene: the 

frosty ice wall and clearing of the surface to see the frozen giants 

behind the thick ice.

“Fuck it,” he said affi rmatively, walking towards the stairwell 

down to the lower deck. He descended the stairs, put a faux smile 

on his face and made his way towards the conversing group.
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REALM

Imagination has not

Prepared me for this

In the basking vastness

Of a visage illuminating

A place of timelessness.

As I look upon its spires

Ziggurats and domes

I refl ect on a melting pot

From where all cultures

Have been born.

The Nordic was a pace behind Teal and Volnox, as though he 

feared that some entity had survived the transition that had taken 

place in the ruins. As Teal got within a footfall of the light stream-

ing through the opening at the end of the chasm he stopped and 

knelt down.

He watched particles of dust buoyed in the cascading light that 

crossed over into the coolness of the dimly lit grotto beyond, then 
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cautiously moved his fi ngers into the illumination. The heat was 

instantaneous, it coursed through his bones and further along his 

forearm as he pushed his arm ahead. Teal exhaled and closed his 

eyes as he stood and took a step forward. The sensation of the inner 

sun on his body made him chuckle, to the amusement of Volnox 

who was on the ledge ahead and the Nordic who was at Teal’s side. 

Teal opened his eyes to encompass the world within a world.

“Oh my.” Teal swallowed, his jaw going slack.

“Welcome to Shambhala,” the Nordic said, observing Teal’s 

amazement.

Beneath them a rocky terrain gave way quickly to a vast jungle 

in hues of purple and red, ochre and blue. Mists lolled off the 

canopy, but Teal could make out a plain to his left and across its 

landscape was a city unlike any he had ever seen. Minarets sat atop 

four towers at each corner of a square where the architecture of all 

the great antique cultures was unifi ed into a seamless array of build-

ings that created the Fibonacci sequence. Each minaret reached 

skyward towards a smoky sun hidden by silver clouds. Magnifi cent 

domes – four in total, one at each corner of the square – sat below 

the minarets. Procession ways led to ziggurats that bordered the 

city, and between these were canals where gardens grew amongst 

small adobe lodgings. Overhead, small craft travelled to and from 

the square and the outskirts of the city, darting to and fro. To the 

right of the square was a vast plaza where a spring gushed up, its 

contents sluiced away to parts of the city for collection. A stairway 

at the far right of the plaza led down to a port where magnifi cent 
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tall ships, some triple- masted, sat on the edge of an inland sea, its 

waters turquoise.

“This is the fi rst place of the fi rst inhabitants of your planet.” The 

Nordic nodded in the direction Teal was staring. “Its site has been 

continually built on by various beings that have occupied it and 

come and gone since its inception.”

“It’s beautiful,” Teal whispered.

“The entire landscape that surrounds Shambhala is symbiotically 

connected and therefore operates as one single entity.”

Teal turned to the Nordic, then back to the jungle laid out 

before him. He could feel dozens of invisible eyes peering at him 

through the canopy, the weight of their stare very real. A whooping 

call went out across the jungle, leaping from tree to tree till it was 

in the distance, a deep echo that was barely audible.

“The occupants of the city will be aware of our presence now,” 

the Nordic said, moving towards the edge of the ledge. “Come.” 

He reached out towards Teal. “There will be an envoy to greet us 

when we reach the other side of the Numbian.”

“The Numbian?”

“The jungle. It’s a living organism from a moon called Pelagus. 

This is the only place in the universe where it grows out of the 

water.”

“This jungle usually grows beneath the water?” Astonished, Teal 

took the Nordic’s hand as the giant helped him over the ledge and 

onto the rocks below.

“Yes. And living amongst it are the Neraroka. The ancestors of 
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the surviving beings from Atlantis – like Volnox.”

Teal stopped as Volnox and the Nordic moved ahead. “How did 

they get here?” he asked.

“Your friend Albe brought them,” the Nordic replied as he con-

tinued onward.
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ACHE

In the depths

Of my being lies

A tormented wave

That alerts me.

To recognize in you

A sadness which

Colludes with truth

However I still love you.

Caronivus ducked around young saplings and ornate fl owering 

shrubs that gave off their own light in the murkiness, following 

the ground as it sloped away. Raephaesia lay on his shoulder, her 

head tilted to the left, her eyes picking out the wavering colours 

emanating from trees and shrubs. Though she had seen a continual 

medley of colours coming off Nuningus and his troupe, she hadn’t 

really paid attention to them; she had been barely staving off Teal’s 

presence whilst greeting the Posid inhabitants.

A glimmer of yellow caught her attention as they began to 
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descend. Like a solar fl are rising off the star’s surface, it lurched 

upward till she could see it no more. It grew dark quickly, and 

Raephaesia lifted her head to see the opening in the trunk of a vast 

tree and the root system within it a jumbled entanglement above 

her head. Caronivus turned to the left and made his way down, spi-

ralling onward through the darkness. She suddenly became aware 

that she could no longer see illuminations, auras, colourations, and 

in that moment she felt a deep sense of calm. She closed her eyes 

for the rest of the short descent and waited for the white wolf to 

kneel down so that she might dismount.

“Welcome, child,” he said turning towards her, his warm moist 

breath fl owing over her skin.

Raephaesia opened her eyes, allowed her hair and inky tendrils 

to retract then sat up. They were in a burrow: Caronvius’ home. The 

roof was laden with long silky strands that gave off a luminescence 

that fi lled the chamber. To her right was a matted pile of debris, 

leaves, mosses and lichens fashioned by the weight of the burrow’s 

owner. Beside his was a fresh pile that she surmised was for her. The 

walls were lacquered with an ochre substance that refl ected the 

light from above and gave off a subtle heat that made the room 

comfortable.

“Eat,” Caronivus said, motioning towards a wooden bowl placed 

in front of the leaf bed.

Though she was not hungry she walked over to the bowl and 

ate from the collection of nuts, seeds, leaves and fl owers, con-

sciously chewing each mouthful and feeling the rejuvenation in 
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each swallow as a burst of energy that electrifi ed her body, refi ned 

her blood and eased her roiling mind. Caronivus moved over to his 

bowl, watching Raephaesia eat as he chomped down the carcass of 

a small marsupial- like creature in three hearty gulps.

“How is this man – Teal – affecting you, Machusa?” Caronivus 

asked, licking his jowls. He moved around his bowl and up onto his 

bed, stepping on it to fl atten it, then folded his legs and lay down.

Raephaesia took a bite from a nut that was the shape of a pump-

kin seed but the size of a marrow. She chewed slowly, trying to 

articulate her thoughts into speech. When she did speak it was slow 

and deliberate. “The last time I saw Teal was in a small hamlet in the 

Andes Mountains. I took him to a place deep within the mountains 

that had awoken me to my ancestry, and here I watched him do the 

same.” Caronivus’ tongue protruded from beneath his teeth, licking 

along his snout as she continued. “He changed into a being from 

a planet in the Pleiades system.” She moved onto her bed and sat 

down fi nishing her mouthful and swallowing. “He stayed with me 

for two nights and then I never saw him again. Until I got to the ruins 

on the lakefront and then in the rotunda I saw that being again.”

“The Pleiadian?”

“Yes. The being I saw in the grotto in the mountains.”

“The rotunda gives gifts of prophecy, child.” Caronivus shut his 

eyes then opened one. “What did you see?”

“A fi gure walking towards me, hooded, on a beachfront. He 

extended a hand towards me and I saw my very own do the same 

to him.”
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“And you believe it was this ‘Teal’?”

Raephaesia nodded.

“How do you feel when you consider this to be a truth?”

Raephaesia got up and crossed the small room, almost brushing 

the silky stalactites as she did. “It’s not that which concerns me, 

Caronivus,” she whispered assertively. “It’s what I saw before that 

moment which fi lls my head with questions.”

“Tell me, child. What did you see?”

“In a cave I saw a gigantic pearl- skinned humanoid being wear-

ing an orange robe, glacial blue eyes – ”

“– Noroshni Fulmox,” Caronivus muttered.

“You know of this being?”

Caronivus lifted his head. He held it there motionless, contem-

plating what he would say next. When he fi nally answered his 

words were imbued with disbelief. “I believed he had perished in 

the battle of Enogminus.” He turned to Raephaesia. “Is it possible 

that he is still alive?” Caronivus got up from his bed and moved 

beside Raephaesia. “I need some air,” he said moving up the tunnel. 

“Come let’s walk.” A few moments later they were walking out from 

beneath the tree and came to the forest again. “There is a name 

for the force which has created the schism,” Caronivus continued, 

“Ultima Thule. A cabal of beings across the spectrum of creation 

whose own separation from the source of all created frequencies 

of existence has made them parasitic in their behaviour and so they 

cross dimensions to feed off hosting frequencies, such as the one 

you left behind on the surface world.”
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Raephaesia listened intently as she moved purposefully towards 

the yellow blazes emanating from the lake.

“They move amongst the shadows, occupying different forms 

and manipulating them on levels unseen to the eyes of many. Their 

infi ltration into this inner world has been sporadic at best. They 

have made attempts to gain a foothold here but the strength of 

the connections of all the beings in this world to the planet’s con-

sciousness has created a barrier that they cannot attach to for any 

great length of time.”

As they approached the lake Raephaesia watched fl urries leap 

from the calm surface of the pond ahead. “They have made excur-

sions into the planet’s interior and been repelled on many occasions. 

One such confl ict was on the escarpment called Enogminus. If the 

Ultima Thule had set up there they could easily have spread their 

infection’s evil throughout the inner world and would have held 

captive the entire planet, subjugating the planet’s consciousness 

entirely rather than just the surface world’s.”

They were at the water’s edge, and Caronivus began to walk 

around its perimeter. Raephaesia walked a hair’s breath away from 

the amber liquid, her foot fl oating over its surface before landing 

on the ground.

“One of the races that was infi ltrated by the Ultima Thule across 

the galaxy were tall, blonde- haired, blue- eyed, with pearl- white 

skin. It created a division amongst these beings and a war broke 

out that saw the infi ltrated leave their home world, only to be fol-

lowed by those who had chased them away across the galaxy to 
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this planet. They fought each other and systematically, one by one, 

these beings vanished from this frequency range, either through 

being freed from the Ultima Thule or by death. When I arrived 

here with your subjects after leaving you on the surface world it 

was Noroshni Fulmox who greeted us on the shores of Samastia. 

He brought us to Shambhala and allowed us to assimilate with the 

culture there, but encouraged us to keep our history alive, record-

ing it in the library of Carnoath.”

From the canopy red eyes began to watch their every step. “It 

was also he that illuminated me to the fact that it was the Ultima 

Thule who killed your family.” He paused beside the lake and sat 

down. “And mine.”

Raephaesia ran her hand through one of the swirls rising from 

the lake. “So what happened at Enogminus?”

“Noroshni Fulmox destroyed the settlement when it appeared 

that the battle for us was lost.”

“How did he do that?”

“He severed the link where the land met and plunged into the 

chasm with the escarpment.” Caronivus turned to Raephaesia, his 

green eyes fi lled with sadness. “To what I believed to be his death.”
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PROGENITOR

Heralded peace

Is held in esteem

For the creations

Called the Neraroka.

As they peer in the face

Of a man whose creation

Walks beside him

What will they feel?

Teal walked slowly to the edge of the jungle. He had clambered 

over the rocks that led down to this point, a good distance behind 

Volnox, whose ears continually turned to face the fl ora, her eyes 

darting up to the canopy when something moved high above. The 

Nordic moved silently behind Teal, his footfalls close to inaudible.

Volnox moved into the dense jungle, the hair on her neck bris-

tling. Teal’s head was swimming with the thought of Albe. He took 

a moment and closed his eyes as he came to a halt.

“You have nothing to fear in here.” The Nordic placed a hand 
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on Teal’s shoulder. “You will be able to pass through and be an 

odd curiosity. Nothing more.”

Teal shook his head. “It’s Albe’s face,” he relented. “When I think 

of him now, all I can see is his face under that trapdoor and then 

the same horrifi ed stare I saw in Lhasa when he warned me.”

“He knew the sacrifi ces to be made, fi rstly by you to give the 

creatures like Volnox a life outside of slavery, and in turn he dis-

covered your potential to do the same for all beings on this planet.” 

The Nordic’s warm infl ection warmed Teal enough to take a step, 

then another.

He walked along the path with more purpose, Albe’s face dis-

solving as Teal moved ahead of the pearly giant. In his peripheral 

vision Teal could make out movements, but when he turned to see 

what they were he only saw thick crimson undergrowth and the 

orange root systems of gargantuan trees that towered above them. 

Volnox had stopped further down the path. She sniffed the air, 

darting her head from side to side then bellowed so loudly that it 

frightened Teal with its ferocity.

The undergrowth shook fervently and then a ring of sharp 

whines fi lled the air. Teal froze. “Do they feel threatened?” he said, 

turning to the Nordic.

“There is no reason,” the giant replied, turning around. Whatever 

they were that were preparing to make themselves known to the 

trio, they had surrounded them again, but this time from behind.

Volnox was at Teal’s side before he could comprehend what 

was happening. There was a fl urry of vegetation then several burly 
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blue ape- men appeared on the path. They looked at one another 

cautiously then made their way towards the Nordic.

“They have never seen a human,” the Nordic said slowly. He was 

inside their heads, trying to fi nd a reason for their venturing down 

from the canopy. The giant lifted a hand and the primates halted. 

Their eyes were dark pools from which no emotion stirred to illu-

minate their next move. Volnox took a step in front of Teal and the 

apes made a cacophony of grunts then dispersed into the foliage.

“What happened?” Teal whispered, reaching up to place his 

hand on Volnox’s shoulder.

“I asked them to check the way ahead was clear for us,” the 

Nordic said, watching the primates soar high above. Volnox 

watched cautiously as the ape- men moved quickly ahead before 

breaking off in several directions. She turned and made her way 

back along the path, Teal moving behind her encouraged by the 

Nordic’s solution to their strange encounter.

Along the path they ventured. Into gullies and over hills cov-

ered with the most remarkable gigantic sponge- like shrubs, their 

branches laden with fl owers whose scent was invigorating to smell. 

As they passed them the blooms changed colour from yellow to 

orange, affected by the subtle temperature change. Lichens and 

fungi- like plants sprouted from the limbs of the trees in collages of 

rainbow colours. Fractal patterns crossing their surface when the 

sunlight streamed through the foliage high above.

Teal began to feel a little at ease, but as he watched Volnox 

bound ahead and then scour the landscape for danger, he found 
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himself remembering the dreadful scene in the Atlantean labora-

tory where Volnox had been created from the melding of a child 

and the DNA from a murdered lioness. The ruminations began to 

seep from his pores and fi ll the jungle. Feelings of guilt and shame 

fi lled the air around their every movement and spread deeper and 

deeper into the sensitive environment. Creatures that had felt no 

threat at the presence of these strangers now stopped where they 

stood. Those eating raised their heads or turned in their direction 

and then began to become magnetically pulled in Teal’s direction. 

Hooves pounded the earth as they darted between the trees; paws 

joining the chorus of thunder that began to fi ll the air. From trunk 

to trunk clawed creatures and suction- cupped beings leapt effort-

lessly between the gigantic trees towards the well- worn path that 

split the jungle.

“What’s that noise?” Teal remarked as they continued onward.

The Nordic, towering over Teal saw the oncoming tide breach-

ing the undergrowth and at the same time saw the plain a few 

hundred metres ahead where the foliage stopped. Volnox was 

making her way back towards Teal and the Nordic and, in a swoop 

that surprised even the giant, she picked up Teal with one arm and 

in three huge bounds was out of the jungle and moving out onto 

the plain.
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BEREAVED

I believed you

Had perished

And was grateful

For what you gave me.

Welcomed me into

A world where peace

Reigned when the world

I left behind was fi lled

With turmoil and tension.

“How did he do this?” Raephaesia asked. She stood looking up into 

the shrouded forest, the blinking rubies numbered in their hun-

dreds now, and more continued to arrive.

“Noroshni Fulmox was a master of harmonics. He could utilise 

sound to accomplish tasks – it would seem miraculous to most.” 

Caronivus’ tone was one of lamentation. It was obvious that despite 

Raephaesia’s vision, he still believed that this being had perished. 

“He severed the landmass from the cliff that it was bound to with 
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an ear- piercing screech that cut through solid stone and caused 

the entire escarpment to fall. But not before he had warned those 

who had gone into battle with him to retreat.”

“Are you sure that he died?”

Caronivus lent forward and touched the water’s surface ever 

so gently with his nose, causing a ripple to pass across the pool. 

“I saw a horde of nightmarish things attack him as he began that 

single note, then watched him plummet with them attached to his 

body writhing still, attempting to devour him as he fell.” He lifted 

his head, watching the small wave bounce back from the far edge. 

“I cannot be sure if he died. But I certainly have my doubts as to 

how he could have survived.”

Raephaesia spoke again of her visions from the rotunda. “I didn’t 

see him in any of the other revelations, Caronivus.”

“Something disturbed you, Machusa.” Caronivus moved away 

from the topic of the Nordic, but the same sadness prevailed in his 

voice. “What was it? The cave where you saw this Nordic being? 

The man who you believe to be Teal?”

“It was the next image I was granted that truly concerns me.” She 

scooped up some of the amber liquid and let it drop through her 

fi ngers. “I saw a fi gure, cloaked, hooded, arms outstretched, atop 

a ziggurat, arms protruding; human one moment then turning the 

colour of the Pleiadian I saw.”

“And?”

“I saw immense destruction, Caronivus. Unlike anything I have 

ever seen before. Flying craft, buildings, the very land itself being 
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swallowed up by a slit in the sky; a tempest so powerful that light-

ning dissolved solid rock and stone. All the time I could hear this 

deafening screech.”

Caronivus got up from where he sat and moved away from the 

pond. “Walk with me, child.”

Raephaesia moved alongside him.

“I do not know if you saw a remnant of a bygone age, perhaps a 

memory hidden within the walls of that temple that you triggered 

with your presence, but I do know that with Noroshni’s death those 

magicians who were able to wield such power with their voices also 

left this planet. For he was the last.”

The white wolf ’s attempt to put Raephaesia’s mind at ease was 

not working. She had seen Teal in the cavern and her gut feeling 

was that it was him she had seen both on the beach and on the 

ziggurat. What she had failed to tell Caronivus was that she had 

felt their presence at the latter. If the white wolf was correct, then 

perhaps she had witnessed a battle from ages beyond her current 

comprehension, but what if he was wrong?

The stories of the Ultima Thule had made her weary. The 

kneeling fi gure, the beings in front of him; another piece of the 

puzzle she had not related. Were these creatures infi ltrated by 

this parasitic force? Would Teal become possessed and infl ict this 

insurmountable damage? It made no sense, given the last of her 

prophetic glimpses, for this to be true. There was a sense of happi-

ness, joviality even in his face as he approached her. Something had 

changed drastically from the fi rst vision to the last. The intensity 
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had reached its climax (naturally, she thought to herself) under that 

volcanic sky. The Pleiadian’s face had been at peace. The kind of 

peace found only in inner sanctity.

When she was Brody, living in Vancouver, they had met and it 

had been love at fi rst sight. Though they had spent so little time 

together, their love blossomed as though it was a lifetime’s worth 

condensed into a minute. When their paths had crossed in the 

Andes that love was rekindled by his trust of her. Seeing him again, 

but this time as Raephaesia, her love for him had deepened and 

she could not say why.

“I need to rest, Machusa,” Caronivus said, turning back towards 

the mammoth tree.

“Rest well then, my gentle friend,” she stroked his coat, her ten-

drils wrapping around his hair and softly tugging as she pulled her 

hand away. “I am going to stay in the forest for a duration.”

Caronivus smiled, his teeth gleaming. “Do not venture too far,” 

he said as he wandered away.
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MAKER

Of nightmares come true

An act of madness

Construed to create

A being of insurmountable love.

In her presence you will fi nd

Her devotion to you

Reveals that you will need

To be strong and fearless.

Volnox’s powerful legs took the brunt of the impact as she landed 

the third time on the earth, but Teal still lifted off her shoulder 

and landed on his diaphragm, expunging what little air was in his 

lungs. She ever so gently laid him down on the ground, his back to 

the city in the distance. The Nordic was at their side a heartbeat 

later as the jungle rustled from canopy to the debris scattered on 

its fl oor. The wave fi nally broke and out of the fl ora came creatures 

that until now Teal had believed were confi ned to ancient folklore 

and legends.
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The hair on Teal’s nape stood on end. He felt his hands beneath 

him pushing away from the horde on the forest’s fringe, though 

they made no movement towards him. His memories of what he 

had done to Volnox had reached a painful crescendo. In his mind’s 

eye he saw her maw open in a terrifi ed scream, her eyes fi ll with 

tears as she looked at him, questioning why he would infl ict this 

upon her. The feelings covered the distance between himself and 

the creatures in moments, and howls, grunts, shrieks and cries fi lled 

the air.

The Nordic turned to Teal, his eyes burrowing into his head for 

a moment then they lifted to take in something else happening in 

the sky behind them.

“You must put these thoughts from your mind NOW!” the Nordic 

instructed forcibly in Teal’s head. “Though these creatures do not 

know who you are, they are recognizing your thought patterns. 

The energy behind its force.” The giant turned to Volnox who 

was crouching down ready to attack as the mass rustled, unnerved 

by the emotions they felt. The lioness took a step forward roaring, 

the air around her reverberating with the intensity of her growl.

The beasts shuffl ed nervously, some scratching their hooves on 

the ground, others swishing the branches, still others stomping the 

ground. Their cacophony was stopped short by a snarl that made 

the entire gathering disperse in two directions creating a gap that 

left a single entity standing alone in the space.

Teal caught a glimpse of the creature then felt a rush of cool 

air that lifted the hair off his head and over his eyes. He craned his 
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neck, looking over his shoulder to see a long cigar- shaped hover-

ing object move a few feet behind the trio, then come to suspend 

itself inches above the ground before fi nally coming noiselessly to 

rest. He swung around as Volnox growled and moved in front of 

him blocking his view of the beast ahead. Teal was torn between 

what was happening behind and in front of him. He got to his feet, 

his mind quickly dispersing the image he had of his daughter in 

agonizing pain as he confronted what was taking place now.

The Nordic turned to look at the cigar- shaped object as a 

door slid open and stairs glided down to the ground. From within 

the confi nes of the vessel three ochre- skinned humanoid beings 

with huge yellow eyes, dressed in robes of shimmering red and 

green made their way towards them. The slightest hint of a smile 

appeared on the Nordic’s face, which a surprised Teal caught sight 

of in his peripheral vision, making him turn away from the human-

oid tiger as large as Volnox who was approaching them from the 

other direction. The ochre beings stopped a good distance behind 

Teal all staring at him, blinking their eyes silently, turning their 

heads occasionally to take in the scene unfolding ahead. They 

looked almost Native American; but the size of their eyes gave 

them away as something other than human. Their jet black hair 

was braided behind their heads, their skin gleamed beneath their 

high cheekbones, their mouths were no bigger than the Nordic’s.

Volnox took two steps forward, giving another roar, this time 

directed at the tiger moving towards her. But the creature was 

fearless. It moved on despite the warnings Volnox gave. It stopped 
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a few feet in front of Volnox as Teal got to his feet, aghast at the size 

of the tiger compared with the lioness. It stood a good foot taller 

and a foot wider at the shoulders than Volnox. Its muscles fl exed as 

it looked at Teal, its blue eyes squinting at him, and then it sniffed 

the air, its bristles on the end of its nose twitching as it did so. The 

feline shot a glance at Volnox who shadowed its movements, aware 

that it was being coy about what it had planned.

The tiger lowered its jaw and made a sound that resembled a 

deep sigh, as an unmistakable word passed over its fl ashing canines. 

“Creator,” it said, pointing a clawed paw in Teal’s direction.

Volnox tilted her head enough to be able to see Teal and then 

looked back at the tiger unmoved.

“Creator,” the tiger said again and this time the mass behind it 

rose into a dissonance twice as loud as before. Volnox took a step 

back, shielding Teal from the behemoth’s sight.

Teal turned to the three individuals watching the spectacle 

silently. In their eyes there was a calm non- judgmental acceptance. 

These were the emissaries that the Nordic had said would greet 

them upon the plain. The proceedings taking place now were of 

no consequence to them. They were simply here to watch and not 

affect the outcome of what was to be. Teal turned slowly towards 

Volnox and walked to her. When he touched her she was tense, 

her muscle fi bres twitching nervously as she prepared to defend 

him if the tiger made an assault. But Teal walked in front of her, 

placing his hands around her muscular wrists, breaking into a smile.

“Volnox,” he said softly. The lioness dropped her gaze down 
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to him for a moment then lifted it to meet the tiger’s again. Teal 

was fi rmer this time when he spoke to her. “Volnox.” She gave a 

muted growl and looked down at Teal. “Come with me,” he put her 

massive hand into his and led her towards the tiger who looked at 

Volnox and then at Teal watchfully. Teal stopped a couple of metres 

away from the tiger and looked up at the creature that towered 

above him. “Yes. I created her.” Although it had been another life-

time, and it was in an Atlantean lifetime that the consciousness that 

occupied Teal’s body now had created Volnox, he began to take 

responsibility for actions made in ages before, and in the process 

began instantly to the heal great fi ssures in his karma unknown to 

himself.

“Why?” the tiger asked, its question a drawn out rasp. “We . . .” 

The tiger turned to the creatures behind it. It placed its hand on 

its broad chest. “. . . feel pain.” Then it pointed to Volnox.

Teal had no immediate reply. He hung his head, remembering 

how his head swam with memories of Volnox’s creation as he had 

made his way through the jungle.

“I am here to take responsibility for my actions,” he said as he 

lifted his head, meeting the strange blue eyes of the tiger. “To heal.”

“Heal,” the tiger whispered. For the longest moment the crea-

ture looked at Teal and then back at Volnox. Then repeated the 

words, “To heal.” It looked over Teal’s head towards the Nordic 

and the emissaries. “To heal,” it said once more then took a step 

back and turned on its back leg and walked slowly back into the 

jungle. The crowd closed in over the gap, knotting together like 
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a zip as the tiger ventured out of sight. Without so much as a look 

in Teal’s direction, the colourful palate of the jungle swallowed up 

the fantastical creatures. Teal watched them all go one by one, as 

he tenderly held Volnox’s hand.

He turned to her as the last vanished. “I will make this right.”

“I believe you will too.” The calm voice of the Nordic fi lled Teal’s 

head a moment later.

Teal looked over his shoulder; the Nordic was motioning for 

him and Volnox to follow the emissaries who were moving back 

towards the craft and up the stairs. Teal smiled at Volnox and they 

walked hand in hand to the waiting pearly skinned giant.
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NUTURE

In me the idea

Of a world contained

In a grain of sand

Held in the palm

Of the Goddess’ hand.

Let it meld into me

Certifying its place

In my heart and mind

Allowing me to bring

Healing into place.

Raephaesia strolled to the top of the knoll to watch Caronivus as he 

moved into the hole at the base of the tree and was swallowed by 

the gloom. Her hair lifted off her skin, pulling her head around as 

it did so. Behind her Nuningus began to rise from out of the forest 

fl oor till he stood in front of her.

“You give off no aura,” Raephaesia said, noticing for the fi rst time 

since she had arrived in Posid.
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Nuningus’ pink lichen beard curved upward around his chin as 

he smiled. “Ours is hidden in plain sight.” The same musical tone 

fi lled the air as he spoke. “You see, we are manifestations of the 

planet’s heart.”

It took a moment for the statement to make sense to the Targian. 

This forest was the planetary consciousness’ heart meridian on its 

body, and the fl ora and fauna were a clever disguise so it did not 

give up its energetic location. She had passed through forest much 

the same on her journey to Posid. Even now she could not deter-

mine that this place where she stood was the planet’s beating heart.

“If my enemy were to know of my location then I fear the worst 

could befall me.” Nuningus lifted a foot, the soil dropped off it 

making a sucking sound as a footprint formed. He took a step and 

Raephaesia joined him as he walked deeper into the forest. “Above 

me is the land humans call England. In the south- western part of 

this island are temples built over the landscape – there is the outer 

refl ection of this inner heart.

“If I was to reveal the complex wonder of my resonance in the 

form of wavelength or frequency it would be a welcome to those 

who wish to destroy me. Do you understand, child?”

Raephaesia nodded slowly. “So this is merely a representation of 

what you really are? So you can communicate with me?”

Nuningus touched the trunk of one of the trees as he moved 

past; instantly his hand and forearm blended with the tree so that 

he looked as though his arm was part of it. As he moved it off the 

bark it resembled the gloom and foliage scattered around between 
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the orange leviathans. “And Caronivus. I brought him here so that 

he could understand his place in the healing of the schism.”

“Which is?” Raephaesia asked.

“Bringing you here. Making sure that you arrived here safely 

and that you are protected at all costs,”

“Even if it means that he dies?” Raephaesia queried bluntly.

Nuningus moved in front of her, his feet barely leaving the 

ground, shuffl ing instead, throwing leaves and debris up as he 

came to halt. “Your part in this healing is not to be underestimated, 

Princess. You are essential to the formation of the epoch to come.”

“You haven’t answered my question,” Raephaesia said fi rmly.

“Nothing dies, child. Energy is always finding new ways to 

express itself. In Caronivus’ case, if he was to seemingly perish for 

you to continue to do as necessary, then so be it,” Nuningus spun 

around and walked ahead.

“What do you deem to be necessary?”

“You are the only being left that can assimilate with me and 

become custodian of all that I entail.”

Raephaesia looked at her tidal tendrils, fl uctuating beneath 

her skin.

“I will ask you to unify with me so that I may grant you the 

wealth of knowledge you will need to exist in the world you shall 

inherit.” The being stopped a pace in front of Raephaesia, his gaze 

down at a violet pool in the middle of a glade. “I shall impart to 

you all the genetic information of every single life form that has 

ever existed and shall exist on this planet into your being, and all 
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there is to know of about how I function as a living organism. You 

will know of my body’s movements, its workings and topographical 

and geological features on both the inner and outer worlds so that 

we can become one.”

Raephaesia looked at the pool as soon as it was in sight. From its 

surface leapt arching rainbows. Brilliant hues that fanned skyward 

then twisted back down towards the water’s surface.

“Here is where this process will take place,” Nuningus said 

pointing to the pool. “Are you ready?” he asked looking at her then 

turning back to the pool.

“Yes,” she said and began to walk down the hill towards it.
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INCEPTION

Burned into my mind

Is a series of steps

Each one leading me on

Towards a completion

Of an ecliptic vision.

So entrenched are the

Steps I must take in

My mind I believe

That they only disperse

After I take each one.

Dunsmuir, Northern California, USA, July 2012

Kobe arrived home from his holiday and began to pack again. He 

discarded the luggage he had brought back from the sub- tropical 

island and began to stuff his thermal- arctic clothing into backpacks. 

He didn’t check his messages, but the phone rang insistently while 

he moved around the house. He paid no attention to the voices 

leaving messages on his answering machine. They sounded like 
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garbled whispers, a language foreign to his ears as he worked out 

what he needed to bring with him.

Since the eclipse he had had images fi xed in his mind, each a 

rigid picture that fi lled his head until he accomplished a particular 

errand: the journey back to California, the drive from San Francisco 

and now packing his bags. One by one dissolving as the task was 

completed. He moved about his house in a daze, gathering the nec-

essary items for the next part of his mission. Mt Shasta looked regal 

against the early morning azure sky out his windows, but today he 

paid no attention to the volcano. The house was stuffy, no air had 

passed through it for three weeks, but Kobe continued on, neither 

complaining nor noticing as he went about his work.

Walking past a photo of his Yana- descendent father and his 

African American mother he stopped, lifted out of his trance if 

only for a millisecond. He reached down to the framed image, 

smashing the glass against the shelf it sat upon. He tilted the glass 

so that it fell upon the fl oor and lifted the photo out, shoving it into 

the interior pocket of his arctic jacket. Though the air tempera-

ture inside the house was close to a hundred and ten degrees, he 

could already feel the cold making its presence felt in his psyche 

and its intrusion was having a more overwhelming psychosomatic 

effect with every beat of his heart. He looked at the glass at his 

feet, almost slipping out of his reverie, but the moment was lost as 

the next item he needed forged an image in his head again and he 

continued on his way.
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RECONCILE

An age long since

Lays siege to the present

Allying itself in

The presence of

Those who remember.

How a force ensued

A wrath which brought

An age to its knees

Relieving one of disease.

The shuttle bounced a little as Volnox walked on board, Teal 

noticed as he made his way into the interior. His head still swam 

with images of incident that had just taken place at the forest’s 

fringe. He stared at the metallic fl oor for a moment, lost in the 

memory of his intentions.

“I will make this right”. The words echoed in his skull, rico-

cheting off the inner sides of his cranium as though his brain had 

miraculously vanished. He took no notice of the emissaries sitting 
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opposite him, nor of Volnox to his left and the Nordic to his right. 

The connotations behind that statement should have given him 

bravado, a strong sense of belief that the statement’s truth was 

unshakeable; but as he lifted his eyes to meet those of the three 

emissaries, he suddenly felt like he was headed for the trial and 

sentencing for the crime committed by his doppelganger some 

twelve thousand years ago. “Pfft . . . come on Teal!” he spat, return-

ing his gaze to the fl oor; the notion was ridiculous.

“You will face a counsel when you arrive at Shambhala,” the 

Nordic said.

“Have you been listening in on my ruminations?” Teal enquired, 

tilting his head towards the Nordic.

The Nordic turned to the emissaries, their yellow eyes staring at 

him then at Teal. “I know implicitly that you will achieve what it is 

you came here to do,” he replied, turning back to Teal, “however, 

the council wishes to see you, and decide for themselves.” Teal 

dropped his head slowly to the fl oor, taking a brief look up at the 

ochre- skinned beings.

There were no windows on the craft, and as it gained altitude 

Teal could not determine the distance they had travelled, nor their 

height, but he wished this journey would be a slow one. Who com-

prised this council? Survivors from Atlantis? Friends that lifetimes 

ago he had crossed? The thought made his blood cool.

I don’t want to know. I’ll fi nd out soon enough, he thought to 

himself, fi rst placatingly offering his hands out in front of him, then 

looking up at the emissaries and the Nordic in turn. He cast a smile 
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in Volnox’s direction, who twisted her ears and rolled her head in 

response. He rubbed his forehead against his palm pondering, I 

wonder what Shambhala looks like from up here? As the thought 

formulated in his head and then permeated the cabin its force 

took action.

The grey interior, lit by three central beams, began to dissolve 

leaving a transparent surface. Teal lifted his foot and tapped the 

bottom of the vessel to make sure he was still confi ned within it, 

then watched amazed as the entire cabin quickly became trans-

lucent. He felt the ship bank slowly to the right as it passed over 

homes surrounded by gardens and canals all stretching out from 

the middle of the city. Off in the distance a gigantic ziggurat 

climbed out of the jungle, a single storey made of amethyst at its 

apex glimmering in the smoky sunlight. To the left of the emissaries 

he could see the sanctum of the city. From the height they were at 

and because of their curving fl ight path, the city’s interior took on 

the appearance of a whirlpool; as they fl ew past one of the spires 

towering above a dome, the spire appeared to move inward. The 

craft banked to the right and the illusion continued. Teal noticed 

in the centre of the city was a building shaped like a nautilus shell. 

From its opening tiny craft fl ew in and out of its dim interior.

The ship dipped and banked hard towards the opening, passing 

over Khmer, Egyptian and Chaldean architecture, till it passed into 

the interior of the shell.
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COALESCE

With me and discover

Secrets beyond history’s

Swiftly scribbling quill

For yours is the truth.

Its essence will

Formulate in a way

That allows you to see

Where your place is.

Raephaesia stood at the water’s edge. She had watched Nuningus 

walk into the pool and sink into its depths, spreading across its sur-

face like a gelatinous lacquer, vanishing with every ripple across 

the pond. The rainbows were brilliant this close; fractals of light 

showering off each one, their fi laments landing and then sinking 

slowly from sight.

The inky tendrils at her toes crept ahead of her feet, touching 

the violet fl uid and sending a conglomeration of voices and images 

into her blood, making her eyelids fl utter and goosefl esh crawl 
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over her skin. The pull was irresistible, the sensation mystifying as 

she lifted her foot and placed the sole on the water’s surface. She 

transferred her weight to this foot and her leg sunk ever so slowly 

into the glutinous substance. She lifted her other leg and was knee 

deep a moment later. Another step and another till she was up to 

her waist. The violet liquid was body temperature, giving her the 

sensation of fl oating as she dropped her arms in and allowed her 

legs to naturally drift up from beneath her. As she laid her head 

back her hair fanned out behind her in preparation, buoying her 

so that she could keep her face from submerging. The vines of ink 

beneath her skin lurched out from between her toes and fi ngers, 

from knuckles and metatarsals, branching out over the face of the 

tarn creating a web that fastened against its edges.

At fi rst the fl urry of images made Raephaesia nauseous. The 

sheer speed of the visions and their acuity was just so overwhelm-

ing. She could feel the intellect of the creative force of all that is 

breathing the intention into formation of the planet. Imbibing the 

cooling rocky mass with itself, engineering an experience in the 

form of a heavenly body orbiting a star. The introduction of the 

building blocks of life into the primordial oceans by beings who 

acted as the fi ngers and hands of the creative force, their continual 

return – in ships whose size defi ed belief – to watch over the 

garden they were nurturing fi lled her head and permeated her 

DNA. Creatures that had left no historical record of their exist-

ence wandered across plains, traversed mountains and swam in the 

vast oceans. Beings from different parts of the universe occupied 
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landmasses, setting up way stations on the planet as they travelled 

across the galaxy, leaving their dwellings to succumb to tide and 

swell, earth movement and shifting sands.

With this array of visions she was impregnated with the genetic 

sequences of all that passed through her, each one assimilating with 

her own, then becoming categorised and fi led away in her body. 

While this was going on, the colour of the mere began to change 

from violet to pink beneath her body, its fl ux coordinated by the 

merging. It spilled out from behind her frame in small emanations, 

a tight aura that expanded as the knowledge was imparted and 

gathered by Raephaesia’s body.

As the visions continued to form and find a new home in the 

Targian, far across the inner world, shadowy elements moved 

around an obelisk of gold in a courtyard in the centre of their city. 

Spiralling around the obelisk hieroglyphs crept towards a black 

capstone. At the base of the phallus the frieze began to move. 

Hideous, contorted creatures began to attack the frieze ahead of 

itself in a wave that slowly climbed up the edifi ce.

A glutinous black mass took the form of a gnarled hunchbacked 

human woman, her age incomprehensible, her existence defying 

the laws of creation. Her skin was mottled grey and so taut that the 

bones in her arms protruded in a grisly fashion as she ran her bony 

fi ngers over her forearms.

“So it has begun.” Her words were followed by a rising din that 

fi lled the space around the obelisk.
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Here was a city besieged by dereliction. If the city had been 

constructed to praise the glorious arrival and subsequent constric-

tion of the planet’s consciousness – at least of the surface and of 

those who lived upon it – those days were truly lost. The marvels 

of their engineering were in ruin, their temples desecrated and 

their lodgings abandoned. It had taken all the cabal’s strength to 

summon the army from all corners of the globe that now waited 

impatiently on the other side of the wall for this fi nal attempt at 

keeping the status quo.

Geometrical installations that focused the energy coursing 

along the planet’s meridians sprawled across its vast plain. Secured 

by massive tethers that rose up into the air, passing through the 

surface like gigantic acupuncture needles where, at their tips, 

equivalents, agents of the cabal, performed sickening ritual blood 

sacrifi ces; but these tethers were waning by the moment. Phantom 

pillars reached skyward to ever shortening beams. Amongst these 

the clamour began to wash over the horde, who joined in with 

their own menacing cries.

The old hag moved out of the slithering mass of pitch and 

touched the base of the phallus, her bony grey hand lifelessly still 

against its glimmering face. “To Shambhala!” she screamed, throw-

ing her head back, the movement unnaturally quick, making her 

body snap back with a sickening crack. This form tore asunder, 

another one taking its place, erupting out of the old woman’s 

skin and taking to the air. High above the courtyard the creature 

climbed, to the delight of the army surrounding the square. With a 
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twist of its long neck it focused red eyes on the horde below. Then 

hissed, “ONWARD!”

With a fl ap of its immense wings the albino dragon swooped 

down over the city, bringing forth more excitement from the 

surging horde.
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CRUCIBLE

In the stead of ages

Where the past has

Merit over the present

I come to represent.

A ceaseless movement

Of a wheel of time

That brings about

An end of ignorance.

The interior of the building was a kaleidoscope of images playing 

out in real time that splayed all over the walls from the ceiling to 

the fl oor, scenes from the surface world, and from within the inner 

world. As Teal saw the representations of the world he had left 

behind, he was shocked. A great war had broken out in the Middle 

East, pillars of black soot rose into the air across the entire Levant 

and much of Iran and the Persian Gulf. Vast explosions created 

more plumes across central Asia, India and China.

Teal got to his feet to watch the scenes unfolding behind him 
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as the ship sailed on silently, deeper into the shell. The scenes 

further inside the confi nes of the structure were of rioting, looting 

and burning in the streets of cities. In the country people armed 

themselves and barricaded their homes. Others gathered their 

crops even though some were not ready for harvest.

“The Ultima Thule is playing their fi nal hand,” the Nordic said 

quietly.

Teal’s apprehension at facing the council had gone, a sense 

of hopelessness now fi lled his heart. He stumbled on his feet and 

turned back to his seat. “Please . . . no more,” he whispered, looking 

up at the emissaries. Swiftly the grey interior of the hull washed 

over the walls and the images faded away.

The ship continued on and the cabin fi lled with an eerie silence 

till the nose tilted ever so slightly forward and the craft began its 

descent. Moments later it became motionless. The door slid open 

and the cabin was fl ooded with a brilliant white light.

The Nordic motioned for Teal to go out fi rst. Teal shot a glance 

across at the three emissaries, swallowing as he walked out the door 

and down onto the fl oor of the building. As his eyes adjusted to his 

surroundings he took in the sight of the deepest part of this unique 

structure. The light had no source; it passed through the walls as 

though on an invisible current, heading around towards the last 

segment of the edifi ce.

The emissaries began to walk towards the last curve, and were 

out of sight an instant later as they rounded it.

“Come . . . this way,” the Nordic said, moving beside Teal and 
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motioning for him to follow the three ochre beings.

Teal looked back at Volnox who was at his side a second later 

waiting patiently for him to move on. He gave her a feigned smile 

and then began to head after the emissaries. The light that had 

been moving across the walls now shot under his feet, stalling a 

step in front of him as though observing the guest, then sped ahead.

“Sentries,” the Nordic said softly. “If they felt you were a threat, 

you would have been vanquished”.

The comment made an already agitated Teal even uneasier. He 

fl uttered on his next step as the council came into view. Six beings 

stood under halos of the same light that had passed beneath Teal’s 

feet a second before. Teal could feel them already probing in his 

head, the sensation of someone scratching on the inside of his skull 

was far from settling, but he endured it as he walked up to a spot 

on the fl oor clearly illuminated for him.

The council was comprised of a mixture of humanoid and non- 

humanoid organisms. Coats and skins were shades of yellow to 

pink, green to crimson. Cloaks and tunics of various lengths graced 

bodies in colours that fl uctuated much like the emissaries who had 

come to meet the trio at the forest’s edge.

“Please. Won’t you . . .?” The central fi gure, a green- skinned 

woman with yellow irises and grey hair motioned for Teal to come 

into the light.

Teal did as asked and moved onto the sphere. Instantly his feet 

were cemented to the fl oor and his body was paralysed rigidly 

upright.
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“Your history means we have to take precautions,” said a voice 

in his head, sounding like it was speaking underwater. He focused 

his eyes on a tentacle- faced entity to the left of the central fi gure. 

Teal managed to make a small nod.

Two fi gures moved forward so their faces were in Teal’s sight, 

in front of the rest. His recognition of them was instantaneous. 

Teal pictured them both in various encounters in Atlantis. Unistice 

Thu- la, the Malprecian historian- bard and Thora- lol, the Sorcerer 

of Magnilsta, who had saved many of the residents, including 

his comrades on the council, of the city by bringing them to 

Shambhala, taking them through the Corned Gates.

“Fascinating how your genetic make up has fashioned itself in 

the same way it did when you were Suearaph, the High Priest of 

Harmonics. Perhaps your pigmentation is richer, a trait given to 

you by your Nommo?” Teal instinctively looked at Thora- lol. He 

was taller than the rest, his bulky frame juxtaposed with his soft 

features and emerald eyes. The cadence of his voice worked its 

intention – a spell that would venture into Teal’s memories and 

allow the council to see Alfona Nius leave the baby upon the rocks 

in Milford Sound, and then his adoptive parents fi nd him moments 

later. Seeing the scene again fi lled Teal’s eyes with tears.

“The Ultima Thule is cunning. We did not see their infi ltration in 

Atlantis. They moved in the shadows and went about their covert 

operations with such haste that it was too late to save the island 

continent when they revealed themselves overtly,” said Unistice 

Thu- la in Teal’s head. “Do you REALLY believe you will make good 
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on your promises to the Neraroka?”

Teal closed his eyes. Tears streaked down his face as he motioned 

his head enough to nod.

The council suddenly became disturbed; they turned to one 

another, their faces riddled with concern. They turned back 

towards Teal. The sensation of scratching in his skull was gone 

instantaneously as well as the restrictions placed on his body. He 

slumped to his knees, exhausted, weary.

He managed to catch his breath just as the Nordic placed his 

hand upon his shoulder. “You must come with me,” he said, his tone 

urgent.

“What is it?” Teal asked as the giant helped him to his feet.

“The Ultima Thule is moving towards Shambhala. They are 

massing an attack.”

“Do you believe he can do it, Noroshni Fulmox?” the green- 

skinned being asked as the Nordic led Teal and Volnox away from 

the council and back towards the ship.

The giant stopped and turned his head in the being’s direction. 

“I’ll bet my life upon it,” he said.
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PARTING

From the world

I once called home

For a desolate one

Where I stand alone.

As the darkest nights

Come to bear their

Gifts of destruction

Before the dawn repairs

With the new day.

White Island, some distance from McMurdo Base, Antarctica, 

August 2012

Kobe paused and looked over his shoulder. The engine of the 

ski- doo was warm now; he was almost at the foothills but the air 

temperature was achingly cold. Kobe’s only company was the 

celestial bodies that occupied the heavens above. They amassed 

in their billions over this continent devoid of cities and humans. 

The few humans that did live on the continent were confi ned to 
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the coastlines, clustered in settlements no bigger than small towns.

When the pilots had landed at McMurdo the entire team at 

the base had rushed them. The base team’s eagerness to leave 

Antarctica and get home had been made clear when they had 

made radio contact minutes before. Kobe may as well have been 

a phantom as they rushed aboard the aircraft, ignoring and leaving 

him to go about his business.

The visions hadn’t allayed, and Kobe fulfi lled each task set before 

him like a well- drilled soldier observing protocol. He stocked a sled 

with as much food and fuel as he could, assured that the force that 

beckoned him on had cleared the path before him. Everything had 

fallen into place for him with measured and complete ease. From 

the fl ight from Christchurch to McMurdo – even when the pilots 

had been instructed to turn back at the outbreak of war, they had 

continued onto the continent against orders to get the team from 

McMurdo – to the subsequent opportunity to raid the base for the 

essentials he would need as he ventured across the Ross Ice Shelf 

and into the Transantarctic Mountains.

The halo from the base’s lights fi ltered into the encompassing 

darkness like the light from a weak star that had fallen to earth, its 

beams listing for its heavenly family high above. The thought that 

this was the last time he would see a glimpse of human civilisation 

didn’t really register in amongst the visions he was beset with. There 

was no time for emotion, no space in his body that afforded such 

trivialities to expand and fi ll his being. His enterprise was ushering 

in a new age where those whose hearts awaited his return would 
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awaken the feelings that made him human. That he was certain of. 

He would return to the world he had left behind. It would not look 

the same, nor feel anything like the one he had vacated. However 

he never doubted his destiny. He turned his back on the base and 

revved the ski- doo’s engine and felt the heave of its horsepower 

pull taut the rope leading the sled behind. Off he moved into the 

endless night towards the Reedy Glacier.
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APPARITIONS

In the reaches

Of my mind lies

A cautious fear

A myriad of nightmares.

Each one a memory

Lingering in darkness

Just waiting for its

Opportunity to emerge.

“So that’s your name?” Teal said staring up at the pearly skinned 

giant as they made their way into the craft.

“I believed you would have remembered it along our travels,” 

the Nordic said softly, taking a seat opposite Teal.

“It’s not something that has occupied my mind.” Teal looked at 

Volnox, her eyes were cast down at the fl oor of the ship, the sense 

of foreboding in her eyes barely hidden from sight. “I’ve had plenty 

of other distractions along the way.”

The haste at which his soft interrogation had ended and the 
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Nordic’s claim had reminded him of the weight he had upon 

his shoulders and he was visibly shaken. This whole experience 

had been a whirlwind, offering little time for contemplation as 

it whipped him up in its velocity. Now he was deemed ready to 

take on the army of darkness, and by a teacher from a lifetime he 

remembered only in isolated memories. He felt overcome, helpless 

and fragile, not confi dent and brave.

The Nordic, as ever, had felt Teal’s meditation, and did his best 

to make Teal feel at ease. “I will be with you, every step of the way.” 

The giant reached across the space between himself and Teal, 

placing a hand on Teal’s shoulder affectionately. He locked eyes 

with him, his glacial pools fi lled with strength. “You are destined 

to end this schism and will have all the help you need to make 

it so.”

Teal sat back, closing his eyes as the craft lifted off, turned 

around and began heading out of the inner sanctum of the building.

“We will be going to the Phragasus Gate down by the port. From 

there we will be able to traverse the great distance to get to the 

Ultima Thule’s city and lure them back, away from Shambhala,” 

the Nordic reeled off in Teal’s head. “The gate, like many on the 

planet, is an inter- dimensional portal that allows for instant reloca-

tion. With intention you can pass through and fi nd yourself at your 

chosen destination,”

Teal listened, his head resting on the ship, his eyes closed again. 

His mind abruptly fi lled with a hideous thought that was accentu-

ated with its insistent repetition.
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“This will NOT happen,” Teal heard the Nordic say alertly in 

his skull.

Teal opened his eyes and lent forward. With steely coldness he 

replied, “And if it does. Will you destroy me?” He paused, his eyes 

forcibly pleading with the Nordic. “PLEASE?”

The giant stared at Teal stony- faced, silently considering the 

only answer he could give with a certain remorse. “Yes . . . of 

course,” he said softly.

Suddenly Volnox roared, shaking the Nordic and Teal from their 

thoughts. The Nordic fl ashed her a glance then looked at Teal who 

turned and did his best to look at her inquisitive eyes. “I want you 

to stay here at Shambhala.” As he fi nished the sentence Volnox 

got to her feet and roared at Teal so loudly he scurried back along 

the wall at the blast. She began hyperventilating, her body tense, 

her movements agitated. Teal moved closer to her, gingerly get-

ting to his feet. “Please Volnox. Listen to me.” He was a foot away 

from her, his hands placating her fury, but she lifted her head and 

roared again, this time at the ceiling. She stamped her feet making 

the shuttle dip with her efforts. Teal opened his arms and moved 

close enough to her so that he could embrace the lioness. “My 

sweet child. The pain I have caused you.” His eyes welled up with 

tears as he lent into her bristling fur. Teal could feel her blood 

pumping through her limbs, the power of her heart astonishingly 

powerful. “I could not bear to see any more harm come to you at 

my expense.” Tears sluiced down Teal’s cheeks spilling into her fur. 

“Do you understand?”
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Volnox huffed, her anger quickly dissolving under Teal’s emo-

tional plea. Tremors passed through her body as she linked her 

huge arms around the human and held him close. Teal didn’t hold 

back. All his fears, all his pain and his doubts were transported into 

shuddering jolts against her breast.

“I’m unsure I can do this,” he blubbered. “I’m afraid that evil still 

occupies me and that going to this destination may unleash it.” Teal 

felt Volnox’s growl resonating in her chest, her head rubbing up 

against his head tenderly.

“We are here.” Teal felt the Nordic’s hand on his back as the 

craft came to a halt.

He relinquished his embrace with Volnox, but held her hand 

as he disembarked for the ship and followed the Nordic towards a 

stone gateway in the middle of the plaza that led to the port. They 

were alone; the plaza, the air above it once buzzing with liveliness 

was now deserted. The Nordic came over to Volnox when they 

were a few feet from the entry and stared at her for the longest 

time. Whatever the conversation they were having, Teal was not 

privy to it. When the giant turned away from her, Teal looked up 

at the lioness and broke into a smile. He released his hand from 

hers and moved away, looking over his shoulder as he did, his eyes 

fi rmly locked with hers as he walked behind the Nordic. In an 

instant they were swallowed by a brilliant fl ash and gone from the 

plaza leaving the lioness alone.
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QUIVER

Assimilating with oneness

Allows me to feel your duress

So giving me the chance to

Address your need for help.

I will come to your side

Fight with you in order

To coincide and come

To terms with our union.

The emanations of pink had all but reached the sides of the pool 

when Raephaesia heard the voice of the planet’s consciousness.

“Go to him, child.”

She saw Teal walk towards the gateway in Shambhala. The 

Nordic leading the way, Volnox left behind, and then she saw their 

destination before the pink hue engulfed the whole pool and the 

visions stopped. Her inky tendrils retracted swiftly, creeping under 

her skin, the pool lifting her body in a conscious movement to take 

her across its surface and to the edge to do ask Gaia had asked.
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“He is in great peril and will not be able to accomplish what he 

needs to without your help.”

The liquid lifted her upright, gently pushing her out onto the 

ground where she stepped off and strode up the hill towards 

Caronivus’ burrow.

“I will direct your path there and protect you along it.”

Raephaesia hastily moved down into the tunnel and was kneeling 

in front of Caronivus a moment later. “Caronivus,” she whispered, 

placing a hand on his paw. The wolf opened one eye surveying her, 

then the other. Raephaesia’s inky tendrils on her hand immediately 

sunk beneath the wolf ’s fur and his hide bristled as Gaia’s voice 

continued; this time they both could hear it.

“I will assist your haste. LEAVE NOW!”

In a single movement Raephaesia mounted the wolf as he darted 

up from his slumber and sped through the burrow and out into the 

forest. Raephaesia’s tendrils crept under Caronivus’ fur interfacing 

between rider, steed and the planetary consciousness. With every 

stride he felt surges of energy fi lling his rested body with electrifi ed 

energy that gave his already unnatural speed dizzying propulsion. 

It was all Raephaesia could do to hold on. She closed her eyes and 

felt her beloved friend’s heart thumping in his chest.

Raephaesia pictured Teal in her mind’s eye. Bewildered at the 

sight of the robe he wore and the desolate landscape he found 

once he had passed through the gateway, his fear was still present, 

a beacon that immediately gave away his presence in the ruinous 

city, alerting the forces that were marching towards Shambhala, the 
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City of Light. One by one they stopped in their tracks, turning back 

towards the feeling, magnetised by the strength of the emotion. 

In the sky an enormous albino dragon gave a thunderous shriek, 

swung around and swooped ahead of the horde. The ground force 

followed, their malice renewed by the emotive sensation they felt.

“We are coming,” Raephaesia said, her words and her heartbeat 

melding as one. “We are coming.”
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DESTINY

Coming to terms

With this event

Is the notion

Of a fi nale and demise.

Of the sway of evil

Its division and rule

Of all that it concealed

All it once knew.

Teal looked down at his clothing. It was gone, having been replaced 

with a black robe. “How . . .?” he stammered as the fl ash of light 

wore off, leaving him standing in another empty plaza.

The Nordic was at his side a moment later. “We needed to arrive 

here with a degree of invisibility, given the nature of our surround-

ings.” The giant bent down and motioned around them. “I think 

you’ll fi nd our attire matches our environment.”

Teal quickly took in all he could manage given his fretful 

demeanour. The sky was thick with grey clouds that allowed none 
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of the smoky sun’s radiance to burn through, their brooding ele-

ment refl ected by the toppled buildings, the scattered lifeless 

foliage decaying here and there and the rubble that stretched for 

as far as he could see.

“Agreed.”

The Nordic peered around, lifting his head momentarily, crouch-

ing down again to the height of the strewn debris that surrounded 

them. “Come, let’s move.” He ducked away around the rubble, 

veering off to the left, Teal close behind. “There.” He pointed to 

a stepped ziggurat, the only edifi ce still intact. “We will work our 

magic there.”

Before the giant could move away again, Teal snatched his lean 

arm, his grip steadfast. “You will destroy me if I revert back to – ”

“IT WILL NOT HAPPEN,” the Nordic said, his intense gaze 

offering no consolation to Teal’s doubts.

“– if I cannot do this. You MUST DESTROY ME. DO YOU 

HEAR ME?”

The Nordic nodded slowly. “Yes. I will,” he said softly.

Teal let his arm go, slowly retracting his own. They stood star-

ing at each other for a drawn- out moment then the pearly skinned 

giant threw the black hood of his robe up over his head and sug-

gested to Teal that he do the same. They moved along the fringes 

of the debris, hidden in the shadows, stopping to assess their route 

and waiting for any sign of their detection. None came.

The idea that perhaps they were being set up, that this dimness 

was the prelude to a trap crossed Teal’s mind more than once as 
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they got to the base of the ziggurat. The Nordic turned to Teal 

and placed his hands upon his face, a hint of a smile breaking out.

“I have waited so long for this moment.” The cadence of his 

voice carried his sense of relief, the joy in it unmistakable. “I will 

impart to you in these next few moments my fi nal teachings; you 

were and will always be my fi nest pupil. My respect and love for 

you is immeasurable. My belief in your ability to do this has never 

wavered.” The giant bent down so he was at Teal’s height. His 

eyes pooled with tears of slivery grey. “Bring the schism to an end, 

child.” The tears sluiced down his cheeks and then he threw his 

arms around Teal and embraced him.

Teal’s mood shifted in this instant. He felt lighter as he held the 

giant and a familiar voice fi lled his head.

“Your emanations since your arrival here have been felt by 

the supreme leader of the Ultima Thule. She has abandoned her 

crusade against Shambhala to come and fi nd you.” It was Gaia. Her 

presence coursed through Teal’s veins and arteries, infusing his 

blood, clearing his head and conjoining with his awareness.

As Teal and the Nordic parted from their embrace the Nordic 

said, “I will face the horde as they approach, you face the opposite 

direction. Follow my lead and the rest will come naturally.”

Teal nodded and the giant bounded up onto the staircase, 

rising up the ziggurat, Teal moving behind. They were at the top 

moments later, where the city’s size could be taken in. It spread 

like a web as far as Teal could see: a chaotic dereliction of crum-

bling edifi ces and causeways. Around the buildings were quickly 
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receding pillars of red light that poked into the clouds above, each 

hovering over huge ponds of onyx- coloured goop.

Teal felt a zephyr coil around him, constricting the air between 

his robe and his body, and at the same time he heard the Nordic 

start to make an audible tone – deep, resonating, heavy – as it 

passed over his lips. Teal began to copy the sound, reaching down 

into his lower abdomen. The reverberation instantly scattered the 

wind away, darting it like shards in a thousand directions, as Teal 

felt the sound push through his pores like needles, their fi laments 

protruding through the robe in swirling masses around his body.

The Nordic elevated the frequency, and Teal followed suit. Teal 

could feel Gaia expanding through his body with the increased 

harmonic. The fi bres protruding from his body illuminated the 

grey din around him, the prickling vibrations making the hair on 

the back of his neck stand on end. Out the strands reached, knot-

ting together to form a wave of light that expanded skyward to the 

roiling clouds. The giant changed his tone again, Teal mimicking 

him, the sound coursing up from his lower body into his navel. The 

feeling of expansion was now accompanied by a new sensation, 

one of rising pain. At fi rst Teal thought he was being assaulted by 

an imaginary foe, but Gaia interrupted his stream of thought. “Stay 

with me child. The metamorphosis has begun.”

Teal had no time to wonder what that meant as he felt the bones 

in his legs move, elongate and mould around tendons and sinews, 

the sickening agony he felt rising like a geyser inside of him as it 

moved into his upper legs and pelvis.
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He felt an inkling of fear that something was awry, but Gaia’s 

comforting voice assured him. “At the end this will all make sense. 

Surrender now.”

The tone moved again and Teal melded with it, giving in to 

trusting this statement and the obvious shape shifting taking place 

within his body. And there was a new development; in his periph-

eral vision Teal could see a rolling mass of dust billowing ahead of 

an unseen force on the outskirts of the city. The wave poured over 

the toppled ruins like a tsunami, hiding the creators of its menace 

behind it. The Nordic lifted his frequency, and Teal did so too. As 

he did there was a crackling sound like thunder in the sky in front 

and the clouds were torn asunder by an intermeshed web of light 

that formed itself high above the ziggurat.

A shot of pain so extreme that it forced Teal to double over 

coursed through his stomach and moved up into his chest as his 

organs shifted, enlarged and another chakra manifested between 

his throat and heart meridians.

Teal could now see what was causing the dust swell: a mate-

rialization of his own worst nightmares. The Ultima Thule had 

reached into his head, located what made him scared, fearful and 

weak, and had taken on these forms. They took to the air, leapt 

over one another and crawled insidiously towards the staircase of 

the ziggurat.

The light was now engulfi ng Teal completely as he and the 

Nordic lifted the tone of their voices into a bellow, its power caus-

ing Teal’s heart meridian to explode open like a blossoming fl ower. 
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Petals of radiance pierced the already dense light surrounding Teal 

as the horde began to bound up the steps. Thousands massed their 

attack, but none reached their target as the light dissolved them. 

Teal tried to close his eyes but Gaia pleaded with him. “You must 

keep your eyes open!”

Teal obeyed as the staggering velocity of the assault increased 

tenfold, the crippling ache now coursing up to his throat modifying 

the sound passing over his vocal chords till it sounded like he was 

inside a clear perspex bubble.

In the sky above, the crack of light that had appeared was suck-

ing up the vast army that sprawled all over the pyramid and along 

with them the debris that they scrambled over. Teal could feel the 

urgency in the higher range of the tone that came from the Nordic 

behind him, and knew that he was not alone in facing the assault. 

The giant was battling a swathe much like the one Teal was fi ght-

ing against, but perhaps without the guidance and support of the 

planetary consciousness.

Then, unexpectedly, the Nordic’s chiming was gone, and Teal 

could only hear his own voice. He continued to feel the swell of 

the sound passing over his vocal chords and took a step back as he 

heard Gaia’s voice.

“Take four paces back!”

Teal did and struck the limp body of the Nordic.
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PLIGHT

A selfl ess act

Of sacrifi ce calls

In order for love

To live and evil

To succumb to its demise.

Volnox had been pacing in front of the gateway looking at it 

every few steps, toiling with the idea of simply going through it to 

help and protect Teal and the Nordic, when she heard Noroshni 

Fulmox’s cry for help.

Her ears turned towards the gateway and she dashed for it, 

stopping inches from the opening. From behind a wave of shrieks, 

cries and groans, roars, bellows and calls washed over her. She spun 

around to see the Neraroka being led by the humanoid tiger and 

a giant white wolf with a rider that bounded towards her and the 

gateway. The mass stopped a few feet away from the lioness, the 

tiger coming forward alongside the wolf and rider.

Volnox stepped towards them, meeting their eyes, giving a deep 

resonating roar as she did.
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“We have come to help,” Raephaesia said, sitting up as the wolf 

pulled up beside Volnox.

The lioness looked at the Targian nodding, then turned to the 

tiger.

“To heal,” the tiger growled. “Help creator.”

Volnox didn’t need to hear any more than this. She roared, her 

fur bristling with the intensity of her cry and darted back towards 

the gate, followed by Raephaesia, Caronivus and the tiger, the 

Neraroka on their heels.
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VANQUISH

The enemies of mine

As forgiveness plays

Its heralded part

In the coming tide.

Once this is over

A new age will begin

Creating a day of

Believing the sun

Will rise again.

Teal had no time to feel shock. All of a sudden he was alone against 

insurmountable odds. But the guidance the Nordic had given 

him allowed him to bring this chaotic dance to an end. He took 

another step back, over the lifeless corpse of the giant, straddling 

him, protecting his body as best he could as he continued to infl ict 

damage on the attackers by harmonising the tone he had been led 

to deliver.

But what now? What tone comes next? He didn’t have the luxury 
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of time to consider these questions, but they entered his mind as 

quickly as the next instant provided the answers.

The metamorphosis progressed along his neck and into his cra-

nium and with it came the revelations he needed. His brain began 

to rewire itself, opening channels that had been shut down, recon-

necting neural pathways from an incarnation lived long ago; the 

world Teal perceived changed rapidly, as he looked through the 

eyes of an Altornas, his Pleiadian galactic family. He could see the 

sound interlocking, binding into unifi ed fi elds that pervaded the 

landscape around him. It passed around the Ultima Thule’s assail-

ants like a net that manipulated the genetic coding of the creatures 

and sped their sluggish oscillations up so that they could no longer 

hold the long, slow wavelength of fear. Molecule by molecule the 

sound permeated their bodies and amalgamated them with the 

frequency of the creative force of the transitional modulation 

coming from Teal’s being.

“We are as one, child.” Gaia’s voice reassured Teal as he felt the 

tone shift again, this time it was not only the planetary conscious-

ness he could feel moving through his body. This was a feeling 

so vast and powerful he felt expansive beyond fl esh and blood. 

Wave after wave of light passed through his body blinding him, his 

mind emptied by the intense power of the rushes. He felt the dust 

particles pushed skyward by the amassing army, the sucking wind 

of the ever- burgeoning crack in the sky, which had began to pull 

the heavy grey drapes of clouds into its vast opening, and beyond 

its mouth, where insurmountable love awaited, its calm presence 
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simply observing the tumult beyond. Teal had become an empty 

vessel through which the creative force that passes through all 

condensed for this magnanimous cosmic heartbeat.

The tone erupted in his head, his third eye split by a single beam 

shot from the void ahead making his body a prism from which the 

threads of light, once a gentle fl ux, now became a monumental 

expulsion of brilliance so blinding that Teal was invisible. The air 

sucked back upon itself, reeling towards Teal’s body.

The Neraroka, Volnox, Caronivus and Raephaesia, who had 

split up upon their arrival, moving like a wave from the base of the 

pyramid out against the foaming tide of the Ultima Thule, were 

not immune to the magnetic pull towards the apex of the ziggurat. 

They tumbled over amongst the horde, whose relentless attack 

was weakening by the moment, still fi ghting as they rolled, some 

losing their lives, other taking the lives of their adversaries in the 

commotion.

Suddenly, there was an eerie stillness, everything caught in 

mid- battle, spin, toil. And then, the discharge coming from the top 

of the ziggurat infi ltrated the Ultima Thule’s army, dissolving the 

creatures into wisps that lifted listlessly up towards the burgeoning 

crack in the sky leaving those of the Neraroka caught in combat 

scratching, kicking, biting at air.

Raephaesia and Caronivus watched the ruins around the city 

swoop up towards the heavens, jumping over corpses that lifted 

upward, their molecules dispersing in the presence of the high- 

pitched tone emanating from the summit of the ziggurat. The 
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Neraroka lifted up the very ground from under them in violent rip-

ples, debris speeding through the air causing them to keep ahead 

of the trail. Beams of light from the smoky sun illuminated the earth 

where stone had been, and now grass sprung up in its place.

“To the grass!” Raephaesia screamed. “Get away from the ruins! 

Into the light!” She pointed to the areas where the sun now shone. 

There nothing moved, shifted, rose or fell. Caronivus bound across 

the ruins, zigzagging his way as enormous stones crumbled beneath 

his paws and the dust was yanked into the yoni high above as he 

darted ahead. The Neraroka fl ew, leapt and ran over and across 

the landscape, none daring to look back as the noise of Teal’s tone, 

the vacuous incision and the crumbling city became deafening.

Raephaesia climbed down off Caronivus, her tendrils sinking 

back into her fl esh. She scoured the horde for the lioness but 

couldn’t see Volnox amongst the retreating mass. “Can you see the 

lioness, Caronivus?” she yelled.

The wolf scoured the creatures, his eyes hardly open, his legs 

forced to crouch to keep himself upright against the strength of 

the wind. “I cannot see her,” he bellowed.

From beneath Teal’s feet the stones began to dissolve. As they 

did, the earth pushed through the powder, allowing the grunge to 

drift off towards the crack in the sky and creating a hill.

Raephaesia spun around, her eyes picking up rainbows eve-

rywhere she looked, where only minutes before there had been 

hideous morphing black masses. She peered over Caronivus’ shoul-

der and saw the lioness bounding across chasms in the earth that 
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came together as she crossed them. She was amongst the Neraroka 

a moment later, joining them in watching the spectacle unfolding 

at the summit of the hill.

A blood- curdling roar made her swing her head around. To her 

horror she saw the tiger standing before a gold obelisk as an albino 

dragon paced around the edifi ce stalking the beast. Raephaesia 

could see a wound on the tiger’s fl ank dripping blood, its arm 

hanging limply against its side, and the other ready to swipe at the 

winged reptile. There was no movement around the obelisk; it was 

as though it was surrounded by an unseen force fi eld, which made 

it immune to the dissolution happening all around.

Raephaesia bolted across the ground, the warmth of the sun 

against her skin lost a moment later as she entered the circumfer-

ence of the obelisk’s parameter. The dragon cast an eye in her 

direction then shot a blast of fi re towards her. The distraction 

was all the tiger needed. It soared through the air, its clawed paw 

cocked to swipe at the dragon’s head.

During the entire battle the frieze surrounding the obelisk 

had been writhing its way towards the capstone and as the tiger 

went airborne it reached its destination. The Ultima Thule had 

congealed the most dense vibrations of fear within this structure. 

They believed that under the duress of an epoch change these 

dense vibrations could be harnessed by and protected within the 

confi nes of a single entity or many if the need arose. Their indomi-

table patience would pay off they believed for a chance to install 

their regime again would appear as the ages passed through their 
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processions. The obelisk exploded outwards, its shards embed-

ding in the dragon and the tiger, and shot towards Raephaesia. 

Caronivus, who had seen her duck away, was close at her heels 

and, in a swift movement, knocked her out of the boundary of the 

obelisk’s infl uence.

She tumbled out just as the gold splinters sunk into Caronivus’ 

body, crippling his back legs and forcing him to drop to the ground. 

The dragon and the tiger had become one single writhing entity, 

forming itself in fi ts of creation. But the white wolf lay completely 

still. Raephaesia got to her feet and came racing back to the hard-

ened walls of the perimeter.

“CARONIVUS!” she screamed.

The wolf lifted one eye, the light in it dimming quickly.

“NO!”

The white wolf ’s body was dragged across the ground towards 

the ever- increasing mass on the other side of the structure and was 

swallowed up a second later. Raephaesia continued to bang on the 

constraint fi eld as a huge arm scooped around her waist and lifted 

her away. Black tears rolled down her cheeks as she watched the 

contorting bulk of Caronivus and what was once the Tiger and the 

Dragon shrink into a humanoid winged albino reptile.

Volnox put her down amongst the uneasy Neraroka who were 

reeling in shock after seeing their leader become part of the 

monstrosity cooped inside the restrictive capsule. Volnox looked 

up at the hill summit. The light from Teal’s assault was weakening 

the fi eld surrounding the beast at the spot where she had rescued 
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Raephaesia and the creature was slamming itself against one of the 

walls. It need not have bothered; the walls fell and the beast sped 

skyward barely holding its own against the incredibly strong cur-

rent pulling it towards the now glowing slit. Sunlight spilled across 

the entire landscape now, except for a single dark spot against the 

sky where the winged reptile hovered. It gave an almighty scream, 

miraculously audible against the tone still being emitted from Teal, 

and rushed towards the hill.

Volnox shot off like a bullet, crossing the distance between 

herself and the reptile at breakneck speed. The albino reptile had 

forced itself into the light, its skin melting as it did, but its inten-

tions were set: kill Teal or die trying. The lioness was up the hill and 

soared through the air, tackling the beast inches from Teal’s body 

and toppled with it down the back of the hill.

Raephaesia got to her feet, her cheeks stained with black rivu-

lets, as a sound like rolling thunder erupted from the zenith of 

the tor. Her ears were ringing, the brilliance coming off the peak 

making her and the Neraroka dip their heads and cover their eyes. 

Then there was a horrendous sucking noise followed by silence. 

The wind dropped off instantaneously and Raephaesia looked up 

to see a black- haired, lapis lazuli–skinned being with purple eyes, 

dressed in a black robe, on top of the hill. He was kneeling down 

over a tall blond- haired being, draped also in a black robe, sobbing.
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MERGE

From the ashes

Of sadness and remorse

A recognition takes

Its understanding and place.

For in these moments

Though friends are lost

Their memories and our

Hearts will entwine.

Raephaesia’s wits hadn’t returned to her as she headed up the 

mound. She stumbled and fell numerous times, her inner ears still 

reeling from Teal’s verbal barrage. As she reached the top Teal stood 

up from the cadaver of the Nordic and turned to face the Targian.

For the longest moment they stared at one another, their 

faces a mirror refl ection of pain and anguish, sorrow and sadness. 

Raephaesia looked over the back of the mound to see the lioness 

lying in an unnatural pose, her mouth opening and closing as she 

gasped for breath, blood spilling from between her teeth onto the 
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ground. Teal followed Raephaesia’s line of sight and was scrambling 

down the hill a moment later, leaving the Targian to look over her 

shoulder at the Neraroka who were slowly moving around the hill 

towards the lioness.

“Volnox! Volnox!” Teal was at her side hoisting her head up on 

his lap. The Neraroka had moved around to the back of the hill. 

Raephaesia half- walked, half- stumbled down the hill, fresh tears 

sluicing down her cheeks as she made her way amongst the silent 

witnesses to the scene ahead.

Teal was beset with grief. Yellow streams cascaded over his dark 

blue skin and fell on the dying lioness. The albino dragon lay under 

her body; its throat had been ripped out and all that was left of it 

was melted slivers of skin and sinew.

Teal did his best to move the lioness off the remains but he 

was nowhere near strong enough. “Help me! Please! Help me!” he 

pleaded. Raephaesia scythed through the Neraroka and with the 

help of two blue ape- men they swiftly lifted her body to one side. 

When the sunlight hit the remnants of the albino dragon they dis-

solved into a fi ne mist that dispersed into the air above.

Teal cried as the light began to dim in Volnox’s eyes. She strug-

gled to keep her eyelids from closing once and for all, her breath 

becoming shorter and shorter.

“No . . . no . . . no,” he moaned, his body shaking with the tumult 

of watching her die in his arms. “Please . . .” he whispered, “please 

. . . don’t leave me.” Her eyelids closed one last time as Teal rocked 

back on his haunches and howled with torment.
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Raephaesia acted on instinct. She didn’t know if Teal recognised 

her, nor did she care. Whether he knew that she had aided him in 

this victory over the forces of evil was not relevant in this moment. 

She moved to his side and put her arms around him and felt the 

violence in his suffering. Felt his body convulse with the sense of 

loss, his helplessness.

Raephaesia’s inky tendrils protruded from between her knuckles 

and pierced Teal’s fl esh without him so much as fl inching. She could 

hear his thoughts instantaneously in her head. “I am alone . . . I feel 

so alone.” She nestled her head against his, catching her own sor-

row as she thought of Caronivus and his sacrifi ce and then pushed 

them aside; there would be time for her own grieving, but that time 

wasn’t now. Teal collapsed into her arms, Volnox’s head still resting 

on his lap as the Neraroka drew a tight circle around them.
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ABSENCE

All I have left

Behind is a memory

Which I can only

Savour now alone.

For the world

I once remembered

Is but a fi gment

Of a mind controlled.

Somewhere near the Reedy Glacier, Antarctica, August 2012

Kobe had pitched his tent beneath an overhang at the base of the 

Queen Maud Mountains, not far from the Reedy Glacier and it was 

just as well he had. A katabatic reeled off the polar plateau and 

down the glacier with such ferocious velocity that it moved ice and 

snow like deadly projectiles onto the Ross Ice Shelf. The guiding 

visions had instructed him carefully, and he had listened intently.

When he lay his head down he immediately passed out, his body 

sinking into a rejuvenating slumber. As he slept, all over the planet 
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the tectonic plates began to subduct, buckle and lift, creating new 

landmasses and destroying others. One by one the tethers created 

by the Ultima Thule broke and the planet’s meridians awoke from 

their energetic slumber. Great architectural structures, from pyra-

mids to temples, exploded into dust; coronal masses from the sun 

lurched across space and cemented themselves into the energy 

points, activating enormous veins beneath the planet’s surface 

where the frequencies of a new epoch began to be anchored.

The civilisation that Kobe had left behind disappeared in days 

and nights that he would not see, given his latitude and location. 

Chasms opened to swallow cities; others were buried beneath 

volcanic ash and lava. Tsunamis obliterated others at the speed of 

sound and earthquakes shook others to rubble. Kobe was spared 

the sight of the demise of his fellow humans and the precipice of 

extinction that they teetered upon.

Their deaths could have been avoided if humanity had 

learned to reject the Ultima Thule’s “gift” of their own Reptilian 

brain and its propensity to dominant their behavior. Its attributes 

had been all- too present in human conduct over the centuries 

since the beginning of the era, which was coming to an end. 

Aggression, territoriality, dominance and racism; ritualistic, hierar-

chal and obsessive- compulsive behavior all fed the Ultima Thule 

energetically to assist in the suppression of not only the plan-

et’s consciousness, but also that of humanity’s ability to engage 

consciousness and a whole- brain perception of life. One where 
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compassion and empathy were the motivating factors for decisions 

made, where no animal would suffer so a human could eat. Where 

humans looked at their connection to the planet with respect, 

tenderness and as a symbiotic relationship.

Had this been done, had the masses risen up against the Ultima 

Thule’s puppets, in all aspects of their control over humanity, the 

change of epoch would have come about through a peaceful and 

serene process. But this was not to be. So caught up in the illusion, 

was humanity, so enamoured with the Reptilian complex were they, 

that they failed to heed the warning signs and all but perished.

Those who would survive were guided to dimensional doorways 

all over the planet where they amassed, a few million in number, 

mostly children and their loving minders and parents from all 

cultures and creeds. They would return to the planet some years 

later, after the scale of changes had settled.

Kobe had been chosen to fulfi ll a destiny that would bring about 

the solidifi cation of this new era. His acceptance of the task, and 

his burgeoning sense of reverence for life would assure his survival 

too. He slept a dreamless sleep as souls in their billions left their 

bodies and rejoined the creative force from whence they came.
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APOCALYPTO

Tormented ends sever

Ushering in a new day

One which transpires

To illuminate the way.

Teal watched the Neraroka lift the lifeless corpse of Volnox up and 

carry her around the mound. He stood with his back to the Nordic 

and the several ape- men who had come up the hill to assist in car-

rying her slender frame away. All his remorse had been cried out, 

and now he simply felt numb standing atop the place where he had 

conducted the fi nal rites for the Ultima Thule.

The phantom tethers had almost vanished into the clouds block-

ing the smoky sun as he watched Volnox’s slumped cadaver carried 

on a plethora of hands, paws and backs onto the plain ahead. At the 

rear of the mass was the Targian. Her head bowed down in silent 

grief for her own loss. She hadn’t given away her own predicament 

when she bound herself with Teal. To the best of her knowledge he 

didn’t know. She had been surprised herself when her inky tendrils 

had pierced his skin when she went to console him. Nothing had 
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come of the incident other than her being able to feel his thoughts, 

or so she believed, but she could feel the weight of his stare on her 

back as she followed the procession.

Teal cupped his hands beneath the Nordic’s head gently, nod-

ding to the ape- men, signalling it was time to lift. The giant’s blond 

hair against his face crumbled Teal’s resolve and he began to cry 

again as he made his way down the hill. How, he pondered, could 

so much sorrow come from such a momentous occasion?

“There is no death, child,” Gaia’s voice ruminated in Teal’s head 

softly. “His consciousness will take new form on another level of 

existence, and his body will simply be renewed as energy.”

Teal continued to walk. He felt no need to reply, he was so 

weary, he nestled his head against the Nordic’s cheek, closing his 

eyes momentarily.

Memories began to fl ood his mind, reeled off in his mind’s eye. 

Learning his craft with the Nordic in Atlantis, a mere boy; the sight 

of him at the cave entrance in Lhasa; and the fi rst time he saw and 

heard the Nordic speak.

“Mother, I am so tired,” Teal murmured. “Is there a way in which 

you can get us back to Shambhala from here?”

The instant he had fi nished asking, the Neraroka halted ahead. 

A fl urry of cries, squawks, yelps and snorts alerted Raephaesia who 

tilted her head as though she was hearing someone’s instruction.

Teal watched her slice through the mass, reaching up to gently 

place a hand on Volnox’s forehead as she passed the lioness, and 

stop at the front of the herd. She ducked down out of sight for 
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a mere second and then began to stand up, coming into view a 

moment later. Her arms were raised, extended out in front of her 

body, and at the end of her extension two pillars and a top stone 

rose with her till there was a gateway towering over her. She 

dropped her hands to her side, swayed a little then looked back 

over her shoulder in Teal’s amazed direction.

“The gateway is blank, child, but will not be for long. When each 

of you pass through, the memory of what took place here will be 

etched into stone as a reminder of all the sacrifi ces made to heal 

the schism and set me free.”

Teal heard the planet’s consciousness speaking to him, but all 

he could do was stare at the green- skinned creature before the 

gate. Her appearance, her face, her presence all held a familiarity 

for him. The feeling that churned up inside him alleviated some 

of the suffering he was feeling as he strove to fi nd the connection 

he felt to her. The Neraroka waited till he was at her side before 

they enclosed the couple, both the Nordic and Volnox nestled 

above their heads.

“Raephaesia Julunusia,” Teal whispered as he reached out for 

her hand. “Would you walk with me?” The Targian looked down at 

his extended arm, his blue hand tilted so she could see his golden 

fi ngernails. She took a step towards him and put her arm around 

his waist and her head on his shoulder as they walked towards the 

gateway and on through it. A luminous fl ash of light fl ooded the 

waiting Neraroka as they moved through its confi nes, blinding 

those still waiting.
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One by one the Neraroka began to pass through, carrying the 

Nordic, carrying Volnox. As they did a frieze carved itself out 

on all surfaces of the entryway. It coiled around the pillars and 

over the pediment. In the centre of the keystone, three fi gures 

formed, heroically venturing to the fore. One, a giant white wolf; 

the other a humanoid lioness; between them, a hooded giant, his 

hands extended outward towards the heavens, his mouth open as 

he sung in a new world.
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ABSOLVE

I let you go now

So your last vestiges

Of earthly presence

May bid me farewell.

In my tears I lament

To recognise your

Memories make a promise

That there is no death.

Teal and Raephaesia had no idea where they would be when they 

walked through the gate. Though Teal had asked to be taken to 

Shambhala, in his heart he wanted to be a distance away from the 

city, closer to the forest where the Neraroka could return. And so 

it was to be. When the blinding fl ash dimmed, Raephaesia, Teal and 

the ape- men were at the spot where the tiger had come to speak 

to Volnox and Teal.

Teal took a few paces forward and then flashed a smile at 

Raephaesia before turning towards the procession carrying the 
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corpse of the Nordic. The ape- men understood immediately this 

was where he wanted them to place the giant. They gently put the 

hooded fi gure on the edge of the plain and moved beside Teal and 

Raephaesia.

The rest of the Neraroka arrived in brilliant bursts of light, 

including the horde carrying the lioness, who placed her next to 

the giant. Teal moved amid his dead companions as the Neraroka 

assembled in a circle around him. He stared at his friends for what 

seemed an age, lost in his despair, unaware of the mass of creatures 

surrounding him. When he spoke again his voice cracked and yel-

low tears rolled down his cheeks.

“Thank you for coming to my assistance.” He looked out at the 

Neraroka. “I am sorry that, like me, you may have lost loved ones.”

Raephaesia raised a hand to her mouth, rivulets of black sluiced 

down her green cheeks, inky tendrils spilt along her neck to make 

way for them. “I thank you for bringing back my fallen comrades.” 

He gazed down at the Nordic and Volnox. “I am also sorry that you 

did not have a chance to farewell your fallen. They have returned 

to the loving bosom of Gaia, our planetary mother.” Teal looked 

at the crowd, searching for the tiger who was nowhere in sight.

Then Gaia spoke in Teal’s head. “The Neraroka will return to 

the jungle now and not need a leader. I am with them again.” Teal 

noticed that Raephaesia looked around at the same time that Gaia 

spoke. “I brought her to you, child.” Raephaesia continued to watch 

the multitude as they slowly strolled, crawled, leapt and fl ew back 

to the fringes of the forest. “Her teacher and protector sacrifi ced 
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himself so that she may live in battle at the Ultima Thule’s ruined 

city. This simple act insured that she could fulfi ll her destiny. She 

too feels alone. But she is not, child.” Teal could see her vulner-

ability, cleverly disguised by any distraction that she could focus 

her attention on, the retreating Neraroka providing that presently. 

“She has you, and you have her.”

Teal wandered over to Raephaesia. Her body was twisted so that 

her feet faced Teal, but her torso was looking behind her. When 

Teal reached out to put his hand on her shoulder, she turned to 

face him, sobbing. Teal put his arms around her, gently taking her 

weight as her legs gave way. Her hair cradled around her face, 

hiding her tears as she broke down. Teal didn’t attempt to clear it 

away; he lent his head into her shoulder and gently rocked her as 

the last of the Neraroka vanished into the undergrowth.
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PROTECTOR

Hidden from prying eyes

Are the few whose

Songs will bring forth an era

And welcome their kin.

In the shape of a man

Comes their agent of defence

His path laid out before him.

Top of the Reedy Glacier, the La Gorce Mountains, Antarctica, 

August 2012

Kobe didn’t think anything of the fact that his eyes had adjusted 

uncannily well to the darkness. He could make out weak areas in 

the ice, fi ssures and cracks at a distance, and with every footfall he 

could ascertain where he needed to walk to avoid certain death. 

Yet he knew that he would be safe on this odyssey. He had begun 

to feel their presence more than ever now, a magnetic pull under-

scoring the visions plaguing his mind. They were waiting for him, 

clearing his path and giving him strength, abilities and resolve in 
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the face of mortal peril so that he could assure their safety.

High above him the Aurora Australis writhed in hues of shim-

mering luminous green, it spectacular display occasionally lighting 

the craggy faces of the mountains ahead. Kobe lent forward, the 

pack on his back towering over his head with the contents hiding 

what little light he would be able to discern in his peripheral vision. 

He was close to their location, so very close. With his last step, 

the faintest gurgling sound had begun to resonate in his head. Its 

volume was at the same level as his breathing, and as he continued 

it began to surpass his inhaling. The Nommo’s cavern was ahead.
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PYRE

As the fl ames

Grow higher engulfi ng

What has come to pass

From this age.

A silence beckons

To each whose paths

Must be followed

In order to be reset.

Teal blew on the tiny fl ame at the base of the pyre. It bent on 

his exhalation and caught the dry debris scattered amongst the 

stacked branches. The fl ames slithered through the bundle, which 

sucked in the air around itself and roared into life.

Teal couldn’t take his eyes of his fallen companions, their heads 

touching, their bodies facing away from each other as the scorch-

ing blaze did its best to hide them from him.

Raephaesia strode up to his side, her glacial blue eyes swirling 

with a white twirl as she too watched the dancing fl ames. From 
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the bodies arcing pinks and greens shot out, and Raephaesia con-

sidered telling Teal what her eyes were witnessing, but when she 

looked at him, he looked bewildered, almost shell- shocked.

“You must rest soon,” she whispered, gently touching his hand, 

her inky tendrils wrapping around his little fi nger.

Teal didn’t reply. He looked on vacuously, blinking in the show-

ering fi relight. He felt numb. He looked down at his arm, turning 

his wrist to look at his skin. “What colour are my eyes?” he asked 

Raephaesia, not turning towards her.

“Your eyes are a shade of purple,” she replied softly.

He touched his teeth, running the tips of his fi ngers over his 

incisors and canines, which were both like fangs. “I’m no longer 

human,” he said inaudibly to himself. Teal turned slightly towards 

Raephaesia, his gaze still locked on the funeral pyre. “I have to go 

to Shambhala,” he said quietly and walked away from her.

She was about to call out to him when Gaia spoke. “Let him go, 

child. He will need time to come to terms with so much, and you 

will as well.”

Raephaesia watched Teal move around the pyre, giving it a wide 

berth. “Return to the rotunda. All you need to see will be shown 

to you.” Raephaesia watched Teal as he made his way across the 

plain towards the city in the distance as the bodies of Volnox and 

Noroshni Fulmox burnt between them.
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ISOLATION

There is nowhere

To run from this affl iction

I carry it with me now

Wherever I may go.

Coming to terms

With what has transpired

Will only serve to let me know

I need to fi nd solace soon.

The domiciles around the city’s outskirts were all empty. The veg-

etation signalled the potential whereabouts of their occupants. 

Every shrub, tree and fl ower gave off an emanation that drifted 

off towards the vast domes at the centre of the city. Here, they 

collectively enshrouded the surfaces of the edifi ces like a carpet 

mist of wispy green.

Teal reached the closest arena and stood in front of one of the 

walls, his refl ection skewed in the surface of it, warped by the cur-

vature of the building and the mist’s wavering fall. Seeing himself 
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like he was now for the fi rst time he felt like an occupant of a 

genetic spacesuit; he stood stunned at the colour of his eyes, the 

hue of his skin and the beauty of his facial structure. He had taken 

a step through the mist and was examining his face with greater 

scrutiny when the walls parted and he saw a massive crowd inside, 

all its members standing in silence. He moved into the interior of 

the auditorium and the walls soundlessly melded back together 

behind him. He stood stationary for a moment, taking in the still-

ness, the peacefulness created by the simple calmness of the group.

Teal felt a sensation over his chest as he stood at the crowd’s edge. 

Like a spider’s web being created strand by strand, it expanded all 

over his body till he was held to the fl oor by its force. Unalarmed, 

he closed his eyes, only to have his third eye open. Ahead of him 

the beings were imparting waves of pink light that pooled around 

their bodies in a dense etheric soup that bound together with the 

other occupants fi lling the amphitheatre. He looked down at his 

own body to fi nd light was being emitted from his own heart, and 

a sensation was accompanying the discharge; compassion.

“For those who are leaving the frequency range of the surface 

world and those who left us in the battle at the Ultima Thule’s 

ruined city.”

Teal heard the voice in his head, barely a whisper. He opened 

his eyes and saw Unistice Thu- La moving towards him. “We ease 

their transition by alleviating the illusion they have so solidly 

attuned their perceptions too as the world they know falls apart.” 

The Malprecian put his hand on Teal’s third eye and Teal’s mind 
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was ablaze with visions of tectonic plates buckling, subducting, 

volcanoes erupting, nuclear bombs being detonated over much 

of Europe, North America, Asia and Australia, intolerable suffering 

and imminent death.

“This is all my fault,” Teal murmured. He was about to con-

tinue, but the Malprecian removed his hand and guided him back 

towards the wall. They were outside and strolling away from the 

dome moments later.

“What you have done is usher in an epoch of great harmony and 

made great inroads to healing the schism that created the Ultima 

Thule,” Unistice said softly, holding Teal’s elbow. “The planetary 

consciousness has been freed from her prison and now she is for-

matting a new world so the beings that live with her can reclaim 

their place in symbiosis.”

Teal walked away from Unistice, taking a few steps around the 

side of the dome. He felt selfi sh in the sense of his losses; the Nordic 

and Volnox had both perished and though he began to see they 

had sacrifi ced themselves for the greater benefi t of the times to 

come, it didn’t alleviate his sense of isolation.

“There is no death, Suearaph, only transition of energy into 

other levels of existence. Volnox Minus and Noroshni Fulmox have 

not left you. They live in your heart and your memories.”

Teal listened to the historian’s words in his head, fully aware 

that his mind was an open book to most here. He continued to 

walk away.

He didn't look around as Unistice Thu- La wandered back into 
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the auditorium, nor did he take in the wonder of the structures 

around him, their magnifi cence captured millennia ago, bottled in 

their curves and arches, beams and pillars, still provoking awe if the 

onlooker were so inclined to stare. He moved quickly through the 

inner sanctum, across the plaza and down towards the port where a 

number of sailboats sat moored on the ebbing tide of azure waters.
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REVEAL

Visions escape my sight

To amass with southern lights

Forging a new paradigm

Which will come to be.

To have heeded the call

I now stand before

You all as the world

Outside leaves me.

La Gorce Mountains, Antarctica, August 2012

The grotto was cleverly hidden beneath a frozen torrent of water. 

The ice stalactites virtually touched the snow making Kobe dig 

down to make his way beyond them. He turned on his headlamp, 

allowing its beam to guide him in the utter darkness ahead. The 

singing in his head began to diminish as he got to his feet, as did 

the spate of visions that had guided him this far.

Nothing formed in his mind, and he stood still, feeling his chest 

rising and falling. The chilly air was almost sweet, and a thought 
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entered his mind, the fi rst in weeks that was his own. No one else 

has breathed this air for millennia, he thought. He drew in a deeper 

breath, closing his eyes.

But his eyes were not closed for long, as abruptly he was pitched 

forward by an enormous jolt. Kobe landed on his stomach, quickly 

turning around to make sure that any stalactites didn’t impale him 

as they fell and embedded themselves in the snow. He scampered 

deeper into the fi ssure as the sound of rock tearing apart fi lled 

his ears, a deafening rumble that set his heart racing and his mind 

reeling. He got to his feet, propping himself against one of the walls 

of the cave interior as the continent moved beneath his feet. The 

walls around him were cracking, bits of rock tumbling down small 

sections, crashing down onto the ice.

Kobe stared back at where he had come from, debating whether 

to make a dash for the entrance. As the ice and rocks showered 

down, it occurred to him that he could be buried alive, but his 

fear was alleviated a moment later.“This will soon be over, child. 

You need not fear, for no harm shall come to you.” The tumult 

continued all around him as the calm feminine voice sustained its 

soft infl ection, “The continent is moving north.”

A new sound chimed in with the rumblings beneath Kobe’s feet 

and the falling debris. Its vicinity a few feet from where he stood. 

A deep intermittent cracking.

“Venture further inside the cavern, child.”

Kobe made his way along the wall hand over hand, till he found 

the origin of the cracking.
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“My God,” he spoke for the fi rst time in weeks, but the sound 

of his own voice was lost in the clamour. On the other side of the 

wall were the four green- skinned humanoid beings he had seen at 

the end of his initial bombardment of visions, during the annular 

eclipse of the sun off the coast of Yonaguni. A wall of ice several 

feet thick stood between them and the cave’s single human occu-

pant, but the crack was widening by the moment.
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TRAVERSE

Crossing the landscape

Once a blur to me

I have seen what

I missed then.

Yet my heart sinks

As I travel back

To the place where

I am reminded of you.

Raephaesia stood at the top of the valley and looked down at the 

ruins. Here, she had come to terms with Caronivus’ family’s plight, 

and learned that he was the last of his kind. She staggered a little, 

her legs weakened by the thought of how he had died, and so sat 

down. She pulled her knees up to her chest and fl icked her hair 

over her left shoulder so that she could look down upon the ruin 

with greater scrutiny before she made her way down into it. The 

only building that remained intact was the rotunda, but the temple 

and its inner sanctum where she had rested were in plain view too. 
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The sooty discharge of fi res past still stained the top of the building 

and she could almost smell the dying embers of the fi re she and 

Caronivus had made there – so long ago it now seemed.

She had covered a great distance to arrive here and seen all that 

she never could have from the great white wolf ’s back as they had 

sped to Posid. Every plant, every creature she saw; some she merely 

felt the presence of – all of them she knew in great detail. From 

their genetic make- up to their eating habits and territorialities, 

giving some wide berths as they grazed, and others she stopped to 

nurture as they came to her.

But here she felt the same desolation she had felt when she 

had fi rst visited. The air was stale, no sun graced the valley and 

the only fauna apparent was that carved onto the rotunda. The 

Targian got to her feet and began to walk down towards the ruin, 

her heart heavy with the memory of Caronivus; she knew this place 

would always remind her of him. From footprints to the fi rewood 

nestled in the corner of the inner sanctum of the temple, to the 

frieze depicting the Delphinus Conglomeration, his presence was 

everywhere.
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SUCCOUR

Escape from all

That has a hold

Over me and my

Memories of here.

In order to understand

What has transpired

In doing so I will

Be at peace within.

Teal had gotten to the docks shortly after leaving Unistice. He then 

scoured the moored craft; most were triple- mast seafaring vessels 

of eloquent beauty and size. He felt pangs of guilt at the idea of 

taking one and sailing away to who knew where.

The two forces that had moved through him – the one during 

the latter part of this odyssey and the other in the Ultima Thule’s 

ruined city – had both deserted him now, he knew, and in his angst 

he felt even more alone. The memory of how to sail revealed itself 

as he had walked along the dock – a genetic memory, for the 
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Altornas were fi ne sailors, and Teal’s body was ready to spring into 

action if the need arose. But, the single plume of the funeral pyre 

lifting over the city had desolated his heart and instead he made 

his way up to the gateway in the middle of the plaza. The notion 

that at his back was his enemy, its death brought about by his pres-

ence, made him feel sick.

He took one last look over his shoulder and then walked through 

the gateway, intending simply, anywhere but here.

When his eyes had adjusted after the fl ash that had accompa-

nied his movement through the gate, he surveyed his location. He 

was on a grassy headland; a white sand beach spread out only a 

few feet below him, along the beach’s fringe was a forest of blue- 

trunked, green- broadleafed trees that followed the coastline to 

the end of the beach and another headland in the distance. The 

same azure waters that had ebbed against the boats moored at 

Shambhala rolled in over the sand in tiny breakers, and a pink- 

white mist lifted off the trees and ventured skyward towards the 

smoky sun high above.

Teal turned and sat down on the edge of the grass looking out 

over the beach. He watched the waters lull and glide over the 

sand below, not noticing the mists above the trees coalescing into 

a form over the canopy.

“I will never leave you, child.”

Teal dipped his head as he heard the voice. Gaia was every-

where. She was the terra fi rma; her essence ran through everything 

like the lifeblood of all that existed upon the planet. Teal felt a 
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cool, moist hand on his shoulder; even through his robe he could 

feel its chill.

“You have freed me from bonds that have enslaved me for so 

long.”

Teal looked up at the fi gure to his left. She was a shimmering 

transparent phantom of indescribable beauty. Her eyes held Teal’s 

as she squatted down beside him. “You are to inherit a world where 

none shall suffer ever again.”

Teal attempted to force his eyes away from her, but it was to no 

avail. “Then why do I feel such pain now?”

“Your perception is all that holds you to this.” Gaia’s hair lifted 

off her shoulders caught in a gentle zephyr, then splayed out across 

her back as she continued. “Live now with them as part of you, 

for this is what they have become. In your heart you carry their 

memory and this allows them to still be with you.”

“The suffering I saw on the surface world. Unimaginable, but 

happening nonetheless, could that have been avoided?” Teal 

ventured.

“The Ultima Thule made a last attempt to throw the balance of 

power back into their favour, believing that the great change could 

be infl uenced by their possessed human pawns. They instigated a 

world confl ict that saw the destruction of hundreds of cities by 

nuclear devices. These cities were built over meridian points on 

my body. Beneath the surface of these terrestrial locations were 

great labyrinths where the Ultima Thule conducted horrifi c rituals, 

including human sacrifi ce, to hold the tethers that fastened over 
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me in place. The detonation of these nuclear devices over the teth-

ers has in the past secured them when they have had the potential 

to come loose.” Gaia lifted her hand and stroked Teal’s face with 

the back of her fi ngers. The sensation was like a fi ne mist caressing 

his cheek. “However, you became a channel for me and for ALL 

THAT IS and made huge steps in healing the schism.”

“There is more healing to be done?” Teal asked inquisitively.

Gaia nodded. “You have not fi nished yet, my child. But you will 

not be alone in your work.” Gaia smiled taking a step back. “Come 

rest now.” Teal got to his feet and followed her back towards the 

woods. “You are weary. When you awaken she will be with you 

again.”

Teal wandered into the forest as Gaia dispersed into the air at 

the edge of the glade. He turned to thank her for her kindness, 

guidance and protection, and ask who it was that was to be with 

him again, but the manifestation of the planetary consciousness was 

gone and in his heart he already knew who he would fi nd next to 

him when he awoke.
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ACOLYTE

Assistance is what

We have asked of you

Assurance that we are

Safe as the world changed.

Now the age of a new dawn

Rides in on the reigns

Of a global birthing

Where love holds the stage.

Parts of the wall began to fall out onto the grotto fl oor, shattering 

with the movement of the continent and allowing an astonished 

Kobe to get a further look at the creatures who had summoned him.

They stood a foot higher than the tallest human, their muscular 

naked bodies a verdant green; their hair was braided behind their 

backs. Two of the creatures were bearded with close- cropped 

black hair, and all of their glacial- blue eyes were open.

The movement of the continent suddenly stopped and the 

immediate silence was replaced by another stunning spectacle. 
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The cavern was instantly fl ooded with light making Kobe turn 

away till his eyes could deal with its intensity. With the light came 

heat, enough to warrant further investigation. Kobe looked for 

a moment at the wall where the icemen were still trapped, then 

made his way through the debris out towards the partial opening 

he had come through.

He turned off his headlamp and scurried out into the blazing 

sunshine. The continent had moved quite some distance indeed 

– from where he stood he could make out the hazy outline of south-

ern Africa. The ice that had been everywhere had miraculously 

vaporised, leaving only pockets hidden in crevices where no sun 

could reach.

Kobe began taking off his Antarctic clothing, layer after layer 

as the heat of the sun warmed him. Just ahead of where he stood 

a small rocky pool had formed, its water steaming hot. He walked 

over to touch it. The water was certainly hot, but bearably so; he 

decided it would make an excellent bath.

As he lowered himself inch by inch into the pool, the heat of the 

sunlight began to melt the wall in the interior of the cave where the 

four Nommo were. The drips quickly became a trickle that further 

aided the cracking ice to expand and loosen.

“Unbelievable,” he whispered as he sunk down until the water 

was up to his neck.

What was more unbelievable was the fact that 50 years had 

passed since he had crawled into the grotto.
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VISAGE

Concealed in these

Moments are the records

Of all that shall

Now come to pass.

As my path is laid

Before me I can

Comprehend what it

Means to be the last.

Raephaesia stood a few feet from the steps leading up to the 

rotunda so she could stare at the giant paw prints left like fossilised 

tracks leading into the edifi ce. Unlike the vegetation, which was 

radiating hues of white and gold, they were cold and dull and 

lifeless.

It took her an age to make her way up the steps and into the 

inner chamber, focusing her attention on the panels, rather than 

the prints at her feet. She lifted her head when the air blasted off 

the walls as it had done on her previous visit, and waited for the 
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speck of light on each of the sections to spread out and form a 

scene.

She didn’t have to wait long; her skin crept with goosefl esh, 

causing her inky tendrils to recede as the same vista appeared on 

the curved slabs. In front of her emerged a craggy peak looking 

over a lake surrounded by forest. Surrounding the lake were other 

mountain peaks also covered in forest. Soaring high above, fl ying 

reptiles made their way towards the rising sun. Along the fl anks 

of the craggy peak Raephaesia saw herself climbing skyward and 

immediately she felt herself immerse into the scene unfolding 

as though she was there. Her heart thudded against her ribs as 

she peered over her shoulder towards the forest below, but she 

pushed onward till she was standing at the lower end of the peak, 

her hair lifting off her head as the air rushed up towards her from 

the canopy below.

She closed her eyes and put her hand over her heart, feeling 

its coursing rhythm, inhaling and exhaling to unify her breathing 

and the fi st- sized muscle in her chest. As soon as they were dancing 

together, she sent an attentive pulse from her body in the form of 

a wave that rippled across the sky. It reached the soaring beasts 

engulfi ng them in their ascension. They made loud shrieks, but only 

one veered away and began to circle back towards the Targian.

In the inner chamber of the rotunda, Raephaesia closed her 

eyes as the sensation of the merging of minds swelled in her. 

Once her instruction reached the winged reptile, she lent into the 

winds racing over her body and fell forwards into a free fall. The 
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scale of the breeze fl owing from the panels matched the scene 

Raephaesia was witnessing for a moment as the huge blue- skinned 

pterodactyl- like creature swooped beneath her and allowed her 

to land astride its back. In two fl aps of its enormous wings it was 

heading south- west.

The wind sucked back in on itself almost instantaneously as the 

scene vanished back into a speck of light on the wall. Raephaesia 

lurched forward onto her knees. Her hair crept around behind her 

nape and instinctively fastened itself into a braid in preparation for 

the next interactive scene unfolding. The pterodactyl had landed, 

and Raephaesia saw herself disembark from its back. The blue- 

skinned reptile gave a shrill squawk and the Targian ran her hand 

over its crest as she walked up the hillside towards the same cave 

she had dreamt about in the temple next to the rotunda.

“This is the Lumania. The continent known once as Antarctica, 

it has moved some distance north- west. The emissaries of the new 

era and their guardian are here. You must take the emissaries to 

the ocean, and the guardian back with you to the place where the 

singing whales converge.”

With Gaia’s message, Raephaesia lost all sense of being in the 

rotunda. She felt the rocks beneath her feet, the sun beating down 

on her skin and heard the beating hearts of fi ve organisms within 

the confi nes of the grotto ahead. One of the hearts was literally 

thudding against his ribcage, adrenaline coursing through his veins.

“His name is Kobe. He is the guardian.”

Raephaesia stopped at the entrance to the cave as the landscape 
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fell in upon itself and formed anew a moment later. She had 

“landed” on a wooded headland and she and the guardian had 

disembarked and were moving towards the ocean with a myriad of 

beings who were approaching a single fi gure that stood out look-

ing over the oceans. In the water hundreds of humpback whales 

breached and frolicked as the sky darkened and the wind began 

to pick up. Raephaesia could smell the salt off the ocean, and feel 

huge anticipation in the resonance of the beings around her.

“You have all you need to know, and I will guide you the rest 

of the way, child.”

The wall went blank at Gaia’s words, leaving a dazed Raephaesia 

reeling.

“You must now go to the island of Nonconsia. Only together can 

this course of action be completed.”

Raephaesia strode over to the edge of the rotunda, using one 

of the entry pillars for support.

“Come down to the water’s edge.”

The Targian gingerly took a step down, and then another and 

another, till she felt stable enough to make the trip through the 

ruins. She wound her way through and over the desolate echoes of 

the bygone civilisation and was down at the crumbling port shortly 

after. Beneath the water lay the decaying hulks of ships that once 

would have ferried the beings that lived in this city all around 

the inner world. Their ghostly shapes looked more like rocks than 

surface- traveling sea craft.

The calmness of the water was short lived. Away from the 
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wreckage a current began to form, its slow cylindrical spin quickly 

forming into a whirlpool.

“Swim towards this current.”

Raephaesia needed no assurance whose voice it was beckoning 

to her. She dove into the water, her eyes immediately picking up 

the brilliant fl ashes of light coming out of the submerged current’s 

spin. When she came to the surface she was already in its pull. A 

second later she was on the lip of the vortex.

“I will take you to Nonconsia. Relax.”

Raephaesia went limp in the water, as the speed of the twisting 

eddy grew stronger. She closed her eyes and an instant later she 

was surrounded by fl ickering sparks of luminosity as the undercur-

rent pulled her beneath the water.
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COMPREHEND

The new beginning

Its formulations

Adjurations for a

Love to reign now.

In order to do so

I must come to terms

With remembering

Life continues on.

Teal moved further into the forest searching for a place to rest. 

The undergrowth was comprised of shrubs and bushes that could 

grow without much light. Spindly and slight, they would not offer 

much comfort to him, so he began to assess the lower branches of 

the trees above.

Just ahead a bough was thick enough and accessible enough for 

him to climb onto. He scampered up the tree. Once on the branch 

he pulled the hood of his robe over his head and lay down on his 

back along the limb. It was a good fi t between his body and the 
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curve of the branch, and with this assurance he slipped off into 

slumber very quickly.

The void swallowed his awareness, and in the pitch the memo-

ries of what had transpired held their sway over his dreams only 

for the briefest of moments. Teal opened his dreaming eyes and 

found himself fl oating in space high above the Earth. The sun was 

alive with arcing ripples of solar wind that sped across the galaxy 

bombarding the moon, which slowly began to dissolve with the 

lambasting blasts hurled upon it and was gone an instant later. Teal 

felt a tug on his robe and turned to fi nd Noroshni Fulmox next to 

him, a smile on his face that seemed impossibly large given the 

size of his mouth. The Nordic turned to look behind him, allowing 

another fi gure to come forward. Her auburn hair and green eyes 

were dazzling against her white robes.

“Hello Father,” she said smiling.

“Volnox?” Teal asked softly.

The girl looked at the Nordic then at Teal before replying. “Yes. 

It is I.” She came a step closer to Teal so that she was in front of him. 

“We have come to say thank you before we venture on.”

“Will you not stay with me?” Teal said hurriedly.

“We are all one, Father, so we can never be separated from each 

other.” Volnox turned to Noroshni Fulmox who in turn looked over 

towards a gigantic black swirling vortex amongst billions of stars. 

“But Noroshni and I are embarking on new experiences. You see 

that there?” She pointed to the black hole.

“Yes.”
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“That is a portal for the creative force that made all the uni-

verses. It is creating this new epoch by altering the vibrational 

frequencies that are present in this solar system and by doing this 

is healing the schism.” She reached out and put her hand in Teal’s. 

“You will continue to assist in that healing here.” She pointed down 

at the planet below. “On Earth.”

“Where will you go?” Teal asked tenderly, feeling her soft skin 

against his palm.

“There.” She pointed towards the black hole. “From there, we do 

not know.” She smiled at Noroshni Fulmox and then moved closer 

to Teal and whispered in his ear. “I love you, Father.” She kissed him 

on his cheek and then let go of his hand and joining hands instead 

with the waiting pearly skinned giant.

“I knew you could do it,” said the Nordic.

Teal heard the Nordic’s familiar voice in his head, then the giant 

and Volnox turned and a moment later vanished.
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YIELD

To the twisting

Of day into night

Understand all questions

Will have answers.

Be aware of where you are

Wait for a sign

That shows you

What comes next.

Kobe set up the tent next to the pool. The night had returned and 

with the soak in the hot water he felt drained. He had checked 

on the four creatures imprisoned behind the wall; the ice was 

continuing to melt slowly, and they were in no present danger that 

he was aware of.

As he made his way into the tent he noticed that the sky looked 

different. There were constellations present that had not been 

there when he had entered the cavern. He marvelled at the 

beauty of the night sky, savouring the enormity of it, and then 
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clambered into the tent. As he lay down his mind began to unfurl 

with questions.

Whose voice had he heard in the cavern?

Why had he been summoned to come here?

What were these creatures?

The pace of his thoughts continued to revolve only for a few 

more seconds before he slipped into unconsciousness.
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DREAM

Of a world made whole

By the forces of unity

Whose power is foretold

To resume a golden age.

We shall walk together

In this world made anew

First we must come together

In order to make it true.

The current reversed, pushing Raephaesia towards the air. She 

popped up out of the water taking a breath as she surfaced, her 

eyes taking in a forest where sparkling hues of violet and pink 

sprinkled like fi ne rain onto the white sands below. The water 

around her ceased its movement and the Targian princess swam 

towards the shore.

“Volnox? Noroshni?” Teal woke to a breeze moving through 

the canopy above. Light fi ltered down onto his face, its warmth 

as soothing as it was blinding. He sat up, swinging his legs over the 
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branch, his hands on either side of him.

“Goodbye,” he whispered. His dream was over, but he knew his 

intention would be felt across the realms of creation. He pushed 

himself off the branch and landed amongst the undergrowth and 

immediately felt the sensation of a presence nearby. It was non- 

threatening, that he ascertained immediately and his heart fi lled 

with love.

“She is here.” Gaia’s voice moved through the lower canopy 

along the winds. “Go to the beach.”

Raephaesia squeezed her hair to rinse out the last of the droplets 

of water and stood looking left and right along the beach. To her 

left was a headland; at its furthermost edge was a gateway. To her 

right the beach went on for as far as she could see. She was about to 

head in that direction when her heart began to permeate warmth 

in her chest, drawing her around to the left. Her head suddenly 

was fi lled with the image of the black- robed being walking towards 

her, his blue feet at the water’s lapping edge.

“Teal,” she whispered, “I am here.”

Teal had reached the edge of the forest when he heard 

Raephaesia’s voice in his heart. The sensation took his breath away. 

When he inhaled again his entire body rushed with small electrical 

pulses. A smile came over his face as he leapt down onto the sand 

to see the Targian princess walking towards him.

When they were a pace from one another they paused, each 

taking in the sight of the other. Teal reached towards Raephaesia 

who mirrored his action till they were arm in arm. Slowly they drew 
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each other closer till they embraced tenderly.

“To see you makes my heart sing,” Teal said gently in her ear.

Raephaesia’s tendrils crept along Teal’s robe till they found skin 

and ever so gently they sunk into his fl esh. “I have never stopped 

loving you and to see you brings the greatest of joys to me,” she 

replied. Teal nestled his head over Raephaesia’s clavicle as he heard 

her speak.

In their embrace their molecular structure unified so they 

became a single entity for a split second. Their hearts beat in 

unison, their blood fl owed as though it was coursing through one 

organism and their minds melded.

A pink aura, the colour of universal love, surrounded them, its 

strength multiplied by Gaia who rose up to join the embrace. In 

this intense union the planetary consciousness shifted the lovers’ 

molecules across the vast reaches of her being, and from the inner 

worlds to the outer worlds in a blinding explosion.

When Teal and Raephaesia pulled away from each other, the 

smoky sun had been replaced by the blazing sun of the outer world. 

The white sand beach was now yellow, and the blue- trunk broad-

leaf forest had vanished. In its place were sporadic palms amongst 

overgrown subtropical jungle.





Anomaly
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ANOMALY

There are few that could ever prevail

In the depths of a passage that entails

The pieces of the puzzle which keep

Love, devotion and patience

The attributes we keep, in our heralded hearts . . . 

Sirius star system, some millions of light years ago.

A single star many times larger than our sun dwarfed a planet of 

hues of green and amber. The sun was expanding relentlessly in 

the throws of its demise. The tiny planet was being drawn into 

the ever- expanding gravitational fi eld of the collapsing star, the 

irresistible tendency becoming so heavy that its crust buckled and 

heaved. From space, the tsunamis on its surface seemed like azure 

ripples that swallowed continents effortlessly. On the dark side 

of the planet fi ery explosions illuminated the darkness, like some 

enormous planetary pyrotechnics display as the immense pressure 

on the planet compounded crags, hurtling them into space.

Small spacecraft matched the projectiles punctuating the atmos-

phere, their neat deviations the only plausible way to distinguish 
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their sentience from the indiscriminately hurled bodies of what 

once had been pieces of the dying planet. The speed of the death 

of the nearby sun had been uncompromisingly quick, leaving no 

time for a planned evacuation.

In the confi nes of each ship was the entire history of the planet. 

From the biological and genetic make- up of every species that 

had once existed there, to the history of the civilizations that had 

reigned and perished. A myriad of dreams caught in the whisper of 

ages come and gone. No sooner had the spaceships split up, having 

made their distinct choices of galaxies to colonize, when the plan-

et’s protuberance imploded on itself. The force of the detonation 

created a shock wave that decimated most of the small spacecraft.

In the silence of space millions of voices cried out at once, a 

prayer for their memories to endure. Expediently, their cries trav-

elled across the void of space and woke a group of their kin who 

had been sleeping in an ark circling the planet Saturn.

A wave of empathy passed over the beings who had not fallen 

prey to the finality of the planet’s plight. The remaining ships 

glowed in the stellar twilight, their external defl ector shields almost 

collapsing under the strain of being bombarded with the force of 

the heat.

One of the ships set course for a planet where many of their 

devastated kin had at one time been during their seemingly eternal 

lifespans. Its preordained arrival was set for a time and date when 

Earth would be ready to receive its powerful message.
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REVEAL

To me in a dream

The answers to questions

That tread in the waters

Of my dizzying mind.

Take me to the place

Where an epoch

Surrendered to a darkening

Of the fl ame of truth.

Kobe’s mind slipped into a vast deep pool of darkness as he lay 

down, yielding to the pull of gravity on his muscles and bones, sin-

ews and organs. The sensation of falling was slow and deliberate so 

as not to wake him in fright, a guiding force lowering him through 

the layers of conscious deliberations that had occupied his head 

when he had crawled into the tent.

The pitch fl uttered, a torchlight fl ickering below as he gently 

came to rest on dewy grass under a night sky. His eyes adjusted to 

the scene around him. Edifi ces made of white stone set at right 
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angles to each other were illuminated by a sparse array of fl aming 

torches positioned near the entrance to each structure. Procession 

ways fl anked by huge statues of jackal- headed giant men clad 

in short tunics, adorned with bracelets and, clutched in those 

hands closest to the temple doorways, an ankh sceptre. The fl ames 

danced over the colossal fi gures creating the illusion that the forms 

were surveilling the area in front of them.

Kobe looked down at his body. His clothing had been replaced 

with intricately woven black cloth that looked like spiders’ webs 

that clung to his muscular frame. Around his waist was a belt, 

pouches strung along its length at the front and the back. The 

cloth moved as though it were alive, constricting around his chest 

and calves and almost causing him to shriek in fright, but before 

he could a ghostly hand clamped over his mouth.

He shot a glance to his right. What he thought at fi rst was a 

transparent phantom moved into sight. As she moved in front of 

him he could see she was a conglomeration of vales and valleys, 

mountains and rivers, ocean and lakes, forests and jungles, deserts 

and oases, each topographical and geographical feature accom-

panied by lifeforms, some made extinct in the twentieth century, 

that moved across her skin. Her irises were revolving spheres as 

seen from space. She raised a fi nger to her lips, a wave rising up 

her wrist and breaking out on the end of her fi nger as she indicated 

for Kobe to be silent.

“Let go and observe, child,” she whispered.

“Gaia?” Kobe murmured as the spectral beauty lifted her hand 
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from his mouth, caressing his cheek.

She broke into a smile, her long seaweed hair caught in an 

invisible current and lifted off her shoulders as a herd of aurochs 

bounded over her clavicle and up her neck to merge into a misty 

jungle. “Yes.” She turned towards the edifi ces and pointed to a 

statue beyond the structure, its bulk barely visible. “Remember, 

observe.” With her words she turned back to Kobe and dissolved 

into the night air.

With her disappearance Kobe was on the move. The sensation 

of moving, his conscious mind watching, listening to the formula-

tion of actions, the directing of body parts as neurons fi red in the 

brain suddenly made Kobe aware that he was dreaming, and that 

the body he was occupying was not his own.

The questions he had asked in the tent as he lay down to sleep 

were now being answered. Gaia had met Kobe in the realm of 

dreams and brought him here, infusing his dreaming body with 

that of another, allowing him to be a passenger inside another man’s 

body in order for him to discover a truth.

The cloth around the body of the man tightened around his 

feet as he moved stealthily over the grass, and Kobe realised that 

the material was a symbiont, adhering to the muscles of the man, 

following his instructions. The need for silence as the man moved 

over the ground was paramount as Kobe heard a garbled warble 

resound in the man’s head which prompted him to stop in his tracks 

and spin his head in the direction of the shadowy building behind 

the structures ahead.
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In a single bound he leapt vertically from the wall where he 

stood some metres upward, landing on top of the building. He 

crept to the edge, peering over the head of the jackal statue as 

two crocodile- headed men wandered out of the temple, javelins 

propped in their right hands as they scoured the area where the 

man had previously been.

As soon as their backs were turned, the man crossed the vast 

distance between structures and bounded along its rooftop before 

jumping off the other side into the darkness beneath. Landing 

silently, he swiftly ran around the base of the mammoth edifi ce he 

had seen from beside the two buildings, sprinting along its length. 

Kobe could feel the blood coursing through the man’s body and 

hear the faintest gurgle chiming in the man’s skull as he ran.

He was at the end of the structure a heartbeat later. His eyes 

searched the area for imminent danger. With the guards nowhere 

in sight and only the heavenly bodies shining Kobe followed the 

contours of the sculpted block. It was a paw. He looked up, his eyes 

taking in the fl owing lines of a mane and the face of a gigantic lion.

Another garbled warble drew his attention away from the lion 

and he was away again, ducking along the forest’s edge, hidden 

against its thick mass till they arrived in a clearing. Four torches 

shone a dim light over an arching luminous net covering a pit 

where four creatures lay half submerged beneath onyx liquid. At 

the net’s edge two crocodile men prodded at the creatures with 

their javelins. Crackling lightning shot out from the tips of the 

spears, showering the night air with light and revealing the faces 
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and forms of the molested creatures in the pit, and the gleeful 

sniggers of the tormenting guards.

Kobe felt the man’s hand reach around into one of the pouches 

on his back, slowly dipping inside to grasp a handful of small peb-

bles. Lifting his hand forward he tossed the stones into the air 

ahead and then moved back into the thick mass of the forest. The 

sound of the stones landing brought the crackling to a halt. Next 

came footsteps and then astonished and puzzled growls, followed 

by the thud of two guards falling over.

The spider’s web mesh crept up over the man’s face. He drew 

in a breath, testing its ability to fi lter the air and on his exhalation 

he darted out of the gloom and towards the unconscious guards. 

A wafting mist shrouded the two guards that the man dispersed as 

he moved around them. The handful of stones he had thrown had 

served their purpose, evaporating just as the crocodile men who 

had come to investigate the noise had.

He pulled all weaponry off their bodies, and tossed these into 

the forest, then moved to the edge of the net. He stood still, looking 

at the darkened shapes lying in the liquid. Through the mask he 

could smell the pungent stench of faeces coming out of the hole. A 

trembling hand rose from the water, passing out of one of the holes 

in the net, which the man immediately clutched, his grip gentle 

and reassuring for a moment, then he let go and moved around the 

pond, the mesh over his face withering away into the cloth around 

his neck as he did. Into his pouch he dug again, this time bringing 

out what looked like dried worms under the starlight. He put them 
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onto the net, a popping noise crackling as they made contact. The 

worms elongated, quickly coming to life. They moved across the 

length of the netting at incredible speed, devouring the electrical 

fi eld in moments, then fell to the ground, shrivelled and still. The 

man raced around the pit, scooping them up and placing them 

into his pouch, addressing the weakened creatures in the pit below 

next. He moved into the water, gently scooping up the fi rst of the 

forms. Kobe recognised its shape: it was one of the green- skinned 

beings trapped behind the ice in the cave.
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NOCTURNE

Imagine if you will

Your brushes and canvas

Dwell in your mind

Each prepped to create.

So one closes their eyes

Formulates a vision

In a world once known

But now totally foreign.

Teal had scoured the landscape. Venturing back into the rainforest, 

treading along the coast for hours, returning as the dusk swept over 

from the east. He found Raephaesia nurturing a fi re, dancing yel-

low and orange limbs refl ected in her eyes as she knelt down next 

to the fl ames. Behind her she had built a structure of bound logs 

not unlike a tepee, with an open face towards the growing blaze.

“Did you fi nd anything?” she asked, reaching over for Teal’s 

hand.

Teal placed his fi ngers along her open palm, sliding them down 
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her wrists and then back to her palm again as her inky tendrils 

pierced his fl esh making him wince ever so slightly; the sensation 

wasn’t painful, however, it was still foreign to him. “I have no idea 

where we are,” he said softly, moving to her side.

“We are on the coast of what was once Australia,” Raephaesia 

whispered, kissing his hand.

“How is it that you know this?” Teal asked bemusedly.

Raephaesia nestled her face against the back of the Aternatian’s 

hand, her skin fl ushing warmly at the contact with his. “The living 

library speaks to me from a place deep within.” Teal knelt down 

beside her looking at the tendrils creeping up his arm and under 

his robes. “As my feet touch the sand I know where I am, if I pick up 

a branch I know what kind of plant it is, how the seed germinated, 

what it looked like as a seedling and what it will look like when 

it reaches maturity.” She kissed the knuckle of Teal’s index fi nger, 

continuing on. “If I see a print in the ground, or pick up a odour 

that passes across my nose I know what creature made it. Its habitat, 

its habits and what it looks like.”

“Remarkable,” Teal said breaking from her hold of him and lying 

down on his side behind her.

Raephaesia turned her head, peering into his eyes, her inky 

tendrils slinking back into her skin between her knuckles. “Why 

do you think we are at this place –?” Her question was interrupted 

by a hoarse cry; its distance from where they were considerable, 

but its heaviness and power hit them like it had come from a beast 

directly behind them.
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Teal fell forward groaning as another wail erupted from the 

darkness behind them. Raephaesia moved to his side, propping 

him up in her lap. “Teal.” His face was drawn, his purple skin, almost 

indigo in the fi relight, looked pallid. He winced, coughing as he 

held his abdomen. “Teal!” The Targian swept her hand over his 

forehead, brushing the hair off his face as another yowl, this one 

the heaviest yet made Teal scream in pain.

He moved onto his knees clutching his stomach, breathing short 

quick breaths. He slid a trembling arm out putting it on Raephaesia’s 

leg, and then went limp falling over onto his back.

“TEAL!” Raephaesia screamed putting her hand on his neck to 

check his pulse. A deep thrust shot up from under her fi ngers and 

coursed its way towards his brain. Teal’s face lost its rigidity and 

softened. From the darkening jungle came another howl, this time 

it was close, very close.

Raephaesia looked at Teal’s unconscious frame, her hand mov-

ing onto his chest to feel the rise and fall of his diaphragm. He was 

alive, and in no observable pain. Ever so slowly she got to her feet 

looking over the back of the structure at the still mass of the black 

jungle. Occasionally the fl ickering fl ames illuminated the foliage 

making her dart her eyes in the direction of their lighting, but they 

revealed nothing.

Another cry came out of the gloom, so close now that 

Raephaesia’s heart leapt against her chest as she felt its intensity. 

She turned, achingly slowly, towards the fi re, hoisted a branch 

out of the embers and lifted it over her head, moving around the 
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shelter towards the jungle. No more cries followed her movements, 

but the air had become frigidly cold. The warm dusk had vanished, 

the only source of heat was behind her and now seemed a great 

distance from her rather than the few feet it really was. She con-

tinued to look along the stretch of jungle, waiting for the creature 

to make its presence known.

Nothing moved, and her senses failed her. She had heard its 

calls, now felt its presence, but whatever it was, she, the custodian 

of the living library, had no idea what it could be.
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RESURRECT

Us from a fate

Drawn to us by

An evil lying within

Our own kin.

Healing waters fl ow

Giving us strength

To make a journey

So we can hide away.

With the last of the creatures immersed in a canal a stone’s throw 

from the pond, Kobe watched them slowly come back to life. 

Their limp frames began slowly to gather movement as the water 

rejuvenated them. The sensation of relief fi lled Kobe’s awareness as 

they began to move towards the main river ahead. The man looked 

up into the night sky, catching a glimpse of the constellation eas-

ily recognisable on the horizon, Leo. He then looked back at the 

lion statue facing the night sky and slipped down into the water, 

following the current and the beings. As he did so the spider’s 
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web material knotted over his face, allowing him to submerge and 

breathe under the water.

In the tent Kobe’s body turned on its side, then rolled over displac-

ing the dreamscape. When he laid still it reformatted itself again.

He was moving still under the water, the obscurity was fading 

quickly, fi nding himself in a shoal where waves broke, sending a 

spume of bubbles ahead of him and his companions whose single 

fl uke had shape shifted into legs as they pushed themselves upright 

in the surf. What Kobe saw changed instantly as the man did the 

same, the web meshing unclothing from his face. The four mer-

men were at his side a moment later assisting him out of the ocean. 

His legs were weak, his body ached and every muscle felt like it 

was on fi re. The four creatures made indecipherable whistles and 

snorts amongst themselves as they helped him ashore. Waves broke 

around the man’s feet as Kobe heard him reply to the mermen in 

the same tonal language. The sheer exhaustion the man felt, Kobe 

felt with every heaving breath. His diaphragm lifted to his shoul-

ders and then dropped into his lower abdomen. Accompanying the 

sound of his breathing was the clattering of pebbles being moved 

on the tide. The man fi nally got to his feet and Kobe instantly knew 

where he was as he took in the landscape around him.

A wide sweeping bay heavily forested down to the rocky shore-

line. He began to follow the four creatures towards a narrow chasm 

where a river fl owed down towards the bay. Above, ranges of 
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mountains rose up from the bay towards a plateau high above. It 

was Antarctica, free of ice.

Kobe moved again, his toiling shifting the landscape once again. 

Now he was moving towards a great sprawling metropolis cover-

ing almost all the polar plateau. The mermen were walking along 

a path dwarfed by enormous ziggurats covered in hieroglyphs 

that followed their footsteps along the path. Various non- human 

entities moved at their sides, their movements hasty, animated and 

concerned. A tumultuous groan made them stop in their tracks, 

then the earth beneath their feet moved to and fro at gathering 

pace. Buildings swayed and toppled, horrendous screams of peril 

fi lled the air as humans and non- humans darted here and there. 

The sky was suddenly glooming with layers of dust, blotting out the 

sun. Kobe felt the sensation of being yanked by a tentacle wrapped 

around his upper arm and then became aware of falling forward 

and then an almighty explosion.

The city was gone; he was inside a vessel, the four mermen 

strapped into chairs beside him, all either unconscious or dead. 

Above him a fi re blazed across an instrument panel. The front 

window of the ship was cracked, dust pushing through the slit, 

invading the cockpit. The cockpit too dissolved, just as quickly as 

the city had. Kobe felt the weight of one of the mermen on the 

man’s shoulders, and a shallow and painful breathing as a rib forced 

its way deeper into the man’s lungs.

He staggered up towards a grotto, a trail of deep crimson guid-

ing his footsteps. He lent against the edge of the cave, careful not 
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to crush the limp being on his shoulder, and then forced himself 

upright and into the gloomy interior. Shuffl ing on, he was inside 

moments later, lifting the creature up against a wall along with the 

three others he had brought in previously.

Kobe had crossed the line of the mere observation Gaia had 

asked of him on more than one occasion since he had started 

dreaming and now he wished he hadn’t. His dreaming mind had syn-

thesised with that of the man in the cave and Kobe could feel the 

man bleeding to death, the punctured lung and the ever- shortening 

breaths. The hope that the four creatures would survive was the 

last thought he entertained as the world literally went upside down. 

The man was tossed against the wall of the cave and then bounced 

off it, the rib penetrating his heart and killing him instantly.

In the moments that followed, Kobe fulfi lled Gaia’s request 

wholeheartedly. He watched the four creatures slide along the wall 

as the fi ssure spun and laid them fl at against the rough face of the 

cavern. A chilly wind swept through the chasm followed by an icy 

blast that froze everything under a thick layer of permafrost, then 

ice. Freezing them standing up against the wall.

When all the movement and the icy tsunami had stopped, 

Kobe noticed that he was standing in front of the wall where the 

creatures were suspended behind. The man’s body had vanished.

“Go further in.” Gaia’s voice was unmistakable.

Kobe’s attention pushed further into the depths of the cave and 

there it saw the slumped frozen body of the man who had rescued 

the mermen.
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SLIPPING

Into a deep sleep

Arrest my attention

Ease me out of my

Trepidation and unrest.

When I awaken all will

Be as it should be

My path will continue

Onward and my lover’s too.

Raephaesia continued to stare into the jungle for an age. Eventually 

the coolness drove her back to the dying fi re. She dropped dried 

kindling onto it, bringing it back from the brink of extinguishment 

and then added some logs, watching as she nestled close to the 

fl ames.

Teal was sound asleep, and warm to the touch. Whatever had 

ailed him when he was conscious was causing him no grief as he 

slept. The fact that he was warm even though the humidity had 

been sucked out of the night air was even more odd. Raephaesia 
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put her hand on his shoulder then leaned forward kissing his head, 

her ears listening intently for any signs of movement coming from 

the jungle behind the shelter.

The crackling split of the wood on the fi re drew her attention 

away from the Aternatian, as she lent back on her heels and closer 

to its heat. Whatever it was that had made the wailing noises was 

watching her. Her hair coiled into a plait on her back and then 

slunk over her shoulder like a prehensile tail, unravelling in the 

heat. From beneath her brow her eyes scanned the area where the 

sand met the jungle till she began to fatigue.

Her eyes were heavy, the warmth of the fi re sapping her alert-

ness. She caught herself dozing a handful of times and eventually 

made a concerted effort to remain awake by taking fi ve torches 

from the fi re and creating a perimeter that no animal could break 

without being scorched and then slowly snuggled up to the warm 

torso of the Aternatian.

She had stoked the fi re so that it would burn till sunrise. Huge 

logs were stacked in a quadrant that would shower her with heat 

as she slept and offer some protection. Though she wasn’t sure, the 

fi re she believed had kept the creature away until now, and she 

felt assured that its dancing light would continue to do so even 

while she slept.

Her hair crept over Teal’s skull knotting around his head. She 

lifted his limp arm and pulled it over her breast and against her 

heart allowing her tendrils to sink into his skin. As she drifted off 

to sleep she heard him whisper a name on an exhalation: “Alinga.”
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AWAKE

Ascertain your place

In a world in constant motion

Entwined are the past

The present and future.

You have been here before

Now recognise your place

See yourself as you were

Then understand your fate.

Kobe was wide awake in his own body an instant after seeing the 

body in the cave. It was still dark in the confi nes of the tent and he 

reached for his fl ashlight. Upon discovering it he sat up and slid 

out of his sleeping bag turning it on, its beam catching fi laments of 

dust falling in the cool air.

He paused, caught between the waking world and the world of 

dreams, his mind blank as he listened to the void of silence outside 

the tent. His mind passed through the walls of the tent and out 

over the rocky outcrops, past the hot water pool and there it took 
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in the ruins of a once great civilisation, its ruins he imagined now 

covered with lichens, burgeoning plant life and investigative fauna.

What would he fi nd if he went there now? Skeletons exposed 

after a great thaw? Mummifi ed corpses?

A heartbeat later his mind recoiled in horror at remembering 

the devastation that he had seen around him during his dream, 

its impact so colossal even in that short window of dream time, 

it seemed as though it had been drawn out to last for hours. The 

stench of fear was so vilely thick in the air that it still lingered in 

his nostrils like soot.

“The cave,” he whispered to himself, snapping out of his fugue 

state. He unzipped the front of the tent and moved out under the 

overwhelming night sky. The sight of so many stars, their light so 

bright it fl ooded the landscape with a dim twilight, held him to 

the spot in bewilderment till he drew his line of vision towards the 

grotto mouth.

His trepidation made the journey a slow and deliberately long 

one. When he arrived at the cave entrance he shone the beam 

ahead, at the wall where the four mermen enclosed behind the 

ever- thinning sheet of ice. The wall was crying a permanent rivulet 

of bluish water, which made its way down to Kobe’s right and on 

towards the pool below.

Kobe took a tentative step into the cold fi ssure, his breath turn-

ing to vapour in front of him. Passing the four mermen he rounded 

the fi rst bend, the fl ashlight beam illuminating the very terrain he 

had seen in his dream. As he got to the second bend he turned to 
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shine the beam back where he had come from.

“One more step,” he murmured to himself as he turned back. 

It took him an age to make the motion to walk ahead, but he did 

so with deliberate purpose, allowing the beam to shine down to 

the end of the cavern. The hair on the back of his nape rose as he 

saw the mummifi ed remains of a man, his neck hunched over his 

chest, two ribs poking through a mesh- like material that covered 

his entire body, and dark pool of frozen blood as thick as treacle 

splayed around him.

Kobe moved closer, his steps agonisingly slow. With every step 

came a realisation, then another, and another. The man he saw 

before him had two extra ribs on each side of his chest. The two 

ribs that stuck out were in his mid- abdominal region. The material 

that covered his skin comprised a symbiont, and it had been killed 

by the extreme temperatures. While it had given the man the abil-

ity to breathe underwater and survive extremes of climate, it could 

not heal him, as damage caused by the crash of the vessel and the 

civilisation’s destruction had made the grotto a lethal enclosure 

as the world turned upside down. Kobe sunk to his knees a metre 

from the corpse as the fi nal revelation came home to him: the 

consciousness that occupied Kobe’s body now had once occupied 

this man’s body too.
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TRANSPIRE

And see the events

You have shaped

Have created a prison

For some on Earth.

Recognise that your

Race is a mirror refl ection

Of those who you have

Omitted from this world.

Teal stirred, feeling that the ache in his belly was now a dull throb. 

He slowly opened his eyelids to take in the hues of dawn inching 

over the horizon. Gossamer threads of pink and orange peeked 

over the ocean like anchors hooked into the failing night sky. Soon 

the sun would be reeling over the waves and its heat would touch 

Teal’s face.

The rays of the sun were fanning out behind a fi gure sitting 

directly in front of the Alternatian. As Teal adjusted his sight, focus-

ing on the outline ahead of him he realised that it wasn’t the Targian 
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Princess, Raephaesia Julunusia, but a lean, muscular Aboriginal man 

who was mixing up white paint in a small wooden bowl and adorn-

ing his face and body with his dipped fi ngers. Teal sat up quickly, 

looking around for Raephaesia; the man took no notice.

“You were alone when I arrived here,” the man said softly.

Teal looked down at the imprint in the sand next to where he 

had laid. She had lain next to him; her weight had carved out her 

fi gure in the sand. Footprints were scattered all around the shelter, 

but none were left from where she must have been.

“The female you were with,” the man looked up at Teal before 

continuing, “her tracks don’t show any sign of her getting up or 

going anywhere.”

“Then where could she be?” Teal asked hurriedly.

The man’s black eyes burrowed into Teal’s skull for a long 

moment before he replied. “It’s not important, Suearaph. What is 

important is that you follow me.” He got up from where he was sit-

ting and faced the rising sun. He started to sing softly as the giant 

glowing orb lifted out of the ocean.

Teal felt woozy, the sound of the man’s voice mesmerising, mak-

ing the Alternatian feel drunk on the infl ections of his tonal voice. 

The man raised his arms into the air, muscles rippling over his bones 

as he did so. He lifted his feet, stomping the sand, sending spray 

into the smoking embers of the fi re behind him.

The memory of Raephaesia slipped from Teal’s mind, and 

instantly he was transported to barren landscape where a gigantic 

sandstone monolith stood amongst mulga, bloodwood and desert 
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oak trees, witchetty bushes and desert grasses and Spinifex hum-

mocks in the early morning light.

“Uluru,” Teal whispered.

The man increased the tempo of his stomping, his arm darting 

towards the sunrise, his body seemingly swelling with the energy 

of the daystar as it illuminated the new day.

“Alinga.” Teal whispered. “You’re . . . Alinga.”

The sun sped up over the crest of the horizon and the man 

ceased his dancing and singing, slowly dropping his arms to his 

sides, bringing his stomping to a standstill.

“I am indeed Alinga,” he whispered as Teal regained his com-

posure. He continued on, not turning to face the Alternatian as he 

spoke, “Your actions have left me in a predicament that needs to 

be addressed, and you are the only one that can rectify it.”

“I don’t understand.” Teal said belatedly. “I don’t know who you 

are and why you have come here.” He bent over, the dull throb 

once again rising to an ache. “I don’t even know why I know your 

name.” He winced.

Alinga smiled at Teal’s discomfort as he replied. “You will know 

everything by the time we reach Uluru.”
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SURRENDER

To where you fi nd yourself

Remember the visions behest

With the sun’s rise

You will know what comes next.

All will come to pass

The course is set in motion

Climb and look to the peaks above

Then sail onward towards the ocean.

Raephaesia pushed her hand back to touch Teal’s warm robe and 

felt nothing. He must have gotten up, she mused as she reached a 

hand out towards what should have been the dying fi re in front of 

her. Nothing. No trace of the radiance that had been there when 

she had lain down with her lover.

She opened her eyes slowly, but jerked herself upward and 

was on her feet, wide awake a moment later: the sub- tropical 

forest, the shelter, the ocean and Teal were all gone. She turned 

in the cool white sands as her feet, the grains making a squeaking 
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noise beneath her. The Targian was surrounded by dense forest 

and ahead a lake, its still surface, black in the early morning light, 

refl ecting the jagged peaks above that touched the remnants of the 

night sky as they faded into the burgeoning daylight.

She took a step closer to the water looking at the refl ection 

on its surface. Although tiny, a form moved high on the peaks, 

stretching its vast wings, lifting its head, nudging itself with its bill 

and then closing its winged arms to almost conceal itself against 

the dim light.

“Gaia,” she whispered. “You have brought me here.” She turned 

back towards the peaks and made her way towards the forest.
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UNRAVEL

Lives lived and for what purpose

Communicate their marks

On the frieze; a cosmic game

Of which I am a part.

Acknowledging my place

Is my way of understanding

Why I am here now

But what shall come to pass?

By the time Kobe had found the strength to leave the corpse and 

the cavern the sun had made its presence felt and the new day 

had begun. His legs carried him onward, his steps automatic, his 

conscious mind not taking notice of the ridges and crags in the ter-

rain around him, nor of his actions as he switched off the fl ashlight 

and put it into his pocket.

The heat of the morning sun high on the plateau was not yet 

intense, but beads of sweat were already forming beneath his cloth-

ing. He paid no mind to the sensation of warmth being trapped 
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against his body, as memories washed over him like a waterfall.

He passed the hot spring- fed lake and wandered down along 

the contours of the hillside till he was out of the sunlight, dipping 

beneath the shadow of the mountain peaks. Kobe began to climb 

skyward, hand over hand at fi rst till his muscles awakened to the 

stress of the exercise and became fuelled by adrenaline and the 

nagging sensation of knowing that beyond lay the ruins of a monu-

mental forgotten city.

His breath was short when he reached the top of the rocky 

spires, his chest heaving beneath his clothing, but his breathing 

almost stopped as he took in the sight below. As far as he could 

see lay the strewn rubble and partially intact structures bisected 

by the enormous twisted causeways of the metropolis he had seen 

in his dream.
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RECOGNITION

Of your presence

In the life of one

Whose time has now

Come full circle.

Dreams and waking life

No longer have partitions

That signify you are in slumber

Or have just awoken.

“I need to fi nd Raephaesia,” Teal muttered as he moved along the 

jungle fl oor behind Alinga. The pain he was feeling was dissipating 

with every step he took in pursuit of the man.

“What concerns you and me does not concern her,” Alinga said 

as he continued on.

“She must know where I am!” Teal barked.

Alinga stopped, turning around slowly. Teal stopped a few 

metres away from him. The Aborigine stared at Teal for a long 

moment, his eyes burrowing into the Aternatian’s own before he 
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answered. “She is on the island shaped like an arrowhead.” He then 

turned and continued to walk onward.

“How do I get to her?”

Alinga halted; standing motionless, his back to Teal as he waited 

for his companion to catch up. “The dreamtime is returning,” he 

said, not turning, his head cocked so the Pleiadian could see his 

profi le. “What she does now is instrumental in the formation of 

this.” He lifted his feet, making a 180- degree turn with them to face 

the hunched over Teal. “As is what you and I will do.” He put his 

hand on Teal’s shoulder. The pain intensifi ed with his touch making 

Teal dart back. “This,” Alinga pointed to Teal’s discomfort, “will stop 

soon. But you must trust me, Suearaph.”

“Did you know me when I lived in Atlantis?” Teal asked, looking 

up at Alinga as he crouched down.

Alinga smiled, chuckling to himself. “You think that name is 

from Atlantis?” he mocked. “There is much you will learn when 

we arrive at our destination,” Alinga said as he turned on his heel 

and wandered off again through the jungle, Teal begrudgingly 

following behind.
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VENTURE

And bring visions

Into solidity of form

You are guided with

Every moment as it dawns.

Express your abilities

In doing so you create

Art in life and reveal

Your trusted path.

Raephaesia felt Teal’s uncertainty as she climbed through the tree 

line. The terrain was rocky here. She stopped, closing her eyes and 

visualising his face in her mind.

Instantaneously her mind was transported back to the place 

where she had left him. Her awareness combed the campsite, and 

she saw two sets of tracks leading towards the jungle. Along the 

path her mind darted, till it was behind Teal a moment later. Passing 

him, her eyes enveloped the sight of an Aboriginal man who looked 

straight ahead and whispered, “No harm will come to him, Targian.”
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Raephaesia was jolted back into her body. She opened her eyes 

hurriedly. The unexpected ability of the man to feel her presence 

and communicate with her had given her a shock. She looked back 

down at the lake, its placid surface now a deep black- blue even 

with the rays of the sun illuminating it. But her thoughts of getting 

back to Teal were interrupted by another voice.

“Your task is of more importance than you can imagine, Princess.”

Raephaesia turned back towards the rock face, listening intently 

to make sure she was not imagining what she had heard.

“A new age will be ushered in, but only if you accomplish what 

is laid out before you.”

“Caronivus?” A silver tear rolled down the Targian’s cheek as 

she excitedly shouted the white wolf ’s name. There was no reply 

forthcoming, just the shrieking cries of the winged pterodactyl 

creatures high above. “Caronivus?” she whispered, searching the 

forest, the crags and nooks of the rocky ground above and about 

her, but saw nothing. She wiped away the tear. Her breath had 

become ragged. But the sound of that all- too- familiar voice and its 

quick disappearance had pointed out her need to focus.

Raephaesia gathered her strength and began climbing again. 

Hoisting herself skyward, her inky tendrils lurching out from 

between her knuckles and knotting themselves around where she 

placed her feet or hands till she was at the base of the peaks.

Several of the winged reptiles took to the air when she came 

within their vicinity, tilting their heads to catch a glimpse of the 

Targian as they rose on the thermals lifting from the forest canopy 
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far below. Raephaesia watched the huge creatures frolicking on 

the winds as she climbed, some moving along the ridges far off to 

the southwest and towards the coast.
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AGES

Pasts have risen

In my mind like geysers

Of recollection and remembrance

To my conscious mind.

As they brush past

My eyes I see an ancient

World come to a fateful

And conclusive end.

Kobe stared at the ruins below till he had cast his eyes over all that 

he could see with his limited eyesight. If he wanted to see more 

he would have to venture down the mountainside and into the 

ruins.

He tentatively took a few steps towards the rubble down in the 

valley, stopping only when he felt the magnetic pull of the grotto 

holding him fast. Closing his eyes, he quelled his inquisitive mind 

in the pitch void behind his eyelids. Not for the fi rst time he felt 

the resounding heartbeat of all four creatures behind the ice wall, 
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their unifi ed thud reverberating against his ribs as it melded with 

his own heart’s beat.

“Another time, perhaps,” he whispered to himself and moved 

back to where he could keep the cave entrance in view. He looked 

over at the melting ice fl ow coming out of the interior, its sluice 

thickening, and then peered skyward towards the warming sun.

Kobe’s stomach rumbled making him place his hand upon it. 

“OK,” he smiled. He made his way to his tent and rummaged 

through his supplies, fi nding dehydrated cereal and a pot. He had 

his cooker and was out of the tent and moving towards the cave 

entrance and its cool shelter a moment later. He bent down and 

allowed some of the running stream to fi ll his pot and placed it 

down as he ignited his cooker and positioned the pot on top of its 

blazing fl ame.

The ruins were out of sight, but his head was full of their unnatu-

ral contortions, crumbled spires and buckled roads as he tore open 

the cereal package and poured its contents into the bubbling 

liquid.
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ROUSE

Spirits who have slept

Since Evil’s intrusion

Into the world of dreams

Who walked amongst men.

Allow them to be freed

From their hiding places

In billabongs and rocks

Trees and desert fl oors.

The lushness of the jungle quickly dispersed and became a 

sprawling of large- leaved plants till even this verdant groundswell 

succumbed to tall grasses, acacia and eucalypts, narrow-  and 

silver- leaved ironbark trees. Alinga’s pace didn’t slow down, but 

Teal’s ache began to wane with every step he took behind the tall 

Aboriginal man.

“Not far to go now, Suearaph,” Alinga shouted over his shoulder.

Teal was about to ask him why he continued to call him that 

name when the cones in the corners of his eyes caught movement 
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in trunks of the trees around them. He stopped, watching as a 

gentle current moved along the shafts of the ironbarks, bulged 

momentarily then morphed into a face and eyes that took him in 

where he stood, blinked then vanished back into the fl ow towards 

the canopy above.

“They are trapped,” Alinga whispered. He was at Teal’s side 

watching the coiling current too. “Dreamtime beings that went into 

hiding when the darkness descended.” There was a hint of remorse 

in his voice, as though he felt personally responsible for this event.

“The arrival of the Ultima Thule?” Teal asked softly, looking at 

Alinga.

The Aboriginal man took an age to take his eyes off the tree; 

he turned to the Pleiadian slowly, his response making Teal’s blood 

run cold. “Yes. Some of that cabal are my kin. I’m ashamed to say 

that; however, it’s a truth.” He turned back to the tree, his eyes 

following the movement of the beings upward and down along 

the contours of the trunks. “These beings hid in natural features 

scattered across the land. Rock formations, watering holes, rivers 

and trees, believing they would not be detected when the wars 

broke out.”

“Between good and evil?” Teal asked inquisitively.

“It’s not that simple.” Alinga swung his head back towards Teal. 

“Never is.” He spun around and continued to walk onwards through 

the tall grasses, leaving Teal to watch the forms breaching out of the 

tree and then sinking back into the contours of the bark.

Alinga was quite a distance away from Teal when he turned 
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back towards the Aboriginal man and took a step in his direction. 

Alinga was correct. There was so much more to know. Wherever 

their destination was, Teal’s desire to get there was now paramount.
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COMMUNE

With the world of fl ight

Concealed under the sky

Is a world encompassing

All that crawls, swims or walks.

Grant me now a token

Of the realms you cling

To and set a course

For a land sun- soaked.

Raephaesia yanked herself atop the highest point of the cliff face. 

The terrain beneath her feet was uneven, making her left foot 

higher than her right, her stance uneasy at fi rst. The sheer drop 

all around her was breathtaking, the air rushing up from below a 

mélange of warm and cool melded into a zephyr that lifted the 

hair off her skull.

Her next action was instinctive. Whether the image of her 

actions from the rotunda forming in her mind or the need to fulfi l 

her quest came fi rst was irrelevant as she closed her eyes and 
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inhaled the air down her throat where it separated at the bronchi 

and moved down towards her bronchioles and onward till they 

reached the grape- like clusters of air sacks, the alveoli. The act of 

respiration was coupled with that of intent and it left her alveolus, 

entered her capillary lumen and onward into her bloodstream. By 

nature of its course the blood found its way into the Targian’s heart 

and here the force of the melding left her body in a single pulse 

that spilled into the atmosphere above in a shimmering wave of 

concentric circles.

The pterodactyl- like creatures lost their rhythm in fl ight as 

the wave passed through them. Some fell momentarily, heavily 

sedated by the blast, catching themselves as they gathered their 

wits about them a second later. Others screeched, shaking their 

massive heads then soaring away in all directions. Raephaesia 

opened her eyes and drew in another breath, her eyes fl uttering 

as she put her left foot up next to her right, her balance precari-

ous as she lent into the air rushing up from beneath. She pushed 

her torso so her weight was over her hips and her feet left the 

rocky outcrop and then she was falling towards the jutting rocks 

below.

Her body displaced the air around her for only a single heart-

beat before one of the enormous winged reptiles was below her. 

She landed across its expansive back spread- eagle as it lurched 

upward. With a beat of its vast wings it was gliding over the verdant 

forest below as Raephaesia’s inky tendrils pierced her skin and then 

the thick skin of the creature. The massive reptile gave a piercing 
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shriek and then dropped its right wing, bearing them away towards 

the north- west and out towards the coast.
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TRANSPORT

Us across a continent’s mass

In the blink of an instant

So fast that it’s over

In the resounding blink of an eye.

Beneath the lair of Alinga

Whose boomerang we fi nd

Is buried under a monolith

Wedged fi rmly in the ground.

When Teal eventually caught up with Alinga he was standing in 

front of a huge ironbark tree in a clearing. Little vegetation grew 

around its umbrella of branches. The Aborigine didn’t look at Teal 

as he moved up beside him, but spoke as the Aternatian looked at 

the tree ahead.

“We are almost there,” he said softly. “Where I have called home 

for eons,” Alinga swallowed, turning to Teal. “Come.” He walked 

on, Teal not far behind.

Teal caught a glimpse of more faces moving along the length 
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of the tree, each watching the two beings walking towards them, 

appearing and vanishing back into the fi ssured bark. He stopped to 

watch the faces revolve around the trunk to observe Alinga as he 

strode around the base of the tree and walked behind it. The faces 

came full circle, fi ghting against the tide that swept them skyward 

to peer at Teal who wandered past the tree, giving it a wide berth. 

Alinga was gone.

“Alinga?” Teal said anxiously. He took two steps back the way 

he had come, thinking the man must be on the other side of the 

trunk. The ever- present faces watched him as he darted around 

searching for Alinga.

Teal stopped moving back to where he had stood when they 

had fi rst approached the tree and waited for a few moments before 

he took a tentative step forward, then another and another till he 

was eyeballing the faces brushing up along the bark. He moved 

around the tree, looking at its curvature as he walked. The topog-

raphy changed with every footstep he took. The ground went from 

green- grey to red- ochre, Spinifex hummocks scattered around his 

feet, bloodwood and desert oaks stood like sentries amongst the 

witchetty bushes. When he had walked around the tree’s circum-

ference completely, he saw Alinga waiting for him. Teal didn’t 

glance across at Alinga, he was too busy looking at the tree, which 

was no longer an ironbark tree, but had become a tall bloodwood.

“It’s a portal,” Alinga said nodding towards the tree. “Saves us a 

lot of travelling time.”

Teal walked beneath the shady foliage of the tree, inspecting it 
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completely. Alinga had pointed when he had fi nished his sentence, 

and what he had pointed at was evident as Teal took in the sight of 

the enormous mound that is Uluru.
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ARRIVAL

In the arm of the galaxy

Where the ancients travelled

Most never left its oceans

Hunted and murdered.

By a sect whose vehement

Pact was one of total control

Now we are returning to sing

In new songs of creation.

The outer reaches of our solar system . . .

A solitary spacecraft declerated from a speed many times faster 

than that of light, slowly moving past the icy rock of Pluto and 

onward towards Neptune. Its inhabitants were suspended in the last 

of their planet’s rejuvenating waters sleeping deeply, the ship itself 

programmed to fl y a course for the third planet closest to the sun.

From the craft a faint beacon emitted towards one of the moons 

of Saturn, Phoebe. The almost spherical rock was as dark as lamp-

black, its surface pockmarked with impact craters from asteroid 
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collisions. Deep within the moon’s hollowed out interior was a hid-

den spaceship. Its occupants also in a form of suspended animation 

in the form of an artifi cial freshwater sea constructed within the 

interior’s walls. As the signal penetrated the rocky surface, fi nding 

its way into the ocean within, one by one the beings inside began 

to awaken.
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ECHOES

Travelling across vast

Regions of space will

Find their way into

Oceans covering Earth.

Heard by beings

Whose dutiful songs

Anchor the frequencies

Of change for all

Off the former coasts of Alaska and the south- eastern coast of 

Antarctica . . .

Invisible waves of sound sped through space, their waveforms 

shot from the lone spacecraft as it passed Neptune. As the waves 

neared the Earth they were the size of the planet, a rippling circle 

that pierced the upper atmosphere and sunk gently, fanning over 

landmasses new and old and into all watery bodies that covered 

the planet’s surface.

Once the frequency entered the oceans it took on a new form, 
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one which intelligently hunted for the ears of an aged species of 

creature that had once been land- bound, bipedal, but had chosen 

to enter the oceans after a war between themselves and a reptil-

ian race that they had ended with a swift and apocalyptic blow. 

The sound waves swum in long, slow arching dips and peaks and 

located their targets in the now temperate latitudes of the span of 

the Pacifi c Ocean. The resonance furrowed into the tiny ears of 

these goliaths and immediately awakened the humpback whales 

to the new melodic verses that needed to be sung to anchor the 

fi nal stages of a dawning vibrational epoch.

Feeding stopped off the Alaskan coast instantaneously, and from 

the seething mash of bubbles emerged two hulking forms, their 

white skin dazzling in the starry night sky as they came up to expel 

the air from their lungs and take in a breath. As they lolled on their 

sides their massive eyes took in the sight of the messenger, which 

had condensed from its resonant form into a transparent entity.

It was the original form that the whales’ ancestors had been mil-

lennia ago. Mammalian, humanoid, its skull elongated with a crest 

of upright hair protruding from the end. It blinked slowly, wading 

in the water, then dissolved into the darkness, appearing only a 

fraction of a second later to the two albino humpbacks off the coast 

of Antarctica after the song had found its way into their brains and 

formulated into verse, dissolving there too, a moment later.

The two pairs of whales began to swim towards the same desti-

nation, the haunting echoes of the hymn gifted to them now being 

sung also by the other whales accompanying them.
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STIR

From your slumber

As the message

Sparks life into

Your soft heartbeat.

Let it rouse its

Pulse till it assures

You that the time

Has come for you to awaken.

Kobe ate slowly and purposefully, his mind still analysing the ruins 

he had seen from afar. Occasionally he looked down at the torrent 

to his side, its width getting greater, it seemed, with every mouthful 

of food.

He dipped the spoon into the cereal scooping up the mixture 

and moving the helping towards his mouth. At that moment, he 

felt a sensation akin to a warm rush pass through his body, making 

his skin tingle, his muscles tremble and his eyes roll back into his 

head. He dropped the spoon and the bowl and fell back onto the 
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rocky surface as his body shook in jolting fi ts that left him just as 

quickly as they had come. In those few seconds images had formed 

in his mind: a spaceship passing Uranus; then, from the spaceship 

to a moon of Saturn, passing through its surface to fi nd an interior 

ocean where thousands of creatures like the ones frozen in the 

cave swam around, attending to tasks as they programmed the 

moon to make its way towards the Earth. The fi nal vision he was 

granted was the cracking of the ice in the cave behind him.

His body stopped fi tting and his tense muscles loosened, his eyes 

swirling back down in his skull till he regained some semblance of 

himself again. Kobe turned over, getting up on all fours, unsteady at 

fi rst, almost falling over as he got to his feet. Finding stability as he 

moved into the cave, he used the wall to prop himself as he walked 

past the quickly expanding stream at his side and into the recesses 

of the grotto. When he rounded the corner before the four crea-

tures he lent back against the wall, his eyes widening at the sight 

of an enormous crack across the sheet covering them. Behind it he 

could see their fi ngers twitching, their eyes peering down at him.
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SUBMERGED

Beneath the ground

Is a void that

The ages have not

Touched at all.

Here I have hidden

All the secrets

You will come to know

As your very own.

As Alinga led Teal towards the monolithic stone his skin seemed 

to boil, bubbles rising along his fl esh, simmering down and then 

appearing on other parts of his body. Teal watched as the man 

showed no signs of discomfort.

When they were in the shadow of the huge edifi ce, Alinga 

moved along its girth eventually stopping at a junction where the 

rock jutted out. He walked up into the join in the rock and raised 

his hand up, touching its surface. The rock appeared to fall away 

and a doorway stood in its place, steps going down and around, 
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disappearing into the darkness below. Alinga started down the 

steps, and Teal followed, stopping briefl y as he watched his com-

panion vanish around the corner into pitch; Teal swore he saw a 

shimmer pass over Alinga’s body as he disappeared, his skin being 

replaced by ochre- brown scales and a yellow crest that splayed 

over his chest and abdomen and up over his shoulders.

Teal looked over his shoulder, catching a glimpse of the top of 

the tree that had acted as a portal. His immediate thought was, “I 

could use that portal to fi nd Raephaesia.” But a cold hand gripped 

his wrist, jolting him out of his head and making him turn around 

towards the stairwell.

“Come,” Alinga said. The Aboriginal man had reappeared at 

the top of the stairs, replacing the scaly vision that Teal had imme-

diately dismissed as a fi gment of his imagination only moments 

before. Alinga’s voice was soft and reassuring. “I have much to 

show you.”

Teal took Alinga’s lead and began to walk down the stairwell. 

As he rounded the corner, the doorway in the wall of the rock 

was gone, and they were plunged into complete and total gloom.

Alinga let go of Teal’s wrist and whispered something that was 

inaudible to the Aternation’s ear; immediately the stairwell was 

lit with a dim phosphoresce that illuminated the steep gradient 

downwards. Alinga smiled at Teal and then moved off, Teal walk-

ing a pace behind.

“What is this place?” Teal asked nervously.

Alinga laughed as he replied, “It’s my boomerang.”
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They ventured onward, Teal watching Alinga’s back as it contin-

ued to morph and dance in the dim light. One moment his brown 

fl esh was gone, in its place he could make out glimmering scales 

that were visible only as he passed through a cloud of the linger-

ing phosphoresce. But then Teal would blink and skin would be 

covering his body again. “Is the light playing tricks?” he thought to 

himself. It continued as he ventured on, till they entered a patch 

of darkness at the bottom of the stairs and Alinga walked around 

a corner and was out of sight. Teal walked around the fl ank and 

looked after Alinga, his eyes adjusting to a fl ood of light making its 

way through an open doorway. He took tentative steps towards the 

light, stopping where he could see fi laments of dust drifting down 

through the air, stirred by Alinga’s footsteps moments before. He 

swallowed as he moved into the light, his head down, his eyes still 

adjusting to the brightness. He lifted his head slowly and took in the 

sight of an enormous honeycomb- walled bubble with a suspended 

walkway leading to a platform that sat in mid- air, high above the 

bubble fl oor. On the platform sat a triangular craft positioned on a 

tripod of legs, its surface covered with hieroglyphs. Next to it was 

the lizard man Teal had seen briefl y at the top of the stairs.
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QUEST

To herald the end

Of an age and bring

In the next anew.

A Targian princess

Must locate the guardian

Of the last of the Earth Nommo

And fulfi l the Goddess’ request.

The wings of the pterodactyl almost touched the swell of the ocean 

as it bobbed up and down on the air currents lifting off the white-

caps. Raephaesia could barely manage to keep her eyes open. The 

speed the winged reptile moved at was astonishing. The air passed 

over the wings of the beast, buoying her till she hunkered down, 

lying along the ridge of its spine. The Targian had taken advantage 

of the anatomy of the pterodactyl; the crest on its head furrowed 

the winds over her and created a pocket where she was out of the 

elements. Suddenly, though, there was silence; the sound of the 

air rushing past her head was gone. Stillness. Though they were 
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moving rapidly across the sky, Raephaesia was engulfed in a void 

of calm, nestled down in the animal’s neck.

For the fi rst time she was able to give her awareness to the con-

nection she had made with the creature. She allowed her mind to 

course along the network of inky tendrils and into the brain of the 

winged reptile where she perused over information stored in its 

genes. In her mind images began to appear, memories of a planet 

with two suns fi lling the day sky. Azure oceans lay out beneath 

rocky spires in the middle of the liquid expanse where hundreds 

of the winged reptiles roosted.

Raephaesia rocked as the reptile lurched over steeples of deep 

blue then dipped again. Many of the pterodactyls dropped off 

their escarpments, soaring out over the ocean towards the hori-

zon, fanning out to cover the ocean’s surface in search of food. 

Some dipped their bills into the water and scooped up orange fi sh. 

Raephaesia could feel their movements, the wind lifting against 

their tough hides, her sight now combined with theirs. The ocean 

colour suddenly changed from its greenish tinge to deep blue and 

the twin suns were replaced by a single one high above that she 

felt bearing down on her now.

“Dimensions merged in an instant and life crossed with them.” 

Raephaesia heard the soft whisper of Gaia in her head. “If these 

creatures had not come to be here, you could not accomplish what 

I need you to do, child.” Just as quickly as the words had entered 

her head they were gone as the creature lifted upward abruptly.

Raephaesia looked behind her. The ocean was being left behind 
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as they passed over the edge of a rocky beach and moved higher 

above the escarpments that rose up towards the mountains of the 

Antarctic continent.
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EMERGE

From your slumber

Recognise your place

In a world born anew

Awaiting your grace.

Hide no more emissaries

For your path is clear

There is no need to fear

The malevolent spent force.

The fi ssures in the ice were spreading in all directions as Kobe 

moved further into the grotto. He looked on as chunks of the ice 

sheet began to fall away, exposing the creatures’ shins, feet, wrists, 

pectorals. It was only a matter of time before the entire wall would 

come crashing down onto the cave fl oor and the beings would fall 

down with it.

Kobe felt helpless as the bigger pieces of ice crashed down onto 

the rocky fl oor exploding and sending fragments up into his face. 

He shielded his eyes as pieces fl ew about his head. The sound of 
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an almighty crack like thunder fi lled his ears and Kobe dropped his 

arms down enough to watch what was left of the sheet fall outward 

and towards where he was standing. Instinctively he darted further 

into the cavern, but he underestimated the speed at which the wall 

would fall. As he ran a large chunk of ice hit his head, throwing 

him against the wall with a sickening thud. He turned as the ice 

dropped to his side dealing him another blow. The last thing Kobe 

saw before he blacked out was the four mermen leaping out of the 

wall and landing amongst the shattered pieces of ice.
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ELUCIDATE

For me a truth

That ignites a fl ame

Of burning desire

One powered by knowledge.

Measure for measure

Each part creates a whole

One that puts the pieces

Together in this universal puzzle.

Teal stood at the end of the ramp leading up to the platform, his 

feet locked. The feeling welling up inside him made his skin bristle, 

his teeth chatter behind his closed lips.

“Do you remember now, Suearaph?” Alinga asked, spreading 

his arms wide in query. “I am that which is a sworn enemy of the 

Aternatians and so many of the Pleiadians.” He moved over to the 

end of the ramp, stopping where it met the platform. “A Draco 

Reptilian.”

Teal was incapable of moving. His mind was flooded with 
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memories released into his bloodstream from his DNA. Ancient bat-

tles fought across the galaxy on far- fl ung planets where Pleiadians 

had created life, nurtured it, cared for it and watched it evolve 

only to have the reptilians attack. Technologically superior, the 

reptilians would eventually win the battles on these various planets 

and subjugate the populaces into a vibrational prison where they 

took from them energetic sustenance by anchoring- in emotional 

reactions of fear, helplessness, guilt and stress. This was inventively 

orchestrated – they altered the very DNA of the populations they 

encountered, changing their brain structures to match their own.

The visions continued as Alinga walked around the platform, his 

eyes hardly leaving Teal’s face for more than a moment.

“Your kin and mine are not so different, Suearaph,”

In Teal’s mind he saw the formulation of the Ultima Thule: a 

conglomeration bound together by the Draco Reptilians on- board 

a hulking spaceship. A circular table surrounded a spinning holo-

graphic image of an Earth nothing like the one Teal had become 

accustomed to. It spun upright, its atmosphere was thick with dense 

cloud and it was closer to the sun.

“We both created what we needed to sustain ourselves,” Alinga 

continued. “My kin created worlds bound to heavier, denser fre-

quencies. Yours . . . well . . . yours created worlds of love and 

compassion.”

In the room on- board the spacecraft, plans were devised for a 

full- scale invasion, a hijacking of the planet and its beings to serve 

the needs of the cabal.
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Teal snapped back into the chamber with Alinga abruptly, but it 

was only to hear Alinga’s next well- timed prose. As the lizard man 

continued, his words melded into images in Teal’s head. “Humans 

have a saying which I like; and it seems appropriate to use it here.” 

He paused as Teal saw himself standing on a hill, his arms raised, 

his hair fl owing in a strong wind, about him a battle was in full- cry 

over the remnants of a destroyed jungle. Beams of light scythed 

through triangular craft that darted out of the clouds. The beams 

moved with the sound of Teal’s voice as he moved from octave to 

octave in his toning. As the light hit them, they fell from the sky, 

exploding on impact with the ground. “A leopard cannot change 

its spots,” Alinga said, smiling. Rows of jagged fangs appeared as he 

lifted the skin on his lipless mouth upward. Teal looked past Alinga 

at the ship hoisted on its three legs, the markings on it suddenly 

familiar. One of the ships in the vision in Teal’s mind altered its 

course and started coming directly towards him fi ring beams of 

purple light that bounced off an invisible force fi eld surrounding 

the Aternatian. Teal focused his sight on the craft, dropping his 

original tone instantaneously and picking up another. A shrill cry 

rippled out from his chest as an arrow and sped towards the craft. 

Upon impact, the craft uncontrollably veered off to the right over 

the burnt trunks of mammoth trees and other scorched fl ora and 

sped away from the battle scene. Teal’s mind followed the craft’s 

trajectory as it slowly lost altitude even while it continued to move 

at incredible speeds over the landscape. The jungle thinned, and 

the all- too- familiar sight of the giant form of Uluru became visible 
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in the distance. The craft dropped its nose even further till it struck 

the ground like an arrow tip and buried itself in the earth. Onward 

it burrowed, propelled by its relentless speed into the interior of 

the planet, coming to a halt some distance beneath the gigantic 

rock above.

“But . . . they were wrong. A leopard can change its spots.” Teal 

broke the rendition in his mind by taking a step backward, he 

looked about the room he was in. “I, Suearaph, am living proof of 

this,” Alinga shouted.

“How did you build this . . . place?” Teal whispered.

Alinga’s yellow irises seemed to shrink as his slit pupils widened. 

He answered slowly, purposefully; there was no anger in his voice 

as he spoke. “Before I crashed I put up all my defl ector shields to 

maximum. This allowed my craft to remain intact. I used part of the 

interior of the ship to stabilise the walls at fi rst and then eventually 

converted the silica into plates that have become the tiles you see 

now.” He looked about the chamber, taking in the sheer marvel he 

had created. “The light is generated by astalogius lichen that eats 

the silica in the panels,”

“Is there any danger that this will destabilise the structure and 

it will collapse?” Teal asked, bewildered.

Alinga continued to stare at the walls before answering slowly. 

“Yes . . . that is inevitable.”

“What will you do when this happens?” Teal asked, unnerved by 

Alinga’s acceptance.

The lizard man turned and stared at Teal for a long moment 
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then spoke softly. His words baffl ed the Aternatian when he spoke 

them. “It doesn’t matter what happens to this chamber. For you will 

set me free.”
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ORIGIN

High above the ruins

Of a city once paved

By the unifying forces

Of all creation.

Lies a place where

Sages from a lost age

Have now awakened

To welcome in a dawning age.

In two swooping beats of the pterodactyl’s huge wings they were 

over the rocky outcrops of the frontier of the mountains and soar-

ing over the ranges. Orange and red lichen sprawled everywhere 

there wasn’t patches of ice melting in the intense heat of the sun.

Raephaesia cast her eyes over the landscape, an image of the 

lake etched in her mind, and the grotto mouth just above its steam-

ing surface. There were lakes everywhere, created by ice fl ows 

pooling in the crevices and gullies where glaciers had once been.

The warm air coursed over her face as she lent over the giant 
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reptile’s fl anks, looking for a distinguishing feature that would give 

the cave away. She sat back and stared in awe at the devastation 

splayed out ahead. The mountains dropped sharply down to a pla-

teau of crumbling spires and minarets, columns and domes. Birds 

had nested in the fragmented peaks of the towers, taking to the 

air as the pterodactyl’s immense shadow cast momentary darkness 

over them and rodents darted under fallen walls. Raephaesia softly 

asked the reptile to turn back towards the mountains, stroking its 

neck. The heaviness of what was left of the city rose up from it like 

a dense cloud, as if it were still reeling in the purgatory of being 

trapped for millennia beneath ice kilometres thick.

They were no more than just over the rise that led up to the 

mountain ranges when Raephaesia felt a warming resonance 

spread across her chest, a spider’s web of bioelectrical warmth that 

coursed over her skin sinking into her inky tendrils and unifying 

with her DNA. She scoured the landscape her eyes taking in the 

immensity of the area spotting Kobe’s yellow tent a moment later.

“Down,” she whispered, leaning forward. The huge beast 

dropped its head, its body following. It circled the pool next to 

Kobe’s tent, descending in slow turns, catching the warming air, 

halting the speed at which it encircled the tarn till it lifted its wings 

backward and descended to land with incredible precision next 

to the lake.

Raephaesia retracted her inky stems back into her skin. Sliding 

off the giant reptile she began to walk up towards the cave entrance.
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EXPOUND

To me when ages past

Came to be and Earth

Saw the end of its connection

To the spring of eternal creation.

For in these truths

I will see that our paths

Entwine and here is my chance

To set you and me free.

Teal shook his head slowly as he heard Alinga’s words. “You want 

me to kill you? To do to you what I did to the Ultima Thule?”

Alinga threw his head back. A chortle that rocked his whole 

body caused him to double over, unable to stop his laughter for 

some time.

Alinga fi nally quelled himself, a smile on his lipless face. “There is 

no death,” he said, shaking his head, his pupils becoming slits once 

again. “You should be aware of that now!” Teal turned his head 

slightly, as though he had taken a blow from the lizard man. “From 
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all that you have witnessed, experienced and know, from your 

transformation from Homo sapiens into Aternatian, the memories 

of all your existences,” Alinga gestured to Teal, “you must surely 

understand what is behind what has transpired on this planet 

before and after the Ultima Thule arrived.”

“What is it that makes you think I would?” Teal jabbed.

Alinga, who had been moving back along the platform towards 

his ship, stopped cold, his eyes burrowing into Teal’s. “I can see that 

you are still not quite an Aternatian.”

Teal looked down at his hands. “I don’t follow you,” he remarked, 

“the change is complete.”

Alinga shook his head. Teal immediately felt a gnawing feeling 

at the top of his spine, deep inside his brain.

“No, it’s not.”

The sensation stopped as quickly as it had begun.

“So . . . Suearaph,” Alinga sighed. “It seems as though we can 

help each other.” Alinga’s face went taut as he smiled, baring rows 

of sharp teeth. “So it is my place to elucidate you with elemental 

truths then.” He moved towards the plank leading down to where 

Teal stood. “I’d prefer we talked about this elsewhere.”

“The surface?” Teal said moving back down the platform.

“Yes.”

“Then why did you bring me down here?” Teal queried as Alinga 

walked past him and along the ledge leading back to the door.

“I believed that this place would awaken those memories that 

would allow you to set me free of my bondage.” He stopped walking, 
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casting a glance over his shoulder. His eyes, though incapable of 

showing emotion, seemed to have sincerity radiating from them; 

Teal could feel it as a gentle warmth and a strong sense of longing 

in his tired voice. “It worked to a degree. However, there is so much 

more I need to tell you in order for both of us to be free of those 

chains that bind us.” Alinga turned and continued walking to the 

doorway, disappearing into it, Teal following a moment later. “And 

besides, now that NANNA is no longer orbiting the planet, I feel 

at peace with being up there.”

“NANNA?”

Alinga moved up the staircase, not replying for a long moment. 

“The moon,” he said, his tone full of vehemence.
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ENCOUNTER

For the fi rst time

Between two separate

Beings who are the last

Of their kind on Earth.

A clear defi ned purpose

Will formulate now

As the planetary goddess

Yearns for complete connection.

The sensation grew in intensity as Raephaesia moved into the 

grotto. What was left of the torrent of water had now dwindled to a 

stream, the ice on the cave walls having mostly melted. She stopped 

when she heard a soft groan followed by a series of gurgling noises 

coming from around a corner. The Targian lent out to see where 

the noise had come from, but didn’t see any movement. She took 

another step, and another, and was making her way around the 

bend when she caught a glimpse of four green- skinned humanoids 

crouching down around a dazed African man lying on his back. 
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The man’s eyes fl uttered as the four Nommo gently assisted him to 

sit up. They paid no attention to Raephaesia, although they must 

have known she was there, as they waited for the human to come 

around. Their attentiveness to his condition was clearly paramount. 

Finally, when it appeared he was coming around, one by one they 

all looked up at Raephaesia and nodded silently at her.

The human gave another groan and then raised his hand towards 

his head, rubbing his face slowly, taking in the sight of the four 

Nommo surrounding him. Raephaesia watched as he took an age 

to look into these beings’ eyes, emotions carried through lifetimes 

welling up in the form of tears as he acknowledged their connec-

tion to him. The conditioning of years, from birth to this day, that 

had gone into the formulation of the personality, the ego known 

as Kobe were dissolved in those instances. From within shone the 

light of a lifetime where these beings had been his family. They 

had grown together, as so many beings had before the fall from 

the Golden Age. Living harmoniously on the planet, their family’s 

neighbours on the former shoreline of the sunken remnants of a 

city on the Gulf of Aden. Raephaesia shed a black tear that streaked 

down her face as they embraced, lifting the human to his feet.

As they released one another they turned to face Raephaesia, 

the human wiping away the tears on his cheeks. He cocked his 

head as one of the towering Nommo lifted his arm towards the 

Targian, uttering a series of gnarled clicks and gurgles to the human 

who stared up at the Nommo, listening intently before turning to 

Raephaesia.
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He closed his eyes, composing himself, opening them a moment 

later as he spoke. “I’m not quite sure how to address a princess,” 

he stuttered.

“Please,” Raephaesia whispered, “my genealogy has no bearing 

over why I am here.” The Targian smiled as she continued, “It is an 

honour for me to be here with you.”

Kobe lifted his chin slightly, intrigued by what she had said, quite 

dumbfounded. One of the other three Nommo began to speak 

in the same unusual language, and then the other two chimed 

in. Kobe faced each of the beings as they spoke to him, listening 

intently.

“There is a new age dawning, one of expansion and awareness 

of connection to the creative force that moves through all beings 

on this planet,” Raephaesia said to Kobe.

“I can feel my role in this,” Kobe said looking at the Nommo 

around him. “I’ve felt different ever since that day off the coast 

of Yonagunui. At fi rst I felt I was going insane. I made decisions at 

the time that had such huge consequences to the life I had cre-

ated for myself.” He turned to Raephaesia, his eyes widening as he 

ascertained so many truths. “But . . . I just knew that I had to leave 

that life behind.” He searched the cavern fl oor as though it was 

scattered with the pieces of the puzzle he was constructing in his 

mind. “In order to come to terms with why I came back here.” He 

turned back towards the now decomposing remains hidden deeper 

in the cave. “And what comes next,” he said, fi nally turning back 

to Raephaesia.
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“We must travel,” the Targian said, the ink beneath her skin 

swirling about her body. She took a step back and turned around, 

walking towards the cave entrance and was followed by the oth-

ers. Kobe and the Nommo stopped a distance from the cave mouth 

adjusting their eyes to the dimming light of the sun.

Raephaesia wandered off out of sight leaving them to wander 

out into the open expanse shortly after. They saw her making her 

way around the pool towards the rocky escarpment that dropped 

away towards the ruins below. There, perched up on one of the 

peaks, was a huge winged reptile that fl apped its enormous blue 

wings and squawked at the sight of the Targian approaching.

Kobe gulped. “That must be our transport.”
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REFLECTION

In the guise of myself

I now see your face

We are casts of each other

Unifi ed by this place.

In your solace you waited

Knowing that this chance

Would come for the dissolution

Of the cabal who held sway.

Alinga walked through the doorway at the top of the staircase 

and vanished beyond Teal’s sight. The Aternatian stopped for a 

moment, wondering if it was the shadow of the enormous rock 

that was eliminating the light that should have fl ooded the top of 

the staircase. When he got to the top of the stairwell he walked 

out into a night sky blazing with more stars than he had ever seen.

“How long were we in the chamber for?” Teal whispered, look-

ing skyward.

Alinga had walked ahead and was standing amongst the Spinefi x 
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grasses. He seemed preoccupied, ignoring Teal’s remark. He sud-

denly shot out an arm and grabbed a writhing animal that stood 

almost as tall as he was. A chilling sucking sound accompanied 

the thumping of the beast’s legs against the ground, then Alinga 

dropped the kangaroo carcass on to the desert fl oor. He tilted 

his head back, Teal watching closely as his reptilian form swiftly 

morphed back into the Aborigine he had met on the east coast of 

the continent.

“Not that long,” he said, wiping his face with the back of his 

hand. “I’m not fond of that ritual,” he continued, looking over his 

shoulder at the drained kangaroo. “However, in order for me to 

be able to maintain human form, I need the mammalian blood.” 

He was still a few feet away from Teal who watched the last of his 

reptilian features changing to human as he got closer. “At one time 

I would have ventured to fi nd a human, preferably blond haired 

and blue eyed, to maintain my form for longer periods of time.” 

Teal felt his blood cool at the thought. “But since my ship crashed 

here I have been steadfast. The land began to affect me in ways 

that I cannot describe in words,” he was smiling as he continued, 

“changing me on subtle levels that infl uence my thoughts, my 

behaviourisms, and have left me stranded between what I once 

was, and what I am becoming.”

“Which is?” Teal asked.

Alinga looked up at the sky, craning his neck. “Do you know, 

Pleiadian, I have tasted that which sustains you.”

The statement didn’t answer Teal’s question directly, but it gave 
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him insight into Alinga’s transformation. “I felt it when I fi rst got out 

from underneath that rock. I scrambled out, barely alive, starving, 

and was gifted sustenance from the land. It nourished me – not 

through the energetic forms I had known, but with vibrational 

resonance stored in the feldspar and quartz beneath me.” He 

started laughing softly as he spoke. “Can you imagine that? The 

memory of wars fought over this very ground we are standing on,” 

– he thumped his feet on the desert fl oor – “holds the vibrational 

memories of the fear, aggression and anger that pervaded the land 

during these battles and it has sustained me for eons.”

“I do not derive my sustenance from anger or fear. Nor compas-

sion or love,” Teal said.

“You did once,” Alinga said sharply, glancing at Teal. “However 

the Homo sapiens in you is all but gone, and with it that which Enki 

and Ninkharsag gave your ancestors and so you.” He craned his 

neck again, looking skyward. “But I digress.” He dropped his head 

and began to walk away from Uluru and away from the cadaver 

of the kangaroo. “I grew to appreciate, even gave thanks for, what 

the land gave to me.” He bent down and rubbed his hand over the 

earth. “It awoke something in me – changing codes, my genetic 

structure, allowing me to begin that which you will fi nish.”

All this was interesting, but Teal was none the wiser about his 

relationship to Alinga – other than knowing that his duel with the 

Reptilian had led to him being buried alive. However, Alinga’s 

references to various – seemingly unrelated –subjects – the 

moon, his former Homo sapiens form and the facts he knew about 
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experiences he had had – still kept Teal on edge.

Alinga seemed to read Teal’s thoughts, for he spoke almost 

instantly about elucidating his connection to the Aternatian. “So, 

it appears that I must help you remember, before you can help 

me? Yes?”

Teal said nothing, preferring to allow Alinga to continue.

“My kin are trapped. We understand that beyond the lower 

vibrational realms in which we exist, there are resonances closer 

to the force that unifi es all. We are in an endless cycle, where 

what you would deem ‘consciousness’ continually manifests into 

genetic forms compatible with a dimension of control, suppression, 

aggression. We are intellectually brilliant, calculating and – most 

important – warrior- like. We search across the universe for planets 

close to our range of density that we can subjugate to sustain our-

selves.” Alinga stopped, turning on the desert fl oor, his feet making 

a sliding noise. “Do you know what sustains us and motivates us to 

do what we do, Suearaph?”

“Fear,” Teal said bluntly. “I could feel its heaviness when I entered 

the ruins in the inner earth and even more so when I was in the 

Ultima Thule’s city,”

Alinga lifted a fi nger then pointed it at Teal. “Fear. Yes. Fear of 

not surviving, fear of not fi nding sustenance, fear of being discov-

ered by the slave race we created here on this planet when our 

operations went from overt to covert.”

Teal felt a tingling sensation deep in his head that expanded 

as Alinga continued on. “The Draco Reptilans were not the fi rst 
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reptile race to come to this planet.” He shook his head as he walked 

towards Teal, stopping a few feet in front of the Aternatian. “Oh no. 

Another more peaceful –” he laughed under his breath, “– evolved 

race of dino- humanoid creatures came here fi rst. Followed by 

infl uxes of various other beings, including your conglomeration.”

“Why were they more evolved?” Teal queried, but as he spoke 

he felt the front part of his forehead growing hotter by the moment. 

His knees fl exed and his eyes lolled as the heat trickled over his 

scalp and down to the base of his neck.

“Aaahh . . . they assisted the mammalian life forms on this planet 

to evolve, you see, and it wasn’t until our comrades from Orion 

came here to instigate a fi ght that they joined sides with their 

genetic relatives.”

“So, the conglomeration brought the original humanoid occu-

pants from Orion to this planet?” Teal asked, his question unrelated 

to what Alinga had been talking about.

Alinga smiled at Teal, his white teeth held in a Cheshire- cat 

grin. “Well . . . well . . . well.” He tapped the ground with his foot. 

“Are you beginning to see geometrical patterns, multi- faceted ones 

. . . here?” He pointed to the region just above his eyebrow ridge. 

“When you close your eyes?”

“Yes,” Teal said softly.

Alinga knelt down, running his hand over the surface of the 

ground. “What nourished me is now the catalyst for reactivating 

the cells on the corpus callosum. And if I am not mistaken, those 

tiny glands in your brain are beginning to fi re up.” Alinga pointed 
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to his head. “I thought that what happened in the Ultima Thule’s 

city would have fully reactivated your neural networks. Especially 

with the biological transformation, but no. It’s happening in my 

presence. I’ll let it take its natural course,” he said with a hint of glee 

in his voice. “Feel free to interject if it helps speed up the process.”

Teal closed his eyes and saw a kaleidoscope of images form, then 

disperse, then form again, all at breakneck speed, but he could 

register all the scenes unfolding, the fi gures, the landscapes and 

environments in those visions, even though they were a fraction 

of a second long. “Why the shapes?”

Alinga chuckled to himself. “I would never have thought that I 

would be explaining harmonic resonance to Suearaph!”

Teal opened his eyes and shot Alinga a look that made him 

turn away, but a smile was still on Teal’s companion’s face as he 

elaborated. “These shapes are reactivating, rebuilding your neural 

networks, and reformatting your DNA. Each shape has a sound, 

which stimulates the transformation in stages and will continue to 

do so until the transformation is complete. They are vehicles for 

higher consciousness – keys, if you will.”

Teal slowly closed his eyes again, the onslaught now lightning 

fast behind his eyes, the shapes constantly forming and reforming 

in nanoseconds as Alinga changed the subject.

“Those fi rst humans. They were beautiful to behold,” Alinga 

said nostalgically.

Teal opened his eyes, looking at Alinga and saw a spring of light 

blue arcing out from his throat that splayed out around him like 
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a cape in the night air. “Androgynous, graceful in their presence, 

almost regal. It gave us great pleasure to bring their world to cata-

strophic end,” he sneered.

“A hollowed out moon,” Teal said, “A spaceship.” Teal could see 

Alinga’s revelations before they left his head. A huge planetoid 

moved towards a densely cloud- covered Earth, spaceships battling 

each other around it as it approached.

“Are you poking around in here?” Alinga chuckled pointing at 

his skull.

“What’s it doing?” The battle was over, and now the gigantic 

spaceship was positioning itself, fi ring out a vast energetic web 

over the planet. Blocking out waves of light from reaching the 

planet’s surface.

“Herein lies the fall of man!” Alinga bellowed. “I can feel you 

now searching through my memories. Let me give voice to them 

as they manifest.”

“Please,” Teal asked softly as he saw the rounding up of the last 

of the original humans.

“We genetically altered their bodies, their DNA, their biology, 

giving them a gender, and entrapped them by giving them part of 

our brains which we stimulated by projecting a holographic vibra-

tional reality onto the planet from NANNA –”

“– To gain sustenance,” Teal interjected.

“Yes,” Alinga said softly. “Indoctrinated the new population 

with left- brain hemisphere interpretation of the world so they may 

never know the truth. You see, if humans perceive their realities 
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in unrelated parts, they can never join those parts together to see 

the multifaceted way in which they are kept in ignorance and 

therefore controlled.” Alinga looked at Teal, his eyes losing their 

exuberance as he continued. “If they exercised their ability to cross 

the corpus callosum and go into their right brains, as some humans 

started to do as the epochs began to merge, then they would dis-

cover the truth. About how we did what we did. Hiding in plain 

sight . . . at the top of Homo sapiens’ spinal column,”

“You have changed. I can feel it,” Teal said, surprised by the 

sensations rising up through Alinga. “I feel remorse. Sadness even.”

Alinga turned away from Teal, the sensations and visions crum-

bling as he moved. “I am tired, Pleiadian.” He walked out a little 

way and sat down on the ground, his legs crossed, his lanky arms 

wrapped around his knees. Alinga’s blue cape began to radiate 

pink from his midsection outwards till it made a bubble around 

him. “Somehow I became inextricably tied to you on levels you 

may now only begin to understand. I watched what you did for 

these humans. Taking a human life, forgetting your place amongst 

the stars, the Ultima Thule’s infi ltration in Atlantis, your downfall 

and everything else that you have done since the battle when the 

Aternatian Suearaph, the Master of Harmonics, buried me alive 

under that rock,” he said, thrusting a tired arm towards the dark 

hulk of Uluru.

Teal was drawn to Alinga as he spoke, but he stopped a few feet 

from where he sat. The Aborigine didn’t turn to face him as he 

continued, but he dipped his head to the side where Teal stood. 
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“My kin created a trap for consciousness. Capturing it in a never 

ending cycle of reincarnation, a fi ve- sense ruse to direct that 

energy to believe that this world projected from NANNA is all that 

is. I know myself that being able to feel what you have has refor-

matted my DNA; along with my burgeoning love –” He stopped, 

looking over his shoulder at Teal. “– if that is the right emotion I 

am feeling now –”

“Yes . . . it is,” Teal replied immediately. The resonance was pour-

ing through the Aternatian.

“– for this land that I once perceived as my prison cell. But most 

of all I can feel the inkling of a connection to a grander and more 

indefi nable ocean that is just beyond my reach.” Alinga looked 

up at Teal, his eyes seemingly glowing in the starry night. “I am in 

a river fl owing towards that body of water, my friend, and I am 

afraid to let go lest I drown when I enter it,” he gulped, dropping 

his head down for a heartbeat before lifting it up again to look at 

Teal. “I am still afraid.”
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TRAVERSE

The distance between

Knowing and ignorance

In doing so illuminate

My place in all of this.

For when we reach

Our destination

I will understand

What I am to endure.

“It got dark quick!” Kobe said, stunned at how fast the night had 

fallen as they moved around the lake towards the winged reptile. 

The massive creature made choking noises as Raephaesia stroked 

its bill waiting for the four Nommo and Kobe to arrive. She lent 

forward whispering something inaudible to the beast and it bowed 

down enabling her to climb on his neck.

“Give me your hand,” she said to Kobe.

Kobe was too busy touching the hard fl esh of the pterodactyl 

to acknowledge her. When the reptile lifted its massive wing and 
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almost knocked him over he saw her arm extended towards him 

and gripped her wrist, hoisting himself upward. The second he 

touched her fl esh, Raephaesia’s inky vines pierced his skin making 

him shriek, but it was too late for him to pull away. The Targian 

princess had melded with Kobe’s body. He slunk against her back 

as the four Nommo climbed on to the creature’s back as well. 

Raephaesia watched them, then whispered to the beast, making 

it squawk then dive headlong down the cliff face to soar over the 

city ruins, only to rise up a few seconds later with three enormous 

fl aps of its substantial wings.

Kobe had all but lost consciousness. His body was limp against 

Raephaesia’s, her tendrils linking up with his nervous system and 

putting him into a state of deep relaxation. This was with good pur-

pose – in this state he was susceptible to what was to happen next.

Raephaesia felt the sensation of Gaia enveloping her instantly, 

like a fi ne shower of electrical impulses snapping all over her body 

then sinking into her fl esh. In her mind, she surrendered to it, allow-

ing her body to be a vessel for Gaia to utilise to connect with Kobe.

“Child. Hear me now.”

Kobe heard the serene voice ruminate through his body and 

gave a stifl ed groan of acknowledgement.

“Thank you for the sacrifi ces you have made. What you have 

done has not gone unacknowledged. The Nommo will assist in 

anchoring in a new epoch of compassion, empathy, harmony and 

peace” Gaia’s voice had dropped to a whisper at the end of the 

sentence. Then its infl ection rose again as she started anew. “When 
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this task is completed you must travel to the place where you once 

lived lifetimes before, the shoreline of the Gulf of Aden.”

“Aden . . .” Kobe mumbled as the phantom presence filling 

his body dissolved and left him completely, drawing back into 

Raephaesia and then diminishing from her too.

The Targian lent forward then arched back as the pterodactyl 

lurched down and then up, careening against the spumes of the 

black ocean below. She looked over her shoulder and saw Kobe 

splayed across her back; behind him the four Nommo lent down, 

their heads tucked in to allow the cool winds to pass over them. 

She turned back, peering over the crest of the winged reptile 

in attempt to make out where they were. The heavenly bodies 

refl ected their light off the ocean in a shimmering dance, the 

stars partnering up and then pulling apart as the swell moved on 

below them. The Targian watched the ballet as the troupe hurtled 

onward, only breaking her gaze when the reptile made a gurgling 

sound, bobbing its head up and down. She looked ahead and saw 

a dark mass on the horizon. It was getting bigger as they quickly 

moved towards it.
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EMERGE

From planetary rotation

Join the path we have chosen

To unite with a world

That once knew our place.

Heed the messages

Relayed to our beating hearts

Our presence is required

Within the Earth’s oceans.

The lone spacecraft refl ected the sun’s beams that crossed the 

expanse of space as it reached the rings of Saturn. In its wake 

moved a slowly rotating object, its mass being warmed by the sun’s 

rays as it veered out and away from the planet’s rings.

From within Phoebe’s interior resonated another frequency, a 

hymn to an age long since forgotten. A time when these beings 

lived in harmony with all those who resided on Earth, a time when 

they swam freely in the freshwater oceans of the planet. A time 

before the systematic invasion, destruction and deliberate salting 
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of the oceans by the Ultima Thule to fl ush out the Nommo and 

slaughter them effortlessly.

Their escape had come at great cost to the conglomeration – 

the diversion created and their subsequently created hiding place 

was one that the Reptilians would never consider. They had used 

Reptilian technology to hollow out a moon and then teleported 

the waters of an underground sea from Earth, where the last of the 

Nommo had taken shelter, into the hollowed moon.

Here they waited for the epochs to proceed, knowing the age of 

darkness would surrender at last to an age of illumination. With the 

Ultima Thule vanquished, their base of operations in the hollowed- 

out moon orbiting the Earth, and their bases on Mars dissolved into 

atoms and absorbed back into the loving embrace of creation, the 

way was clear for their arrival.

As they travelled the ship ahead of them sent out sound waves 

that were absorbed by the humpback whales moving towards the 

east coast of Australia, their songs changing too, their new tune 

one that sunk the salt to the ocean fl oors where the Earth Goddess 

quickly drew it back into the sandy bottom.
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FEARLESS

Is what I need to be

For there is no need anymore

To succumb to that

Which sustained me.

A vibrant new connection

Is germinating in my core

Combining a new vision

One that will take me home.

Teal watched Alinga get to his feet and stroll ahead a few paces, 

his aura darkening momentarily then fl uxing again, green to pink.

“I don’t want to leave this land,” Alinga said adamantly, looking 

towards the horizon. Aching hues of orange and purple spanned 

across the great expanse as the night yielded to the dawn. “I feel 

like a part of it. From my human guise.” He looked down at his lean 

frame, clenching his hands, and then fanning them out towards 

the sky, tilting his head back. “Nor do I desire to enter this ocean 

beyond my interpretation of this form.” He moved towards Teal, 
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his dark eyes searching, pleading. “I’m stuck between two worlds, 

Pleiadian, and I don’t know what will heal me,” he whispered.

Teal was about to answer that he had no idea how it would be 

possible for Alinga to do anything other than allow the transfor-

mation to take place, when a familiar voice resonated in his head.

“Child.”

Teal’s hair on the back of his neck sprung up at the sound of 

her voice.

“There is a creature that moves across this land that was born 

of the creator. It is the benefactor of the beings of this land, and 

assures that the lifeblood, water, is provided to sustain life on this 

continent.”

Teal listened intently as Alinga continued to stare into his eyes.

“Call the rainbow serpent to you and I shall allow the two to 

emerge and become one. His transformation shall be complete.”

Teal placed a hand on Alinga’s shoulder. “I will help you,” he said 

walking past the Aborigine and facing the horizon. His intention 

was set before he stopped and closed his eyes. Biochemical reac-

tions sent hormones from his endocrine glands, and Teal’s vocal 

chords began to vibrate as air passed over them and out of his 

mouth. Teal began to visualise the sound he was creating, vibrat-

ing the sand around him into geometric patterns that altered in 

complexity as he changed the frequencies he was creating.

Teal felt Alinga’s presence off to his side, Teal’s third eye picked 

up Alinga’s aura and also, off in the distance, an enormous slink-

ing body that carved its way across the landscape towards them. 
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Shimmering scales in all the colours of the rainbow fl uctuated in 

the early light. It struck out a massive forked tongue that picked up 

the frequencies, then felt the geometric patterns forming under its 

skin as it changed its path and headed for Teal and Alinga.

Teal could feel Alinga’s matter drawing forward, parting at 

subatomic levels, scattering into the air as he took a step and then 

another towards the approaching giant serpent.

“Do not be afraid,” Teal said telepathically to Alinga.

“I’m not anymore,” Alinga whispered listlessly.

“You will merge –“

“– I know,” Alinga’s voice telepathically ruminated in Teal’s body. 

“Thank you, Suearaph . . . for setting me free.”

The serpent sent plumes of dust and sand up into the air as it slid 

through the fl ora, its translucent body passing over Spinefi x, caress-

ing bloodwoods and desert oak trees as it made its way towards 

Uluru. Alinga continued to walk ahead, his body dissolving into 

a swarm of molecules as he moved. Teal increased his frequency 

and the air around him was clouded with particles of sand that 

would have stung his eyes had they been open. The energetic dis-

solution of Alinga was stunning seen with Teal’s third eye. Firefl ies 

of gold and white darted about as his torso vanished. His hips and 

legs still walked towards the oncoming serpent, but they too relin-

quished their form. The geometric patterns on the earth dissolved 

as quickly as Teal could make them, unbound by the writhing mass 

moving his way. The rainbow serpent was all but upon Teal when 

it opened its vast mouth and swallowed the array of vibrating 
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molecules that had once been known as Alinga, swerved its way 

around Uluru and was gone.

Teal kept his eyes closed long after the enormous snake had 

passed. He had instantaneously stopped toning as the task had been 

completed and now he stood sentinel, the air settling around him, 

new colours lifting off the fl ora around him and with the light of 

the new day.

Before he opened his eyes he felt the fi rst heat from the sun’s 

rays on his skin. It felt like magic.
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APPROACH

Fathoming a destination

Where a merging will

Resonate and unify

All the times now past.

The usher ventured

To fi nd the custodians

Who will allow the age

Coming to wave farewell . . . to the past.

The sky was a fanning crimson glow as Raephaesia, Kobe and the 

four Nommo passed over the Great Australian Bight and began 

to cross the Nullarbor Plain. The road that had once spanned the 

expanse connecting the continent had vanished beneath sand and 

Spinefi x, but signs signifying crossing kangaroos poked out of the 

ground, half their length submerged beneath the ground. But they 

too vanished along with the coastline, in two enormous beats of 

the winged reptile’s wings.

Raephaesia looked over her shoulder to see Kobe and the four 
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Nommo all silently nestled against one another, all pressing against 

her back. Something suddenly caught her eye. Though quite a 

distance away its mass was signifi cant enough for her to notice. As 

it moved it sent up dust devils that quickly abated as the creature 

slithered towards a waterhole ahead. It seemed to be attempting 

to escape the sunrise, Raephaesia thought.

As soon as the thought had formulated in her head the fi rst rays 

of the sun shot over the horizon illuminating the translucent skin 

of the enormous serpent. Perhaps it was a trick of the silica in the 

dust, but she thought she saw a rainbow arch off its hide as it slid 

into the waterhole and vanished without leaving so much as a rip-

ple on the pool’s surface.

She turned back towards the rising sun and felt its heat warming 

her skin. The Targian closed her eyes and immediately felt Teal. 

The sensation made her open her eyes and scour the landscape 

below wildly, her heart fl uttering at the thought of seeing him walk-

ing in the early morning light along the desert fl oor.

“Soon.”

Raephaesia’s concentration was broken by the voice of the Earth 

goddess.

“What you can feel is his resonance refracted and broadcasted 

via the crystal network beneath the surface.”

Raephaesia resumed her search, but Gaia continued, “You will 

see each other soon enough.” The pterodactyl veered off, taking 

Raephaesia by surprise, once again breaking her focus on Teal’s 

presence, but this time she lowered herself into the crook of the 
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animal’s neck and sent a thumping pulse of love out from her body 

in a wave that sped out in a circle across the desert fl oor as the 

creature headed towards the coast.
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RECOLLECTION

Of what has transpired

Over the melding hours

Days, minutes and seconds

It has been a daze.

For in those heartbeats

Come the seeds of a new

Sense of self and your place

Upon a new and dawning Earth.

Teal stood feeling the sun’s rays warm the black cloak and pervade 

his skin beneath, his mind was blank. Arching ribbons of yellow and 

white light erupted over the horizon as the daystar sped up in the 

sky. He watched just how quickly it moved, fascinated by its speed. 

He suddenly remembered Alinga’s words, “NANNA is no longer 

orbiting the planet.”

Had the moon such an effect on the Earth that it had slowed 

down the planet’s rotation so signifi cantly, he wondered? His pon-

dering was disrupted by a ripple, its pink hue passing over the 
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landscape at a voracious speed, washing over his toes and through 

his body in resounding waves, up over his heart which it encircled. 

From there, with every beat of the muscle he felt the enduring love 

of the Targian princess fl owing through his veins, her image fi lling 

his empty mind and fi nally her voice resonating in his body.

“Return to me, my love.”

He began to walk towards the tree he and Alinga had earlier 

walked away from, towards the portal that could take him back to 

Raephaesia. Within a few feet of it he stopped, his haste having 

dissolved with every excited footfall, till he was still under a sun 

almost directly above his head. Teal turned around and looked at 

the gigantic rock protruding from the Earth, it radiated ripples of 

crimson in the morning sunlight. He visualised where the rainbow 

serpent had come from and how it had gulped up Alinga. The 

whole episode with the lizard man felt like a dream within a dream. 

Alinga had built a bridge between his lifetime before Atlantis 

and this current one, allowing Teal to fully transform from Homo 

 sapiens to Aternatian by furthering his own evolution.

Teal did not appear human any longer, but the fi nal components 

– his dormant bridge between hemispheres, the corpus callosum 

and the glands that when secreting the correct hormones could 

open his third eye, the pineal and pituitary, had only awoken as 

Alinga was set free. Teal felt despondent that he hadn’t thanked 

the lizard man for what he had done.

“He knows that you are grateful, child.”

Teal wiped away a silver tear as it sluiced down his face.
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“He has prepared you for what is to come next.” Gaia’s voice 

fi lled his body and was accompanied now by images of the beach 

he had left behind when he had followed Alinga. There was a 

storm brewing there, the ocean was surging with white caps, the 

trees buckling under gusts that lifted off the waves. Sporadic 

fl ashes of lightning illuminated the grey clouds far out to sea and 

at the spot where he had camped with Raephaesia there was a 

massive blue- skinned reptile crouching down as four Nommo and 

an African man climbed off its back. The last to dismount was the 

Targian princess, Raephaesia Julunusia.

Teal walked up to the tree, stared at it and then walked in the 

opposite direction to the one he had walked the last time he had 

done so, his intention clear about his destination. The desert fl oor 

gave way to the sparse grass clearing, the fi ssures of the ironbark 

tree forming with each step, and the bulging faces along its girth 

all watching Teal as he strode towards the subtropical rainforest 

ahead.
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BELOVED

In your arms I feel

The world outside

Has no hold on my present

Or what has transpired.

Here I can feel weak

Even though my tears

Show my evolution

Is speeding me onward.

“There is a storm approaching, should we fi nd shelter elsewhere?” 

Kobe turned from the view of the sea and looked at the driftwood 

tepee on the beach. “Perhaps further inland?”

Raephaesia, who had been stroking the neck of the pterodactyl, 

had heard Kobe’s questions but didn’t answer him, instead turning 

towards the fringe of the forest behind the structure. She turned 

back to the winged reptile and whispered in its ear. It gave a shrill 

squawk that made Kobe cover his ears then it fl apped its immense 

wings, creating huge gusts that made all present cover their eyes 
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as sand fl ew into the air. Raephaesia lifted her arms from her face 

and said softly, “Thank you my friend.”

“So you agree?” Kobe said looking at the Nommo who lowered 

their arms too as the beast took to the air. Their exhaustion was 

apparent on their drawn faces. They needed to rejuvenate by 

immersing themselves in fresh water and sleeping. The journey 

had seen them covered in the sea salt that had risen off the ocean’s 

surface. It was abrasive to their skin, drying it and putting stress on 

their organs. In fresh water their bodies would rehydrate and parch 

their drying innards. “The Nommo need –”

“– fresh water. Yes, I know.” Raephaesia had started walking 

towards the driftwood pile; she stopped beside it, her inky tendrils 

lurching out of her skin making Kobe squirm. The Targian’s plait 

unbraided itself, her long locks falling about her upper back. She 

looked like she was waiting for something, and before Kobe could 

say another word she said, “Stay here. I’ll be back shortly,” then 

moved into the forest ahead.

Kobe almost managed to dart after her, but the Nommo closest 

to him placed a huge hand on his shoulder catching his attention. 

He made a soft whirring sound. Kobe dropped his head, then 

took another glance in the direction she had gone. “Really?” he 

said softly. Another of the Nommo made a series of clicks and low 

grumbles in response.

“I shall be honoured to meet him,” Kobe replied placing his own 

hand on the Nommo’s.
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Raephaesia moved through the forest at great haste, her heart 

thumping against her ribs as she picked up the scent of the 

Aternatian. She blanked out all the other information presenting 

itself to her as she brushed past fl owers and plants, immediately 

knowing their DNA sequences, their lifespans and edibility to 

which creatures. She could feel his presence growing stronger 

with every footfall, her gait going from a quick jog to a sprint as 

she felt him yearning for her. Her inky tendrils gripped tree trunks 

and dug into the ground propelling her on with unnatural speed. 

She saw Teal before he saw her, but when he did see her his own 

powerful gait crumbled and he dropped into her embrace as she 

threw her arms around him.

The vines under her skin burrowed deep into his fl esh, but Teal 

didn’t fl inch. He closed his eyes as tears streamed out of them, 

clouding the radiant pink hues they both could see swallowing 

them in their hold. He shook as she pulled him into her breast, a 

tear fl owing from her eyes as she felt his pain, his acknowledgement 

of what had transpired with Alinga at the heart of the continent 

and his utter joy at seeing her again.

“I’ve missed you,” the Targian whispered, which set Teal sobbing 

and shaking even more heavily. She could feel the anatomical and 

biological changes in his body, her tendrils relaying information to 

her brain. “So, you’re no longer human?” Raephaesia asked, lean-

ing back, looking at the Aternatian in her arms. She closed her 

eyes, instantly seeing Teal’s pituitary and pineal glands pulsing in 

his brain, the synapses fi ring across his corpus callosum. Teal had 
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started to build the bridge across this fi brous band in the planet’s 

core, and had utilised both hemispheres to great success in the 

destruction of the Ultima Thule’s city, but this episode had not 

brought the two sides of his brain to work together.

“Alinga,” Teal murmured, “he helped me.”

As Teal’s words tapered off, Raephaesia saw the interactions 

between Alinga and Teal play out in her mind’s eye. With Alinga’s 

molecular dissolution and integration into the rainbow serpent she 

realised that Teal was now ready to put into place the last piece of 

the puzzle she had seen in the rotunda. It had been the being in her 

arms that she had seen on the headland. At her side had been the 

African man who was now waiting for her return back at the beach.
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ONWARD

Passing by satellites

Each one revolving

Around a fi ery star

Closing in on Earth.

Is a colossal vessel

The occupants of which will

Return to the oceans

Once again to rest.

As Phoebe passed Mars and came within sight of the Earth, the 

spaceship was where the moon had once been. The reptilian- 

created hollowed- out planetoid had imploded with Teal’s 

destruction of the Ultima Thule’s city in the planet’s core. Intimately 

tied together at levels only seen by those who could navigate their 

perception beyond the fi ve human senses, Teal’s harmonic assault 

had shattered the grid over the planet and passed through space 

like a sonic tsunami. It had struck the moon and ruptured the sur-

face, causing massive fi ssures, the sound pervading the thick crust 
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and piercing the interior of the ship. Less dense forms occupying 

the space of the lower fourth dimension were instantly erased, 

their energetic residue scattered towards the black hole at the 

centre of the galaxy where it melded with the energy construct 

being projected from the source of all creation. The schism was 

healed.

The spaceship and its outer layer shrunk into a microscopic ball 

of molecules the size of a pinhead and dissolved into the vacuum 

of space, leaving no trace of its presence. The planet was left to 

right itself back from its tilted axis, and for the photons from the 

sun to illuminate Gaia and the few million survivors – those who 

had moved beyond the modus operandi of the reptilian brain 

– to reformat and shift into the new paradigm of existence and 

perception.

The spacecraft had begun to receive transmissions from the 

planet’s oceans. The albino humpbacks sent out resonances that 

would have bounced off the salt in the ocean and illuminated the 

content spread around the planet, which returned to the whales 

after a lengthy duration. This weak signal told that the songs had 

quickly desalinated the oceans in preparation for the Nommo’s 

arrival. With this knowledge the albino humpbacks had sent a tel-

epathic song that had reached the ship and passed through Phoebe 

as it rounded Mars.

Aboard the spacecraft calculations were being made with great 

haste for the relocation of those on Phoebe into the oceans below. 

The moon would pass onward, towards the sun and eventually 
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disintegrate; however, the occupants would be teleporting into a 

massive vortex positioned over the waters off the coast of what had 

once been Rainbow Beach, Southern Queensland.
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NOCTURNE

As the shorter day

Is met with the coming

Of the haste of night

Alliances are made.

The brewing storms

Far out to sea

Are the conglomeration

Of a target for relocation.

By the time that Raephaesia had allowed Teal to relinquish the last 

of his tears and fi nd the strength to get to his feet, the dusk was 

upon them.

Arriving at the place where they had last been together Teal 

was surprised to feel the presence of another being close by a 

blaze set out in front of their shelter. The fi re’s lurching orange 

and yellow spires blinded him partially, making it diffi cult for him 

to make out Kobe’s body, but the man’s unmistakable pinkish- green 

exuberance radiated out from where he sat beyond the fl ames.
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Raephaesia held Teal’s hand, leading him over to where Kobe 

sat. Kobe didn’t turn away from the encroaching greyness, his eyes 

were transfi xed by the surging waters ahead.

“They’ve gone into the water,” he said as Raephaesia and Teal 

approached. “I thought the salt water would kill them, but they said 

it’s safe now.” He turned to the couple standing a few feet from 

where he sat. “The salt in the oceans is sinking.” As he fi nished he 

got to his feet and dusted his hands off. Kobe stared at Teal then 

looked out to sea again, the storm clouds stationary over the tumult 

below. “They said you would be coming soon.” He looked at Teal 

again, his eyes fi xed on the Pleiadian. A slight grin created a warm 

glow that lit up his face in the fading light. “They also said that you 

would assist me on the continuation of my journey.”

Teal saw Kobe’s aura was in a state of fl ux. The colours he saw 

as he approached the campsite surrendered to light blue and then 

indigo. This man had been given revelations and he was coming to 

terms with them, integrating with them even now.

“Suearaph,” Teal said, putting his hand on his heart and bowed 

slowly forward as Raephaesia shot him a glance.

Kobe mirrored Suearaph’s actions. “Kobe,” he said.

The Targian watched their interaction then left Suearaph’s side 

walking back to the fi re, which she stoked, adding to it from a pile 

that Kobe had collected.

“Sit with me.” Kobe motioned Suearaph towards the sand nearby.

Suearaph lifted his cloak and sat, pushing his feet into the warm 

sand, submerging his toes and Kobe took a seat next to him.
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“If someone had told me that a month ago I would have been 

here, experiencing this –” He waved his hand around him. “– I 

would have laughed them away.” Kobe scooped up a handful of 

sand and allowed it to slide through his open fi ngers, closing his 

eyes. “What has happened to me has unquestionably changed my 

perspective on so many fundamental levels that I am in awe of 

how I have dealt with what I have come to understand.” He looked 

over his shoulder at Raephaesia who was lying down at the mouth 

of the small tepee. “I feel like I had been in hibernation for eons, 

reincarnating, walking through lives in a slumber, unaware of the 

incarnation before last. Lost.”

“And now?”

“I am utterly present,” he said.

“So much has changed. A new paradigm is emerging. There was 

once a schism created to keep all beings on this planet in a state 

of amnesia, disconnected from all possibility. That separation is no 

longer there,” Suearaph said looking at Kobe.

“I was told to ride the fl ow by some old friends,” Kobe said, 

motioning with his chin towards the ocean, “rather than struggle 

against it.” He smiled. “Since I have, I have felt like I am integrating 

into this new paradigm you speak of, Suearaph. Becoming aware 

of each part of the wheel as it turns into this new age.” He shook 

his head as he continued. “The more I relax into this state of being, 

the more I comprehend.”

Suearaph ran his hands through the sand and then propped 

himself up, getting to his feet. “Kobe. I need to rest.”
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“Yes, of course.”

“I bid you goodnight. May you have deep and restful slumber,” 

Suearaph said before wandering off.

Kobe watched the Pleiadian stroll away then lent back into 

the sand, watching the stars above, one in particular that was far 

brighter than the rest.
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MERGE

And offer me a glimpse

Of the actions I must take

In order for the synthesis

To fi nally have its end.

Become a channel

For the teachers who

Are returning to Earth

Divulge all they know.

Raephaesia appeared asleep as Suearaph knelt down next to her. 

He stared at her for a drawn- out moment, watching the dancing 

fi relight throw licks of illumination over her green skin, the ten-

drils beneath it moving in time with her deep breathing. She was a 

being of indomitable strength and determination, having proved 

her worth on the battlefi eld at the Ultima Thule’s city, but she was 

also capable of enduring compassion and empathy, such was her 

tenderness when Volnox and Noroshni Fulmox had perished, and 

when he had come back from Uluru.
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He stroked her leg, a tendril instantly darting up his fi nger and 

inserting itself into his fl esh. He closed his eyes and felt her heart-

beat, her blood coursing and her mind quiet. Making the greatest 

effort not to wake her by jolting the tendril taut, he lay down 

beside her, nestling as close to her as he could.

The Aternatian was asleep as soon as he closed his eyes. 

Raephaesia opened hers as she felt his heartbeat slow and drop 

into a deep rhythm. She reached over to his neck stroking it with 

the tips of her fi ngers, the inky vines only piercing his fl esh when 

she stopped them at the base of his skull.

“Suearaph,” she whispered. The name rolled off her tongue. 

“Suearaph,” she repeated softly. With the second mention of his 

name she felt her skin bristle with an electric charge. She rolled 

her eyes about the campsite looking for Kobe, but as the surge grew 

stronger she heard the familiar voice of Gaia.

“Close your eyes, child.”

Raephaesia did as she was asked. Fractal patterns began to 

appear in her mind, their forms offering no elucidation as to their 

meaning, but she felt them penetrate her blood and make their way 

down towards her fi ngers and then fuse with her tendrils. As they 

went into Suearaph he gave a small groan. Raephaesia lent over 

Suearaph’s ear, murmuring, “I love you, Suearaph. I loved you when 

I fi rst met you when I was Brody living in Vancouver, my heart 

never relinquished that love for you, it only grew stronger until I 

saw you again in the Andes.” She brushed her cheek across his hair, 

then lent back down to his ear, the forms in her mind forming into 
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incredible geometrical shapes that sped through her bloodstream 

and into the sleeping Pleiadian. “Then when I found you again and 

you were this being you are now, I knew that I never wanted to 

be without you again,” The fl uxing grew in intensity, making her 

tilt her head back as she saw the origin of these coded messages.

In orbit around the planet was a spaceship, its crew all Nommo, 

and they sang in harmonic frequencies that took three- dimensional 

forms in the cabin of the craft then reappeared in her head an 

instant later.

“These are the resonances needed for opening the vortex over 

the ocean, so that they can be teleported into the sea from their 

ark,” the Earth goddess said, illuminating her as to what would 

happen. “The Nommo that were with Kobe have already begun to 

anchor the vibrational changes necessary for the transition to be 

smooth. They are singing. Can you hear them?”

Raephaesia lifted her head and turned it towards the waters 

beyond. All she could hear was the crackling fi re and then the 

crashing of the waves against the beach.

“Do you hear them?” Gaia whispered. “The whales.”

Humpbacks; she could hear their long, drawn- out hymns over 

the sound of the breakers and their song soon became the only 

sound she could hear; the fi re, the waves – all were muted.

“Yes . . . I hear them,” Raephaesia said.

Their song was haunting and was growing louder.

“This species of creature that humans call the humpback is 

originally from a watery planet in the same binary star system 
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as the Nommos’ planet, and much like theirs. The mammalian 

creatures that left the land and moved into the oceans hundreds 

of millions of years ago evolved into whales, those closer to the 

vibrational source became humpback whales. Four whales from 

Sirius left their planet and incarnated here for the moment of the 

transition. They will soon arrive. As you can hear, they have quite 

a welcoming party.”

Raephaesia could feel their hulking bodies moving through the 

warm ocean, the bay was swarming with the behemoths.

“As my custodian, I needed you to be a channel for the energetic 

codes, which in turn I needed to get to the Aternatian.”

“It gives me great pleasure to be of service to you, Gaia,” 

Raephaesia said softly, opening her eyes to look at the still Suearaph 

in front of her.

“It is no mistake that you are to be together, and for this I am 

most grateful, too.”

Raephaesia dropped her head back down behind Suearaph’s 

and lent her forehead against his, just as the images stopped and 

her bristling skin settled down. She twisted her neck then dozed 

off, exhausted but happy.
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COMMUNION

Between ages lost and

Ages only beginning

Those now over

Are a fading illusion.

Welcoming in the day

I will assure the tide

Has turned and love

Is now here to stay.

Raephaesia woke to fi nd Suearaph gone. She reached out to touch 

him but the space where he had been was empty, the sand cool to 

her touch. She opened her eyes, her fi rst sight that of the embers of 

the fi re glowing in the dawning sky. She sat up and saw Kobe stand-

ing at the base of the headland watching Suearaph. The Aternatian 

had his head bowed, and then Raephaesia heard the fi rst tone leave 

his mouth. It sent a rumble through the earth that toppled her over 

as she tried to get to her feet. Kobe too fell over, but quickly righted 

himself and continued to watch as Suearaph raised his arms until 
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they were at 45- degree angle to his body.

The Targian made her way to Kobe and was at his side when 

Suearaph changed his tone again.

“LOOK!” Kobe pointed out towards the thunderhead over the 

ocean. It had been stationary since their arrival, but now it was 

moving, expanding to encompass most of the horizon as it crawled 

over the ocean’s surface. In the morning light hues of purple and 

orange attempted to splay out from behind its mass but were soon 

engulfed by the cloud. The wind began to buffet the waves cre-

ating a swell that grew with every second, the waves lolling and 

dipping, revealing the huge herd of whales in the bay.

“My God,” Kobe said, staring out. There was hardly a patch of 

water that didn’t have a whale occupying it.

“How long has he been over there?” Raephaesia asked, raising 

her voice. Suearaph’s volume at each tone was increasing with 

every inhalation.

Kobe turned to her, cupping his hand over his mouth as he 

spoke. “I was asleep, lying on my back when I felt something brush 

past me.” He pointed at Suearaph. “He was 25 feet away, but it felt 

like he was right beside me.”

Raephaesia nodded, smiling, then turned back towards the 

spectacle.
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TRANSPIRE

From your watery ark

Follow the heralded path

Back to the world

You left so long ago.

The way is clear

The time is right

Now arrive in your

New home with the dawning light.

Phoebe was approaching the Earth’s arching electromagnetic fi eld 

when Suearaph’s harmonic frequencies hit its rocky surface. They 

sunk through its exterior like a razor through paper, and engulfed 

the watery expanse in moments. One by one the molecules of each 

of the Nommo were altered, broken apart till the entire interior 

ocean became a unifi ed fi eld of vibrating energy.

The spacecraft orbiting the planet sat motionless as the moon 

slipped into the planet’s aura. Inside the moon there was an enor-

mous fl ash and then the interior was empty, a void where an ocean 
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had been. Smoothly and easily, the spacecraft fi red a beam that 

defl ected the moon onward, out of the gravitational fi eld of the 

Earth and towards the enormous star at the centre of this solar 

system.

The vessel then dipped and made its way to the ocean below. 

An enormous storm that almost pierced the heavens began to spin 

like a whirlpool below on the planet, its hollow centre rippling 

with lightning as a single beam of light sped down its interior to 

the ocean beneath.
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EMULSION

Ancient oceans reconnect

Divided in eons gone by

United once again

Under a tumultuous sky.

May they never part

Or know the feeling

Of being isolated

From one another again.

Suearaph’s arm’s had risen up to his chest by the time the thunder 

head had become a gigantic waterspout. The wind was ferocious; 

Raephaesia and Kobe could barely stand as it billowed off the 

ocean. The tones coming from Suearaph’s mouth were so intense 

they fi lled the air around them with sparking crackles that all shot 

back towards the waterspout’s maw. The waters below didn’t make 

their way upward into the spiralling storm, but parted, creating a 

mirror refl ection of the tornado above.

“WHAT IS HE DOING?!” Kobe screamed.
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Before Raephaesia could answer, a fl ash so brilliant it blinded 

them fl ew from the base of the waterspout and the accompany-

ing blast of wind knocked them down. The air abruptly stilled, 

Suearaph’s tones stopped and the storm shrunk. In seconds the 

clouds parted and sun’s rays warmed the choppy ocean’s surface. 

It took quite some time for Kobe and Raephaesia to gather their 

wits about them, but when they had they saw a craft approaching 

the headland where Suearaph stood.

Raephaesia got to her feet fi rst, quickly helping Kobe to his as 

the vessel landed and from its side out jutted a ramp. A panel on 

the craft slid up and out walked half a dozen Nommo, dressed in 

regalia of purple and crimson. Suearaph bowed at them slowly, 

hand on heart and the Nommo followed suit shortly after then they 

wandered off towards the incoming tide. A moment later they had 

vanished into the ocean.

The stillness was broken by the sound of a new hymn lifting out 

of the sea. Suearaph turned, looking out over the ocean as thou-

sands of Nommo surrounded four albino humpback whales that 

were swimming slowly beside them.

Raephaesia and Kobe walked up to the headland and from here 

they too watched the reconnections taking place.

“Being reacquainted with each other after so long apart.” 

Suearaph looked over at Raephaesia. “I know the feeling.”

Raephaesia walked over to Suearaph, leaving Kobe to watch 

the event below. She lent up to Sueraph and kissed him gently, her 

eyes never leaving his.
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“All I needed to know to bring this,” he spread his hand out 

towards the ocean, “came to me through you, didn’t it?”

Raephaesia nodded her head. “Gaia asked me to be the  channel 

for the codes from the Nommo coming from what she called their 

ark.”

“A hollowed- out moon called Phoebe that once orbited Saturn. I 

dreamt of it as the codes realigned in me. I visualised this all taking 

place, so when I woke I knew what it was I had to do.”

“Now we can dream a new dream . . . together,” Raephaesia said, 

kissing him again.

“Not yet,” he said, looking over at Kobe who was kneeling down, 

watching the reunion in the bay. “I have to help Kobe fi rst.”
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FIRELIGHT

Illuminates the present

Signifi es a course of action

Which I will enact

In the years to come.

So I bid you now farewell

Thank you for your assistance

In the breaking of the spell

That kept me from knowing my place.

The Nommo sat on the beach in rows behind the four that had trav-

elled with Raephaesia and Kobe. Beside them sat the six Nommo 

that had disembarked from the craft. Kobe sat listening to the 

heartfelt thanks from each of the Nommo he had returned to watch 

over in the cave, and then the six other beings spoke. Each one 

gave him instructions, which culminated in what would manifest 

with his departure for the Gulf of Aden.

Suearaph and Raephaesia sat opposite, their fi re having been 

roused into life once again under the darkening skies. One by 
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one each of the Nommo who had arrived came forward to thank 

them both. Once the process was over they ventured back into the 

ocean to rest amongst the whales.

“They will travel all over the planet to teach the survivors,” 

said Kobe, looking at Suearaph, “of the cataclysmic destruction 

of the world once controlled by the Ultima Thule.” He turned to 

watch the last of the Nommo, his brothers, who turned and waved 

goodbye to him. He lifted his hand, saying farewell to them as they 

slipped off into the tide. “Just as they did in the Golden Age.”

With the last of the Nommo gone Suearaph and Raephaesia also 

turned to leave, but Kobe placed his hands on their shoulders. “It’s 

also time for me to leave,” he said slowly. “Suearaph, can you take 

me to the portal?”

Raephaesia moved forward and threw her arms around Kobe. 

Her inky tendrils sank into his skin as she pulled him close.

“Princess.” He pulled away from her just far enough to look 

in her swirling eyes of blue. “You rescued not only me, but my 

family too. I am eternally grateful for this.” He held her close 

again. “Without you none of what happened today could have 

transpired.” He pulled away from her finally and Raephaesia’s 

tendrils retracted. He lifted her hands to his lips and kissed them. 

“Goodbye,” he said, gently letting them go. Then he motioned to 

Suearaph. “Shall we?”

The Aternatian squeezed the Targian’s hand and then walked 

over to the fi re picking up a branch out of the blaze and made his 

way towards the forest. He and Kobe didn’t speak till they entered 
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the clearing where the tree stood. The light of the torch illumi-

nated the whole area. Creatures once confi ned in the trunk of 

the tree, dreamtime spirits, darted away from its girth, now free to 

roam. They watched from the edges of the clearing, hiding behind 

other trees as Kobe turned to Suearaph and smiled.

“It was an honour to have been in your presence. Even if it was 

only for a day,” Kobe said, placing his hand over his heart and bow-

ing slightly. “As integral as we all have been to the creation of this 

new paradigm, some have had bigger roles to play than others.”

“No one role has been more important than any other, my 

friend,” Suearaph said.

Kobe nodded then turned towards the tree.

“Walk around it,” Suearaph whispered.

“Farewell my friend,” Kobe said as he moved forward. He 

rounded the trunk and was gone.

Suearaph stood looking at the tree for a couple more seconds 

then murmured. “Go well, Kobe.”
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BIRTH

Of a renewed sense

Of connection to all

A blessing in every moment

Is our divine right now.

May our love for one another

Solidify our union

For we are one and the same

Embodiments of new age . . . here and now.

Suearaph wandered back to the beach to fi nd Raephaesia staring into 

the fi re, mesmerised by its allure. He put the torch into it creating a 

confl uence where the two fl ames merged along the branch’s length.

Raephaesia looked at him and as he turned towards her, her 

eyes caught his. He knelt down and peered into her oscillating 

eyes, only breaking eye contact to move close enough to kiss her. 

Her hair lifted off her shoulders and knotted around the back of 

his head, not that he needed any additional coaxing, and they lay 

down together in their driftwood tepee.
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EPILOGUE

Ras Siyan, Gulf of Aden, early morning.

Kobe strolled out onto sand. The ironbark tree was now a tall palm. 

To his left was the gulf, the turquoise ocean as fl at as a lake. Across 

the other side were dunes of sand rising to hills and mountains far 

beyond. To his right was a thicket of vegetation.

He stood at the water’s edge watching the waters loll over 

the shallows, feeling the sun’s heat on his skin. No sooner had he 

relaxed than he heard a voice in his head.

“Child. You must travel to Axum.”

“Axum,” Kobe repeated.

“There is something there you need to see,” Gaia said.

Kobe smiled and made his way through the vegetation, his 

footsteps taking him towards the south- west.
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